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ABSTRACT 
 
Herbert Block—better known by his nom de plume “Herblock”—was one of the 
most prominent voices of liberalism in the postwar era. In his role as political cartoonist for 
the Washington Post, which he held from 1946 until his death in 2001, he articulated the 
values of liberalism to a much broader national audience than was reached by the writings of 
other liberal writers and intellectuals. In doing so, he played a critical role in shaping public 
discourse and opinion across a wide-range of political and social issues during the postwar era. 
This dissertation explores how Block’s cartoons became tools to further the goals of 
liberalism in the three decades following the conclusion of the Second World War. Block’s 
cartoons spoke not only to current events, but also regularly supported those causes—such as 
environmentalism, gun control, and, especially, civil liberties—that he viewed as critical to 
ensure and maintain the continued quality of life to which Americans should aspire. The 
longevity of his career and his unstinting and unapologetic support for the liberal agenda 
therefore affords a unique lens through which to interpret and understand the shifts and 
contours of twentieth century American political culture. Indeed, I argue that Block’s 
cartoons interpreted, influenced, and reinforced postwar liberal opinion, ultimately helping 
to shape what became the standard liberal interpretation of the era, repeated in textbooks 
and depicted across popular culture. 
Traditional discussions of Block’s cartoons pick and choose examples from a small 
subset of his total output to highlight the specific point that the scholar or commentator is 
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trying to make. Instead of relying on a close reading of a sample of hand-selected cartoons 
that are extrapolated to draw broad conclusions about the nature of his liberalism, however, 
this dissertation instead analyzes Block’s body of work from 1946 to 1976 in its entirety—
some 8,500 cartoons. My analysis illuminates longer-scale trends in Block’s output that are 
otherwise obfuscated by the day-to-day nature of his working schedule, such as how Block’s 
cartoons consistently featured one political party over the other, regardless of his self-stated 
commitment to political neutrality, and suggests new methodologies that can be deployed by 
other researchers to interrogate large corpora of visual artifacts.  
In doing so, this dissertation reveals new insights into how a prominent member of 
the liberal mainstream interpreted and presented the events of the day and reveals how 
Block’s cartoons, far from simply reflecting liberal ideology, helped define our very 
understanding of the nature and limits of twentieth century American liberalism. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
On February 22, 1957, the Washington Post’s editorial cartoonist Herbert Block, 
better known by his nom de plume “Herblock,” delivered the second annual Joseph Pulitzer 
Memorial Lecture at the Columbia School of Journalism. The focus of Block’s talk was what 
he described as the “power and responsibility” of a free press to “use its freedom to protect 
the freedom of everyone.” But first he described the symbiotic relationship that existed 
between his own work as a cartoonist and the editorial page of a newspaper. “The cartoon 
and the editorial,” he declared, “are much the same thing—the means for speaking up and 
expressing opinions.” Even so, it is the editorial cartoon that is the more “natural medium 
for vigorous comment” because it is “a type of work which is not calculated to induce in the 
practitioner an undue reverence for public officials.” In fact, because his readers often had 
such a profoundly visceral and personal reaction to his work, Block argued that his daily 
cartoon could best be understood as an “offensive weapon.”1 
For Block, the stakes for how that weapon should be deployed could not have been 
higher. Speaking just three months before the playwright Arthur Miller was found guilty of 
contempt of Congress for refusing to testify before the House Committee on Un-American 
                                                   
1 Herbert L. Block, Joseph Pulitzer Memorial Lecture. Speech presented at the Columbia School of Journalism, 
February 22, 1957, in Herbert Block Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 
(hereafter Block Papers), Box 184, Folder 14. For newspaper coverage of the speech, see “Herblock Tells Press 
To Fight for Freedom,” Washington Post (hereafter WP), February 23, 1957: A11, and “Cartoonist Bids Press 
Speak Out,” The New York Times, February 23, 1957, 35. Block was neither the first nor the last person to use 
a military metaphor to describe the work of political cartoons. See, for example, H. I. Brock, “Thomas Nast, 
Symbol-Maker,” The New York Times, September 22, 1940, SM4; Ernst Gombrich, “The Cartoonist’s 
Armoury,” in Meditations on a Hobby Horse and Other Essays on the Theory of Art, ed. Ernst Gombrich (London: 
Phaidon Press, 1965). 
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Activities, Block told his audience that America was “currently in a period when free and 
frank criticism has been considered by some people to be in bad taste,” a situation that he 
blamed on the fact that “some newspapers … have fallen down on their responsibilities.” 
Block argued that an editorial page focused on “apparent objectivity, judiciousness and 
concern for the general welfare—without carrying any of those things too far” was not 
enough. Nor was it sufficient for editorial writers simply to “express a certain indignation” if 
they were not writing about a subject “that should arouse indignation.” This type of editorial 
represented “the same kind of rationalizing and gold-paint superficiality which editorialists 
should be exposing instead of fabricating.” Block urged newspapers to have the courage to 
resist “intimidation or censorship” and to allow their editorial page to use “the freedom of 
the press as it was meant to be used—in defense of individual liberties and on behalf of the 
public welfare.”2 
This dissertation explores how Block sought to use his cartoons as “offensive 
weapons” to further the goals of liberalism in the three decades following the conclusion of 
the Second World War. By complementing close readings of his cartoons and the responses 
they generated from readers across the country with the application of digital methodologies, 
I argue that Block’s cartoons interpreted, influenced, and reinforced postwar liberal opinion, 
ultimately helping to shape what became the standard liberal interpretation of the era, 
repeated in textbooks and depicted across popular culture. Yet his liberal biases also 
prevented him from fully understanding the failings of the liberalism he so ardently 
                                                   
2 Block, Joseph Pulitzer Memorial Lecture. 
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defended. His cartoons, far from simply reflecting liberal ideology, helped define our very 
understanding of the nature and limits of twentieth century American liberalism. 
Block’s work offers a distinctive medium through which to understand how 
liberalism and the events of the second half of the twentieth century were distilled, 
understood, and interpreted. Political cartoons make use of a variety of visual, thematic, and 
rhetorical devices that allow artists to embed within them a multiplicity of meanings. They 
contain both a visual and a textual message on political events that are presented to their 
audience through cultural symbols that have been interpreted and filtered by the cartoonist. 
And they often rely upon visual shorthands, including caricatures, stereotypes, and recurring 
symbols, which can give the cartoonist the latitude to draw what editorial writers cannot 
write.3 Their social impact derives from their simultaneous appeal to the eye, intellect, 
conscience, and emotion. As the political scientist Charles Press wrote in 1981, “cartoons 
present a picture as the essence of truth, a message as to what ought to be done on behalf of 
the deserving, and a mood created through artistic technique and allegorical imagery of how 
the viewer ought to feel over what is happening.”4 The intersection of all these factors offer a 
unique lens through which historians can understand a society’s interests, prejudices, and 
values, allowing an insight into how the behavior of international, national, and local figures 
was interpreted by their contemporary audience. 
                                                   
3 Christina W. Michelmore, “Old Picture in New Frames: Images of Islam and Muslims in Post World War II 
American Political Cartoons,” Journal of American and Comparative Culture Vol. 23, No. 4 (2000), 37; 
Matthew J. Shaw, “Drawing on the Collections,” Journalism Studies Vol. 8, No. 5 (2007), 742. 
4 Charles Press, The Political Cartoon (East Brunswick, NJ: Associated University Presses, Inc, 1981), 62. 
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Politicians who have been the subject of a particularly scathing cartoon were 
painfully aware of the impact that cartoons might have on their political ambitions. Perhaps 
most famously, the nineteenth century cartoonist Thomas Nast undertook a sustained attack 
on the corruption he saw in New York City’s Tammany Hall boss William Tweed that “in 
its passion and effectiveness … stands alone in the history of American graphic art.”5 As a 
result of these cartoons, Nast was reputedly offered a $500,000 bribe to stop his attacks and 
leave the country, leading Fiona Halloran, a recent biographer of Nast, to describe him as “a 
man whose work could change minds, topple leaders, and influence leaders.” Halloran argues 
that his cartoons were more than mere editorials that supplied evidence in support of his 
personal opinion. Instead, Nast used visual imagery to grab the public’s attention and 
provoke a response.6 Tweed’s demand upon viewing an especially powerful Nast cartoon that 
his lieutenants “Stop them damned pictures” because “I don’t care so much what the papers 
write about me. My constituents can’t read. But, damn it, they can see pictures” remains a 
ubiquitous anecdote used by scholars to highlight the impact of, and politician’s reaction to, 
                                                   
5 Morton Keller, The Art and Politics of Thomas Nast (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975), preface. Nast 
remains the most studied and recognized American political cartoonist. Biographies and other studies of Nast’s 
cartoons include Albert Bigelow Paine, Th. Nast: His Period and His Pictures (London: The Macmillan 
Company, 1904); Keller, Art and Politics of Thomas Nast; John Adler, Doomed By Cartoon: How Cartoonist 
Thomas Nast and the New York Times Brought Down Boss Tweed and His Ring of Thieves (New York: Morgan 
James Publishing, 2008); Fiona Deans Halloran, Thomas Nast: The Father of Modern Political Cartoons (Chapel 
Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 2013). For broader studies of political cartoons during the 
Civil War era, see Kristen Smith, ed. The Lines Are Drawn: Political Comics of the War Between the States 
(Athens, GA: Hill Street Press, 1999); Gary L. Bunker, From Rail-Splitter to Icon: Lincoln’s Image in Illustrated 
Periodicals, 1860–1865 (Kent, OH: Kent State University Press, 2001); J. G. Lewin and P. J. Huff, Lines of 
Contention: Political Cartoons of the Civil War (New York: Harper Paperbacks, 2007). 
6 Halloran, Thomas Nast, 119-20. 
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political cartoons.7 Boss Tweed was not the only political figure to link directly his public 
image or political fortune to the work of Nast. During the Civil War, Abraham Lincoln 
described Nast’s drawings as the North’s “best recruiting sergeant,” while Ulysses S. Grant 
credited his victory in the 1868 Presidential Election on “the sword of Sheridan and the 
pencil of Thomas Nast.”8 Indeed, Nast’s influence on American culture extends far beyond 
his unabashed support for the Republican Party, or even his attacks on Tweed’s corruption, 
as he is credited with introducing both the donkey and elephant as symbols for the 
Democratic and Republican parties and even for creating the modern image of Santa Claus, 
visual devices that Block himself regularly used.9 
Because of their ability to express complicated ideas in an easily understandable visual 
form, political cartoons have often found themselves treading a fine line at the limits of 
acceptable free speech and cartoonists have frequently become the targets of governmental 
action when it seems they have crossed that line. In 1917, for example, the Woodrow Wilson 
Administration unsuccessfully used the Espionage Act to prosecute the cartoonists Henry 
Glintenkamp and Art Young for two cartoons critical of America’s role in the First World 
War that were printed in the periodical The Masses. The government alleged that under the 
                                                   
7 For examples, see Roger A. Fischer, Them Damned Pictures: Explorations in American Political Cartoon Art 
(North Haven, CT: Archon Books, 1995), 2; Michelmore, “Old Picture in New Frames,” 37; Chris Lamb, 
“Drawing Power,” Journalism Studies Vol. 8, No. 5 (2007), 717; Victor S. Navasky, The Art of Controversy: 
Political Cartoons and Their Enduring Power (New York: Knopf Books, 2013), 43. Fiona Halloran argues, 
however, that the story is “probably a distortion of a private comment” rather than an actual demand for action 
from members of his political machine. Halloran, Thomas Nast, 132. 
8 Ralph E. Shikes, The Indignant Eye: The Artist as Social Critic in Prints and Drawings From the Fifteenth 
Century to Picasso (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969), 311; Fischer, Them Damned Pictures, 26. 
9 Halloran, Thomas Nast, 205-10. 
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terms of the Espionage Act the cartoonists, together with several of The Masses’s editorial 
writers, were guilty of “conspiring to cause mutiny and refusal of duty in the military and 
attempting to obstruct recruiting and enlistment”—treasonable offenses.10 Dictators and the 
extensions of their power, inevitably obsessed with their public image, have been particularly 
forthright in their attempts to control how they were depicted in political cartoons. During 
the Second World War several Polish cartoonists were executed for drawing anti-Nazi 
cartoons, while Joseph Goebbels applied considerable pressure on the British Foreign 
Secretary in an attempt to stop publication of David Low’s highly critical cartoons of the 
Nazi regime in late 1937.11 Block himself received a first-hand lesson in how his cartoons 
were received by a less than friendly regime when, in 1969, he was refused a visa that would 
have allowed him to visit Soviet Russia, reputedly on the personal instructions of Leonid 
Brezhnev, who did not like how he was depicted in Block’s cartoons.12 
Over a career that encompassed the presidencies of thirteen men, from Herbert 
Hoover to George W. Bush, Block was described alternatively as “simply the greatest 
cartoonist of his era” and a “genius” by those who shared his political leanings, while his 
critics have labeled him a “master of sick invective,” and “an enthusiastic water boy for the 
                                                   
10 John Sayer, “Art and Politics, Dissent and Repression: The Masses Magazine Versus the Government, 1917–
1918,” The American Journal of Legal History Vol. 32, No. 1 (1988), 55. 
11 David Wallis, ed. Killed Cartoons: Casualties From the War on Free Expression (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, Inc, 2007), 117-19. 
12 Herb Block, “A Letter From Herblock to Brezhnev,” WP, July 14, 1969: A22; Herbert Block, Herblock: A 
Cartoonist’s Life (New York: Macmillan, 1993), 251-52. 
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powers that be on the left.”13 Examples of his cartoons can be found in politicians’ personal 
collections across the country—ranging from Harry Truman to Strom Thurmond—and 
Block himself received countless requests from people and organizations—of all political 
persuasions and whether they were presented in a positive or negative light—for copies of the 
cartoons in which they were depicted. Block’s status as cartoonist for Washington’s only 
morning newspaper afforded him a privileged position that allowed his cartoons to appear in 
the newspaper most likely to be read by the nation’s power brokers and to influence their 
responses to the day’s events. As a result, his cartoons were inevitably the subject of public 
comment, admiration, and condemnation. Harry Truman, for example, famously responded 
to a question about whether the House Un-American Activities Committee’s activities posed 
a threat to educational freedoms by encouraging reporters to look at that morning’s 
Herblock cartoon as it “pretty well answered” that question.14 Meanwhile, Lyndon Johnson’s 
1968 comment to Harold Wilson that, although Block was “our best,” he would “come over 
and eat your cookies, but then … go back and draw a cartoon giving you hell the next day,” 
is typical of the dichotomy his cartoons provoked among the targets of his satire.15 
                                                   
13 Ben Bradlee, A Good Life: Newspapering and Other Adventures (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995), 286; 
Katharine Graham, Personal History (New York: Vintage, 1998), 169.; Spiro T. Agnew, quoted in Block, A 
Cartoonist’s Life, 226; Michael Long, “Cartoons Without Humor: The Underwhelming Oeuvre of Herblock, 
America’s Worst Political Cartoonist,” The Weekly Standard Vol. 6, No. 9 (2000), 22. 
14 “Truman Answers Press Query By Citing Herblock Cartoon,” WP, June 17, 1949: 8. The cartoon in 
question was “Okay — Now To Find Somebody That Can Read,” originally published in the Post on June 18, 
1949, p. 16. The cartoon depicts two members of the Committee staring at an avalanche of textbooks that have 
been sent to them from across the country. 
15 Quoted in Block, A Cartoonist’s Life, 210-02. 
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In the world of Washington politics, with its frequent upheavals, the daily Herblock 
cartoon arguably became the city’s most constant feature for over half a century. Block’s 
unprecedented tenure at the Post, and the accompanying high profile that his work enjoyed 
through the syndication of his cartoons both nationally and internationally, transformed him 
into a ubiquitous presence in American politics. Among the awards that he received during 
just his first decade at the Post was a Pulitzer Prize (1942), the American Newspaper Guild 
Award (1948), the Heywood Broun Award (1950), and the National Journalism Society’s 
Sigma Delta Chi Award (1949 and 1950), and the Sidney Hillman Award (1953). Yet Block 
was to continue working at the Post until the time of his death in 2001, where—according to 
the citation that accompanied the Presidential Medal of Freedom awarded to him in 1994—
he selected “targets from among the powerful of Washington … instill[ing] in our Nation’s 
leaders a dose of humility, [and] reminding all of us that public service is a privilege.”16 
Block’s cartoons for the Post covered almost every major issue of the second half of the 
twentieth century. In addition to presidential administrations and wars, he regularly drew 
about issues as varied as the US economy, civil rights, environmentalism, the influence of 
special interests upon congressional activities, and gun control. His awards and honors over 
this same period were almost too numerous to count, but included second and third 
Pulitzers in 1954 and 1979, while also being cited along with three other Washington Post 
staff members in the 1973 Pulitzer awarded to the paper for its Watergate reporting; 
                                                   
16 Presidential Medal of Freedom Press Release, August 8, 1994, in Stephen Warnath Papers, Box 12, Folder 12, 
William J. Clinton Presidential Library. Available online at http://www.clintonlibrary.gov/assets/storage/ 
Research%20-%20Digital%20Library/warnathcivil/Box%20012/641686-press-releases.pdf. Last accessed on 
May 29, 2014. 
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multiple awards from the American Civil Liberties Union; multiple awards from civil rights 
organizations; several honorary degrees; and the Presidential Medal of Freedom.17 
It is for his cartoons depicting two of this period’s most infamous politicians, though, 
that Block is arguably best remembered and that made his most enduring contributions to 
the public memory of the third quarter of the twentieth century. An early and fierce 
opponent of the activities of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, Block has 
been widely credited with introducing the term “McCarthyism” into the American political 
lexicon, after he used it as a label on a March 1950 cartoon that depicted the GOP elephant 
being dragged towards an unsteady tower made of tar cans by Republican senators. Block’s 
portrayal of Richard Nixon, meanwhile, haunted the former President from his earliest days 
in Congress and was an image that he always strove to distance himself from, even as it came 
to define him in the minds of millions of Americans. Nixon made this explicit during the 
1960 Presidential election when an aide accused of him having thus far run a “kid-glove” 
campaign and was urged to start attacking Kennedy’s policies. The Republican candidate 
agreed, but cautioned, “I have to erase the Herblock image first.”18 
Despite these examples of public declarations regarding the influence of cartoons, 
scholars and art critics have shown a surprising lack of interest in understanding the role and 
form of cartoons in shaping political discourse. Indeed, cartoons have typically been treated 
as sources to be used primarily to provide their argument with an illustrative 
                                                   
17 The Herb Block Foundation, “Biography.” The Herb Block Foundation 
http://www.herbblockfoundation.org/herb-block/herb-biography. Last accessed on May 29, 2014. 
18 Quoted in Theodore Harold White, The Making of the President 1960 (New York: Atheneum Publishers, 
1961), 266. 
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accompaniment.19 Notwithstanding the longevity of his professional life, and the fact that 
major political figures have frequently commented on the impact his cartoons had on specific 
events and careers, Block has been no different. With just a handful of exceptions, he is 
generally mentioned in historical studies only in passing, if at all, and what substantial 
discussion of Block’s career that does exist is limited. A clear example of this can be seen in 
the autobiography of Ben Bradlee, a long time editor of the Post, who mentions Block on 
just three occasions, and only once as more than a passing comment.20 Likewise, Howard 
Bray’s history of the Washington Post, which focuses on roughly the same postwar period as 
the present study, includes only three references to Block.21  
The only full-length discussion of Block’s career remains his autobiography, 
originally published in 1993 and updated in 1998. This work, however, is little more than a 
survey of American history since 1929, given a strong liberal spin, and illustrated with 
                                                   
19 The best academic studies of political cartoons are Keller, Art and Politics of Thomas Nast; Press, The Political 
Cartoon; Alice Sheppard, Cartooning for Suffrage (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1993); 
Fischer, Them Damned Pictures; Chris Lamb, Drawn to Extremes: The Use and Abuse of Editorial Cartoons in the 
United States (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004). Books intended for a more general readership 
include Stephen Hess and Sandy Northrop, Drawn & Quartered: The History of American Political Cartoons 
(Montgomery, Alabama: Elliot & Clark Publishing, 1996); Edward J. Lordan, Politics, Ink: How America’s 
Cartoonists Skewer Politicians, From King George III to George Dubya (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 
2006); Donald Dewey, The Art of Ill Will: The Story of American Political Cartoons (New York: New York 
University Press, 2007); Stephen Hess and Sandy Northrop, American Political Cartoons: The Evolution of a 
National Identity, 1754–2010 (Piscataway, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2010). 
20 Bradlee, A Good Life, 114, 285-86, 369. Katharine Graham’s autobiography does include more discussion of 
Block’s role at the Post, with its index indicating 13 total references to him. Graham, Personal History, 633. 
21 Howard Bray, The Pillars of the Post: The Making of a News Empire in Washington (New York: W.W. Norton 
& Company, 1980). This same lack of interest in Block’s work is also seen in Carol Williams and Irwin 
Touster, The Washington Post: Views From the Inside (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1976). David 
Halberstam’s 1975 study of the American media includes five references to Block. David Halberstam, The 
Powers That Be (New York: Knopf Books, 1975). Block is significantly more represented in Chalmers Roberts’s 
The Washington Post: The First 100 Years, however, which not only describes Block’s response to specific figures 
and events, but also reproduces examples of his cartoons. Chalmers M. Roberts, The Washington Post: The First 
100 Years (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1977). 
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personal anecdotes and a selection of over 200 of his cartoons.22 More recently, and to 
accompany a major Library of Congress exhibition that celebrated the centenary of his birth, 
Haynes Johnson and Harry Katz compiled a retrospective of Block’s career that reprints 
approximately 200 of his cartoons, but which provides only a basic description of 
contemporary national and international events to help contextualize each print.23 Finally, in 
2013, filmmaker Michael Stevens released a celebratory documentary about Block that is 
little more than a rose-tinted and uncritical narration of his life and work.24 None of these 
offer a critical analysis of Block’s cartoons and none analyze his cartoons as historic 
documents that influenced American political and cultural thought. 
This is not a situation unique to Block. Even recent studies of political cartooning in 
America have been content to limit their focus on a broad overview of the work of notable 
cartoonists without delving deeply into the political, cultural, or social contexts under which 
cartoons were produced or received by their audience.25 As historian Alice Sheppard has 
noted, scholars across all disciplines have largely given but “meager appreciation” to the field 
of cartooning.26 Even within the rapidly growing field of comics studies, which would seem a 
natural discipline in which to describe the medium, political cartoons have frequently been 
overlooked or dismissed. Karin Kukkonen is typical of her discipline’s lack of interest in 
                                                   
22 Block, A Cartoonist’s Life. 
23 Haynes Johnson and Harry L. Katz, eds. Herblock: The Life and Work of the Great Political Cartoonist (New 
York: W. W. Norton & Co, 2009). 
24 Herblock: The Black & The White, Dir. Michael Stevens. The Stevens Company. 2013. 
25 See, for example, J. P. Trostle, ed. Attack of the Political Cartoonists: Insights and Assaults From Today’s 
Editorial Pages (Madison, WI: Dork Storm Press, 2004); Navasky, Art of Controversy. 
26 Sheppard, Cartooning for Suffrage, 26. 
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political cartoons when she describes them as nothing more than the “precursors” to today’s 
modern comic form.27 Yet political cartoons provide a very different means of disseminating 
information on a particular topic than more traditional media forms. Unlike stories that 
appear in newspapers, the cartoonist’s job is not to report the news, but to interpret it; and 
they are unlike photographs and television in that they can easily translate political abstractions 
into tangible visual representations that have everyday significance for the reader.28 
Those few scholars who have explored the impact of political cartoons have turned to 
somewhat prosaic explanations for why cartoons are under-represented in historiography. In 
her important 1994 study of suffrage cartoons, for example, Shepard traces the disdain of 
scholars towards the medium to attitudes in the nineteenth century that drew a sharp 
distinction between the fine arts and the apparently more artisanal nature of political 
cartoons. Thus, while cartoons are described as “acceptably frivolous, whimsical, and illogical 
… painting, sculpture and other forms of high art are profound and serious.” Furthermore, 
cartoons are mass-produced and therefore are accessible to a much broader audience. And, 
perhaps more importantly, political cartoons “typically address particular persons, issues, and 
events, while more conventional art evokes universal themes or principles.”29 Shepard 
proposes what is essentially a class-based explanation for the lack of attention given to 
political cartoons by historians and other scholars of visual media. Although her argument 
has a ring of truth to it, those scholars who do dismiss political cartoons so easily are 
                                                   
27 Karin Kukkonen, Studying Comics and Graphic Novels (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), 102-03. 
28 Hess and Northrop, Drawn & Quartered, 14. 
29 Sheppard, Cartooning for Suffrage, 26. 
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overlooking the power contained within the most successful cartoons and the unique skills—
requiring not just basic artistic ability, but rather the capacity to translate a complex set of 
issues into a single understandable image—that are necessary to produce them. Indeed, 
political cartoons are at their most successful when they transcend the sometimes banal 
events and time that they are depicting to address universal themes of human nature and can 
provide important insights into cultural and political ideology precisely because they are 
widely distributed and mass-produced. 
The advent of visual culture as a field of study, which occurred around the time that 
Shepard was writing, has revealed the fallacy of this traditional art history hierarchy and its 
reliance on distinctions such as “great” and “ordinary.”30 Theorists such as W. J. T. Mitchell, 
Nicholas Mirzoeff, and James Deetz have revealed both “the centrality of visual experience in 
everyday life” and the importance that everyday objects played in reflecting and shaping 
public attitudes and behaviors.31 “Western culture,” as Mirzoeff has argued, may have 
“consistently privileged the spoken word as the highest form of intellectual practice and seen 
visual representations as second-rate illustrations of ideas.”32 But this bias has hidden the 
myriad ways in which visual media has consistently shaped a culture’s “construction of 
                                                   
30 For an introduction to visual culture, see W. J. T. Mitchell, Picture Theory: Essays on Verbal and Visual 
Representation (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994); Nicholas Mirzoeff, An Introduction to Visual 
Culture (London: Routledge, 2009); Nicholas Mirzoeff, ed. The Visual Culture Reader (London: Routledge, 
2013); Larry J. Reynolds and Gordon Hutner, eds. National Imaginaries, American Identities: The Cultural 
Work of American Iconography (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000); Chris Jenks, ed. Visual 
Culture (London: Routledge, 1995). 
31 Nicholas Mirzoeff, “What is Visual Culture?,” in The Visual Culture Reader, ed. Nicholas Mirzoeff (New 
York: Routledge, 1998), 7; James Deetz, In Small Things Forgotten: The Archaeology of Early American Life 
(New York: Anchor Books, 1996). 
32 Mirzoeff, “What is Visual Culture?”, 5. 
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identity, community, and power.”33 In fact, images have been the subject of contestation and 
control by those in power for centuries. The Catholic Church, for example, used visual and 
material culture during the sixteenth century Counter-Reformation to persuade the faithful 
of Catholicism’s greatness even as the Protestant Reformation sought to condemn the use of 
images in both religious and everyday life.34 Similarly, images were used in the plantation 
system both to maintain and prolong order and as a means of resistance against slave-owning 
authorities.35 The postwar era, meanwhile, which witnessed the introduction of the television 
and the near ubiquity of photographs and other visual materials in America’s daily life, can 
arguably be seen as a “culture totally dominated by images.”36  
As Robert Hariman and John Louis Lucaites have argued in the context of “iconic 
photographs”—images that are seen “again and again in … historical tableaus”—visual 
media is “important precisely because they are accessible, undemanding images suited to 
mass-mediated collective memory.” Images can therefore be understood as cultural objects 
that help “construct a community’s sense of the past,” that are used to invoke “sentiments 
ranging from patriotism to grief [and] used to justify state action,” and that reproduce 
“exploitative conceptions of race, class, and gender as if they were the natural order of 
                                                   
33 Robert Hariman and John Louis Lucaites, No Caption Needed: Iconic Photographs, Public Culture, and Liberal 
Democracy (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007), 4. 
34 Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel, eds. Iconoclash: Beyond the Image Wars in Science, Religion, and Art 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2002); Mirzoeff, Introduction to Visual Culture, 7-8. 
35 Nicholas Mirzoeff, The Right to Look: A Counterhistory of Visuality (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
2011), 10-13. 
36 Mitchell, Picture Theory, 15. 
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things.”37 To take just one potential example, historians such as Karal Ann Marling and 
Dianne Harris have revealed the critical ways in which the visual—not just how people 
wanted to look and be looked at but also what they themselves looked at—have influenced 
the cultural landscape of postwar America.38 Block’s cartoons have explicitly functioned in a 
similar fashion, with his critiques of life in Soviet Russia proving so effective that between 
1950 and 1952 the State Department distributed close to a million copies in at least eleven 
languages of a specially commissioned pamphlet that collected together a selection of Block’s 
cartoons as an anti-communist propaganda device.39 
Unlike photographs, however, a cartoon that appears to be clearly commenting on 
one particular event might also contain multiple references to other, completely 
unconnected, events as well. Or, they might build on earlier cartoons drawn by the same 
cartoonist to strengthen their critique of a President or regime. Furthermore, political 
cartoons are produced at a specific moment of time to comment on a particular event. 
Consequently, they require a certain familiarity with both the events of the day and any 
characters or symbols that are depicted in the cartoon in order for their impact to be 
understood fully. Even the most powerful cartoon can lose its impact as its context and 
                                                   
37 Hariman and Lucaites, No Caption Needed, 2-4. For the role of photography in shaping racial, ethnic, and 
cultural identities, see Martin A. Berger, Seeing Through Race: A Reinterpretation of Civil Rights Photography 
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2011); Maurice Berger, For All the World to See: Visual Culture 
and the Struggle for Civil Rights (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2010); Hariman and Lucaites, No 
Caption Needed; Shawn Michelle Smith, Photography on the Color Line: W. E. B. Du Bois, Race, and Visual 
Culture (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2004). 
38 Karal Ann Marling, As Seen on TV: The Visual Culture of Everyday Life in the 1950s (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1994); Dianne Harris, Little White Houses: How the Postwar Home Constructed Race 
in America (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2013). 
39 See Herbert Block, Herblock Looks At Communism (Washington, D.C.: US Department of State, 1950). For 
distribution figures, see Letter from Herbert McGushin, April 18, 1952, Herbert Block Papers, Box 82, Folder 13. 
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background fades in our cultural memory. A cartoon that draws upon imagery from popular 
culture—for example, a novel or television show—is especially likely to become challenging 
for a scholar to decode decades after the fact. Even major figures such as Presidents and 
Prime Ministers, to say nothing of Congressmen and Secretaries of State and those who 
experience only fleeting moments of fame and notoriety, become less familiar to the average 
reader over time and without that necessary context the true impact of a cartoon can be lost. 
It is the difficulty in decoding these multiple layers of context and meaning that are 
embedded within a single cartoon that has perhaps played a significant part in the lack of 
attention the medium has been afforded by scholars. With careful research into events 
surrounding the publication date of a cartoon, however, it is possible to reconstruct the 
original intentions of the cartoonist and to recover that context. 
In shaping and influencing public opinion, Block created cartoons for what Benedict 
Anderson has described as an “imagined political community”—a public that shared a 
common set of assumptions and desires that was connected to each other, not through 
personal interactions, but through their readership of his cartoons. In Anderson’s 
conception, print culture plays an instrumental role in establishing ideas of citizenship and 
nationalism as it makes “it possible for rapidly growing numbers of people to think about 
themselves and relate themselves to others in profoundly new ways.” Thus, readers of 
newspapers participate in an “extraordinary mass ceremony” that is “replicated 
simultaneously by thousands (or millions) of others of whose existence he is confident, yet of 
whose identity he has not the slightest notion.” This knowledge allows the consumer to be 
- 17 - 
“continually reassured that the imagined world is visibly rooted in everyday life,” thereby 
creating a “remarkable confidence of community in anonymity that is the hallmark of 
modern nations.” Furthermore, visual objects are especially important devices in this process 
as they draw upon recognized symbols of nationhood and patriotism to project specific 
representations of the nation to their audience.40 
Because of their ability to appropriate multiple cultural and emotional symbols in 
their efforts to visualize collective attitudes around events, nations, and individuals, political 
cartoons are especially important tools in the establishment of these imagined communities. 
Indeed, recent scholarship—in contexts as varied as nineteenth century Anglo-American 
relations, the shaping of anti-Irish sentiment, the development of a Japanese nationalist 
movement at the start of the twentieth century, and efforts to control the political 
participation of women in the Ottoman Empire—has begun to reveal the important role 
that political cartoons played in shaping and influencing public opinion.41 More than half a 
century after these examples, Block similarly worked to create an imagined community of 
                                                   
40 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: 
Verso, 1991), 6, 35-36. 
41 Stefanie Schneider, “Stop Them Damned Pictures!: Political Cartoons, Visual Culture and the Construction 
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readers that was largely made up of the white, northern, white-collar, and male readership he 
believed to be the primary consumers of the news and editorial pages of newspapers such as 
the Washington Post and New York Times. It was on this readership that Block’s cartoons 
worked to create, disseminate, and strengthen a set of assumptions and ideals about the 
world, both physical and mental, in which they inhabited. 
Political cartoons are therefore rhetorical devices that express and propagandize a 
position in much the same way that written newspaper editorials function. In fact, Block 
participated in a process referred to by scholars as media framing. As summarized by Todd 
Gitlin, media frames are used by journalists as a mechanism by which they organize the 
world, both for themselves as they report on it and for the readers who consume the news. As 
such, although journalists and the news media are perhaps not able to tell readers what to 
think, they are able to influence what they think about. Media frames are thus “persistent 
patterns of cognition, interpretation, and presentation, of selection, emphasis, and exclusion” 
designed to help newspapers, and by extension staff members such as Block, filter the news 
that they report and comment upon to reflect, reinforce, and shape the attitudes of their 
readers.42  Even so, the influence of a cartoonist upon his audience is not easily measured, 
especially when the public is constantly confronted by different media interpretations of 
world affairs. Indeed, Block’s cartoons form just one element of the newspaper’s editorial 
page, appearing alongside both editorials and readers’ letters. The spatial arrangement of text, 
headlines, images, and even white space on a page all provide the reader with visual clues as 
                                                   
42 Todd Gitlin, The Whole World is Watching: Mass Media in the Making and Unmaking of the New Left 
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2003), 7. 
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to how that page should be read and what elements of the page should be given precedence 
over others before they even begin to read. As Johanna Drucker has argued, “we see before we 
read … [which] predisposes us to reading according to specific graphic codes before we 
engage with the language of the text.”43  
Although Drucker was referring specifically to the graphic presentation of the poetic 
form, her insight is equally valid for visual materials such as a newspaper editorial page. 
Figure 0.1, for example, shows a generic representation of the layout of the Washington Post’s 
editorial page throughout the time that Block worked at the paper. The focus of the page is 
intended to be on the two left-hand columns of editorials that extend vertically across the 
length of the page. The placement of the daily Herblock cartoon in the center-top of this 
page, however, inevitably draws the reader’s eye to this graphic element, granting it 
precedence over the textual elements of the page. The placement of the cartoon also makes it 
easier to be seen by a reader who is simply flicking through the newspaper and who might 
otherwise avoid reading the editorial page altogether. As a result, it had the opportunity to 
influence the reader’s understanding of the day’s events before other editorial content in the 
newspaper is read and contemplated. By looking at them in this way, Block’s cartoons can be 
placed into the broader context of the Post’s editorial and news pages, allowing insights into 
how he selected topics to draw. 
                                                   
43 Emphasis in original. Johanna Drucker, “Not Sound,” in The Sound of Poetry / the Poetry of Sound, ed. 
Marjorie Perloff and Craig Dworkin (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 242. For more on the 
influence of graphic conventions on printed texts, see Johanna Drucker, Speclab: Digital Aesthetics and Projects 
in Speculative Computing (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009); Jerome J. McGann, The Textual 
Condition (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991). 
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Figure 0.1. Typical layout of the Washington Post’s editorial page, based on the paper’s August 21, 1953 
edition. The positioning of the Herblock cartoon at the top center of the page naturally draws the eye of the 
reader, making it likely to be the first element of the page to be read and therefore giving it an opportunity to 
influence how a reader will interpret that day’s editorial content. 
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The study of political cartoons has always had to overcome the question of access. In 
many ways, they are ephemeral creations, intended to comment on the events of a specific 
time and often place. And the next day a new cartoon, sometimes commenting on the same 
event, but more frequently moving on to a new topic, replaced them. If a cartoon was 
particularly memorable, it might be cut out of the newspaper and pinned to a wall for a few 
extra days or weeks, but inevitably they are ultimately disposed of and, in all but a few 
exceptional cases, forgotten. As a result, prior to the advent of the internet, cartoons tended 
to be only accessible through low quality microfilm copies of the newspapers in which they 
were originally printed, a medium that does not easily preserve the details of a cartoon. Even 
when they are collected together into thematic anthologies, they are often stripped of much 
of their context, while also providing readers with only a small sample of the cartoons 
available.44 For example, Block was one of the—if not the—most prodigious cartoonists of 
the twentieth century, drawing over 18,000 published cartoons over the course of his career. 
Although he produced eleven anthologies of his cartoons, each of these books contains no 
more than approximately 250 cartoons, leaving many notable cartoons relatively inaccessible 
to researchers. Digital technologies have, however, begun to make cartoons considerably 
more accessible to researchers. In the case of Block, the Library of Congress is in the process 
of digitizing their collection of 14,000 cartoons, while a 2009 publication included a CD 
containing the overwhelming majority of Block’s existent cartoons.45 
                                                   
44 Shaw, “Drawing on the Collections,” 749-50. 
45 Library of Congress, “Herbert L. Block (Herblock) Collection,” http://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/hlb/ 
Last accessed on May 29, 2014; Johnson and Katz, Herblock. 
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Indeed, digital technologies offer researchers new opportunities to explore the career 
of a cartoonist such as Block in its entirety and much of the analysis found in this 
dissertation rests on techniques that would not have been possible without the aid of digital 
methodologies. Between January 1, 1946 and December 31, 1976—a timespan that 
encompasses six presidential administrations, eight presidential elections, and two major 
wars—Block drew a total of 8,480 cartoons.  
For the purpose of my analysis, each of these cartoons has been entered into a 
database and catalogued based upon a series of characteristics.46 Basic information that was 
added to each cartoon included its date of original publication and the formal title Block 
gave the cartoon (cartoons without a title were indicated as “[Untitled]”). Next, cartoons 
were tagged with each of the characters—whether real or symbolic—depicted in them and 
assigned a “major subject” to highlight the main theme with which Block is engaging or 
commenting upon within the cartoon. Since a single cartoon might be embedded with 
multiple subjects and themes, each cartoon is also tagged with multiple “additional” subjects. 
Each of these tags draws upon a controlled vocabulary of characters and topics to ensure that 
similar themes are grouped together, while still allowing for nuance in the description of 
specific events that are depicted. For example, Block’s July 24, 1966 cartoon “What Do You 
Think This Is, Some Kind Of Great Society Or Something?” juxtaposes Lyndon Johnson’s 
escalation of military spending in the Vietnam War with his unwillingness to endorse 
spending increases in support of urban and education programs. Consequently, the cartoon 
                                                   
46 Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
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is tagged with a Major Subject of “Johnson Administration” because of its focus on the 
administration’s policies, but its list of Additional Subjects includes topics such as “Vietnam 
War,” “Great Society,” “Military Spending,” “Urban Issues,” and “Johnson, Lyndon B.” 
Furthermore, each real person depicted in Block’s cartoons has been assigned additional 
metadata describing biographical details such as place and date of birth, nationality, 
ethnicity, political affiliation, and date of death. In total, there are 1,280 individual 
characters and 2,301 subjects depicted across the corpus.47 
The application of this metadata to each cartoon allows the analysis in this 
dissertation to adapt a strategy from literary studies referred to as “macroanalysis.” As 
Matthew Jockers has described, macroanalysis is a “method of studying large collections of 
digital material [to] help us to understand and contextualize the individual works within 
those collections.”48 Although Jockers is referring primarily to linguistic texts, his 
methodology can be adapted to the metadata ascribed to each of the cartoons in this corpus, 
essentially transforming each cartoon into its own “text.” By doing so, it becomes possible to 
illuminate longer-scale trends in Block’s output that, as we will see in Chapter Two, would 
otherwise be obfuscated by the day-to-day nature of his working schedule. Indeed, 
discussions of political cartoons have tended to pick and choose examples from a small subset 
of the potential corpus to highlight a specific point that the scholar or commentator is trying 
to make. By combining this traditional approach of close readings of individual cartoons 
                                                   
47 A full listing of each cartoon’s date of initial publication, the title, and the major subject is available for 
download from https://github.com/apl4d/offensive-weapons/tree/master/data 
48 Matthew L. Jockers, Macroanalysis: Digital Methods & Literary History (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois 
Press, 2013), 32. 
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with a “macro” reading of Block’s entire corpus, it becomes possible to explore the ways in 
which Block used sequences of cartoons over extended periods of time—sometimes days or 
weeks, but other times over months and years—to construct a visual argument that shaped 
his readers’ attitudes more effectively than any single cartoon could have done on their own. 
Chapter One outlines Block’s early influences and career path prior to joining the 
Washington Post and also explores how his early cartoons responded to such issues as equal 
rights for women and African Americans and to the national crises of the Great Depression 
and the Second World War. Chapter Two takes advantage of the application of metadata to 
each of the 8,480 cartoons to conduct a macroanalysis of Block’s cartoons that demonstrates 
how his cartoons were affected by changes in America’s political landscape between 1946 and 
1976. In particular, this chapter explores the nature of Block’s liberalism and highlights 
several key themes that emerge from his earlier work at the Post, revealing how they 
correspond to the central tenets of postwar liberalism. It then analyzes Block’s own 
conception of his political allegiances, before demonstrating how his liberalism influenced 
the subjects that his cartoons depicted. Subsequent chapters look at the impact of Block’s 
liberalism through the lens of three case studies. Chapter Three is focused on Block’s 
response to the anti-communist hysteria of the late 1940s and 1950s. It argues that it was the 
series of cartoons that Block drew in response to the wave of loyalty oaths and congressional 
investigations that both first established him as an influential spokesperson for liberal values 
and marked him as a target of Republican and conservative fury that would be maintained 
throughout the remainder of his career. Chapter Four explores Block’s early support of the 
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Civil Rights Movement, illustrating how he positioned himself in opposition to the 
Washington Post’s editorial policy in the early 1950s, before finding himself in line with the 
policies of the Kennedy and Johnson administrations. The fifth and final chapter brings the 
dissertation’s analysis full-circle by considering Block’s depiction of Richard Nixon and the 
Watergate period. 
The title of this dissertation, Offensive Weapons, has a double meaning. Political 
cartoons are generally explicitly designed to comment on contemporary events in a 
humorous and satirical fashion. As a result, they can easily cause offense to those who actions 
are depicted or whose beliefs are challenged by the cartoonist’s pen. But political cartoons 
can also be seen as offensive in the military sense: as Block made clear in his 1957 Pulitzer 
Memorial Lecture, cartoons are deployed by the cartoonist for the specific purpose of 
manipulating public sentiment in favor of their beliefs. Block’s weapons—that is his political 
cartoons—were thus offensive in both meanings of the word. They were, and continue to be, 
offensive to the people and organizations whose political beliefs and stances he challenged on 
a daily basis. But Block also used them offensively, as a tool with which to further the liberal 
agenda and to defend its goals and priorities against those individuals and groups 
ideologically opposed to liberalism. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
“THE KID IN THE HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON STORY” 
 
Political cartoons, wrote Block in 1977, are a “signed expression of personal 
opinion,” whose most important characteristic was that they had a “view to express” and that 
they did so unapologetically.1 He argued that, although cartooning can be described as “an 
irreverent form of expression, and one particularly suited to scoffing at the high and mighty,” 
it is equally important to remember that, “If the prime role of a free press is to serve as critic 
of government, cartooning is often the cutting edge of that criticism.” Indeed, the best 
political cartoons are not content to simply accompany and illustrate the news, nor to merely 
poke fun at a politician for the sake of an easy laugh. Instead, it is the responsibility of a 
cartoonist to provide both an analysis and a judgment on specific events and situations.2 
Because of this intensely personal relationship between cartoonist and cartoon, Block fought 
hard to ensure that the views expressed in his cartoons were his alone and not those of his 
employers. Put another way, and to use an analogy that Block himself often employed when 
describing the function of his work, the cartoonist is akin to “the kid in the Hans Christian 
Anderson story who says the emperor has no clothes on … [they are] someone who hollers, 
‘Stop, thief!’—who criticizes and prods the government.”3  
                                                   
1 Herbert Block, “The Cartoon,” in The Editorial Page, ed. Laura Longley Babb (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1977), 151. 
2 Ibid. 
3 See, for example, Beth Bogart, “An Interview With Herblock.” The Princeton Forerunner, February 15, 1976, 
in Herbert Block Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. (hereafter Block 
Papers), Box 187, Folder 7. 
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This first chapter illuminates the influences and experiences that enabled Block to 
forge a career that allowed him to fearlessly express his opinions on matters of import, 
regardless of the personal risks he faced. As such, it provides an overview of the early 
trajectory of Block’s career and highlights how his privileged background shaped his 
subsequent career and encouraged him to always express his opinions. It explores how his 
political ideology developed and matured as a result of his experiences growing up in 
Chicago and as a young cartoonist in the years leading up to the Second World War. In 
particular, the chapter investigates how Block’s early cartoons, a body of work that has never 
before been given critical analysis by scholars, reflected prevailing contemporary attitudes on 
such issues as equal rights for women and African Americans and how his responses to the 
national crises of the Great Depression and the Second World War transformed him into a 
staunch proponent of liberal ideology. 
Born in Chicago on October 13, 1909, Herbert Lawrence Block was the youngest of 
David Julian and Theresa Lupe Block’s three sons. His parents profoundly impacted his early 
life and it is clear from his autobiography—a book dedicated to “Dave and Tessie”—that he 
idolized them both.4 David Block had been born in Fort Wayne, Indiana in August 1874, to 
Maurice and Julia (née Wolff) Block, immigrants from Bavaria and Alsace-Lorraine 
respectively.5 By the early 1890s, David had moved to the city of Chicago where he studied 
                                                   
4 See especially Herbert Block, Herblock: A Cartoonist’s Life (New York: Macmillan, 1993), 9-14. 
5 “D. Julian Block, April 8, 1939,” Illinois Deaths and Stillbirths, 1916-1947: accessed November 13, 2013, 
https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/NQCC-HWL. Although David Block was born in Fort Wayne, his birth 
was registered in Findlay, Ohio, where his mother was living. Although the record is uncertain, it appears as 
though at the time of his birth, his father was working with his own brother in Fort Wayne as a clothier. See also 
“David Block, 1874,” Ohio, County Births, 1841-2003, https://familysearch.org/pal:/MM9.1.1/X6XW-R4D. 
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at the Armour Institute of Technology, a school founded in 1890 with an explicit mandate 
to prepare students of all backgrounds for a meaningful career in the changing industrial 
society of the late nineteenth century.6 After graduating, he embarked on a career as a 
journalist for the Chicago Record, while also contributing cartoons and poems to publications 
such as Life, Puck, and Judge.7 His passion, however, was as an inventor and chemical 
engineer and by 1900 he had already received attention from the local media for several 
inventions, including a process for “taking photographs through opaque substances” and a 
device that automatically measured the intensity of sunlight.8 In 1902, he married Theresa 
Bacigalupe, the daughter of Italian immigrants who was born in Chicago in 1879, and with 
whom he soon started a family.9 During the First World War, David aided the war effort by 
developing synthetic rubber dyes that had previously been imported from Germany and also 
supervised the construction of the first American plant that manufactured aspirin.10 
Although this work did not make the Blocks rich, it did allow David to ensure his family was 
                                                                                                                                                      
Last accessed on November 13, 2013. For evidence of Maurice Block’s employment in 1874, see R. L. Polk & 
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(2013): accessed November 13, 2013, http://www.iit.edu/about/history/. 
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National Archives and Records Administration, 1900, Roll 269, Page 8B, Enumeration District 0592: accessed 
November 13, 2013, www.ancestry.com. 
10 Block, A Cartoonist’s Life, 11. 
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able to engage in social mobility. At the time of Herbert’s birth, the family was renting a 
home on Pearl Street in Chicago’s 20th Ward, a working-class neighborhood just a handful 
of blocks west of the city’s so-called Little Italy district on the Near West Side. Ten years 
later the Block’s economic situation had allowed them to move to the Far North Side and a 
rented property on Rosemont Avenue in Chicago’s 25th Ward, and by 1930 the family 
owned a $40,000 property on Fuller Lane in Winnetka, an affluent village north of Chicago.11 
Block’s own memories of his childhood reveal an idealization of the hardships of 
growing up in the early decades of the twentieth century. In his memoirs, he reflects on the 
innocence of the age, remembering it as a generally simpler time before the non-medical 
advances of modern life had complicated and corrupted American society. It was a “time 
when more explicit and pungent words were not part of the general vocabulary,” he wrote. 
“There was no cellophane, plastic or widespread pollution—but also no penicillin, no ‘pill,’ 
no by-pass surgery, none of the hundreds of innovations generally described as the greatest 
thing since sliced bread—and no sliced bread either.”12 From his memoirs, it is clear that 
Block’s parents allowed him a great deal of latitude to enjoy his childhood. Yet they still 
retained a strong influence on him, instilling in him a strong sense of “what was right and 
wrong, the confidence to express his views openly and the courage to stand up for what is 
                                                   
11 See “Chicago Ward 20, Cook County, Illinois,” Thirteenth Census of the United States, 1910, Washington, 
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right.”13 One area that his parents failed to influence the young Block, however, was religion. 
Born and raised a devout Catholic, his mother tried throughout Block’s childhood to instill 
the same sense of religious duty in Herbert that that she herself felt, just as she had with his 
two elder brothers. But despite her best efforts, the young Block showed little interest in 
Catholicism and managed to avoid becoming at all religious, maintaining what he described 
as a healthy skepticism of organized religion throughout his life.14 
What Block wanted to do was draw. The first caricature that he recalled ever 
drawing was of Germany’s Kaiser Wilhelm II, an illustration that he drew in chalk on the 
sidewalk both so that people could admire the young artist’s handiwork and so he could 
glean a grim sense of satisfaction from its inevitable destruction as people trod on the face.15 
This interest in drawing was encouraged by his parents, especially his father, who not only 
provided him with drawing materials and art books but also taught him basic techniques. 
When Block was eleven, his parents began to send him to Saturday afternoon classes at the 
Art Institute of Chicago where he soon received both a full scholarship to continue his 
studies there and the first of his many awards.16 Block was inspired as a teenager by a 
biography he read of the great nineteenth century cartoonist Thomas Nast, with the 
                                                   
13 Katz, “Herblock’s History,” 15. 
14 Block, A Cartoonist’s Life, 7-8. 
15 Ibid, 3. 
16 Ibid, 6-7. 
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influence that Nast had on the politics of his day being something that he highlighted as 
something he actively strove to emulate.17  
By the time he was a Junior at Nicholas Senn High School, located on the North 
Side of Chicago, Block was already convinced that his future career would be as a political 
cartoonist.18 Unsurprisingly then, he sought opportunities to hone his abilities and 
contributed regular cartoons to the school paper that commented upon the experiences that 
he witnessed daily as a student. These cartoons reflect his school spirit and support for the 
school’s sporting teams, while also extolling his fellow students to work hard and achieve the 
highest grades of which they were capable. But they also reveal a nascent interest in the issues 
to which he would later dedicate his career. On September 24, 1925, for example, he drew a 
cartoon asking his students to vote for candidates to the student council based on their 
qualifications rather than their personalities and popularity, while on October 1, 1925, he 
demonstrated his willingness to speak for those without a voice by encouraging his fellow 
students to look out for and support the incoming freshman class of students.19 While Senn 
High provided the young cartoonist with an opportunity to develop his skills and voice, perhaps 
his most important lesson there came from Helen Harris, his English and Journalism teacher 
and faculty advisor for the school’s newspaper. It was from Harris that Block learnt “how to 
                                                   
17 Chris Lamb, “Herblock Talks About Life as a Cartoonist; the Four-Time Pulitzer Prize Winner Discusses 
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No. 26 (1991), 33. 
18 Jack Star, “Herblock’s Golden Key,” Look, February 26, 1963, 62 in Block Papers, Box 199, Folder 11. 
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the great political cartoonist, ed. Haynes Johnson and Harry Katz (New York: W. W. Norton & Co, 2009). 
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read a newspaper” and to be skeptical of what he read. As he later recalled, she instilled in him 
the insight “that everything that appears in print ain’t necessarily so” and that it was critical, 
“not only as journalists, but as readers and citizens,” to discover the truth behind a story.20 
Block’s career as a published satirist began while he was still at high school when he 
began submitting content to the Chicago Daily Tribune’s daily “A Line O’ Type Or Two” 
feature, which collected humorous reader-submitted poems and paragraphs into a single 
column on the paper’s editorial page. There was, however, a problem: contributors to this 
column generally submitted their content using a fake name to hide their true identities. 
Block’s father therefore suggested combining his first and last name, both solving the 
problem of what Block should call himself and creating a pen name that would become more 
recognized and celebrated than they could possibly have anticipated at the time.21 On August 
30, 1926, the first of these paragraphs to appear under the “Herblock” byline was published 
in the form of a fake telegram mocking the inability of the authorities to enforce 
prohibition.22 Block’s submissions soon garnered a following amongst the column’s readers 
and he quickly established himself as a regular contributor to the column. 
                                                   
20 In 1963 Block nominated Harris for the American Association of School Administrators’ Golden Key award, 
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After his graduation from Senn High the following year, Block decided to follow in 
the footsteps of both his father and his older brother Bill, who was a reporter at the Chicago 
Tribune and later the Chicago Sun, by finding work as a police reporter for the Chicago City 
News Bureau. This did not last, however, as the position was only temporary and it was not 
long until Block enrolled at Lake Forest College in Illinois, where he studied English and 
political science. While attending Lake Forest and still only eighteen years old, Block began 
to contribute regular cartoons to the Evanston News-Index, a daily newspaper for one of 
Chicago’s most affluent suburbs. Stylistically, these cartoons are very different from those 
that Block became most closely associated with decades later at the Washington Post. Instead, 
they are highly reminiscent of the style of cartoon that was popularized in the mid-
nineteenth century by publications such as Harper’s Weekly and Punch. In particular, the 
lines and shading are strongly emphasized, a consequence of Block’s medium of choice at 
this time being ink, which resulted in cartoons that are starkly black and white with 
indistinct outlines and edges. More significantly, although the cartoons from this era clearly 
have something to say, they lack the biting satire and humor for which Block became 
renowned later in life and are instead more observational in nature.  
These cartoons did, however, focus upon many of the themes and topics that Block 
would confront regularly throughout his career. His belief in the power of scientific progress 
to benefit society, for example, is revealed in his August 13, 1928, cartoon, “Evanston 
Streets, Now—and When?”, which depicted the positive good that would result from the 
installation of street lights in residential areas on both security and community spirit. 
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“Exaggerated? Not Very Much,” published five days later, revealed his strong concern for the 
impact of human activity on the environment. And October 6, 1928’s “Get Ready for the 
Cleanup” is an early illustration of Block’s lifelong battle to inspire the public’s engagement 
in the political process as the best defense against corruption, in this instance by encouraging 
voter registration.23 
Toward the end of his second year at Lake Forest, Block applied for a summer job as 
a cartoonist at the Chicago Daily News. His timing proved fortuitous, for only a handful of 
days later a staff cartoonist at the paper announced his intent to leave and Block, who had 
originally been politely turned down, was offered the now vacant permanent position.24 His 
first cartoon for the paper, which condemned the destruction of America’s forests, appeared 
on April 24, 1929, marking the start of Block’s career as a full-time professional cartoonist.25 
Whereas the cartoons Block drew at the Evanston News-Index tended to focus on local 
concerns, his work at the Daily News displayed a growing awareness of both national and 
international events. Indeed, over the course of his first month at the Daily News, his 
cartoons ranged in theme from national concerns—such as the effectiveness of prohibition 
enforcement (“Must Be Kinda Discouraging—,” April 26, 1929) and President Hoover’s 
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battles with Congress (“He Seemed Such A Quiet Fellow!,” May 2, 1929)—to international 
affairs—including commentary on the disarmament process in Europe (“Pardon the 
Informality, But—,” May 4, 1929) and the threat Mussolini represented to world stability 
(“Fascist Ministry in Session,” May 9, 1929).26 One of the most insightful cartoons from his 
first year at the Daily News was “Stock Market Fever Chart,” published on October 14, 
1929. Mindful of the volatile nature of investing in the Stock Market, Block’s cartoon shows 
an average investor becoming increasingly exultant over the rapid increase in value his stocks 
are achieving, only to experience a dramatic fall back to reality as the value of those stocks 
plummet to nothing. Between October 24 (just ten days after this cartoon was published) 
and October 29, the value of the Dow Jones Industrial Average collapsed from 305.85 to 
230.07, a loss in value of almost 25% that swept away billions of dollars of savings from 
ordinary Americans.27  
His time at the Daily News would prove to be formative in the development of 
Block’s visual style. While working there, he became lifelong friends with fellow cartoonist 
and Chicago-native Vaughn Shoemaker, under whose influence Block increasingly began to 
follow the style of what historian Lucy Caswell has described as the “Midwestern School of 
Editorial Cartooning.” Caswell points to the large number of early twentieth century 
cartoonists who were born and raised in the midwest and argues that they shared many 
stylistic characteristics, including the liberal use of “symbols and labels” to represent specific 
                                                   
26 Herbert Block, “Must Be Kinda Discouraging—,” April 26, 1929; Herbert Block, “He Seemed Such A 
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concepts and a strong, but not uncritical, belief in the importance of the ordinary man.28 
Indeed, Shoemaker’s creation “John Q. Public”—a generic character designed to represent 
visually the interests of the “common man”—later became one of Block’s most used and 
familiar characters. Block’s cartoons underwent a more practical change in the early 1930s as 
he began to draw them using pencil and crayon. This allowed him to create a more nuanced 
style of illustration that used shading to soften the overall tone of his drawings and make 
them more accessible to a general audience. As the only cartoonist on the Daily News staff 
using this medium, this change also allowed Block to develop his own distinctive voice on 
the paper. And because his cartoons were not specific to local events in Chicago, they were 
syndicated by his newspaper to a national audience, exposing Block for the first time to a 
much broader readership.29 Block’s time at the Daily News was thus an important phase in 
his development as both a cartoonist and as a national commentator on world affairs. But 
there are aspects of Block’s cartoons from this era that require further discussion. 
In particular, his depiction of women in the 1920s and 1930s is highly problematic. 
In some of his cartoons, women are featured in what is clearly intended to be a positive 
role—teachers, nurses, and mothers—but their most consistent function is that of the errant 
housewife who neglects her duties at home or spends her husband’s hard-earned money and 
the socially upward woman who threatens traditional male roles both socially and politically. 
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These themes are seen from the very start of his tenure at the Daily News. Block’s second 
published cartoon there, titled “Some Day There’ll Be An Uprising” drawn on April 25, 
1929, depicts a mob of angry men marching under the banner “The Bridge Players’ 
Husbands” and holding signs declaring “Give Us Back Our Homes” and “We’re Tired of 
Eating Canned Salmon” (Figure 1.1).30 More explicitly, “Cheer Up! The Worst Is Still To 
Come,” published just two days later on April 27, 1929, shows in one panel a man chastising 
his wife for having spent $57.50 on an antique chair only to reveal in the cartoon’s second 
panel that she has later spent over $400 on an impractical, stylistically modern chair, much 
to her husband’s horror.31 Likewise, October 4, 1930’s “Fairy Tale” can be seen as a relatively 
straightforward critique of the cult of celebrity, but a closer reading reveals that it is in fact a 
staunch defense of traditional gender roles: Block is clearly implying that the actress he 
depicts in his fantasy would have been able to live “happily ever after” if only she had 
eschewed the trappings of fame and instead settled down with a good husband.32 
If Block was critical of modern women in his cartoons for what he perceived as their 
neglect of their traditional roles as wives and mothers in pursuit of fame or materialistic 
comforts, he was even more dismissive of their increasing role in the political arena. “Then 
and Now,” dated August 29, 1930, is a typical example. Split into two frames, the top image 
depicts three young women in 1900 as demure members of the “Young Ladies’ Sewing 
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Figure 1.1. Herbert Block, “Some Day There’ll Be An Uprising,” Chicago Daily News, April 25, 1929. A 1929 
Herblock Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation. 
 
Society,” while the lower image shows three similarly young, but modern, women who are 
now members of the “98th Ward Political Club” planning a political campaign.33 If a reader 
is unfamiliar with the broader context of Block’s cartoons from this period, one might 
interpret this cartoon as a celebration of the progress that women have made and in 
particular of their ability to engage in political activities that would have been impossible at 
                                                   
33 Herbert Block, “Then and Now,” August 29, 1930, reprinted in Ibid. 
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the start of the century. Yet the already long list of cartoons Block had drawn by 1930 that 
critiqued organized politics precludes this from being a realistic interpretation of the cartoon. 
Indeed, Block drew a second cartoon dated August 29, 1930, which clearly illustrates his 
disdain for organized political activities by suggesting that the law was incapable of policing the 
illegal contributions and resulting corruption that was rampant across the political process.34 
In this context, it is telling that, when reminiscing about his parents in his autobiography, 
Block remembers his father in terms of his achievements as a chemist and his enthusiasm for 
helping his sons with their homework and taking them to “movies, vaudeville shows and 
baseball games,” whereas his mother’s defining accomplishment was her prowess as a cook, 
something she did “marvelously well and was about as inventive in the kitchen as Papa was 
in the laboratory.”35 Block’s attitude towards women, as represented by these cartoons, was 
consistent with what scholars have identified as a crisis in middle-class men’s sense of their 
own masculinity as they struggled to adapt to the changes in American society precipitated 
by modernism.36 Men felt especially threatened by the rise of the “New Woman” and their 
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perceived encroachment into traditionally male activities such as being the primary provider 
and decision-maker in the domestic arena and, especially, politics.37 This is explicitly seen in 
his cartoon “’Tis a Sad Story, Men!,” originally published in the Chicago Daily News on May 
6, 1929 (Figure 1.2). As with many of Block’s cartoons from this period, it is split into two 
frames. The top vignette, set in 1909, depicts two men laughing at a group of suffragettes 
who are passing on the opposite side of the road, while holding a sign demanding equal 
rights. The bottom panel is set in 1929 and shows three fashionable young women 
snickering at a disheveled man whose angry cry “We Want Equal Rights!” articulates the 
anxiety and loss of control over their own lives that many white middle-class men felt during 
this period.38 It might be argued that Block intended his cartoon to be read satirically, that 
he was mocking the closed-minded attitudes of men and their histrionic reaction to modern 
women. But his overall body of work from this period negates that conclusion, as Block’s 
cartoons typically presented their subjects in a very sober and matter-of-fact fashion that 
ultimately precludes this interpretation, giving an overall impression of a man who felt 
threatened by the relatively modest achievements of suffrage and believed that his readers felt 
exactly as he did about the subject. 
Block’s depiction of non-whites during this period is also problematic. His cartoons 
were drawn primarily for a white, male, middle-class audience and people who did not fit  
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Figure 1.2. Herbert Block, “’Tis a Sad Story, Men!” Chicago Daily News, May 6, 1929. 2. A 1929 Herblock 
Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation. 
 
that description—especially those who were not white—rarely made an appearance in his 
cartoons as active subjects. The late 1920s and 1930s was a time African American culture 
was enjoying a renaissance through popular literature and jazz. These developments, 
however, are not reflected in Block’s cartoons. Indeed, his work demonstrates no awareness 
of either the daily indignities that African Americans endured either in the Jim Crow South 
or the Urban North, the specific economic and political challenges that defined their 
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everyday lives, nor the political activities of the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People as they strove to acquire equal rights. Nevertheless, Block was clearly aware 
of the resurgence of white racism that occurred across the country during the 1920s and 
1930s. In particular, he responded to the horrific lynchings of African Americans by white 
mobs that was still all too common across the South by using his cartoons as a platform from 
which he could condemn this form of institutionalized racial violence.  
Works such as May 2, 1933’s “The Wrong Way to Raise a Mortgage,” and May 28, 
1936’s “It Can’t Happen Here,” both of which depict pitchfork and rifle wielding mobs of 
white southerners preparing to murder their unseen victims by hanging them from a noose 
attached to nearby trees, stand as strong statements against this violence.39 Although his 
intolerance of lynchings was not incompatible with his clear belief in the maintenance of his 
own privilege as a white man, a sentiment that he likely believed he shared with many of his 
imagined community of readers, the subject and captions of these cartoons indicate Block’s 
disgust for the actions they depict. At a time when his work was becoming increasingly 
reliant on visual humor to carry their message, these two cartoons stand apart as serious 
reflections on the reality of life for African Americans across many parts of the country. The 
cartoon “It Can’t Happen Here,” especially, conjures a nightmarish world of shadows where 
its lynch mob emerges from the darkness wearing masks to obscure their faces and dark 
clothing adorned with white skull and crossbones insignia. Inspired by Sinclair Lewis’ 1935 
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satirical novel of the same name, which imagined an America ruled by a totalitarian 
dictatorship, it is not hard to see the statement that Block was trying to make: so long as this 
horrific extra-legal violence was tolerated across large segments of the country, America was 
little different to the terror-based regime of Nazi Germany.40 
On a different theme, “Nobody Knows De Trouble I’ve Seen,” dated November 12, 
1935, is a startlingly insightful commentary on the exploitation of Africa by European and 
American powers from slavery to Fascist Italy’s imperialistic ambitions in Abyssinia.41 Yet 
this cartoon also demonstrates how Block’s attitudes towards African Americans was shaped 
by prevailing norms of white popular culture. The cartoon depicts an African tribesman, 
wearing nothing more than a loincloth, staring glumly at the large footprints that have been 
left by western colonial powers over the centuries. On the horizon are yet more ships 
approaching the African shore ready to strip the continent of more of its natural resources. 
Despite this sophisticated understanding of the nature of colonial oppression, it is the 
tribesman that catches the eye of a modern reader. Although somewhat indistinct, his facial 
features are drawn with a wide nose, thick-lipped mouth, and large, wide-open eyes. This 
stereotypical depiction of Africans and African Americans, which had long been employed by 
American political cartoonists and was still extremely popular amongst the white working 
classes because of the minstrel performances of white men such as Al Jolson, is reproduced in 
every cartoon drawn by Block between 1929 and 1943 that features Africans or African 
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Americans.42 One of the most egregious examples is July 29, 1932’s “The Spirit of 
Democracy,” in which Block draws an upper-class man, wearing morning dress and adorned 
with a monocle and drooping mustache, asking a stablehand for tips on which horses to bet 
on at the races.43 The intent of the cartoon, indicated by its title, is seemingly to celebrate the 
breaking down of social conventions enabled by democratic ideals. But this message is 
undermined by the manner in which the cartoon depicts its subject. Block chooses to draw 
the stablehand not only with blackface-style features but as being only half the size of the 
white gambler beside him, highlighting the social gap that exists between the pair, but 
accentuating paternalistic assumptions about the nature of African American identity and 
character. The intended joke is therefore not just that the white gambler would stoop to talk 
to his social lesser for betting advice, but that the stablehand is also assumed to be his 
intellectual lesser as well. 
It was not just Africans and African Americans that Block treated in this way. His 
disregard for cultural awareness is evident in cartoons such as the one he drew on September 
17, 1930, nine months after the Indian National Congress declared their Independence from 
Britain and in the wake of Mohandas Gandhi’s protest over the taxation of salt, which had 
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raised international awareness of his efforts against British colonial power. Titled “One 
Reason for Gandhi’s Costume,” the cartoon depicts a hypothetical discussion between two 
Indians, dressed in the traditional Indian style of dhoti and pagri, over a potential meeting 
between Gandhi and the British authorities. “Listen,” Block imagines one of the Indians 
saying to his compatriot, “If Gandhi gets into a conference with those British diplomats, he’ll 
lose his shirt!”44 It is hard to imagine a more dismissive representation of Indian culture and 
of what Gandhi’s choice of clothing—specifically his affiliation with India’s poorest 
citizens—was meant to symbolize. Similarly, November 20, 1930’s cartoon “The Land of 
Opportunity” imagines that the most natural calling for a muezzin—the person charged by a 
mosque to lead the call to prayer and worship—in America would be as a train station 
announcer, supposedly the sole profession where his undecipherable language, imagined by 
Block as “Oogully, oogully, galumph,” would be acceptable (Figure 1.3).45 
One could argue that with cartoons such as these, Block was attempting to tread the 
fine line between caricature and stereotype. Indeed, the specific challenges of cartooning—
where an artist has to effectively communicate a message to their readers while using 
techniques such as space, line, and form as efficiently as possible—necessitates the 
representation of people into their most basic characteristics as a form of visual shorthand to 
assist the viewer in identifying who is being depicted. But this enterprise is inevitably fraught 
with peril for the cartoonist as it is all too easy for what is intended to be a comedic  
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Figure 1.3. Herbert Block, “The Land of Opportunity,” Chicago Daily News, November 20, 1930. A 1930 
Herblock Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation. 
 
caricature to become an offensive stereotype. Indeed, many nineteenth and early twentieth 
century cartoonists deliberately relied on racial identifiers to provide visual cues within their 
cartoons, for example depicting African Americans as lazy and comic figures, the Irish as 
perennially drunk, immoral, and wasteful, Jews as penny-pinching Shylock types, and Native 
Americans as barbaric, threatening figures to be feared by “civilized” society.46 Although 
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Block was to become a master of the art of caricature, his cartoons from this period depicting 
non-whites clearly demonstrate a propensity for relying on popular stereotypes that provided 
a comedic visual shorthand to entertain his imagined audience of middle class white men. 
Block’s work for the Daily News garnered him enough of a professional reputation 
that in late 1932 he was asked by the Newspaper Enterprise Association (NEA) syndicate to 
join their organization as their sole editorial cartoonist. His move to the NEA’s base in 
Cleveland in January 1933 had a massive impact on his career. Not only were his cartoons 
now syndicated to a much larger number of papers across the country, broadening his 
readership significantly, but they also increasingly focused on responding to events drawn 
from national politics.47 Block’s move to the NEA also coincided with the start of a gradual 
shift in his political leanings. The cartoons he drew while working at the Daily News reveal a 
strong affinity to the Republican Party. Indeed, his earliest published cartoons had appeared 
in the Chicago Republican, which as the name implies was the local mouthpiece for the 
Republican Party. This led Block to comment wryly in his autobiography that this 
arrangement “involved no sacrifice of principle” because the Republican Party had been both 
“the party of Thomas Nast” and had received “a lot of support from contemporary cartoonist 
‘Ding’ Darling,” whose work he admired and sought to emulate.48 Block’s framing of his 
political allegiances at this point in his career are, however, somewhat disingenuous. 
Throughout the second half of the 1920s and the early years of the Depression, his cartoons 
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routinely expressed broad support for the pro-business agendas of Calvin Coolidge and, 
especially, Herbert Hoover. During the 1928 election cycle, for example, Block drew 
cartoons supportive of the Hoover candidacy, while directly linking his Democratic 
opponent, New York Governor Al Smith, to the corruption of Tammany Hall.49 This 
allegiance continued throughout the Hoover administration and can be seen in cartoons such 
as November 25, 1931’s “Housing Plans,” which contrasts Hoover’s plan to provide $2 
billion in housing projects that would benefit the public with the partisan goals of the 
Democratic Party towards both the House of Representatives and the White House in the 
1932 election cycle.50 
Block’s political ideology, like that of many of his generation, was forever changed by 
his growing admiration for the policies of the new president and his experiences of 
Roosevelt’s New Deal. Enabled by an electoral coalition of northern urban voters, labor 
unions, African Americans, and southern whites that swept Roosevelt to victory in an 
unprecedented four presidential elections, the New Deal sought to redefine the social 
contract that existed between the federal government and society. At its heart, however, was a 
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belief that the resources of the federal government should be leveraged to ensure the 
economic well-being of the state. Thus, in Roosevelt’s words, New Deal liberalism was 
committed to “a changed concept of the duty and responsibility of government toward 
economic life.”51  
In pursuit of this goal, the federal government embarked on a massive program of 
expansion. It created work relief programs and authorized massive public works programs to 
stimulate job creation and employment. It also enacted social welfare reform by passing a 
Social Security Act in 1935 that guaranteed benefits to the unemployed and retirees and paid 
out a lump-sum amount at death. The New Deal’s achievements, however, have been 
criticized from the left because of its perceived failure to challenge the engrained interests of 
capitalism and not doing enough to improve the prospects of women and minorities and 
from the right for being socialistic and going too far in its labor and taxation reforms. 
Nevertheless, the New Deal gave the American public confidence in the country’s ability to 
recover from the economic impact of the Great Depression and illustrated to millions of 
Americans the potential benefit of allowing the federal government to assume an 
unprecedented level of influence in their social and economic lives.52 Indeed, Block could 
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have been speaking for a generation of liberals when, years later, he recalled how the New 
Deal “brought home … what government was capable of doing to service its people.”53 
Block’s move to Cleveland came just two months before Roosevelt’s inauguration as 
the nation’s thirty-second president and his cartoons quickly reflected his belief in the new 
president’s message of hope to the American people. On March 14, 1933, just ten days after 
the inauguration, for example, he drew “Dealing With Both Hands,” a cartoon that depicts 
Roosevelt sitting at his desk with one hand resting on his relief legislation and his other 
knocking out a figure representing pessimism with a right hook that would have made any 
boxer proud.54 Block was fortunate to have a steady income with which to support himself 
throughout the Depression and New Deal eras, but he saw the suffering around him and 
increasingly used his work as a vehicle for progressive reform, drawing cartoons that 
supported Roosevelt’s New Deal policies. This new found political affiliation is seen through 
cartoons such as January 5, 1935’s “The Difference,” which depicts a man at two different 
moments of his life. In the left-hand frame, he is shown huddled over in front of a relief roll, 
counting the only loose change he has to his name. The image highlights the desperation the 
average man felt at the height of the Depression. In the right-hand frame, however, the same 
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man is shown to be proudly heading to work, holding a lunch pail in one hand, and with 
renewed purpose and vigor. This time, the sign he is in front of is marked “Pay Roll: Citizens 
Earning a Living Through Work on Useful Projects.”55 The intent of this cartoon, and the 
many similar ones that Block drew after Roosevelt took up residency in the White House, 
was to illustrate the positive impact that Roosevelt’s New Deal programs had made to the 
everyday lives of common Americans. 
It was also during the 1930s that Block’s cartoons began to reflect his growing 
commitment to civil liberties. Although he was an early and vocal critic of the Dies 
Committee and its efforts to root out “un-American” activities across the country, Block also 
used his cartoons to denounce what he viewed as the dangerously violent rhetoric of men 
such as Charles Coughlin and Huey Long. Indeed, while admitting that his cartoons on 
these figures were controversial, Block argued that Coughlin preached a “kind of home-
grown fascism laced with antisemitism [and] was virulent in his attacks on the Roosevelt 
administration.”56 It was Long, a Senator from Louisiana, however, that Block focused much 
of his efforts on discrediting. His belief that Long was a dangerous demagogue can be seen in 
cartoons from 1934 such as August 4’s “Louisiana—There She Stands,” which directly 
compares the senator to France’s Louis XIV, the “First Ruler of Louisiana,” and November 
16’s “Feeding the Hungry,” which depicts Long ramming legislation down the throat of 
Louisiana’s legislature and bypassing the democratic process. Block also sought to depict 
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Long’s corruption, drawing, for example, “The Long, Long Trail” on August 5, 1934, a 
cartoon that foreshadows his later work highlighting the corruption of the Nixon 
administration by depicting an investigator and bloodhound following a litany of corrupt 
actions attributed to Long. Perhaps the most powerful of these cartoons, however, was April 
18, 1935’s “The Crown Jewels,” which depicts Long giving his infamous “Every Man A 
King” speech while standing next to a cowed and chained figure representing Louisiana.57 
Block’s strong reaction to the anti-government rhetoric of these men was at least 
partly motivated by the increasingly volatile situation in Europe. Block ardently believed that 
America needed to prepare herself for being caught up in the ensuing conflict—an 
eventuality that he saw as inevitable. Throughout the 1930s and into the early 1940s he 
therefore drew numerous cartoons that challenged the prevailing spirit of isolationism that 
dominated American society during the period. In particular, he focused his attention on 
exposing the inherent evilness of Hitler and Nazi Germany producing work that, in the 
words of scholar Harry Katz, “exposed Nazi activities, giving them graphic form and visual 
power.” Indeed, his work during this period was characterized by cartoons that depicted 
“metaphors for the resilience of the human spirit, the inhumanity of war and the duplicity of 
dictators, finding heroes among innocents and victims, and taking to task villainous 
politicians.”58 As early as January 1933, he drew “Hail Hitler!” in which Hitler is saluted by 
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the Medieval torturers, Coercion, Intolerance, Bigotry, and Ignorance, and in March 1934, 
his cartoon “The World as it Looks Right Now,” depicted the world leaders of the day 
sitting on top of a black 8-ball, awaiting the inevitability of it being struck.59 His anti-
isolationist sentiments were made most specific in August 1936 when he drew the cartoon 
“In World Affairs—,” which seeks to contrast America in the twentieth century with the 
Roman and British empires. In Block’s rendering of history, Rome was born great and is 
shown as teacher of the young world, Britain achieved greatness and pulled the rest of the 
world behind her, but an isolationist America is resisting the best efforts of the rest of the 
world to have “greatness thrust upon” her.60 
After Germany’s invasion of Poland and Britain and France’s subsequent declaration 
of war in September 1939, Block’s cartoons became even more graphic and insistent as he 
celebrated Allied resolve and attempted to educate his readers as to what was actually at stake 
in Europe. A notable example from this time is the September 1940 cartoon “Hands Across 
the Seas,” which depicts a triumvirate of Japan, Germany and Italy clasping their bloody and 
dripping hands over America and was clearly intended to warn Americans that the conflict in 
Europe would ultimately engulf the United States.61 His cartoons also increasingly 
represented idealized views of American masculinity, which were used to affirm the readiness 
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and potential of America’s human and industrial resources. In “Waiting,” a cartoon dated 
August 24, 1940, for example, he depicts a chisel-jawed and muscular representation of 
“U.S. Manpower” standing in front of the Capitol Building ready to be mobilized in support 
of the war effort.62 More explicitly, “American Labor,” drawn a week later, imagines an 
American worker, again heavily muscled and with features set with deep resolve, towering 
over America’s industrial resources, as well as a sign that reads “Free Men at Work” to 
indicate both the anticipation of his labor and the value of a democratic society. Block 
contrasts this figure of American manhood by depicting in the cartoon’s foreground shadowy 
figures chained together as part of a slave gang with the clear implication that their efforts 
could never match America’s economic output.63 
Yet Block’s internationalist views brought him into direct conflict with the 
management of his syndicate, who, like many in the country prior to Pearl Harbor, were 
opposed to American intervention into what they saw as a European problem. Despite 
regular pressure from newspaper editors across the country and equal pressure from his 
superiors, however, Block refused to stop producing cartoons with a strong anti-isolationist 
message. Indeed, as his increasingly liberal views more frequently diverged from those of the 
NEA management, Block was required to send rough sketches to New York for personal 
approval from the company’s general manager.64 Block’s views were ultimately vindicated in 
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1942 when he won the first of his Pulitzer Prizes for a cartoon originally published on March 
7, 1941.65 Drawn at the height of the Blitz and captioned “British Plane,” the cartoon is set 
in occupied France and shows a German soldier clenching his fist while staring hopelessly at 
the skies as an (unseen) British bomber flies overhead to unload its own payload and do its 
part fighting back against the Nazis. Behind the German, however, are shown three French 
citizens, whose own hopes are revealed by their furtive smiles.66 In his autobiography, Block 
wryly explains how this Pulitzer Award not only served to solidify his growing reputation as 
one of the country’s foremost political cartoonists, but also likely saved his job as news of the 
award arrived only minutes before he was scheduled to go into a meeting with his syndicate’s 
President in which he fully expected to be fired.67 
Block ultimately stayed with the NEA until early March 1943, when he was drafted 
into the U.S. Army. Unlike other contemporary cartoonists such as Bill Mauldin and Gregor 
Duncan, who saw action in Europe and drew cartoons based on their experiences for the 
Armed Forces’ Stars and Stripes newspaper, Block was not deployed abroad and never saw 
combat.68 Instead, he was posted to the Army Air Force Tactical Center in Orlando, Florida, 
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where he spent his days drawing cartoons that were printed in the camp paper. Frustrated 
and bored in Florida, he requested a transfer to Europe to replace Gregor Duncan upon 
hearing that his colleague had been killed. This transfer never came through, however, and 
instead he was redeployed to New York where he drew cartoons and wrote editorials that 
were distributed as part of a clipsheet of materials that were sent out to Army papers across 
the world for the Army’s Information and Education Division.69 Because of his limited direct 
experience of the war, Block’s cartoons from this period are unremarkable, revealing nothing 
about the lived experience of soldiers on the front lines and instead producing straight-
forward gag cartoons intended to build morale amongst the troops.70 
With Japan’s surrender in August 1945, the Army began the process of 
demobilization and Block, by now holding the rank of Sergeant, found himself looking for a 
job to go to once he was mustered out. On a trip to Washington DC, he was introduced to 
Nelson Poynter, then editor of the St Petersburg Times, and together they discussed his future 
plans. Several days later, Poynter happened to meet Wayne Coy, assistant to Eugene Meyer, 
publisher of the Washington Post. Meyer, it transpired, was on the lookout for an editorial 
cartoonist to fill a vacancy at his paper that had existed since January 1943 and was 
interested in meeting Block to discuss the position.71 At the time, the Post was severely 
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under-resourced and, with anemic advertising revenues and a daily circulation that ranked it 
third of Washington’s four newspapers, was barely profitable. But Block was intrigued at the 
opportunity of working in the capital as it would give him the opportunity to observe the 
nation’s decision makers—the subjects of his cartoons—up close and in person. 72 
With their mutual interest established, the two men soon arranged a meeting at the 
Yale Club in New York where they sounded each other out to determine if Block would be a 
good match for the Washington paper. At this meeting, Meyer requested samples of Block’s 
pre-war work so he could get a sense of the cartoonist’s style and skill, but in a letter dated 
October 11, 1945, also sent to Block examples of the Post’s editorial content so that he could 
become better acquainted with the paper as well and make an informed decision about if he 
wanted to make the move to Washington.73 Block had been entertaining several employment 
options at this time. But after his struggles with NEA’s management over the content of his 
cartoons, one of the major attractions of Eugene Meyer’s offer of employment with the Post 
was the assurance he received that his new boss would have “no idea of suggesting cartoons.” 
Instead Meyer informed Block that he believed that it was important to simply “get good 
people and let them do their work.”74 A second meeting between the two men on November 
6 went well, with Meyer crucially agreeing to allow Block to have his cartoons nationally 
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syndicated. On December 26, the paper was therefore able to proudly announce on its front 
page that the Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist would be joining their staff, with his first 
cartoon to be published a week later, on January 3, 1946.75 
When Block first began working at the Post, the paper had a reputation as a strong 
supporter of the Republican Party, thanks largely to its anti-New Deal stance and advocacy 
for fiscally conservative policy.76 The cartoonist took Meyer’s assurances that he would not 
be subjected to any form of editorial control at face value, however, and immediately 
launched into a series of cartoons that revealed his commitment to postwar liberal priorities. 
In just his first month at the Post, Block’s cartoons tackled such subjects as the importance of 
government intervention to manage fiscal policy and fight the threat of inflation, 
congressional obstructionism that was preventing needed reform in such areas as civil rights 
and welfare reform, anxiety over the dangers presented by atomic energy, and a desire that 
the United States should assert itself in international affairs as a deterrent against the threat 
of communism.77 These cartoons immediately established Block as a strong and unique voice 
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on the paper’s editorial page and, as early as January 9, the Post had already received and 
published the first of countless letters that would be sent in by appreciative readers of the 
daily Herblock cartoon.78 How Block developed and expressed his liberal ideology over the 
next thirty years of his career is the focus of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
“AN UNINHIBITED VOICE OF LIBERALISM” 
 
In the space of a single week in March 1951, Block received plaudits from two of the 
nation’s most prominent liberals. “I have long admired your work,” declared the noted 
Harvard historian Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., in a letter dated March 1, “both from an 
artistic point of view and as a cogent expression of political and social liberalism.”1 Five days 
later, Chester Bowles, the former governor of Connecticut, sent Block a letter congratulating 
him on the consistent and high quality nature of his work. “I honestly do not know anyone 
in the publication field or radio field,” he wrote, “who is presenting a liberal viewpoint more 
effectively and consistently than you.”2  
That Block was lauded as a key proponent of liberal ideology by such public figures 
is not surprising. By 1951 he had already been a professional political cartoonist for twenty 
years and was in his fifth year as the Washington Post’s resident editorial cartoonist where he 
had established himself not only as one of the nation’s most prominent political cartoonists 
but also as one of its most important and visible assets, providing its editorial page with a 
highly visible and powerful liberal voice. Also in that first week of March 1951, Block 
received a rare honor from his employers. In recognition of his contribution to the Post’s 
profile and circulation figures, he began to receive his own entry on the daily index to the 
                                                   
1 Letter from Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr, March 1, 1951, in Herbert Block Papers, Manuscript Division, Library 
of Congress, Washington, D.C. (hereafter Block Papers), Box 70, Folder 7. 
2 Letter from Chester Bowles, March 5, 1951, Block Papers, Box 7, Folder 4. See also, Chester Bowles Papers 
(MS 628), Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library, Box 33, Folder 61. 
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paper’s sections, a level of prominence that at the time was given to no other Post 
contributor.3 
Block’s cartoons articulated the values of liberalism to a much broader national 
audience than was reached by the writings of other liberal writers and intellectuals and, as a 
result, played a critical role in shaping mainstream American public opinion. The longevity 
of his career and his unstinting and unapologetic support for the liberal agenda therefore 
affords a unique lens through which to interpret and understand the shifts and contours of 
twentieth century American political culture. This chapter explores the nature of Block’s 
liberalism. It highlights several key themes that emerge from his earlier work at the Post, 
revealing how they correspond to the central tenets of postwar liberalism. It then analyzes 
Block’s own conception of his political allegiances, before demonstrating how his choice of 
cartoons in response to political events would vary depending on which party held the 
presidency. Instead of relying on a close reading of a sample of hand-selected cartoons that 
are extrapolated to draw broad conclusions about the nature of Block’s liberalism, however, 
the chapter analyzes Block’s corpus as a whole. Through a series of different visualizations, it 
shows how his cartoons consistently featured one political party over the other, regardless of 
his self-stated commitment to political neutrality. 
Central to the rhetoric of liberalism during the postwar period was the notion that a 
benevolent but activist and expansive federal government could shape society by keeping in 
                                                   
3 When Block first started working at the Post in January 1946, his cartoons were not highlighted on the front-
page index at all. Starting on May 27, 1946, the location of Block’s cartoons was indicated by the entry 
“Editorials, Cartoon.” From March 1, 1951, it changed to read “Editorials, Herblock.” “Today’s Index,” The 
Washington Post (hereafter WP), March 1, 1951, A1. 
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check the worst excesses of capitalism, protecting the civil rights and liberties of individuals 
and social groups, and providing its citizens with social welfare programs that would afford 
them protections at all stages of their life. Overshadowing all of this, however, was the Cold 
War and anti-communism. The Cold War justified in the name of both national prestige 
and national security the massive programs of government spending that liberals advocated, 
while liberals—eager to purge their consciences of their prewar ties and sympathies to 
Marxism—acquiesced to anti-communist sentiment at home.4 So prevalent were these liberal 
attitudes during this period that in 1949 Arthur Schlesinger could describe how “the vital 
center,” by which he meant liberal ideology, was critical in the defense of the ideals of 
American democracy from extremists on both the left and right of the political spectrum.5  
The following year, the influential literary critic Lionel Trilling was able to declare 
without any hint of embarrassment or irony that “In the United States at this time, 
liberalism is not only the dominant but even the sole intellectual tradition … there are no 
                                                   
4 The literature on postwar liberalism is extensive. See Jonathan Bell and Timothy Stanley, eds. Making Sense of 
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5 Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr, The Vital Center: The Politics of Freedom (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co, 1949). 
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conservative or reactionary ideas in general circulation.”6 Two years later, however, 
Republican Dwight Eisenhower swept to victory against Adlai Stevenson—the darling of the 
liberal establishment who was the losing Democratic presidential candidate in both 1952 and 
1956—by winning over 55% of the popular vote and beating Stevenson 442 to 89 in the 
electoral college.7 Combined with the culture of fear that Wisconsin Senator Joseph 
McCarthy’s anti-communist crusade engendered across America it appeared to many 
observers as though the liberals’ moment was over. Yet historians have come to recognize that 
many of the achievements of the Eisenhower administration—including massive federal 
funding on public works projects, support for civil rights, and welfare program reform—were 
also liberal priorities and that the core beliefs of each political party overlapped significantly.8 
This has led scholars such as Godfrey Hodgson to describe the postwar era in the 
United States as “an age of consensus.” Hodgson argued that, “Whether you look at the 
writings of intellectuals or at the positions taken by practicing politicians or at the data on 
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public opinion, it is impossible not to be struck by the degree to which the majority of 
Americans in those years accepted the same system of assumptions.”9 This so-called liberal 
consensus—at least for white, heterosexual, and middle class men—manifested itself politically 
in a strong bipartisan commitment built around six central and connected tenets: (1) 
capitalism, especially as found in the American free-enterprise context, was the best economic 
system in the world; (2) American democracy was the best political system in the world; (3) 
class distinctions were in the process of being eliminated and American society was naturally 
growing more equal; (4) any existing social problems could be solved by the benevolent 
application of social science and appropriate resources; (5) communists, both at home and 
abroad, represented the major threat to the advances that the liberal consensus promised; and 
(6) it was the duty and responsibility of America to contain and eliminate this Soviet threat so 
that the rest of the world could benefit from its advances.10 
The ideology of consensus liberalism, however, was very much a white, male, and 
middle-class construct, leading historians to question the true extent to which this ideology 
extended across the country. These scholars point especially to liberalism’s maintenance of 
traditional gender roles, the efforts of business leaders to roll back the gains organized labor 
had won during the New Deal, and the failure of liberal policies to address adequately civil 
                                                   
9 Godfrey Hodgson, America in Our Time: From World War II to Nixon--what Happened and Why (New York: 
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rights in the urban north.11 These tensions, coming from both the Left and the Right, 
crystallized during the 1960s into national movements that sought to overturn the existing 
liberal political establishment, leading to the final collapse of consensus liberalism during the 
presidency of Richard Nixon.12 Nevertheless, through their books, speeches, editorials, and 
political influence, liberal intellectuals and politicians such as Schlesinger, Trilling, Bowles, and 
Stevenson were self-assured proponents of the kind of consensus liberalism described by 
Hodgson, and they dedicated much of their public careers to liberalism’s advocacy.13  
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Block was also an active participant in the enterprise to propagandize the vision of 
liberal ideology to the American public. He engaged in regular correspondence, and 
considered himself friends, with many of the liberal consensus’s intellectual leaders, who 
correspondingly considered Block to be one of their number and an important proponent of, 
and advocate for, consensus liberalism. This is not to say that he was an uncritical supporter 
of every tenet of postwar liberalism, but as one of the most visible and productive members 
of this intellectual movement, Block played a critical role in shaping public discourse and 
opinion across a wide-range of political and social issues. Indeed, almost from the moment 
that he joined the staff of the Washington Post, his cartoons worked to familiarize his readers 
with the prioritiea of postwar liberalism and to position himself as a one of its most 
forthright advocates.  
In order to reach and maintain the quality of life to which these citizens aspired, 
postwar liberals urged Congress to enact legislative reform in such areas as unemployment 
benefits, health insurance, housing, and education—programs that were designed to provide 
federal assistance and regulations in these areas and help generate a strong and productive 
economy that would drive future growth. On the issue of housing, for example, Block 
initially drew cartoons that highlighted the unavailability of affordable housing to returning 
veterans, positioning the issue as a betrayal of their service abroad. Thus, February 25, 1946’s 
“The Hills of Home,” imagined a soldier gazing at two unattainable properties that have 
built on the mountains of “Land Prices” and “Building Costs.” Just a week later, he even 
                                                                                                                                                      
Minnesota Senator Hubert Humphrey, theologian and public intellectual Reinhold Niebuhr, labor leaders A. 
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more pointedly drew an impoverished veteran sitting with his family in a freshly dug hole 
that provides their only shelter from the cold as there are no vacancies or no affordable 
rooms in any of the city apartments behind them. Block’s caption for this cartoon imagines 
the veteran’s son pointedly asking his father to “Tell Me Again How It Was In The Army, 
Daddy.”14 In later years, Block continued to push for housing reforms, positioning the 
unavailability of affordable and livable housing for many Americans as a national 
embarrassment that impacted its standing in the world. An early example of this formulation 
can be seen in May 16, 1947’s “They Say He’s Very Prosperous,” in which Block highlighted 
what he saw as the wide gap between Cold War propaganda, which sought to position the 
United States as a beacon of both opportunity and industrial output, and the reality of life for 
many Americans. The cartoon depicts Uncle Sam sitting on a rocking chair outside a 
dilapidated shed while two passing foreigners commented on the disconnect between rhetoric 
and reality.15  
Block continued to draw cartoons on this issue, as well as those of unemployment 
benefits and health, education, and welfare reform, throughout the third quarter of the 
twentieth century. These cartoons spoke not only to current events, but also regularly 
supported those other causes—such as environmentalism, gun control, and, especially, civil 
liberties—that he viewed as critical to ensure and maintain the continued quality of life to 
                                                   
14 Herbert Block, “The Hills of Home,” WP, February 25, 1946: 6; Herbert Block, “Tell Me Again How It 
Was In The Army, Daddy,” WP, March 2, 1946: 6. 
15 Herbert Block, “They Say He’s Very Prosperous,” WP, May 16, 1947: 8. 
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which Americans in the postwar era aspired.16 Standing against these goals, though, were 
corrupt politicians and selfish special interest groups, who frequently worked together to 
undermine the benefits that post-Second World War rhetoric promised to all Americans. 
The connection that Block drew between the two groups was seen as early as March 1946, 
when he imagined a conservative congressman prostrating himself at the altar of the 
“Inflation Lobby,” with cuts to housing reform legislation and the Office of Price 
Administration scattered on the floor as sacrifices.17 To emphasize the out-dated and 
conservative thinking that he associated with this opposition, the congressmen in cartoons 
such as this were routinely depicted as rotund figures, dressed in the style of southern 
gentlemen replete with a black frock coat, string tie, stetson hat, pince-nez eyeglasses, and 
cigar. It was, Block believed, his primary responsibility to be the person who stood up against 
these ingrained interests in support of the “little guy.” It is no surprise then that although 
Block’s cartoons, at face value, spoke primarily to the interests of the white, urban, and 
middle-class citizen that made up the Post’s core readership, the voice of reason and hero of 
Block’s work remained the “trained specialist from the lower-middle and working class, the 
ones who got where they are after the Depression through the New Deal and the G.I. Bill.”18 
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In addition to protecting American’s quality of life, postwar liberals also strongly 
believed that it was their responsibility to play a leading role in the reconstruction of war-
torn Europe, which they saw as critical to avoiding a new global conflict against the Soviet 
Union. Again, Block’s cartoons from the late 1940s reveal his commitment to this endeavor. 
Although his earliest cartoons in Washington were focused on the reconstruction of the 
postwar world order, they stressed the necessity of America continuing to play a strong, 
activist role in international affairs to ensure that European nations did not slip back under 
the grasp of totalitarian regimes. In doing so, he relied on depictions of Uncle Sam that 
imagined this symbol of American democracy doing all he could to help stabilize the world, 
but being hindered in his efforts to do so by isolationist special interests. On February 22, 
1946, for example, he depicted Uncle Sam being accosted by a group of isolationist senators, 
preventing the symbol of American identity from both delivering much-needed financial aid 
to Britain and continuing down the road towards world recovery.19 His primary focus in the 
first months of 1946, however, was on the growing humanitarian crisis that threatened many 
European countries in the months following the cessation of hostilities and which Block 
argued America could and should do more to help resolve. Thus, on February 24, he drew a 
badly malnourished family sitting amongst the ruins of Europe around an imaginary dining 
room table with nothing but a slice of bread to feed them. A little more than a week later, on 
March 4, he imagined a skeletal figure labeled “Starvation” towering over those same ruins 
with its right arm raised in a Nazi salute. And on April 4, he depicted Death as a tidal wave, 
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threatening to overwhelm Europe if nothing is done to prevent “The Next 100 Days of 
Starvation.”20 It was the threat of the Soviet Union, however, that was Block’s primary 
concern in international affairs for much of the postwar era.  
Block, like most other Americans, believed that the American system—specifically its 
economic and political structures—stood above all others. As he wrote in the introduction to 
his government-printed and internationally distributed pamphlet Herblock Looks At 
Communism, he was able to work as a cartoonist because “personal liberty is a part of 
American democracy.” More than this, however, “If such liberty existed in communist lands 
… we would all be living in a a happier world. That the communist rulers do not allow their 
people to seek the truth or to speak their minds is tragic for those people. But when those 
rulers systematically poison those minds against the people of other countries the results can 
be tragic for all of us. … I do not think another world war is inevitable. I think it can be 
prevented if communism, like fascism, is opposed by all who want to live as free men.”21 
Block’s cartoons unabashedly depicted this stance in graphic form. It was, for example, 
explicitly seen in his March 1947 cartoon “Put Me In, Coach! Put Me In!” which depicts a 
football game in which a group of propped up straw men labeled “Fascists,” “Monarchists,” 
and “Imperialists” have been lined up against a tough-looking communist. On the sidelines 
is an even larger player, a representative of Democracy, who is begging his disinterested 
                                                   
20 Herbert Block, “Are You Having A Hard Time Getting Butter?” WP, February 24, 1946: B4; Herbert Block, 
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coaches, Uncle Sam and John Bull (a commonly-used symbol for Great Britain), to let him 
enter the game and face the threat represented by communism.22 
Block’s opposition to communism and his corresponding belief in the primacy of 
American democracy over all other systems of government manifested itself in his cartoons in 
a number of different ways. In cartoons such as May 4, 1947’s “Counting the Gains,” which 
imagines a penny-pinching congressman counting the savings from cuts to foreign aid 
programs while Stalin counts the growing number of refugees joining the communist fold, 
and June 6, 1947’s “Why Don’t You Go Back Where You Came From?” which imagines an 
Anti-Immigration congressman defensive a medieval castle from a family of European “Anti-
Communist Refugees,” Block expressed his belief that America had a moral imperative to 
intervene abroad in order to contain the growing threat of communism and maintain world 
peace.23 In other cartoons, he sought to expose what he understood to be the horrors of life 
under the Soviet regime by juxtaposing it with how he imagined the majority of Americans 
experienced the world. In January 26, 1949’s “It’s The Same Thing Without Mechanical 
Problems,” for example, he showed an exhausted Russian farmer engaged in the “Marshal 
Stalin Plan,” yoked to a hammer-and-sickle plow and tilling a rock-filled field. Meanwhile, 
Stalin is depicted trying to persuade other Russians that his method was superior to 
America’s “Marshall Plan,” which was demonstrated in the cartoon’s background by two 
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farmers who are happily riding gleaming new tractors.24 And in January 8, 1950’s “You Seen 
An Oculist Lately, Boy?” he imagined Truman and Stalin both painting a scene of everyday 
life in their respective countries. Whereas Truman’s painting depicts a middle-class white 
man confidently striding down a country path as the sun shines in the background over a 
scene of pastoral tranquility, Stalin’s effort shows an emaciated figure standing in a dark and 
nightmarish world while being watched over by a vulture.25 
In these ways, and others, Block’s cartoons reflected and sought to influence the 
central tenets of postwar liberalism. Yet these same cartoons also revealed his complicity in 
liberalism as an endeavor that primarily served the interests of white men. This can clearly be 
seen through Block’s depiction of women. Although women were a regular feature within 
the scenes he imagined, Block only occasionally drew cartoons related to subjects that might 
have been considered of specific interest to women—for example, drawing two cartoons in 
1968 that critiqued the Catholic Church’s opposition to birth control and the contraceptive 
pill.26 More typically, women were depicted—just as they had been in Block’s prewar 
cartoons—in what could best be described as gender-specific roles and were rarely given any 
agency of their own. When not simply included as part of a crowd or to complete the 
depiction of a family, women were typically shown as housewives, mothers, and shoppers 
and were depicted in scenarios that emphasized and reaffirmed these roles. Even on the rare 
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occasions that they were given a professional occupation, it was as teachers, nurses, and 
secretaries, all positions that Block, and the broader male-dominated society of the postwar 
era, deemed appropriate for women to possess.27  
In other cartoons that included depictions of women, Block relied on three major 
tropes: that of dangerous seductress, innocent victim, or symbol of American nationalism. 
Typical of the portrayal of women as seductress was June 24, 1956’s “I’ve Been Deceived 
And I’m A Lonesome Little Girl,” which casts a woman dressed in a cleavage-baring and 
skin-tight dress as a proxy for “Communist Leaders Outside Russia.” Block depicts this 
character sitting on a park bench attempting to seduce a perplexed-looking middle-class man 
who represents non-communist political parties across Europe, while Soviet leader Nikita 
Khrushchev looked on from the bushes.28 Meanwhile, Block’s depiction of women as 
helpless victims is seen in numerous cartoons across the three decades of this study. Its 
earliest use was to highlight the growing humanitarian crisis in Europe that followed the end 
of the Second World War, when Block drew a series of cartoons depicting an emaciated girl 
in situations that contrasted her plight with the wanton consumption of postwar American 
society, and continued into the 1970s with cartoons such as December 10, 1972’s “Tell Us 
About The Voices That Speak To You,” which portrays America’s news media as a woman 
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sitting in chains while being questioned by a medieval court.29 But one of his most graphic 
uses of this trope occurred on March 23, 1948. In “Going! Going! —,” drawn as tensions in 
Palestine were quickly escalating into a crisis that would erupt only weeks later in the 1948 
Arab–Israeli War, Block imagined the United Nations and its efforts to avert war, as a naked 
woman standing on an auction block as the oil interests of Great Britain and the United 
States sell her to a group of leering sheikhs.30 The cartoon might have powerfully illustrated 
Block’s anger at how the United Nation’s efforts to resolve the crisis were being undermined 
by national and corporate self-interests, but it also underscored the problematic ways in 
which he depicted women within his cartoons. 
By far the most common of these tropes, however, was Block’s use of women as a 
representation for such concepts as “Peace,” “Liberty,” and “Justice.” In this regard, he was 
hardly alone as cartoonists had been ascribing these values with feminine characteristics since 
at least the early nineteenth century.31 Thus, the Statue of Liberty appears in cartoons such as 
October 9, 1946’s “What Happened To The One We Used To Have?” when Block sought 
to comment on threats to American civil liberties, while Lady Justice was regularly employed 
as a visual representation of the American judicial system.32 Block, however, regularly 
subverted the values encoded in these characters by placing them in positions in which they 
were vulnerable or victimized. In February 4, 1949’s “… Not Much Change In Temperature 
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…” for example, a woman labeled “Peace” is shown dressed in rags and shivering in the 
middle of a snow storm as a visual metaphor for the state of relations between the United 
States and the Soviet Union. More graphically, May 11, 1965’s “Hung Jury” depicts a group 
of Klansmen celebrating the lynching of Lady Justice, her scales discarded at her feet. And 
June 1, 1947’s “I Don’t See Any Danger Of Fascism” sees the Statue of Liberty lying 
trampled underneath a member of the House of Representative’s Committee on Un-
American Activities.33 
Block’s problematic depiction of women is further revealed by the absence of real-life 
female figures from his cartoons. Indeed, across the thirty-one year period that began on 
January 1, 1946 and ended December 31, 1976, Block drew only 38 cartoons that involved 
a public female figure. Furthermore, of the nineteen women depicted in these cartoons, only 
six appeared more than once. The Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was Block’s most 
frequent female subject, appearing in a total of seven cartoons. This was followed by Eva 
Perón, the wife of Argentine dictator Juan Perón, who was depicted in six cartoons; Oveta 
Culp Hobby, President Eisenhower’s secretary of the US Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, who made five appearances; Trân Lê Xuân, who was popularly known as 
Madame Nhu and was the de facto First Lady of South Vietnam from 1955 to 1963, who 
appeared in three cartoons; and, finally, Margaret Chase Smith, a moderate Republican 
Senator from Maine who publicly opposed fellow Senator Joseph McCarthy and his anti-
                                                   
33 Herbert Block, “… Not Much Change In Temperature …” WP, February 4, 1949: 20; Herbert Block, “Hung 
Jury,” WP, May 11, 1965: A20; Herbert Block, “I Don’t See Any Danger Of Fascism,” WP, June 1, 1947: B4. 
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communist activities in the early 1950s, and Rose Mary Woods, Richard Nixon’s personal 
secretary, who appeared in two cartoons each. With the exception of Margaret Chase Smith, 
none of these women were depicted in a positive light or setting. Indira Gandhi, for example, 
was regularly depicted in the mid-1970s as both a dictator and terrorist and placed in 
situations where she was shown to be undermining democratic principles.34 Closer to home, 
four of Ovetta Culp Hobby’s five appearances aligned with cartoons critiquing the state of 
America’s school system. In each of these cartoons, Block labels Hobby with the derogatory 
title “Dept. Of Not-Too-Much Health, Education, and Welfare,” reflecting his belief that 
the Eisenhower administration was uncaring and not doing enough to improve access to and 
increase the quality of education across the country. To underscore this point, Hobby was 
depicted, for example, daintily dabbing her eyes at the plight of eight million illiterate 
Americans and shooing away a stork carrying news that the American population had 
surpassed 160 million souls instead of fixing the dilapidated and overcrowded school 
depicted in the cartoon’s background.35 
In all likelihood, Block assumed that women were not the primary audience for his 
cartoons and was unconcerned at how they would respond to their portrayal in his cartoons. 
Indeed, many contemporary newspaper editors assumed that women were only interested in 
reading articles that were focused on so-called “women’s issues”—primarily stories about 
fashion, high society, and lifestyle—and dedicated specific sections of their newspapers to 
                                                   
34 See, for example, Herbert Block, “Who’s the fairest one of all?” WP, June 27, 1975: A30. 
35 Herbert Block, “Sometimes We Almost Feel Like Giving The Kids a Break,” WP, July 4, 1954: B4; Herbert 
Block, “Shoo!” WP, April 21, 1955: 16. 
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these subjects to leave the “serious” news and editorial pages for men.36 Both the letters page 
of the Post and Block’s own correspondence belied this notion, however, and it is clear that 
women were as interested and engaged in consuming Block’s cartoons as men.37 In fact, the 
relative invisibility of women in his work reveals both Block’s assumptions about the 
traditional roles that he expected them to play in American society and his lack of 
understanding of the changes that were already underway. In the postwar period, women 
were barraged with media images that asserted their place was in the home as wives and 
mothers while their husbands went out to work and earned a living.38 Block’s cartoons 
reinforced this stereotype and made no attempt to portray women as individuals who had a 
life distinct from how they were defined in relation to men. 
Despite his cartoons’ clear affinity for liberal priorities, however, Block was dismissive 
of the term “liberal,” claiming that it was a “meaningless” label.39 Indeed, he remained 
adamant that his cartoons reflected no specific political agenda and that he himself was 
politically independent. For example, in a 1959 interview with the British journalist Henry 
Brandon, he asserted that his cartoons were independent of partisan bias and didn’t “follow 
                                                   
36 At the Post, the women’s section was edited for over thirty years by Marie Sauer, who tried to subvert female 
stereotypes by including stories and profiles about women engaged in what was traditionally portrayed as “men-
only” activities. Dustin Harp, Desperately Seeking Women Readers: U.S. Newspapers and the Construction of a 
Female Readership (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2007), 26. 
37 In fact, the first two letters to be published by the Post in praise of Block’s cartoons were both written by 
women. Annette Bulow, “Herbert Block,” Letter to the Editor. WP, January 9, 1946: 6; Elinor Ulman, 
“Herblock’s Cartoons,” Letter to the Editor. WP, March 19, 1946: 8. 
38 Joanne Meyerowitz, “Women and Gender in Postwar America, 1945–1960,” in Not June Cleaver: Women 
and Gender in Postwar America, 1945–1960, ed. Joanne Meyerowitz (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1994), 1-2. 
39 Bruce Wheltle, “Herblock: A Cartoonist’s Life,” Nieman Reports Vol. 48, No. 1 (1994), 95. 
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any line and [weren’t] obliged to support anybody or any party.”40 Indeed, when Block 
reviewed a pre-print copy of the profile that Brandon wrote based on this interview for his 
1961 book As We Are, the one issue that he felt significant enough to highlight to the book’s 
editor was his demand that changes be made to “an entire paragraph in which both the 
question and the answer had been altered so that it somehow gave the impression I was 
wearing a party label.”41 Thirty-nine years later it was this same issue that was forefront in his 
mind when he received a copy of Stephen E. Kercher’s PhD thesis, which included a short 
section discussing Block’s work. In a series of letters to the Library of Congress’ Harry Katz, 
who had awarded a fellowship to the thesis’ author, Block complained: 
On the first page of his section about me … he begins to pin a partisan label on me. 
He later refers to me more than once as a (capital D) Democrat—which would be 
news to the many Democrats I’ve criticized and opposed—as well as The 
Washington Post, which is proud of its independence and mine. In one place he says 
I “did little to hide” my support of liberals and the Democratic Party (capital D, 
capital P). When this guy writes trash, he does it with a firm hand.42 
Regardless of these high ideals and his protestations to the contrary, however, there is 
little doubt that Block’s cartoons favored a liberal ideology over more conservative values. 
Block may not have “believed in the kind of ersatz independence that makes a point of 
praising or criticizing both sides equally, regardless of who is right or wrong,” but he was 
nevertheless unwavering in his defense of liberal priorities against attacks from critics on both 
                                                   
40 Henry Brandon, As We Are (New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc, 1961), 144. 
41 Letter to Samuel S. Vaughan, November 12, 1960. Block Papers, Box 7, Folder 9. 
42 Letter to Harry Katz, August 19, 1999. Block Papers. Box 40, Folder 8. See also Letter to Harry Katz, July 19, 
1999. Block Papers. Box 40, Folder 8. Kercher later published this thesis under the title Revel With A Cause. 
Stephen E. Kercher, Revel With a Cause: Liberal Satire in Postwar America (Chicago, IL: University Of Chicago 
Press, 2006). 
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the right and the left.43 Indeed, it is this point that is often overlooked in discussions of 
Block’s ideology from friends and critics alike. As the apparent hegemony of the liberal 
consensus was challenged throughout the 1960s by protest movements centered around race, 
gender, class, culture, and the Vietnam War, Block was unafraid to defend his views 
regardless of the direction that attack was coming from on the political spectrum. His 
staunch defense of liberalism led Newsweek magazine to describe him in 1960 as the nation’s 
“uninhibited voice of liberalism.”44 
Block believed passionately in his own political independence and in the 
responsibility of the news media to cover each political party with the same set of standards. 
In October 1955, he took the opportunity to elaborate on his belief that newspapers had a 
responsibility to treat political parties and administrations no differently during a lecture that 
he gave to an audience of Cleveland newspapermen. “One of the principle kicks we’ve heard 
in recent years has been that there exists a ‘one-party press,’” he declared. “This complaint is 
heard most often at election times, when the overwhelming majority of publications support 
one party, which shall be nameless.” This was a meaningless straw man, however, as 
Americans should be “less concerned about which party the papers endorse in elections than 
about the way in which the papers do their day-to-day work. … [More] to the point than the 
phrase, ‘one-party press’ is what Senator [Paul] Douglas once called a ‘double-standard 
                                                   
43 Brandon, As We Are, 144. 
44 “The Barbed Pen,” Newsweek, February 29, 1960, 92. 
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press’—referring to those publications which weigh the acts of different parties or 
administrations on different scales.”45 
Block went on to list some of the specific ways in which he believed that the news 
media had treated the Eisenhower administration differently to how they responded to 
events during the previous administration. His list covered both events in foreign 
countries—“When we recently heard the news of the Russian sputnik and intercontinental 
missiles, I couldn’t help but think what additional cries of treason would have been raised in 
this country had these Russian advances occurred during the preceding Administration”—to 
domestic policies—“There were some publications which a few years ago cried fraud and 
perjury and corruption at the drop of a remark, but which, since 1952, have not been able to 
find in their dictionaries anything stronger than ‘unfortunate misunderstandings’ and 
‘conflicts of interest.’” But his primary concern was how Eisenhower himself seemed to be 
held blameless regardless of the actions of his administration, whereas Truman had been 
condemned for every minor transgression: “The responsibilities of the President also 
underwent a change—and where the Chief Executive used to be responsible for every 
unhappy occurrence during his term of office, he suddenly became after all, just one man, 
who couldn’t be expected to know about all the things that go on in a government.”46 This 
condemnation of what he perceived to be the news media’s propensity to treat the 
Republican administration of Dwight Eisenhower more favorably and less critically than it 
                                                   
45 Herbert Block, Untitled Speech, delivered October 1955 in Cleveland, Ohio. Block Papers. Box 184, Folder 10. 
46 Brandon, As We Are, 144. 
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had Eisenhower’s Democratic predecessor provides a baseline for how we can evaluate the 
political even-handedness of Block’s own work.  
In his 1959 interview with Henry Brandon, Block was directly asked if he found it 
“easier to draw cartoons with the Democrats in office or out of office.” He answered by 
declaring that he didn’t “think it makes much difference” as his cartoons were “independent” 
of which party was in power at any given time.47 Indeed, it is not hard to find examples of 
Block being critical of the policies of the incumbent administration and by looking at 
individual cartoons, we can see at one level that Block had the capacity to follow his own 
doctrine and to critique Democratic and Republican administrations alike. For example, 
Block’s April 11, 1951 cartoon “Reveille” condemns Truman’s handling of General Douglas 
MacArthur’s public criticism of his administration’s policies during the Korean War. The 
cartoon depicts Truman as a Captain in the US Army who is trying to stay asleep as Uncle 
Sam blasts a trumpet in his ear that declares “You’re the President of the United States!” 
Similarly, “Whence All But He Had Fled,” originally published on June 10, 1957, depicts 
Eisenhower in a boat marked “Comments on China Trade” anxiously rowing away from a 
larger burning boat marked “China Embargo Policy” upon which his Secretary of State John 
F. Dulles is tied.48 In both examples, the intent to criticize Truman and Eisenhower for their 
ineffective leadership is clear. Of course, this is not surprising as the nature of political 
cartoons is to criticize and highlight the failings and deceptions of their subjects. The broader 
                                                   
47 Ibid. 
48 Herbert Block, “Reveille,” WP, April 11, 1951: 10; Herbert Block, “Whence All But He Had Fled,” WP, 
June 10, 1957: A12. 
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question, however, is to consider to what extent Block maintained these criticisms across 
multiple years, election cycles, and administrations. Consideration of the entirety of Block’s 
body of work between 1946 and 1976, suggests that he was not as even-handed in his 
depiction of each political party as he liked his reading public to believe. 
A relatively straightforward place to start is to explore the frequency with which 
members of different political parties appeared in Block’s cartoons. Between 1946 and 1976, 
703 cartoons featured a character that was clearly intended to represent a generic member of 
either the Republican or the Democratic Party.49 Of this total, 581 cartoons featured 
Republicans, while slightly less than half that amount—282 cartoons—featured Democrats 
(160 cartoons featured both Republicans and Democrats). Nor can this discrepancy be 
explained by arguing that Block was influenced by each party’s control of the White House 
or Congress. Figure 2.1 shows how the frequency of each character’s appearance in a cartoon 
changed each year, expressed as a percentage of each year’s total number of cartoons to allow 
direct comparisons across years to be made.50 Calculating this percentage allows us to better 
understand the emphasis that Block placed on a specific theme or character at different 
moments of time. In both 1951 and 1968, for example, Block drew 52 cartoons depicting  
                                                   
49 These counts are achieved by considering characters who are either labeled “Republican”/“Democrat”, are 
drawn as either the Republican Elephant or Democrat Donkey, or are clearly depicted in a situation that indicates 
their party affiliation, for example with cartoons that depict the Republican or Democratic National Conventions. 
50 To calculate these percentages, the annual raw count for each variable (i.e. Democrats and Republicans) is 
divided by the total number of cartoons drawn by Block for each year, allowing direct comparisons across years 
to be made. It is important to express these totals as a proportion of annual output because the total number of 
cartoons Block drew each year varied considerably, ranging from 363 cartoons in 1946 to 210 in 1972 and 
varying depending on such factors as his contracted weekly output, his vacation schedule, and his health. Note 
that 1959 is an especially problematic year because Block suffered a minor heart attack in September of that 
year and did not produce any cartoons between September 16 and January 1, 1960. 
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Figure 2.1. Percentage of Herblock Cartoons Depicting the Generic Characters “Democrat” and “Republican,” 
1946–1976. Source: Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession 
of author. 
 
the generic Republican character, yet drew a total of 288 and 227 cartoons in each respective 
year. Consequently, the percentage of cartoons in which this character appeared was 18.06% 
in 1951 and 22.91% in 1968. This small but not insignificant difference shows that Block 
dedicated a greater proportion of his total output to Republicans in 1968 than he did in 
1951, even though he drew the same number of cartoons depicting this character in each 
year. As Figure 2.1 shows, throughout the thirty-one years of cartoons analyzed, Block 
depicted Democrats at a noticeably lower rate than he did their Republican counterparts. 
Indeed, the only years that Block depicted Democrats more frequently than Republicans 
were 1959 and 1970 and in two other years (1961 and 1973) he drew no generic 
Democratic characters at all. 
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The same trend can be discerned if we instead consider the actual party affiliation of 
the people depicted by Block in his cartoons. In this case, we discover that at least one 
member of the Republican Party is depicted in 1,790 of the cartoons drawn between 1946 
and 1976, versus the 977 cartoons that featured Democrats. Adding Block’s depiction of 
generic Democratic and Republican figures to these counts, we discover that he created 
2,176 cartoons that had at least one Republican figure in it, versus 1,192 cartoons depicting 
at least one Democrat. To calculate these totals, a cartoon is only counted once for each 
party regardless of the number of Democrats or Republicans it depicts. Significantly, 
however, the same 2:1 ratio between the depiction of Republicans and Democrats is 
preserved. By breaking these totals down by year, we are able to discern revealing patterns 
that provide insight into how Block depicted each party. Figure 2.2 shows that the only years 
in which Democrats appeared more frequently in Block’s cartoons than Republicans were 
during those years in which a Democrat was President. In itself, this is not a surprise. The 
party in power provided an opportunity for Block to draw not just presidents, but vice 
presidents, attorneys general, secretaries of state, and other cabinet member members as well. 
It is therefore natural that we would see a change in emphasis that matches the changes in 
administration. Even so, there is a clear bias towards Republicans in this data. The lowest 
percentage of depicted Republicans during a Republican administration is the 26.05% 
drawn in 1969. This is comparable to the highest percentage of Democrats drawn during a 
single year of a Democratic administration—28.66% in 1952, an election year in which the 
incumbent president (Truman) did not seek reelection as the Democratic Party’s nominee. 
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Figure 2.2. Percentage of Herblock Cartoons Depicting Democrats, Republicans, and the Generic Character 
“Administration,” 1946–1976. Source: Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital 
database in possession of author. 
 
One possible explanation for this variance is that Block may have shied away from 
depicting real members of a Democratic Administration in a negative light, instead choosing 
to voice any displeasure he might feel about a specific White House policy without mention 
of a specific official. Yet if that were the case, we might expect Block to draw generic 
characters that represent the administration more frequently under the Truman, Kennedy, 
and Johnson Administrations than he did under the Eisenhower, Nixon, and Ford 
Administrations. Revealingly, however, Block’s depiction of the generic character 
“Administration,” which was often used to provide a nameless figure who represented the 
actions or interests of the White House without depicting a specific member of the 
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administration, follows an exactly opposite trend to this expectation.51 The black dashed line 
in Figure 2.2 represents the frequency with which this character appeared in Block’s 
cartoons. A simple visual inspection of this chart suggests that there is some relationship 
between the party in power and the frequency with which the generic Administration 
character was drawn. Between 1946 and 1952, during the Truman administration, the 
character barely registers with only ten appearances across the six years studied. This might 
be explained by the generic “Administration” not yet being a regular part of Block’s arsenal 
of visual devices. Certainly, in 1953, following the election of Republican Dwight 
Eisenhower, the “Administration” character begins to appear on a much more regular basis, 
but it once again drops during the Kennedy Years. Although there is a slight uptake during 
the Johnson Administration, the number of appearances surges during the Nixon 
Administration, reaching a peak of 22.38% of the cartoons drawn in 1972.  
We can test the strength of this relationship statistically. By calculating correlation 
coefficients of the frequency with which each of these three factors appeared across the 
corpus of cartoons, we are able to better understand the extent to which the occurrence of 
the “Administration” character is connected to an administration’s party.52 The correlation 
                                                   
51 As just one example of how Block employed the Administration character, his untitled cartoon of October 
19, 1966, is set on the streets of Washington, DC. It depicts two shadowy characters each holding a knife and 
respectively labeled “Administration” and “Senate”, running away from a car marked “Auto Safety Laws” that 
has had its tires, representing “Appropriations” slashed. 
52 Specifically, we are using the Pearson correlation coefficient formula, which takes the covariance of two 
variables divided by the product of their standard deviations. The correlation coefficient can be used, for 
example, to measure the correlation between temperatures and energy usage at home. The correlation 
coefficient is a value “R” that measures the strength and direction of the linear, or straight-line, relationship 
between two variables on a scale that ranges from 1 to −1. A coefficient of 1 would indicate that as the value of 
one variable increases, that of the second would increase at the same pace and to the same extent. The closer the 
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coefficient of the frequency that Republicans and the “Administration” character appear 
together is 0.52, suggesting that a positive relationship exists between the two variables. 
Calculating the coefficient for Democrats and “Administration,” however, returns a value of 
−0.68, revealing that there is a stronger negative correlation between these two variables. 
Although both of these values are relatively strong, they are affected by such factors as the 
total number of cartoons drawn each year, natural variations in the depiction of different 
subjects in Block’s cartoons, and especially by the impact of presidential elections on the 
data. To compensate for this, we can calculate the average number of times that each variable 
appears across each four-year administration—in other words, the relative occurrence of each 
variable is being averaged across eight periods of time: 1946–48, 1949–52, 1953–56, 1957–
60, 1961–64, 1965–68, 1969–72, and 1973–76.  
Figure 2.3 reveals several key insights into Block’s portrayal of members of each 
major political party that are otherwise hidden. Firstly, during the Truman Administration 
(1946–1952) the average count for the depiction of Democrats and Republicans is almost 
identical and it is after the election of Dwight Eisenhower that Block’s depiction of the two 
parties permanently diverges. It also becomes clearer how the president’s party affiliation 
affects the average count. Although the overall portrayal of Democrats is fairly consistent at 
between 10 and 20% of Block’s total cartoon for each administrative period, there are clear  
                                                                                                                                                      
value is to 1, the more exactly the two variables mirror each other. Conversely, a coefficient value of −1 would 
represent a perfect negative correlation between the two variables, meaning that as the value of one variable 
increases so the other decreases. If the value is 0, or close to 0, then there is no correlation between the two 
variables and they are not connected. For a more detailed explanation of the Pearson correlation coefficient see 
Matthew L. Jockers, Macroanalysis: Digital Methods & Literary History (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois 
Press, 2013), 106-08. 
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Figure 2.3. Percentage of Herblock Cartoons Depicting Democrats, Republicans, and the Generic Character 
“Administration” Averaged by Presidential Administration, 1946–1976. Source: Simon Appleford, Herblock 
Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
 
drops in this figure each time a Republican wins office. Indeed, the standard deviation—or 
the amount of variance within a dataset from its average—across the cartoons depicting 
Democrats is 6.13. Nevertheless, the variance we see here is less dramatic than occurs for 
Block’s depiction of Republicans, which has a standard deviation of 11.45, suggesting that 
Block’s depiction of Republicans was much more susceptible to the results of presidential 
elections. By recalculating the correlation coefficient between Republicans and the 
“Administration” character, we see an increase in this value to 0.63; when recalculated for 
depictions of Democrats and “Administration”, the negative correlation increases to −0.82. 
In both cases, compensating for the arbitrary division of time into twelve month periods 
better reveals the nature of Block’s portrayal of partisan actors in his cartoons and suggests  
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Figure 2.4. Percentage of Herblock Cartoons with a Presidential Administration as its Major Subject, 
1946–1976. Source: Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession 
of author. 
 
how the generic “Administration” character, which could have been used by Block as a proxy 
representation of a presidential administration to criticize a President’s policies without being 
directly seen to do so, was in fact more commonly used during Republican Administrations 
to reinforce his criticism of that party’s policies. 
Another test that we can make is to consider the proportion of cartoons that can be 
said to focus primarily on the policies or actions of specific presidential administrations. 
Doing so once again reveals a clear delineation in the relative frequency of Block’s portrayal 
of Democratic and Republican administrations. Figure 2.4 shows the percentage of cartoons 
that were considered to be primarily concerned with general issues of either domestic or 
foreign policy. Included in these cartoons are those that deal with such issues as a president’s 
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legislative proposals, cabinet nominations, the policies of specific administration 
departments, international relations, and foreign visits. Not included are those cartoons that 
focus primarily on specific events and crises such as the Korean War, the Second Red Scare, 
the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Vietnam War, and Watergate that threatened to overtake an 
administration’s foreign and domestic agendas.  
Once again, we see clear patterns emerge in Block’s depiction of the everyday policies 
of each administration. There are, for example, noticeable drops in the overall proportion of 
cartoons dealing with administration policies and actions every year that saw a presidential 
election. The only exceptions to this rule are the two elections that occurred while Lyndon 
Johnson was President. The first of these is easily explainable because of the circumstances 
under which Johnson became President, but even then the proportion of these cartoons in 
1964 is lower than it was the preceding year. The increase that occurs between 1967 and 
1968 is more difficult to explain. Closer inspection of Block’s total output in these two years, 
however, reveals that Block drew 34 cartoons dealing with the Johnson Administration in 
1967, but 32 cartoons on the same subject in 1968. The reason for the discrepancy in the 
pattern is thus best explained by the almost two month-long vacation that Block took in 
June and July 1968 to write The Herblock Gallery, resulting in him producing 33 fewer 
cartoons that election year than he did in 1967.53  
Most significant, though, is the relative volume of cartoons dealing with each 
administration. The highest proportion of cartoons drawn with a Democratic administration 
                                                   
53 Specifically, no original Herblock cartoon was published or syndicated after June 11th’s “Appropriations 
Dialogue” until July 30th’s “Up, Boy—You Can’t Backslide Now.” 
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occurred in 1961, 1965, and 1966 when Block dedicated 26.79%, 25.82%, and 26.54% of 
his output in those years to cartoons that were focused primarily on the administration’s 
policies and actions. Yet these amounts are comparable to the lowest proportion of cartoons 
that are similarly focused on Republican administrations, which were seen in 1956, 1960, 
and 1976—all presidential election years when Block’s attention was focused more on the 
campaign and election year politics than on national and international matters.54 The 
exception occurs in 1974, a year that was dominated by the Watergate scandal and that saw 
the mid-year resignation of Richard Nixon. But even so, the combined total for cartoons 
depicting the Nixon and Ford administrations of 28.93% is higher than that found for any 
single year of a Democratic administration. 
Closer inspection of the subjects depicted in Block’s cartoons provides greater nuance 
into our understanding of how Block’s cartoons differed in their treatment of Republicans 
and Democrats. Figure 2.5 visualizes the major subjects assigned to each cartoon, broken 
down by year, as a word cloud. The larger and darker a subject appears in the cloud, the 
more frequently it was the primary subject of Block’s cartoons that year. Although these 
subject clouds have limited utility for close analysis, they do reveal several insights into the 
key trends embedded within Block’s work. Somewhat predictably, the focus of the majority 
of these years is shown to be that of the presidential administration in power. This is 
especially true for the Eisenhower, Nixon, and Ford administrations, where the only subjects 
                                                   
54 The proportion of cartoons focused primarily on an administration drawn in 1956, 1960, and 1976 was 
23.93%, 24.40%, and 20.41% respectively. 
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Figure 2.5. Visualization of Major Subjects Assigned to Block’s Cartoons, 1946–1976. Source: Simon 
Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
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Figure 2.5 (cont.). Visualization of Major Subjects Assigned to Block’s Cartoons, 1946–1976. Source: Simon 
Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
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to challenge their dominance of Block’s cartoons are each of the presidential elections held 
during their administrations (1956, 1960, 1972, 1976) and the Watergate Crisis of 1973-
1974. Looking at the Truman, Kennedy, and Johnson administrations, however, we see a 
very different pattern emerge. During the Truman Administration, “Congress” is 
consistently the dominant major subject of Block’s cartoons and, while they are undoubtedly 
well-represented in the cartoons drawn between 1961 and 1968, the administrations of 
Kennedy and Johnson do not consistently overwhelm these years’ subject clouds in the way 
we see for the Eisenhower administration especially.  
Of course, visualizing just the major subjects of Block’s cartoons gives only a limited 
perspective on the nature of his work. To that end, Figure 2.6 visualizes all of the subjects 
represented in each of Block’s cartoons for just the years 1954 and 1964.55 Compared to the 
earlier subject clouds, these visualizations reveal much more of the context of Block’s 
cartoons. In the subject cloud for 1954, for example, although the subject “Eisenhower 
Administration” is still dominant, we can more clearly see that cartoons focused on anti-
communism and Joseph McCarthy also made up a significant piece of Block’s output that 
year. Similarly, the subject cloud for 1964 reveals the prominence of Barry Goldwater in that 
year’s selection of cartoons. The size of the subject clouds also indicates the number of 
different topics that Block drew in any given year. This is most clearly seen in the 
visualizations of Block’s depicted major subjects that are reproduced in Figure 2.5, but can 
also be seen in the visualization of all assigned subjects as well. What is notable here is the  
                                                   
55 A full set of subject clouds that visualize all of the subjects depicted within Block’s cartoons is provided in 
Appendix D. 
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 (a) (b) 
Figure 2.6. Visualization of All Subjects Assigned to Block’s Cartoons in (a) 1956 and (b) 1964. Source: Simon 
Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
 
diversity of subjects visualized during the Kennedy and Johnson administrations—1963 and 
1967 in particular—compared to the more sparse visualizations of the Eisenhower, Nixon, 
and Ford administrations.56  
It is hard, however, to understand the context of these differences without having 
some statistical underpinnings to support conclusions. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 therefore use 
slopegraphs to illustrate the major themes presented in the periods 1953-1956 and 1965-
1968—Eisenhower’s second administration and Lyndon Johnson’s only full administration 
—respectively. As originally theorized by Edward Tufte, slopegraphs allow data to be 
represented across three dimensions.57 The vertical columns present a hierarchical list of the 
frequency with which major subjects were drawn in a specific year. Spacing along the vertical 
axis is proportionate and because each graph is plotted using the same scale, comparison of 
                                                   
56 It must be noted, however, that this indication is heavily predicated on the total number of cartoons Block 
drew in any given year. 
57 Edward R. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press, 2001), 155-59. 
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Figure 2.7. Slopegraph of Percentage of Major Subjects Depicted in Herblock Cartoons, 1957–1960. Source: 
Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
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Figure 2.8. Slopegraph of Percentage of Major Subjects Depicted in Herblock Cartoons, 1965–1968. Source: 
Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
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multiple graphs reveals the changing focus that Block gave to specific subjects. The 
horizontal axis provides temporal context, with the slope of each line revealing both how the 
representation of each subject changes over time, but also how they change in relation to the 
depiction of other subjects. Each chart only plots a specific subject if it is the major topic for 
at least 3% of Block’s output in one of the years visualized; other subjects are grouped 
together in the category “Other.” For example, in Figure 2.8, the subject “Middle East” 
appears in none of the cartoons Block drew in either 1965 or 1968, but does appear in 
5.38% of his output for 1967 and consequently is found on the chart. The inclusion of the 
“Other” category is important as it shows the variety of major subjects that Block’s cartoons 
dealt with each year, without adding additional clutter to the visualizations.58 
Comparison of Figures 2.7 and 2.8 reveal significant differences in the way in which 
Block considered Democratic and Republican administrations, beyond the depiction of 
events specific to the timeframes under examination. Most immediately obvious is the 
relative position and path of the “Eisenhower Administration” and “Johnson 
Administration” subjects. Whereas the Eisenhower Administration made up 42.57% of all 
cartoons in 1957 and only drops below a quarter of all cartoons in the election year of 1960, 
the proportion of cartoons depicting the policies of the Johnson Administration never rises 
above the 26.54% level seen in 1966. More notable, however, are the differences between the 
paths of the “Other” line—that is, cartoons such as April 19, 1957’s “You See—Propaganda 
Everywhere” and January 29, 1967’s “The Gray Plague” whose primary subjects, in these 
                                                   
58 A full set of slopegraphs, covering each four-year presidential election cycle, is found in Appendix E. 
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examples “United Nations” and “Pollution” respectively, were not drawn frequently enough 
to achieve 3% of the total output in any of the years depicted in the visualization. In Figure 
2.7, we see “Other” as the third most common subject in 1957 at 12.15% of Block’s total 
output, before steadily increasing to 22.80% in 1960. Figure 2.8, however, shows the 
category taking a very different path. In 1965, it is ranked second, behind only the “Johnson 
Administration” subject in frequency, but increases in frequency by 1967 to become that 
year’s most common category, accounting for 31.95% of Block’s output that year, before 
dropping back down to being the second most common category in 1968, when Block’s 
cartoons were heavily focused on that year’s presidential election. The significance here, is 
that the higher the value of the “Other” category, so too the greater diversity there is in the 
types of events and subjects that Block chose to depict and comment upon in a given year. 
Consequently, the placement of “Other” during the democratic administration of Lyndon 
Johnson suggests that Block was actively choosing to draw cartoons more focused on a wider 
variety of topics than he did during the second administration of Republican Dwight 
Eisenhower. 
This macroanalysis has revealed that despite his constant assurances to Henry 
Brandon and others, Block did not draw and treat Republicans and Democrats in a 
substantially similar fashion. It has shown that during the presidencies of Dwight 
Eisenhower and Richard Nixon, Block was especially focused on producing cartoons that 
responded to the specific policies and actions of those Republican administrations. In 
contrast, cartoons produced during the presidencies of Democrats Harry Truman, John 
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Kennedy, and Lyndon Johnson were more varied in their focus and commented upon a 
broader range of topics and issues, indicating a reluctance on Block’s part to criticize the 
actions of these administrations. What this analysis of Block’s cartoons does not do, however, 
is provide a sense of exactly how Block depicted these specific characters and events. It is 
quite possible that Block treated Republicans in a significantly more positive light than he 
did Democrats. Indeed, there are examples of Block drawing a cartoon in support of a 
particular Republican while there are also many examples of Block drawing cartoons that 
criticized the actions of Democrats and other liberals.  
The next chapter, therefore, turns to a closer reading of individual cartoons to 
explore in more specificity how Block’s cartoons confronted the anti-communist hysteria 
that swept through America in the postwar period. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
“THE FEAR-AND-SMEAR RACKETEERS” 
 
“For the past few years the air of fear around here has been pretty thick,” Block wrote 
in The Herblock Book, his first anthology of political cartoons, which was published in late 
1952. “There’s not always something you can put your finger on,” he continued, “but there 
are plenty of people anxious to put the finger on somebody.”1 Block was writing at the 
height of the Second Red Scare, a moment in American history that stretched from the late 
1940s into the early 1950s and beyond when the fear that communist spies had infiltrated 
American politics and society reached almost hysterical levels. Federal employees were 
investigated by government-sanctioned “loyalty boards,” which peered into Americans’ 
private lives to root out any perceived left-leaning associations. In the entertainment 
industry, screenwriters, actors, directors, musicians, and many others, were placed on so-
called “blacklists” and denied employment because of their suspected political beliefs. The 
anti-communist crusade extended into almost every facet of American life with not even 
teachers or librarians exempt from scrutiny.2  
                                                   
1 Herbert Block, The Herblock Book (Boston: Beacon Press, 1952), 128. 
2 There are numerous accounts of the Second Red Scare and its impact on American society. See, for example, 
Paul Buhle and David Wagner, Hide in Plain Sight: The Hollywood Blacklistees in Film and Television, 1950–
2002 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003); Richard M. Fried, Nightmare in Red: The McCarthy Era in 
Perspective (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990); Ted Morgan, Reds: McCarthyism in Twentieth-Century 
America (New York: Random House, 2003); Ellen Schrecker, Many Are the Crimes: McCarthyism in America 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1998); Landon R.Y. Storrs, The Second Red Scare and the Unmaking of 
the New Deal Left (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2013). 
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Unlike many other liberal commentators, Block was openly critical of the excesses of 
these anti-communist investigations from an early date.3 His primary concern, however, was 
not over the goals of these efforts, but their methods. “Close to 100 per cent of us in this 
country are against Communism,” he assured readers of The Herblock Book. But he 
denounced what he described as the “Fear-and-Smear racketeers”—those politicians who 
leveraged “the fear of what Communists might do to us” and turned it into an opportunity 
to advance their own self-interests—for having “hijacked a legitimate public concern about 
Communism and steered it down their own dark alleys.” The result being that they “bellow 
that they’re protecting us from subversion while at the same time actually subverting just 
about everything this country stands for. And they have tried to take over the word 
‘Americanism’ in exactly the same way that their Communist counterparts have tried to take 
over ‘Peace’ and ‘Democracy.’”4 
This chapter examines the visual devices that Block used to persuade his audience of 
the truth behind these statements. At a time when any criticism of anti-communist activities 
was used by politicians and others as all the justification that was needed to become the 
subject of an investigation into alleged subversive behavior, Block’s cartoons defined the 
efforts of anti-communists to root out alleged subversive activities from the federal 
government as something that itself threatened the foundations of American democracy. By 
subverting the rhetoric and behavior of anti-communist leaders, Block’s cartoons 
                                                   
3 Indeed, Block had been an early and fierce critic of HUAC, lampooning its methods from its inception in 
1938 when it had been chaired by Representative Martin Dies of Texas. 
4 Block, Herblock Book, 128, 137, 138-139. 
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demonstrated to his readers how, far from protecting American values, anti-communist 
hysteria instead posed a serious threat to the continued stability of American values and way 
of life. Furthermore, Block’s opposition to these initiatives both helped elevate his reputation 
as a public defender of civil liberties, positioning him as an influential spokesperson for 
liberal values. At the same time, however, his uncompromising attacks on the leaders of these 
investigations and other activities marked him as a target of conservative fury that would be 
maintained throughout the remainder of his career. 
In the context of the Cold War and America’s international entanglements against 
communism, it was perhaps inevitable that the country would be susceptible to a wave of 
hysteria as politicians and the public alike became convinced that Soviet agents had 
infiltrated the federal government at its highest levels. Most famously, the House Un-
American Activities Committee (HUAC), which had been first established as a temporary 
body in 1938 to investigate pro-fascist groups, was made a permanent standing committee in 
1945 and given a specific mandate to investigate potential links to communism and other 
forms of disloyalty involving private citizens and public officials alike. Revelations from 
Canada in early 1946 of the existence of a Soviet-operated spy ring, coupled with similar 
claims from communist defectors such as Elizabeth Bentley and Whittaker Chambers that 
the Soviet Union had infiltrated the highest levels of the federal government, created a 
general atmosphere of unease around the nation and only seemed to underscore the 
importance of ensuring that all communist influences were expelled from America’s public 
life. At the same time, opportunistic Republicans such as Richard Nixon, who in 1946 was 
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running for office in California’s 12th congressional district, found it politically expedient to 
accuse Democrats of being “soft on communism,” which in turn prompted many Democrats 
to strengthen their own anti-communist rhetoric. 
Nowhere was this more clearly seen than in President Truman’s Executive Order 
9835, issued on March 22, 1947, which the President hoped would not only nullify 
conservative attacks on Democrats for their lack of commitment to the anti-communist 
cause, but also rally public opinion in support of his Cold War policies. This so-called 
“Loyalty Order” disqualified anyone from working in the federal government who was, or 
ever had been, a member of the Communist Party and gave wide-ranging powers to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation to conduct background checks on any current or potential 
federal employee.5 Writing in 1952, however, Block dismissed the effectiveness of this 
program, pointedly asserting that “since it is agreed that Communists have no compunctions 
about swearing falsely, these oaths can’t very well separate the sheep from the goats.”6 His 
cartoons likewise made clear his antipathy towards the goals of this order, using symbols and 
situations that held everyday familiarity for Americans to ensure that they resonated with his 
audience. 
On October 13, 1947, for example, he imagined a group of people enjoying a 
cocktail party in the heart of Washington, DC. One of the party’s guests, however, is 
                                                   
5 For more on Executive Order 9835, see Michael J. Hogan, A Cross of Iron: Harry S. Truman and the Origins of 
the National Security State, 1945-1954 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 254-56; David 
McCullough, Truman (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993), 550-53; Jennifer A. Delton, Rethinking the 
1950s: How Anticommunism and the Cold War Made America Liberal (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2013), 23-27. 
6 Block, Herblock Book, 135. 
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wearing a gag, leading a fellow reveler to state “You’re With The State Department, I 
Presume.” Similarly, May 31, 1948’s “Okay, Honey—Put It On,” depicts a federal employee 
checking that no-one was spying on his home before allowing his wife to add Russian 
dressing to his salad. And April 24, 1949’s “You Read Books, Eh?” imagines a terrified 
teacher being questioned by state and local investigators who are rooting through her trash, 
preparing to cut out the Soviet Union from a map hanging on the wall, and even looking 
disapprovingly at a portrait of Thomas Jefferson.7 The strength of these cartoons lay not just 
in their ability to present an everyday scenario with which Block’s readers could readily 
identify, but in their seemingly effortless ability to subvert that same mundaneness to 
illustrate the sense of paranoia that permeated American society against the backdrop of these 
loyalty oaths, background investigations, and other anti-communist activities. It comes as no 
surprise then that, when the ultra-conservative and anti-Communist magazine Plain Talk 
attacked the Post for being a “Trojan horse for totalitarianism” in March 1948, Block was 
specifically called out as a prominent member of the paper’s alleged “‘liberal’ faction,” with 
his cartoons coming under especial criticism for leading the paper’s “crusade against the 
loyalty program.”8 It was his cartoons depicting the activities of the House Un-American 
                                                   
7 Herbert Block, “You’re With The State Department, I Presume,” The Washington Post (hereafter WP), 
October 13, 1947: 8; Herbert Block, “Okay, Honey—Put It On,” May 31, 1948: 4; Herbert Block, “You Read 
Books, Eh?” WP, April 24, 1949: B4. 
8 O. J. Dekom, “Behind the Riddle of the Washington Post,” Plain Talk (March 1948), 11, 12, 15. For more 
on Plain Talk’s relatively short history and its impact on anti-communist rhetoric, see Peter L. de Rosa, “Plain 
Talk, 1946-1950,” in The Conservative Press in Twentieth-Century America, ed. Ronald Lora and William 
Henry Longton (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1999). 
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Activities Committee, however, that most clearly demonstrated Block’s anger over the abuses 
of power that anti-communist sentiment fostered. 
Between January 1, 1946 and December 31, 1949, Block drew a total of 77 cartoons 
that specifically sought to expose the excesses of HUAC and underscore his concern that the 
civil liberties of Americans were being suspended unnecessarily. These cartoons, which 
depicted threats to Americans’ civil liberties and reflected his unease that government and 
congressional activities threatened the ability of ordinary Americans to express their own 
thoughts and opinions without fear of reprisal, generally fell into one of three categories. The 
first of these was evidenced within fifty days of Block starting work at the Post. In a cartoon 
that was satirically titled “American, All The Way Back,” Block explicitly targeted the 
committee’s activities by depicting its members, led by John E. Rankin, a Democrat from 
Mississippi, as a group of seventeenth century witch-hunters, rushing with the tools of their 
puritanical trade to try a new victim.9 Similarly, October 8, 1947’s “Everybody Ready For 
Hallowe’en?” imagines members of the committee as a group of trick or treaters, armed with 
tar brushes and clubs as they prepare to hunt for their next victims.10 This group of cartoons, 
with their depiction of members of HUAC working in isolation and with no visible target of 
their investigation evident, sought to focus the reader’s attention on the vacuous nature of 
the committee’s activities and were effective at depicting the committee’s methods as being 
out-dated and vindictive in nature. 
                                                   
9 Herbert Block, “American, All The Way Back,” WP, February 17, 1946: B4. 
10 Herbert Block, “Everybody Ready For Hallowe’en?” Syndicated Cartoon, October 8, 1947. Available online 
from http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2012634224/ Last accessed on May 29, 2014. 
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In other cartoons, Block does show members of the committee interacting with the 
subjects of their inquiry. In these situations, however, the subjects of investigations are 
invariably depicted as either innocent bystanders who have been randomly targeted or as 
members of America’s scientific community who are engaged in important work for national 
security. On April 10, 1946, for example, Block imagined an unthreatening representative of 
American science stripped naked and sitting underneath a bright light as a mob of 
congressmen question and harass him from the shadows; in a similarly-themed piece drawn 
two years later, a short-statured J. Parnell Thomas, a Republican from New Jersey who 
assumed the chairmanship of HUAC in January 1947, is shown dumping a bottle of tar over 
the head of a hard-working nuclear physicist.11 These cartoons were designed to illustrate the 
trumped up charges and character assassinations that those accused of communist sympathies 
faced when they appeared before the committee. But the reckless nature of these 
investigations was perhaps best illustrated in a cartoon drawn on October 30, 1947 that 
illustrated the indiscriminate nature of HUAC’s accusations as members of the committee 
pursued their victims without regard to their likely guilt. “It’s Okay—We’re Hunting 
Communists,” imagined Thomas and HUAC’s Chief Investigator Robert E. Stripling 
recklessly driving a car down a crowded sidewalk, uncaringly knocking over innocent 
passersby.12 Together, these cartoons portrayed members of HUAC as over-zealous and 
malicious investigators, uncaring as to the damage that they were doing to America and its 
                                                   
11 Herbert Block, “Suspicious Character,” WP, April 10, 1946: 8; Herbert Block, “I Got A Secret Weapon 
Too,” WP, March 9, 1948: 8. 
12 Herbert Block, “It’s Okay—We’re Hunting Communists,” WP, October 30, 1947: 12. 
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citizens’ lives. This was a theme that Block was to develop further in the third, and arguably 
most effective, category that he employed when critiquing HUAC’s activities. 
In these cartoons, Block depicted members of the committee engaged in activities 
that struck against the very symbols of American democracy. This was made explicit on April 
8, 1946, when Block imagined John E. Rankin in the act of throwing a bucket of tar over a 
representation of American Democracy while a congressman jovially tells a concerned 
member of the public “That’s A Joke, Son—You Don’t Seem To Get It,” while on 
November 16, 1946, Block imagines the committee’s leadership as termites gnawing their 
way through a pillar that represents both the U.S. Constitution in general and the Bill of 
Rights specifically. Likewise, on March 27, 1947, a congressman is depicted accusing Uncle 
Sam of belonging to an international organization—in actuality the fledgling United 
Nations. And on June 1, 1947, he showed a battered and bruised Statue of Liberty, her torch 
extinguished, lying underneath Thomas who is holding a can of paint with which he has 
smeared his innocent victims and triumphantly declaring that there is no longer any danger 
of fascism.13 The most powerful of Block’s HUAC-focused cartoons from the late 1940s, 
however, was June 17, 1949’s “Fire!” With its depiction of an overwrought man, labeled 
“Hysteria,” holding a bucket of water and frantically scrambling up a ladder so that he can 
extinguish the Statue of Liberty’s torch, the cartoon perfectly encapsulated the environment 
of paranoia and wanton fear that permeated American society and in Block’s mind 
                                                   
13 Herbert Block, “That’s A Joke, Son—You Don’t Seem To Get It,” WP, April 8, 1946: 6; Herbert Block, 
Untitled Cartoon, WP, November 16, 1946: 6; Herbert Block, “You Belong To An International 
Organization?” WP, March 27, 1947: 8; Herbert Block, “I Don’t See Any Danger Of Fascism,” WP, June 1, 
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threatened the very values upon which it had been founded and which supporters of HUAC 
purported to uphold.14 
In drawing these cartoons, Block believed that he was speaking for and defending a 
liberal majority that opposed the smear tactics of HUAC and the unadulterated climate of 
accusations, fear, and hysteria that it bred. This was perhaps most clearly seen in a cartoon 
published on January 31, 1950 in which Block drew a communist and a conservative 
reactionary throwing rocks at a man who is labeled “Liberals.”15 Indeed, although this stance 
put him in opposition to the public statements of many Democrats, Block’s was not the only 
liberal voice speaking out against HUAC’s excesses during the late 1940s. As early as 
February 1945, for example, the liberal magazine The Nation had accused the newly 
permanent HUAC of having “become more authoritarian in its methods than its notorious 
predecessor” and argued that “the only way to save the country from the indignity of these 
repeated witch-hunts is to abolish the committee.”16 Similarly, the Washington Post took a 
very visible stance in support of civil liberties as HUAC began to pursue aggressively its anti-
communist agenda, a campaign that drew considerable public criticism and accusations that 
the paper was a “defender of the Reds” staffed by “communist sympathizers.”17 In an 
unusually lengthy editorial published on December 14, 1947 in response to these accusations, 
the paper defended its ongoing disapproval of the committee by arguing that its criticisms had 
                                                   
14 Herbert Block, “Fire!” WP, June 17, 1949: 22. 
15 Herbert Block, “That’s The Line We Want To Get Across, Pal,” WP, January 31, 1950: 8. 
16 “The Shape of Things,” Editorial, The Nation, February 23, 1946: 209. 
17 Katharine Graham, Personal History (New York: Vintage, 1998), 194. 
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been “directed consistently at its methods rather than at its aims.” Furthermore, it argued, 
because HUAC “has equated loyalty with conformity, has concerned itself with opinions 
rather than activities, has disregarded the most elementary rules of fair play in dealing with 
witnesses and persons accused by witnesses, its conduct has seemed to us to be more 
dangerously un-American than that of any of the groups or individuals it has investigated.”18 
Block’s cartoons were an especially visible aspect of this campaign, visualizing HUAC’s 
abuses in ways that written editorials could not and helping strengthen the paper’s reputation 
for being an active opponent of the activities of the committee, while at the same time 
pushing the Post even further in that direction. But Block’s stringent opposition to the 
House Un-American Activities Community during the 1940s was to prove to be just a 
prelude to the impact his work would have in the first half of the 1950s when Senator Joseph 
McCarthy of Wisconsin leapt to national prominence. 
During an otherwise unremarkable speech delivered on February 9, 1950 in 
Wheeling, West Virginia, McCarthy dramatically produced a sheet of paper and was 
reported to declare, “I have here in my hand a list of 205 [names] that were known to the 
Secretary of State as being members of the Communist party, and who nevertheless are still 
working and shaping the policy in the State Department.”19 The speech initially generated 
only modest interest from newspapers across the country. But as McCarthy toured the west 
in the days following the delivery of his Wheeling speech, doubling-down on his central 
                                                   
18 “Doubting Thomas,” Editorial, WP, December 17, 1947: B4. 
19 Quoted in “205 Reds on Job in State Dept, McCarthy Says,” Chicago Daily Tribune, February 10, 1950: 5. 
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allegation but changing the number of communists he purported were employed by the State 
Department as he traveled, media interest steadily increased. By the time he had returned to 
Washington, DC where he took to the Senate floor to enter the speech into the 
Congressional Record, however, the scope of his allegations had fallen from 205 active 
communists in the State Department to there being only 57 employees who were “loyal to 
the Communist Party.”20 Despite the speciousness of his charges, media attention had 
continued to grow over the course of the month and, on February 22, the Senate 
unanimously voted to authorize “a full and complete study and investigation as to whether 
persons who are disloyal to the United States are or have been employed by the Department 
of State.”21 Over the next two years, McCarthy used his new-found platform to embarrass 
and discredit the Truman administration, accusing officials of doing nothing to weed out 
communists from government agencies and generally smearing liberals with unfounded 
accusations that they had communist sympathies.22 
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The Washington Post’s own coverage of McCarthy began on February 12 with an 
Associated Press story that was followed two days later by an editorial titled “Sewer Politics” 
that blasted the Senator for the changes to his story and not being able to follow it up with 
concrete evidence, instead only being able to cite “four [cases] out of the 57 or, if you prefer, 
out of the 205” cases of which he claimed knowledge.23 McCarthy’s first appearance in a 
Herblock cartoon, however, did not occur until February 22, two days after the Senator’s 
appearance in Washington, when he drew a ghostly version of the Republican, labeled 
“McCarthy’s Vague Charges Against the State Dept,” angrily shouting on the Senate floor 
and prompting a bemused-looking senator to ask his colleague, “Seem To You There’s 
Something A Little Odd Here?”24 The point of the cartoon, which echoed the Post’s editorial 
stance, was to express both the lack of substance Block saw in McCarthy’s specific charges 
and the contempt with which the cartoonist held the attention that the accusations were 
receiving. Over the next several weeks, McCarthy made increasingly regular appearances in 
the daily Herblock cartoon, with Block critiquing both the impunity of the Senator’s 
accusations against innocent individuals and the unwillingness that he displayed to stand 
behind his own words.25 It was on March 29, 1950, however, that the Washington Post 
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published what was to become one of Block’s most important and influential cartoons. “You 
Mean I’m Supposed to Stand on That?” depicts a reluctant-looking Republican elephant 
being dragged and pushed by Republican National Chairman Guy Gabrielson and 
Republican Senators Kenneth S. Wherry, Robert A. Taft, and Styles Bridges toward an 
election platform that is made up of buckets of tar and topped by a barrel labeled with a 
word that would soon enter the American political lexicon: McCarthyism (Figure 3.1).26 
Historians, journalists, and other political observers have uniformly credited Block 
with coining the word.27 Block himself was sanguine about the origin of the word, writing 
that he simply needed a way “to summarize the issue” and that there was “nothing 
particularly ingenious about the term, which is simply used to represent a national affliction 
that can hardly be described in any other way. If anyone has a prior claim on it,” he continued, 
“he's welcome to the word and to the junior senator from Wisconsin along with it.”28 In fact, 
the term McCarthyism had made its first appearance in the public sphere at least a day earlier 
than the publication of “You Mean I’m Supposed to Stand on That?”  
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Figure 3.1. Herbert Block, “You Mean I’m Supposed to Stand on That?” Washington Post, March 29, 1950. A 
1950 Herblock Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation. 
 
On March 27, The New York Times had published a letter written by Henry L. 
Stimson, who had served the administrations of Herbert Hoover and Franklin Roosevelt as 
Secretary of State and Secretary of War respectively, that attacked McCarthy’s tactics and 
declared “the man who seeks to gain political advantage from personal attack on a Secretary 
of State is a man who seeks political advantage from damage to his country.”29 Reacting to 
                                                   
29 Henry L. Stimson, “Loyalty in Washington,” Letter to the Editor, The New York Times, March 27, 1950: 22. 
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this letter in an editorial published the following day, the Christian Science Monitor declared 
that “Republicans have run into a crisis which should soon separate the men from the boys.” 
Arguing that the results of the 1948 election had “persuaded some Republican leaders that 
they have little hope of finding a popular domestic issue,” the editorial accused them of 
having instead “turned to foreign affairs … [and] the McCarthy witch-hunt.” The editorial 
continued: 
Straightforward criticism of policies is one thing, irresponsible smearing of 
individuals is something else. Senator McCarthy’s reckless mud-slinging fully 
deserves Mr. Stimson’s resounding rebuke. 
But what have Republican leaders done about this wretched business? Senator 
Taft is reported to have told Mr. McCarthy to keep on plugging; if he didn’t pin a 
red label on one State Department employee, he should try another. National 
Chairman Gabrielson and Senator Wherry gave the sniping their implied blessing. 
Now Senator Bridges announces a “parade” of Republican speakers to “go after” 
Secretary Acheson. …  
Possibly many rank-and-file Republicans have not realized how much harm was 
being done. But any lingering doubts about the damage from McCarthyism 
[emphasis added] should surely now be removed by Mr. Stimson’s letter.30 
Whether or not Block was aware of this editorial when he began sketching his 
cartoon will likely never be ascertained. But the similarities between the Christian Science 
Monitor’s March 28 editorial and the following day’s Herblock cartoon are striking and 
certainly suggest that Block found inspiration from this source. That the editorial calls out 
the same four men depicted by Block for their role in pushing the Republican Party toward a 
greater support of the “McCarthy witch-hunt,” in spite of the harm it might do to their 
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party’s reputation, and uses the term McCarthyism in the same piece of writing stretches the 
limits of coincidence. Regardless of its provenance, however, Block’s usage of the word 
McCarthyism in his cartoon, coupled with its subsequent syndication in newspapers across 
the country, undoubtedly exposed the term to a much wider audience than would otherwise 
have occurred and, as the Post noted in May 1950, helped it “very quickly come into use as a 
convenient word to describe the politics of character assassination and smear.”31 Indeed, the 
impact that it had on the public consciousness as a short-hand for describing McCarthy’s 
tactics of smearing victims with unfounded rumor and innuendo can perhaps best be seen in 
the Senator’s own efforts to control usage of the word when he took it as the title of his 1952 
book, McCarthyism: The Fight for America.32 
After its first appearance, Block was only to use the word McCarthyism in three more 
cartoons over the course of 1950, despite drawing a total of 49 cartoons that year that 
touched on the Red Scare in some capacity. But it was clear that McCarthy—who was 
physically depicted in 15 of these cartoons, making the Wisconsin Senator the third most 
frequently depicted non-symbolic character that year, behind only Joseph Stalin and Harry 
Truman—and his public posturing was at the forefront of his mind.33 His initial cartoons 
focused on ridiculing McCarthy’s propensity for backing away from his statements and 
accusations when pressed for more specificity. April 22, 1950’s “Stop Ganging Up On Me!” 
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for example, featured a tar brush-wielding McCarthy being harassed by a mob of 
doppelgängers, each of whom is holding a banner on which is written an earlier public 
statement of his that is now harming the Senator’s credibility. May 3, 1950’s “How About If 
We Just Set The Bar On The Ground?” meanwhile, casts McCarthy as a pole vaulter who 
falls flat on his face after failing to reach even the lowest bar that has been set by Uncle Sam 
to prove his claims.34 
Block’s earliest efforts to expose McCarthy’s excesses were welcomed by his audience. 
One Post reader, who signed his letter “Nauseated Voter,” and identified himself as an 
opponent of the Truman administration, applauded Block’s “You Mean I’m Supposed to 
Stand on That?” cartoon for causing him to consider “a phase of this business which I have 
not yet seen touched on in the press,” namely the willingness of the Republican leadership to 
engage in “a smear campaign which for cynical and knowing dishonesty, or abysmal 
ignorance, or both, makes any other ‘political’ move of recent years seem clean by contrast.” 
As a result, he was now reconsidering which party he would support in the 1952 presidential 
election since “our votes will be little more effective in getting us good government than the 
votes recently cast by the Russians in their own election.” Another anonymous letter writer 
asserted that Block’s “inimitable and devastating cartoons [attacking McCarthy] … have 
upheld decency, fair play and democratic processes.”35 
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The tone of Block’s depiction of McCarthy soon began to change, however. His 
initial characterization of McCarthy as a coward, unwilling to face either those he was 
accusing or his critics in a public setting, was soon replaced with something much more 
nefarious. This McCarthy, who was depicted as a permanent resident of the sewer, was given 
a heavy five o’clock shadow and tar-stained hands to suggest the political thuggery that Block 
felt he represented. On August 8, 1951, for example, McCarthy was shown crouching in the 
corner of the Senate, surrounded by rotting trash and over-turned buckets of tar and on 
January 23, 1952, he imagined Republican presidential nominee candidates Dwight 
Eisenhower and Earl Warren taking the proverbial high road, while fellow candidate Robert 
Taft, who had recently endorsed McCarthy and his methods, is shown wading through knee-
deep mud with one arm wrapped around his fellow senator.36  
These cartoons sought to peel away McCarthy’s fabrications and expose the 
hypocrisy of his crusade, challenging his readers to question the Senator’s motives and re-
examine their own Cold War fears. To emphasize the point, Block often juxtaposed 
McCarthy and other symbols of his tactics against the most nationalistic symbol of all: Uncle 
Sam. On August 13, 1951, for example, Block drew a tar brush-wielding McCarthy and his 
followers stalking the streets of Washington, DC, causing panicked federal workers to flee 
from their approach. In the foreground, Uncle Sam is sardonically asked by John Q. Public, 
in reference to one of Franklin Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms, “Say, What Ever Happened To 
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‘Freedom-From-Fear’?”37 Cartoons such as this succinctly demonstrated the outrage that 
Block felt towards a man he later described as possessing “animal cunning and [an] instinct 
for publicity unfettered by any sense of morality or honesty, who personified the intellectual 
terrorism of the time.”38 But they were only a prelude for what would occur after the 1952 
presidential and congressional elections, which saw Republicans win both the White House 
and gain control of both houses of Congress. 
Under the new Republican leadership, McCarthy was appointed chairman of the 
Senate Committee on Government Operations from which position he launched 
investigations into communist influences in such State Department programs as Voice of 
America and the United States Information Agency (USIA), initiatives that sought to 
propagandize American values across the world. Block commented on each of these 
investigations in turn, critiquing McCarthy for damaging America’s ability to fight the Cold 
War against the international communist threat. On March 2, 1953, for example, Block 
drew Joseph Stalin standing with one of his generals in front of a series of Soviet radio masts 
that are engaged in efforts to jam Voice of America broadcasts in their territory. The general 
is reading a newspaper report of McCarthy’s latest hearings into communist threats, causing 
him to gleefully tell Stalin that it “Looks As If Congress May Save Us Money, Anyhow.”39 
And on June 18, 1953, Block condemned the Eisenhower Administration’s acquiescence to 
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McCarthy-led demands for thousands of books authored by supposedly pro-communist 
authors to be removed from USIA libraries around the world, with some libraries going so 
far as to burn the offending books, by showing Uncle Sam staring accusingly at a nameless 
member of the administration as Father Time adds the United States to a list of notorious 
book-burning regimes that included both Nazi Germany and Communist Russia.40 By 
connecting McCarthy’s investigations directly to the ability of the United States to pursue its 
Cold War foreign policy in this way, Block reminded his readers that more was at stake in 
his portrayal of the hearings than a simple disagreement over the tactics employed to root out 
imagined communists. 
This became all the more urgent when McCarthy turned his focus in October 1953 
onto the United States Army, investigating first an alleged communist spy ring that operated 
out of the Army Signal Corps laboratory at Fort Monmouth in New Jersey.41 When these 
accusations came to nothing, McCarthy launched an investigation of Irving Peress, a dentist 
who after being drafted into the Army in 1952 was promoted to major in November 1953. 
Before joining the Army, however, Peress had been a member of the American Labor Party, 
an association that led him to invoke the Fifth Amendment on a loyalty-review form. When 
he learned of the case, McCarthy wrote to Robert Stevens, Eisenhower’s Secretary of the 
Army, demanding that Peress and those officers who had promoted him each be court 
martialled for fostering communist activities, but by this point Peress had requested, and 
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been granted, an honorable discharge. McCarthy’s ire was further raised in February 1954 
when Peress’ commanding officer, the highly-decorated General Ralph W. Zwicker, refused 
to identify who had ordered the discharge, leading McCarthy to accuse him of being “not fit 
to wear [his] uniform.”42 Stevens initially sought to protect his officers, declining to release 
documents related to Peress’s promotion and discharge, but shortly thereafter acceded to 
McCarthy’s demands and promised to make available for questioning by McCarthy’s 
committee any officer involved in the case.43 
Although Block remained silent on these specific developments, his portrayal of 
McCarthy during the first months of 1954 underwent a significant change. The brush that 
he originally had given to McCarthy to indicate the work he did staining people’s reputation 
was gradually replaced by increasingly more dangerous implements and McCarthy himself 
was transformed from a peddler of lies and innuendo into someone that threatened not just 
the current administration but the very foundation of American democracy. Starting on 
February 5, 1954, McCarthy was shown holding a wrench with which he has beaten a 
person representing the Voice of America broadcasts. Then, on the same day that news broke 
of General Stevens’ capitulation to McCarthy’s demands, Block imagined the Secretary of 
the Army presenting the Senator with a ceremonial sword, prompting McCarthy to thank 
Stevens with the words “Okay, Bud. When I Want You Again I’ll Send For You”—a clear 
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indication that Block now considered the Army’s credibility to have been compromised. 
Three days later, McCarthy was depicted driving a massive wedge into the world that 
threatens to split it apart as Eisenhower impotently looks on. And, in one of Block’s most 
celebrated cartoons, McCarthy is shown holding a bloody meat cleaver while President 
Eisenhower seeks to protect himself with nothing more than a feather that he has unsheathed 
as though it were a sword. McCarthy’s transformation was completed three days later in 
“Relax—He Hasn’t Got To You Yet,” which depicted McCarthy physically stabbing 
representatives of the State Department and the United States Army in the back, with 
President Eisenhower next in line.44 As Block imagined McCarthy engaged in ever more 
violent activities, so too did the Senator’s physical characteristics change to represent 
something far more dangerous than the self-promotional smear artist of his earlier cartoons. 
McCarthy’s hairline seemed to recede further, while the five o’clock shadow on his face, 
already prominent became even darker. And in the absence of a brush or can of tar to 
blacken his hands, McCarthy was given a swath of dark hair that extended to his knuckles. 
Together with the noticeable slouch that he was given, under Block’s pen McCarthy seemed 
to devolve into something almost primeval in nature. 
As ever, Block’s cartoons split public opinion. Several readers wrote to the 
Washington Post’s editorial page to express their appreciation for his February 26 cartoon 
“And I’d Still Like To See You Become President,” which saw Eisenhower sitting at his desk 
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in the Oval Office with a Republican voter from 1952 expressing his desire to see the 
President show some leadership in the matter of Stevens’ capitulation to McCarthy’s 
demands that the Army cooperate with his investigations.45 Another reader, however, took 
exception to the “viciousness” of March 7’s “Relax—He Hasn’t Got To You Yet,” 
complaining that “once marked by light, clever sarcasm, Herblock cartoons have become of 
late bitter and irrational cynicism about the McCarthy issue. … The purpose of this 
cartoon,” the letter writer continued, “amounts to illustrated character assassination, a sin 
which Mr. Herblock imputes to another, no doubt.”46 In fact, this last series of cartoons 
anticipated what was to become, at least for the media, a defining moment in McCarthy’s 
ultimate downfall. On March 9—two days after Block’s “Relax—He Hasn’t Got To You 
Yet” cartoon was published—CBS’s See It Now documentary series broadcast an exposé of 
McCarthy’s methods that was hosted by the journalist Edward R. Murrow.47 While the 
program used excerpts from McCarthy’s own speeches to reveal the contradictions and 
hyperbolic hysteria that he peddled, it also used carefully compiled and edited clips to give as 
negative a portrayal of McCarthy as possible. In the words of a sympathetic biographer, 
under Murrow’s treatment the Senator at times “seemed to sway in front of the camera, 
obviously under the influence of alcohol” and was variously shown “belching, picking his 
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nose, ignoring or berating witnesses … and giggling” at his own jokes.48 Although the 
specific characteristics that Murrow and his producers highlighted were different, they 
followed a template that Block himself had pioneered in his own efforts to discredit 
McCarthy and his methods. 
Less than two months after CBS broadcast this edition of See It Now, McCarthy and 
Roy Cohn, his chief counsel, were appearing in front of a Senate Committee answering 
allegations that they had sought preferential treatment for former McCarthy aide G. David 
Schine, who had been drafted into the Army as a private the previous Fall. The story had 
been developing since the end of January when the media first reported that the Army was 
probing allegations that Schine had been “coddled through basic training.”49 Although initial 
reports did not directly accuse McCarthy of wrong-doing, by mid-March an Army report 
into the allegations found evidence that Cohn and McCarthy had used their influence on 
Schine’s behalf. With McCarthy strenuously denying the charges, claiming that they were 
being made in retaliation to his public statements against General Zwicker, the Senate 
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, which was usually chaired by McCarthy 
himself, was tasked with holding an inquiry into the allegations.50  
In an unprecedented decision, the resulting hearings were aired nationally on the 
NBC and ABC television networks. This live coverage unflinchingly showed McCarthy 
trying to bully and stonewall witnesses and investigators alike. Meanwhile, newspapers across 
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the country ran critical headlines and features at every opportunity; together this negative 
media coverage crucially turned the tide of public opinion against McCarthy once and for 
all.51 Despite all of this, it was Block’s cartoons—not the watching television cameras—that 
McCarthy was reportedly most concerned about: the pro-McCarthy radio commentator 
Walter Winchell reported having overheard the Senator complaining during a break from 
the hearings that he had to shave twice a day “because of that guy [Herblock] and his 
cartoons.”52 Assuming the veracity of this anecdote, which has been oft repeated, McCarthy 
had good reason to be concerned at how he was being depicted by Block. 
Throughout the hearings, Block continued to demonize the Senator in the pages of 
the Washington Post. On April 22, for example, Block retold the story of St. George and the 
Dragon as an analogy for the just beginning hearings. McCarthy is cast as the eponymous 
beast, but is depicted as a pathetic skunk-like creature crouching maliciously in the shadows 
of a cave, while a representative of the U.S. Army takes on the role of the brave knight, 
donning a gas mask to protect himself from the stench of McCarthy’s allegations as he 
prepares to enter the dragon’s den. Five days later, McCarthy was shown as a burglar, replete 
with a large bag of swag and a still-smoking gun, directing a bumbling Karl Mundt, who was 
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chairing the Senate investigation, away from the footsteps that led directly to him.53 These 
two cartoons earned Block a “vehement protest” for his “gross abuse of his editorial license” 
from a reader in Washington. “Whatever your editorial views may be as to the junior Senator 
from Wisconsin,” he continued, “I fail to see how you can justify picturing him as either a 
dirty beast or a vicious criminal.”54 
Demonstrating how charged the story had become, and how powerful Block’s 
cartoons were in telling that story, other readers quickly jumped to the cartoonist’s defense. 
“Ridiculous!” declared Guy Sauterne in a lengthy rebuke to the earlier letter writer’s protest 
over Block’s use of symbolic imagery to condemn McCarthy. “The symbol is the 
conventional means of presenting an editorial picture worth 10,000 words,” he continued. 
“So if Herblock believes, as the great majority of the American people have come to believe, 
that McCarthyism stinks, he will use a garbage can or dead fish or skunk to illustrate it. … 
Instead of finding fault with the skunks and cops-and-robbers symbols—both of which are 
conventional almost to uselessness—the vehement letter-writer should have delighted in 
Herblock’s brilliant twist—that of making St. George confounded by something petty and 
obnoxious instead of dragon-like.”55 Another letter writer found it only poetic that 
McCarthy was depicted in Block’s cartoons as such an unsavory character because “Senator 
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Joe has a way of labeling those who disagree with his power-crazed thinking with such titles 
as Communist-fronter, Red, commie-coddler, and so on.”56 
Arguably most powerful of all, however, was Block’s cartoon of May 7. Early in the 
Senate hearings, a photograph was introduced into evidence that appeared to show Secretary 
of the Army Stevens and Private Schine engaged in a private conversation. The photograph 
had purportedly been taken after a specific request from Stevens, a claim that he himself 
strenuously denied. It soon emerged, however, that the photograph had been cropped to 
make it look as though the two men were alone leading to salacious headlines and 
commentary that accused the McCarthy camp of being deliberately dishonest and 
disingenuous in its defense.57 This was compounded several days later when McCarthy 
produced a copy of a letter written on FBI stationary in 1951 to Lieutenant General 
Alexander R. Bolling, head of Army Intelligence, that was signed by FBI Director J. Edgar 
Hoover and named 35 men employed at Fort Monmouth who were suspected of subversive 
activities. McCarthy went on to claim that the warning had been willfully ignored by Stevens 
and was evidence of the Army’s “gross negligence in eliminating ‘dangerous’ security risks” 
from the base. The FBI, however, denied that the letter was original, leading to allegations 
that McCarthy—who refused to reveal who had provided him with the copy—had once 
again used faked evidence.58 
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Block responded to these developments by depicting McCarthy standing at his desk 
holding two burning documents: in one hand is a “Doctored Photo” and in the other a 
“Faked Letter.” But it is McCarthy’s own demeanor that is most damning. The familiar 
tropes of the Herblock McCarthy are present—the dark five o’clock shadow and fingers, as 
ever, darkened with tar—but now sweat is seen to be dripping from his face as he makes ever 
more frantic efforts to evade his questioners. Compounding the impact of the image is the 
cartoon’s caption, which takes the words that had first propelled McCarthy to national 
attention and turned them into a sharp indictment of everything the Senator from 
Wisconsin had stood for over the previous four years: “I Have Here In My Hand—” (Figure 
3.2).59 As Block’s imagined documents burned, so too did McCarthy’s credibility in the eyes 
of the American people. Although he was to be acquitted of wrongdoing by the Senate 
committee hearing the allegations leveled against him by the Army, the full Senate voted 
later that year by a margin of 67–22 to censure him for contempt of congress, a vote that 
effectively ended his political career.60 
Throughout the McCarthy era, Block’s portrayal of the Senator complemented the 
overall tone of the Washington Post’s reporting and editorials. Indeed, unlike many other 
American newspapers, the Post offered strong and early rebukes of McCarthy’s rhetoric and 
actions from the earliest days of its coverage of the Senator.61 As Katharine Graham wrote in  
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Figure 3.2. Herbert Block, “I Have Here In My Hand—,” Washington Post, May 7, 1954. A 1954 Herblock 
Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation. 
 
her autobiography, “the Post’s comments against McCarthy represented a very clear—and 
brave—position, and the paper took a lot of heat for its coverage. In fact, the war between 
McCarthy and the Post was vicious and frightening.” But, she continued, most “effective of 
all probably was Herblock’s series of cartoons depicting McCarthy and his various 
outrageous activities.”62 Certainly, Block’s cartoons had the potential to reach a far wider 
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audience than the Post’s other anti-McCarthy content. In 1950, when McCarthy first rose to 
prominence, the Post’s circulation was only 184,000, making it the third most read of 
Washington’s four daily newspapers, but by July 1954, four months after the Post’s purchase 
of its local rival the Washington Times-Herald, circulation had more than doubled to over 
380,000, which put the paper in roughly seven out of every ten households in the City Zone 
of Washington.63 Even so, Block’s reach extended far beyond the DC metro limits. As the 
publisher’s blurb for his 1955 book Herblock’s Here And Now pointed out, by mid-decade his 
cartoons were syndicated to over 150 newspapers, both in the United States and abroad.64 
This wide reach gave Block’s cartoons a platform from which they could influence a far 
broader group of readers than would otherwise have been possible and led Martin Agronsky, 
a radio and television commentator who was one of the first public broadcasters to criticize 
McCarthy, to assert that Block “had as much to do as anybody in our business with making 
people understand what Joe was; he really damaged him.”65 
If Block’s attacks on the anti-communist activities of HUAC and McCarthy garnered 
him praise from his fellow journalists and other liberals, however, they also made him a 
target for criticism from the Right, not just for the content of his cartoons but also for his 
actions as a private citizen. Block’s decision to donate the $500 he received from the 
Heywood Broun Prize in February 1950 to the Democratic opponent of Ohio Senator 
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64 Herbert Block, Herblock’s Here and Now (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1955), 280. 
65 Quoted in Bayley, Joe McCarthy and the Press, 55. 
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Robert Taft—who was, according to one newspaper reporting the story, the “moral and 
intellectual leader of the Republicans in congress”—for example, was broadly criticized 
amongst conservatives, leading Block to make a public defense of his donation on the letters 
page of the Washington Post.66 The following year, the United States Information Agency’s 
international distribution of Herblock Looks at Communism resulted in McCarthy openly 
wondering why the State Department would “subsidize this man who is actively committed 
to oppose attempts to drive communists out of government.” Because of the pamphlet’s 
distribution, Senator Pat McCarron, another frequent target of Block’s cartoons, attempted 
to strip $10 million from a State Department appropriation.67 And in 1955 an announced 
weekly satirical television show, which would have been called Herblock’s Week and seen 
Block offering his views on current events, was abruptly canceled after the Fund for the 
Republic, a New York-based nonprofit organization charged with promoting freedom and 
justice within the United States that had planned to underwrite the production, was attacked 
by prominent conservatives such as the popular radio host Fulton Lewis for providing a 
platform for Block and his long-standing agenda of “ridiculing congressional investigations, 
                                                   
66 “Herblock Wins Broun Award: New Yorker Is A Co-Winner,” WP, February 24, 1950: 1; “New Deal 
Mouthpiece,” Editorial, Chicago Daily Tribune, March 25, 1950: 8; Herbert Block, “The Herblock Award,” 
Letter to the Editor, WP, March 8, 1950: 16. Block argued that he was merely making the campaign 
contribution to a personal friend who he had known for seventeen years and that he was not “anti-Taft or anti-
anyone else.” But, he continued without a trace of irony, “as editorial cartoonist of an independent newspaper I 
deal with personalities only as they are involved with issues and principles.” Ibid. 
67 Block, A Cartoonist’s Life, 140-41; Kercher, Revel With a Cause, 47. 
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subversive activities, the federal security program … [and] portraying everyone involved in 
subversive investigations or security investigations as a thug or an idiot or both.”68 
Ultimately, Block’s cartoons used a combination of highly personal attacks intended 
to discredit the leaders of these investigations and appeals to patriotic sentiment to persuade 
his readers of the importance of standing against the excesses of domestic anti-communism. 
Although his cartoons were not able to end the activities of HUAC and McCarthyism on 
their own, they nevertheless played an important role in demonstrating that opposition to 
their activities was possible and laid the groundwork for future media coverage of anti-
communist activities. Furthermore, the fact that it is Block who is generally credited with 
coining the word that came to define an entire period of history rather than the editors of the 
Christian Science Monitor from whom it is clear he borrowed inspiration for both the word 
McCarthyism and the general scene depicted in his “You Mean I’m Supposed to Stand on 
That?” cartoon illustrates the potential power of the visual image to influence and shape the 
public’s response to national and international events. Because he was able to leverage the 
platform that he had constructed at the Washington Post into the national consciousness, 
Block’s anti-HUAC and anti-McCarthy cartoons established him as a preeminent 
spokesperson for liberal ideology, whose work demanded to be recognized as such from 
liberals and conservatives alike. As a result, the attacks aimed at him from conservative 
                                                   
68 “Herblock's TV Program Starts in Fall,” WP, August 20, 1955: 35; “Fulton Lewis Continues Comment on 
Fund for the Republic,” September 16, 1955, in Herbert Block Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of 
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politicians, commentators, and voters became increasingly frequent, especially as his cartoons 
began to focus on the activities of the man who Block increasingly identified as the natural 
successor to McCarthy and his attempts to smear innocent Americans for his own political 
agenda: Vice President Richard Nixon. 
Before turning our attention to his thirty year-long campaign against Nixon’s 
political career, however, we will first explore how the commitment to civil liberties that 
underscored the work discussed in this chapter influenced his engagement with African 
Americans’ long quest for equal rights. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
“THE MAJOR MORAL ISSUE OF OUR TIME” 
 
For much of September 1957, the Washington Post, like most of the nation’s media, 
breathlessly reported on events in Little Rock, Arkansas, where Governor Orval Faubus had 
ordered the state’s National Guard to bar nine African American students from desegregating 
Central High School.1 In justifying his actions, Faubus unabashedly declared that he had 
called out the Guard, not in defense of segregation, but to “preserve the peace.”2 Not that the 
northern press was fooled by these claims. In a scathing editorial entitled “Law and Order” 
that was printed on September 4, the Post made clear its stance on Faubus’s actions. “Those 
who oppose desegregation in Arkansas and who threaten violence to protect it are guilty of 
lawlessness,” it read. “Unhappily, it was on the side of those who threatened to defy the law 
that Governor Faubus intervened; and it is their conception of order, rather than the law’s 
conception, that he has used National Guardsmen to maintain.”3 
Although he had no way of knowing it at the time, Little Rock came to represent a 
watershed moment in Block’s engagement with civil rights issues, if not in terms of the 
actual content of his cartoons then in his sustained interest on a single incident. In his first 
cartoon commenting on events in Arkansas, Block unambiguously sought to reinforce the 
                                                   
1 In this chapter I primarily use “African American” to describe Americans of African ancestry because the 
alternative term, “black,” is so close in spelling to Block’s surname. 
2 “Takes Governor At Word Troops Will Keep Peace: Court Tells Little Rock to Carry Out Integration” The 
Washington Post (hereafter WP), September 4, 1957: A1. 
3 “Law and Order,” Editorial, WP, September 4, 1957: A12. 
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Post’s editorial stance that Faubus’s actions amounted to an extralegal reaction to integration. 
Published on September 5, 1957, and captioned “The Gov. Faubus “Peace” Plan,” in 
reference to Faubus’s quoted statements on the role he claimed for the National Guard, the 
cartoon echoes in graphic form the sentiments expressed on the previous day’s editorial page 
and encapsulates what Block would later identify as the defining issue that lay at the heart of 
the Little Rock crisis: the efforts of “segregationists to launch a campaign of ‘massive 
resistance’” and “forcibly [defy] the law by using troops to keep the Negro children out of 
school” (Figure 4.1).4 
The first clue as to Block’s intent with this cartoon is found in its title and the 
placement of quotation marks around the word “Peace.” Whereas Faubus had claimed that 
his actions were intended to “protect [Little Rock’s] citizens,” Block’s use of punctuation 
serves to question both who exactly Faubus was referring to and his actual commitment to 
ensuring a peaceful resolution to the crisis.5 This is further reinforced by several visual clues 
that Block embeds in the cartoon to highlight his belief that the governor’s actions were an 
illicit usurpation of the law intended to benefit one side of the crisis over the other. In this 
context, the pointedly diminished stature of Faubus serves to delegitimize his actions and 
moral authority, while also suggesting that he is in thrall to the demands of the thuggish- 
                                                   
4 Herbert Block, “The Gov. Faubus “Peace” Plan,” WP, September 5, 1957: A18; Herbert Block, Herblock: A 
Cartoonist’s Life (New York: Macmillan, 1993), 159; Herbert Block, Herblock’s Special for Today (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1958), 67. The Herblock cartoon published on September 4, “Way Down East Russia,” 
depicted a recent purge of Khrushchev’s cabinet. Herbert Block, “Way Down East Russia,” WP, September 4, 
1957: A12. 
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September 4, 1957: A1. 
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Figure 4.1. Herbert Block, “The Gov. Faubus “Peace” Plan,” Washington Post, September 5, 1957. A 1957 
Herblock Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation. 
 
looking representative of “Anti-Integration Groups” with whom he is shaking hands. 
Meanwhile, the juxtaposition of the national guardsman grasping his rifle with the dead, or 
dying, child lying under him with schoolbooks and a sheet of paper labeled “U.S. Court 
Ruling” scattered on the ground creates a visual discordance that further unsettles the viewer 
while simultaneously strengthening the overall sense of illegitimacy that pervades the scene. 
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Over the course of the next thirty days, Block drew another twelve (of a total of 
twenty-six) cartoons that commented directly on the ongoing drama in Little Rock.6 Faubus 
appears in all but three of these cartoons and is constantly characterized by Block as a short-
statured, insincere politician only interested in self-promotion and ensuring that he stayed in 
the limelight for as long as possible. It was not hard for Block to find examples of Faubus’s 
words and actions to illustrate this narrative. On September 9, for example, Faubus held his 
first major news conference since the start of the crisis had begun and once again attempted 
to portray himself as having acted in the best interests of the people of Arkansas and as an 
ardent defender of states’ rights. Raising the specter of further violence, Faubus declared that 
“If the Federal Government moves into Arkansas by force, or in any other manner … and 
takes from the people of the state the right to elect a Governor, and depend on him to 
exercise certain discretionary functions of government, then we will have lost our last right of 
self government. If blood is then shed, my conscience will be clear, but I will weep for my 
people.”7 This quote became the inspiration for the following day’s Herblock cartoon, 
“Tears,” which shows Faubus releasing and aggravating a crying crocodile labeled “Race 
Violence” onto school property, while holding a sign referencing Faubus’s statement from 
the previous day: “If blood is shed then I will weep for my people.”8 The change is subtle, 
but significant. By abbreviating and altering the word order of Faubus’s actual statement, 
                                                   
6 In comparison, the Post mentioned Faubus by name in twenty-two separate editorials over the same period. 
7 Faubus news conference, September 9, 1957. For media reports of the statement, see, for example, Robert E. 
Baker, “U.S. Judge Acts to Stop Gov. Faubus,” WP, September 10, 1957: A10; and Benjamin Fine, “U.S. To 
Ask Writ Against Faubus and Guard to Permit Integration; Extended Court Battle Expected,” New York Times, 
September 10, 1957: 25. 
8 Herbert Block, “Tears,” WP, September 10, 1957: A14. 
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Block changes the context of those words, highlighting what he believed to be their true 
meaning. No longer is Faubus’s self-proclaimed grief expressed as a warning against the 
possible consequences of a federal intervention into Little Rock and the violence that might 
ensue from that action. Instead, the words become a statement of Faubus’s hypocrisy and his 
intent to provoke the situation without care to any potential repercussions, a sentiment that 
is strengthened by the popular understanding of “crocodile tears” being shed only when one 
is being insincere. 
As events in Little Rock continued to escalate, Block sought to further undermine 
Faubus’s position and reveal what he later described as the governor’s true agenda during the 
crisis: an opportunity to “advance his own political interests.”9 One visual device that Block 
employed to emphasize this throughout his run of Little Rock cartoons was to depict Faubus 
as an immature juvenile. In September 13’s “Oh Boy—Lots Of Headlines,” for example, an 
oblivious Faubus is shown to be eagerly reading his own headlines, while leaders of Asia, 
Africa, and India are somberly reflecting on the same coverage. A clear companion to an 
editorial published in the previous day’s Post that had lamented that “racial incidents in Little 
Rock, Nashville, Birmingham, and elsewhere are doing the United States enormous harm 
abroad,” Faubus is once again shown to be comically short, even more so in comparison to 
the leaders of Africa, India, and Asia, who are in the cartoon’s background looking at the 
same newspaper reports, but nevertheless tower over the Arkansas governor.10 In September 
                                                   
9 Herbert Block, Straight Herblock (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1964), 142. 
10 Herbert Block, “Oh Boy—Lots Of Headlines,” WP, September 13, 1957: A14; “The Wart on Our Face,” 
Editorial, WP, September 12, 1957: A18. 
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25’s “Back To School,” meanwhile, Faubus and a “Faubus-Inspired Thug” are represented as 
errant schoolboys sitting timidly at a school desk while Uncle Sam lectures them on US Law 
and History. And October 3’s “How Can You Doubt My Good Intentions?” showed Faubus 
with a child’s slingshot, which was juxtaposed against the vicious-looking club held by a 
“Faubus-Inspired Mobster.”11 The cumulative impact of this exaggeration of Faubus’s height, 
employed in every cartoon depicting the governor, is to subvert in readers’ minds the 
Governor’s moral authority during the crisis and to suggest that his actions were intended to 
garner favor and political support from the thugs and white supremacists who invariably 
accompanied him in Block’s cartoons. 
Absent from any of these cartoons, however, are depictions of the three groups 
arguably most involved in events on the ground at Little Rock: African Americans, women, 
and children.12 The closest that Block comes to depicting any of these groups in any 
meaningful way is in his September 6, 1957 cartoon “This Is An Explosive Situation,” in 
which two—conspicuously white—schoolchildren are present with other citizens as third-
party observers to Faubus’s attempts to inflame tensions at Little Rock.13 In fact, every 
Herblock cartoon commenting on the crisis showed the principle actors to be either white 
                                                   
11 Herbert Block, “Back To School,” WP, September 25, 1957: A12; Herbert Block, “How Can You Doubt 
My Good Intentions?” WP, October 3, 1957: A18. 
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male southerners, President Eisenhower, or Faubus himself. By doing so, Block eschews the 
type of imagery that both accompanied contemporary newspaper coverage and that has 
become part of the nation’s visual shorthand for the crisis. Some of the most iconic imagery 
from the Little Rock Crisis is of the nine African American children who desegregated 
Central High either having abuse hurled at them by crowds of white protesters or being 
escorted to class by the National Guard.14 By privileging the actions of white elites such as 
the President and Faubus at the expense of other participants—most notably of the African 
American community, but also of women and children—Block gives his readers a significantly 
distorted picture of the situation in Arkansas. Yet, the absence of African American agency 
and the corresponding focus that Block places on the actions of white southerners was not 
uncommon for his civil rights-related cartoons, especially during this period. 
By the time of the Little Rock Crisis, Block enjoyed a national reputation as a strong 
and powerful supporter of civil rights. Already the recipient of awards given in recognition of 
his commitment to civil rights, support of civil rights was an issue that Block understood to 
be amongst the most important imperatives of his time, something that spoke to the very 
nature of being American.15 In his autobiography, for example, he wrote that the fight 
against segregation was, along with the effort against McCarthyism, one of the “two major 
                                                   
14 Martin A. Berger, Seeing Through Race: A Reinterpretation of Civil Rights Photography (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 2011), 88fig, 98, 106-107. 
15 One of the earliest of numerous national awards given to him in recognition of his commitment to civil 
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Wilson, chairman of Truman’s Presidential Committee on Civil Rights, and Dr. Edwin B. Henderson, 
principal organizer of the first rural branch of the NAACP and a life-long activist against segregation in housing 
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World, May 13, 1949: 6. 
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moral issues of our time.”16 Thirty years earlier, in December 1963, while giving the Elmer 
Davis Memorial Lecture at Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism, Block 
made a similar statement when he described how “the special indignities and restrictions that 
have been inflicted upon Negroes in many areas of American life … including that of 
unequal public accommodations” were perpetrated largely by “extremists, who seem to fear 
the word ‘democracy.’” As a result, Block argued, all Americans who believed in democratic 
values and self-government “should be pressing for prompt correction of these evils.” Block 
went on to describe what he believed was both the short-term solution to ending 
discrimination and a long-term corrective that would ensure the continued protection of 
Americans’ constitutional rights: the enactment of new laws that would guarantee the right 
to vote to millions of Americans who were then disfranchised by states that sought to 
“deprive citizens of the franchise through the use of poll taxes, literary tests and other 
devices, including naked intimidation.”17 
Block’s faith in the ability of legislative reform to end discrimination across the South 
and his equating civil rights to a moral imperative were not unusual stances within 
mainstream liberal circles at the time. As the historian Carol Horton has written, postwar 
liberals such as Block took a “strong, principled stand against racial discrimination” because 
they “believed that anti-African discrimination represented the preeminent moral dilemma 
                                                   
16 Block, A Cartoonist’s Life, 158. 
17 Herbert Block, “Elmer Davis Memorial Lecture,” Speech delivered at Columbia University, December 3, 
1963 in Herbert Block Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. (hereafter Block 
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facing the nation, as it conflicted with the fundamental principles of American liberalism.”18 
Despite his early awards and public statements, however, the record of Block’s first decade at 
the Post suggests only a limited interest in depicting the racial situation in postwar America. 
Indeed, and as shown in Figure 4.2, Block’s depiction of the black freedom struggle in his 
cartoons went through several different phases. The figure plots the frequency with which he 
drew cartoons that engaged with issues related to civil rights legislation, the civil rights 
movement, white supremacy, or racism, expressed as a percentage of his total output for each 
year. It clearly suggests that Block’s commitment to engaging with these issues within his 
work was not as consistently strong as his reputation and early awards suggest, but that it 
instead changed and evolved over time in a fashion that closely mirrors the chronological 
narrative that limits the civil rights movement to the relatively brief period of 1954 to 
1968.19 
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Figure 4.2. Annual percentage of Herblock cartoons dealing with issues of race, 1946–1976. Source: Simon 
Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
 
For the first decade that Block worked at the Post, civil rights barely registered as a 
topic of interest within his published work. Indeed, the proportion of cartoons that he drew 
on this topic steadily decreased from 1946 when 14 of his cartoons in some way dealt with 
civil rights issues, ultimately reaching a nadir between 1953 and 1955, a three year period 
that saw Block draw just two cartoons connected to the freedom struggle. 1956 saw the start 
of a renewed representation of issues related to African Americans, leaping to 22 cartoons 
that year and 34 in 1957. Block’s engagement reached a peak in 1963 when civil rights-
related cartoons represented over a quarter of the total number of cartoons drawn that year. 
Following the passage of the Civil Rights and Voting Rights Acts of 1964 and 1965, 
however, civil rights and race again became a less common topic for his cartoons, ultimately 
falling below 3% of his total output in the 1970s. This all suggests a far more nuanced 
understanding of how Block confronted issues related to African Americans than the typical 
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narrative of him as an unwavering advocate for civil rights generally allows. The remainder of 
this chapter explores these phases in Block’s work to understand how his interpretation and 
presentation of issues of race during this period reflected the best and worst of postwar liberal 
ideology. 
Taken together, the cartoons that Block drew during his first decade at the Post 
illustrate in microcosm the contradictory relationship that seems to have existed between his 
desire to condemn the inequities of the Jim Crow South and the limitations he placed on 
himself in articulating that outrage. As with the majority of liberals in postwar America, 
Block understood the battle for civil rights as primarily a legislative issue with its most 
important battleground being the chambers of Congress. As a result, many of the cartoons 
that he drew on civil rights between 1946 and 1956 were drawn primarily to comment upon 
congressional activity, or more specifically to decry congressional obstructionism and 
inactivity. This is clearly seen in a sequence of cartoons that began in January 1946. At the 
time, Congress had before it a bill to make permanent the Fair Employment Practices 
Commission (FEPC), which had been established five years earlier to ensure that defense 
contractors did not discriminate on the basis of race or religion but had been the target of 
repeal efforts by Southern Democrats ever since.20 Block’s initial engagement with the fight 
                                                   
20 For more on the history of the Fair Employment Practices Commission, see Joseph Abel, “African 
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over the FEPC’s future, however, did not suggest that he placed much interest in its fate. 
January 16, 1946’s “It’s Terrible, People Refusin’ to Work!” depicts two congressmen 
discussing a newspaper headline that is commenting on a wave of strikes that was sweeping 
the nation in the early weeks of 1946. In the cartoon’s foreground is a pile of neglected 
legislation, including at its bottom a bill labeled “FEPC,” that is quickly gathering dust.21 
Block’s intent when creating the drawing was clearly to juxtapose the congressmen’s 
accusatory comment about the striking workers with the legislators’ own unwillingness to do 
the work of government. The FEPC is depicted as just one of several pressing issues—
including new labor legislation, universal military training, health insurance, and 
unemployment benefits—that Block believed was being unduly delayed by an obstructionist 
and hypocritical Congress. 
As the proposed FEPC legislation faced filibusters and stalled in the Senate, however, 
so too did Block’s frustration manifest itself more clearly in his cartoons. On January 24, he 
suggested that successful passage of the FEPC was a matter of American foreign policy and 
that the ultimately successful filibusters mounted against it in the Senate by Southern 
Democrats was hurting American interests in the postwar world. The cartoon depicts two 
(white) soldiers in Europe questioning which event was hurting American prestige abroad 
more: their recent demonstrations demanding a prompt demobilization and return home or 
the heated arguments going on in Congress that were ultimately being made in support of 
                                                   
21 Herbert Block, “It’s Terrible, People Refusin’ to Work!” WP, January 16, 1946: 6. 
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segregation and prejudice.22 If this cartoon was designed to play on fears of how America was 
viewed abroad and to position the continued funding of the FEPC as a potential instrument 
of propaganda in the country’s nascent fight for democratic values in the postwar era, 
January 29’s “I Got No Control Over Myself” sought to make the issue personal. The 
cartoon is a naturalistic portrait of a southern senator in the aftermath of a weekend-long 
drinking binge fueled by a bottle of whiskey labeled “Old Filibuster” (Figure 4.3).23 Block’s 
depiction of a balding and disheveled senator, who is seen slouched in a chair surrounded by 
debris from his drunken rage and left to defiantly exclaim “I Got No Control Over Myself,” 
turns the popular view of southern masculinity on its head. Far from the idealized image of 
the southern gentleman as “aristocratic, graceful, honorable, manly, and well-spoken,” this is 
the South of W. J. Cash, the myth and romanticism of the Old South ripped away to reveal, 
in the words of historian James C. Cobb, a “savagely racist, intellectually stunted, 
emotionally deranged society unwilling to admit it was sick, much less heal itself.”24 
Block may have been prompted to draw the cartoon by his mounting frustration at 
the successful efforts of southerners to prevent legislative reform, but the source of his belief 
in the importance of enacting this legislation lay in the daily incidents of violence and white 
supremacist activity that African Americans living in the South continued to face. This  
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Figure 4.3. Herbert Block, “I Got No Control Over Myself,” Washington Post, January 29, 1946. A 1946 
Herblock Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation 
 
became clear in his June 29th cartoon, “Torchlight Parade,” which continued his outright 
rejection of southern manhood as an honorable ideal.25 Ostensibly commenting on the re-
election campaign of Mississippi Senator Theodore Bilbo, and specifically the senator’s 
recent call to “every red-blooded white man to use any means necessary” to prevent African 
Americans from voting in the upcoming primary election, the cartoon can be understood as 
                                                   
25 Herbert Block, “Torchlight Parade,” WP, June 29, 1946: 6. 
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a prototypical example of what was to become Block’s standard depiction of white 
southerners.26 Although he only depicts his subject’s arms and hands, they are drawn to 
emphasize their more barbaric traits—the man’s sleeves are rolled up, suggesting an uncouth 
temperament and revealing arms covered in dark hair. In one angrily clenched fist, he holds a 
club labeled “Bilbo Election Campaign,” while the other grasps a sheaf of papers, marked the 
“laws of the United States” and set alight to become the burning torch implied by the 
cartoon’s title. 
The cartoon ultimately operates on multiple levels, drawing upon the violent imagery 
and iconography most commonly associated with the activities of the Ku Klux Klan to 
highlight the overtly racist nature of Bilbo’s public rhetoric. The cartoon also foreshadowed 
the Washington Post’s own stance on Bilbo’s racist rhetoric, which had first been noted in a 
brief June 25 article but was strongly denounced on July 1 in an extensive editorial that 
decried Bilbo’s “routine expression of his characteristic bigotry” and went on to declare that 
through his threats of racial violence Bilbo had “disqualified himself for membership in the 
Senate.”27 Block would repeat this position five days later in his cartoon “The Bilbo Election 
Case”—which depicts Bilbo, covered in reeking mud, striding purposefully towards the 
Senate doors emblazoned upon which is the cartoonist’s rhetorical question “Political 
Fraternity House or the People’s Legislative Body?”—and returned to it again in a sequence 
                                                   
26 Bilbo is quoted in “Prince of the Peckerwoods,” Time, July 1946, Vol. 48, Issue 1: 24. For more on Bilbo’s 
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of cartoons published between September 1946 and January 1947 that relentlessly supported 
a movement by liberal Democrats and Republicans to not seat Bilbo in the Senate.28 
At the same time that Bilbo was seeking reelection to the Senate in Mississippi, 
former Georgia Governor Eugene Talmadge was mounting a campaign to win back his 
gubernatorial position on a platform that prioritized restoration of Georgia’s all white 
primary system.29 Again anticipating the more focused coverage that the Post would give to 
the story as it enfolded, Block’s initial cartoon on Georgia’s gubernatorial race appeared on 
July 19, 1946, a day after Talmadge won the Democratic Primary despite receiving a smaller 
share of the popular vote than his main opponent.30 Imagining a scene at the Old Governor's 
Mansion, Block depicts a well-dressed white schoolboy who represents Georgia being 
dragged back to Tobacco Road by an angry-looking Talmadge who is barefooted and 
wearing tattered clothing. The boy, who carries all his worldly possessions under his one free 
arm, is shown looking forlornly back over his shoulder and crying “Thanks, Mr. Arnall! 
                                                   
28 Herbert Block, “The Bilbo Election Case,” WP, July 6, 1946: 4. Subsequent cartoons to feature the efforts to 
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Old Traditions,” WP, July 19, 1946: 1. 
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Thanks For Everything!”—a reference to the term-limited and New Deal-era Governor Ellis 
Arnall who had implemented a Supreme Court ruling that banned the all-white Democratic 
primary and led Talmadge and his supporters to brand Arnall a “race-traitor.”31  
In an unpublished commentary to his proposed 1948 book What’s Going on Here, 
Block explained that he was inspired to feature Talmadge in his cartoons because he 
“represented a virulent form of ‘white supremacy’ politics, and his demagoguery was as 
blatant as the red suspenders he affected as a trademark.” In a revealing section that is 
marked for deletion, Block went on to explain that Talmadge’s victory in the election 
occurred because “many of the ‘backwoods’ counties enjoyed a ‘unit’ voting strength as great 
as that of the heavily populated urban areas.”32 Although Block’s explanation of Talmadge’s 
electoral victory was accurate, his dismissal of Georgia’s rural areas as a “backwoods” 
corresponds with a belief that those living in the country were less educated, less civilized, and 
less representative of American ideals than their city-dwelling contemporaries that would soon 
begin to become apparent in his cartoons. 
Ten days later, Block revisited Georgia in response to the deaths of four African 
Americans at the hands of a mob of white men. The details of the crime—two young 
married couples were tied to a tree and murdered by a mob of whites in a hail of over sixty 
bullets—horrified the nation, with the Washington Post being typical of the northern 
response when its editorial page decried “the power of evil that stalks [the Georgia] 
                                                   
31 Herbert Block, “Thanks, Mr. Arnall! Thanks For Everything!” WP, July 19, 1946: 8. 
32 Herbert Block, What’s Going on Here, Unpublished Manuscript in Block Papers, Box 182, Folder 8. 
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countryside.” Without excusing the perpetrators of this crime, the Post left no doubt as to 
who must bear ultimate responsibility for creating an atmosphere in the state that allowed 
these events to occur without fear of reprisal: “the incendiaries who strut their stuff under 
that banner with its strange and mocking device, ‘white supremacy,’” and especially “the 
inflammatory Eugene Talmadge [who] won his campaign on the pledge that he would ‘keep 
the Negro in his place.’”33 Block’s cartoon of that day echoes this assertion. The cartoon 
imagines the immediate aftermath of the murder, going so far as to graphically depict the 
victims’ bodies lying in pools of blood in the background of the image. The focus, though, is 
on the group of casually-dressed white men who are calmly holding shot guns and walking 
back to their cars, one of them reassuringly telling another, “It’s Okay—Ol’ Gene 
[Talmadge] Will Be Back In Soon.”34 In contrast to the depiction of southerners in Block’s 
earlier “Torchlight Parade” cartoon, this image focuses the viewer’s attention on the apparent 
normality of the scene: indeed, the perpetrators of the crime could have as easily been returning 
from a weekend hunt as leaving a murder scene. By once again opting for a naturalistic style of 
drawing, Block highlights how the white mob is ordinary, almost banally so, and by extension 
suggests the routine nature of white on black violence in the Jim Crow south. 
If this cartoon suggested the normality of racial violence in the South, Block soon 
began to portray the perpetrators and instigators of that violence in such a way as to 
highlight their differences from other Americans. This change was seen through a series of 
                                                   
33 “White Blight,” Editorial, WP, July 29, 1946: 6. 
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cartoons drawn in January 1947 that once again drew attention to the political situation in 
Georgia. Eugene Talmadge, who had comfortably won re-election in November, died after a 
short illness on December 21, 1946, leaving open the question of who would become the 
state’s governor. The term-limited incumbent, Ellis Arnall, announced that he would only 
relinquish his position in favor of the newly elected Lieutenant Governor, while Talmadge’s 
supporters rallied around the candidacy of his son, Herman.35 In the first of three cartoons 
drawn after the state legislature had declared him to be the rightful governor, Block depicts 
the younger Talmadge as an ineffective child, showing him being held aloft from a balcony 
by a supporter as though he is inheriting his father’s crown. This imagery is further evoked 
by both the cartoon’s caption of “Attention, Subjects!” and the label of “Herman, the Boy 
Pretender” that Block appends to Talmadge’s trousers.36 In two subsequent cartoons, Block 
further reinforced this theme by explicitly showing the same two characters actively usurping 
the will of the voters, represented first by “The People of Georgia” and then Uncle Sam 
himself, in their efforts to assure Talmadge’s ascension to the Governor’s mansion.37 In both 
                                                   
35 For more on the so-called “Three Governor’s Controversy,” see Frederick Allen, Atlanta Rising: The Invention 
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instances, Talmadge and the state legislature are depicted to accentuate their differences from 
the ideals represented by the people of Georgia and Uncle Sam. Thus, Block’s representation 
of the state legislature depicts an older, balding, man with hollowed cheeks, a crooked nose, 
narrowed eyes, and just a hint of stubble. Combined with his pronounced slouch and small 
stature, the character contrasts sharply with the straight-laced ideal of white manhood that 
Block employs to represent first Georgia and then Uncle Sam. 
Block’s depiction of white southerners as different to other Americans reached its 
maturity in his May 23, 1947 cartoon “Not Guilty,” which was drawn in reaction to a jury’s 
verdict of not guilty in the trial of 28 white men accused of torturing and killing 24-year-old 
Willie Earle in Pickens County, South Carolina three months earlier. Reinforcing the Post’s 
editorial stance that “A jury of neighbors [had] looked at these men and found themselves 
mirrored among them, heard the story of what they had done and decided there was nothing 
wrong in it,” the cartoon imagines a southerner, who has been labeled “Lynch-Law 
Mentality,” holding a rifle and rope in his bloody hands while standing in front of a mirror 
and practicing his declaration of innocence.38 Block’s implication could not be more clear. In 
the rural south, a white man accused of murdering an African American could expect to be 
tried by a judge and jury whose support of white supremacist violence was no different than 
his own. What makes the cartoon notable, however, is that Block has completed his 
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transformation of the white southerner into a caricature that is completely separate to his 
depiction of Americans from other regions of the country. The southerner is drawn to 
exaggerate his size and his assumed lack of education: he is notably overweight and stands 
hunched over, while his head is undersized in proportion to the rest of his body with no hint 
of a chin and his eyes are mere pinpricks. This image may have been developed to allow 
northern liberals to visualize the violent intent and severity of white supremacist activity, but 
it also allowed them to disassociate and absolve themselves of their shared complicity in the 
maintenance of a legal system of violence that terrorized millions of African Americans living 
in the South on a daily basis. 
After 1948, however, Block’s interest in civil rights issues shifted significantly to 
focus on the growing split within the Democratic Party between moderate Democrats and 
Southerners who opposed the passage of any civil rights legislation. In 1952, for example, the 
five Herblock cartoons with any reference to civil rights did so in the context of how 
Southern Democrats, and their continued refusal to consider passing any sort of civil rights 
legislation in Congress, was affecting the Democratic Party’s chances in that year’s 
presidential election. Block did, however, commemorate two specific moments in the 
legislative and judicial history of the postwar civil rights movement, but his choice of topic 
and imagery would have left his readers in little doubt that the main impetus for civil rights 
legislation and reform came from two primary sources: President Truman and the Supreme 
Court. Block’s cartoons marking Truman’s 1948 Special Message to Congress on Civil 
Rights and the Supreme Court’s 1954 ruling in Brown v Board of Education both employ the 
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iconography of the Liberty Bell, highlighting the cartoonist’s belief that civil rights were a 
core value of American identity.39 In February 4, 1948’s “Bell-Ringer,” he imagines a 
determined Truman ringing the Bell in the wake of delivering his unprecedented speech 
demanding congressional action on passing meaningful civil rights legislation. Six years later, 
the cartoon “School Bell” depicts the Liberty Bell transported to the forecourt of the 
Supreme Court in Washington, DC. In both cases, Block chooses to foreground the words 
“Proclaim LIBERTY throughout the Land.”40 This iconography may have reflected postwar 
liberalism’s positioning of racial discrimination as antithetical to American ideals, but both of 
these cartoons also stand thematically isolated from those around them. It would be another 
six months after Truman’s speech until Block again confronted civil rights in one of his 
cartoons. Even more strikingly, the “School Bell” cartoon broke a twenty-two month period 
in which no cartoons even alluded to civil rights or issues of race and was not followed by a 
similarly themed cartoon for another eighteen months.41 
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Although he celebrated these two specific developments, Block’s infrequent interest 
in confronting civil rights-related issues in his cartoons during the mid-1950s resulted in 
there being many notable—and newsworthy—events that he ignored. The trial of Emmett 
Till’s killers in Mississippi, for example, garnered not just national, but international 
attention, from news organizations during September 1955. The Washington Post, unlike 
other northern newspapers such as the New York Times, Chicago Daily Tribune, St Louis Post-
Dispatch, and Detroit News, may not have sent a dedicated reporter to Mississippi but still 
printed a handful of syndicated stories on the trial, including a front-page story on 
September 24 after the jury delivered their verdict of not guilty on all charges.42 During that 
month of September, however, Block did not draw a single cartoon commenting on either 
Till’s murder, the ensuing trial, or even the hatred and prejudice prevalent across the South 
that created a climate in which the brutal murder of a young boy could go unpunished. 
Instead, Block spent the month drawing cartoons that covered a wide spectrum of events and 
issues: the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks with the Soviet Union, the escalating political 
crisis in Argentina that culminated in Juan Perón’s overthrow, the Eisenhower 
Administration’s agricultural policies, government spending, education reform, and, 
especially, cartoons anticipating the 1956 presidential election, culminating on September 25 
with “You’re Going To Run Again, Aren’t We?” which depicted Vice President Richard 
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Nixon hanging onto Eisenhower’s shoulders.43 These were all worthy and important subjects 
in their own right, but, with the exception of the disarmament talks and events in Argentina, 
none were especially unexpected or time-sensitive and it is telling that Block would overlook 
an event that was attracting such nationwide coverage and interest. 
Block also makes no effort in his cartoons to explore the everyday experience of 
African Americans beyond their exposure to violence at the hands of whites. At a time in 
which he was regularly depicting the lived experiences and expectation of “John Q. Public” 
and what he viewed as the average American family, it is notable that July 29, 1946’s “It’s 
Okay—Ol’ Gene Will Be Back In Soon,” with its inclusion of the bodies of four murder 
victims, is the only cartoon that Block drew in his first decade at the Post that includes any 
sort of depiction of an African American character. The actors in these cartoons were 
uniformly white men—whether politicians or the instigators of violence. This absence of 
diversity in the characters he depicted also solved a problem for Block: how to draw African 
American characters without relying upon the stereotypes of the day. As we saw in Chapter 
One, when Block depicted African Americans during the 1920s and 1930s, he did so by 
using the conventions of minstrelsy with its focus on prominent white lips and wide-open 
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eyes. Although he drew no cartoons between 1946 and the end of 1955 that clearly depicted 
African Americans, Block’s treatment of Africa and Africans during this period suggests that 
in the immediate postwar period his style of drawing had not changed. In cartoons such as 
January 12, 1947’s “Naive, Isn’t He” and December 11, 1949’s “Hm—You Don’t Say!”, for 
example, he imagines the conservative forces that opposed the progressive reforms of the 
Truman Administration as a cannibalistic society in Africa that relies heavily on the visual 
stereotypes of blackface to suggest the backward and primitive nature that Block associated 
with conservative opposition to Truman.44 
The relative lack of cartoons dealing with African Americans or civil rights issues—
and especially their invisibility within those cartoons that he did draw—through the first half 
of the 1950s is, in itself, not surprising, especially given the Washington Post’s own struggles 
in the postwar era to attract a diverse readership. According to a 1946 survey, the Post had 
the lowest percentage of African American readership of any of the four Washington daily 
papers, while by late 1975 consistent increases in the cost of a subscription to the paper had 
ensured that “inner-city blacks and less affluent whites were not readers.”45 In his official 
history of the Post, Chalmers M. Roberts seeks to explain the low number of black readers in 
1946 by claiming that the paper’s management had “deliberately centered its circulation-
building efforts in the white community because the city’s principal advertisers in large part 
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ignored potential black customers.”46 As scholars have come to recognize, this firm, albeit 
unproven, belief among the majority of postwar advertisers that “white readers read white 
magazines and newspapers, and black readers read black magazines and newspapers” directly 
led to the “visual content of mass-circulation magazines of the period [being] overwhelmingly 
characterized by the whiteness of everyone and everything depicted.”47 Thus, even though 
the Post took steps in the early 1950s to improve its record on printing stories about African 
Americans, visual representations of non-whites remained severely limited throughout the 
period. And when it did print photographs of African Americans together with whites, as it 
did for a time for example with engagement announcements and during the Korean War, 
the paper’s management inevitably received a barrage of complaints from angry white 
readers.48 There is no evidence to suggest that Block limited his depiction of race and civil 
rights during this time as a result of pressure from either advertisers or the paper’s owners, 
but given the whiteness of his own imagined community of middle-class readers, the 
coincidence is striking and suggests that he at least subconsciously may have placed limits on 
his own portrayal of African Americans to avoid a similar backlash from readers. 
In 1956, however, Block made a significant change in how he dealt with the fight 
against segregation in the South. On December 1, 1955, Rosa Parks, a forty-three year old 
African American living in Montgomery, Alabama, was arrested after she refused to give up 
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her seat on a municipal bus to a white man. This event sparked what would become a year-
long boycott by African Americans of the city’s buses that resulted in severe economic losses 
for white business owners.49 Although news of the boycott was widely reported, especially in 
southern and African American newspapers, the Washington Post, like other major northern 
publications including the New York Times and Newsweek, initially relied solely on wire 
service stories and gave only limited coverage to events in Montgomery.50 It took until the 
end of February for either Block or the Post’s editorial page to acknowledge this high-profile 
civil rights campaign. In a carefully worded editorial, seemingly designed to express support 
for the legality of the boycott without inflaming white sensibilities, that was published on 
February 24, 1956, the Post argued that the “sense of frustration” articulated by 
Montgomery’s white community over the tactics of their city’s African American community 
was “easy to understand” because the protest, aimed as it was at the economic interests of 
white civic leaders, was “impeccably lawful, orderly, dignified—and effective.”51 
Block’s first cartoon responding to the boycott, published four days later, seems to 
take this editorial to heart as it imagines a scene in Montgomery in which two clearly 
agitated white men stand at a bus stop as a young family of African Americans calmly walk 
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past them on their way to church. The family—a father, mother, and young son—is labeled 
“Passive Resistance,” while the cartoon’s title is taken from the stark assertion of one of the 
white men to his compatriot that “Somebody From Outside Must Have Influenced Them,” 
a sardonic reference to the claim of white southerners that interlopers from the north were 
irresponsibly encouraging the protest for their own nefarious purposes (Figure 4.4). The two 
white men stand with hunched shoulders, their dark suits noticeably wrinkled, and their 
faces creased with angry scowls. In contrast, the family that is the object of their scorn stand 
tall and proud, immaculately dressed in their Sunday-best and the very essence of middle 
class respectability.52 Block repeats this scene, almost exactly, in a second cartoon drawn a 
month later, on March 25, 1956. Again, he imagines an African American, this time a 
solitary male dressed in a business suit and holding books in his right hand, calmly passing 
an irate white man who is jumping up and down in anger at a bus stop in Montgomery. The 
cartoon’s caption, “Tote Dat Barge! Lift Dat Boycott! Ride Dat Bus!”—a play on Oscar 
Hammerstein’s lyrics to “Ol’ Man River”—serves to suggest Block’s belief that the white 
civic leaders of Montgomery felt that the city’s African American community was obligated 
to participate the city’s white-dominated economy by ending their boycott.53 What is most 
notable about both these cartoons, however, is that they together mark the first time since 
1946’s “It’s Okay—Ol’ Gene Will Be Back In Soon” that Block chose to include a physical 
depiction of an African American in his work. Yet in both cartoons, the African American 
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Figure 4.4. Herbert Block, “Somebody From Outside Must Have Influenced Them,” Washington Post, 
February 28, 1956. A 1956 Herblock Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation. 
 
actors have their backs turned away from the viewer, their features—and perhaps more 
significantly the color of their skin—hidden from the audience’s view so that their race is 
only apparent from an appreciation of the subject and broader contexts of the cartoon. The 
result in both cases is to focus the attention of the viewer onto the attitudes and actions of 
the white southerners at the expense of the agency of the African Americans who were the 
victims of their abuse. 
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It would be almost three more years until Block depicted a clear, front-on view of an 
African American. In a cartoon published on December 10, 1958 that would become one of 
his most celebrated civil rights-related cartoons, Block imagines an African American being 
barred from exercising his right to vote by a group of white men sitting beside a padlocked 
ballot box. Block illustrates the hypocrisy of white southerners using literacy tests as a 
qualification for voting by juxtaposing the would-be voter’s high level of education—
indicated by his business suit, glasses, the books he is holding in one hand, and the briefcase 
held labeled “Tuskegee” in the other—against the white men’s own lack of education, 
indicated by their casual dress and demeanor and the cartoon’s caption “Nah, You Ain’t Got 
Enough Edjiccashun To Vote.”54 Glossing over the assumptions that Block was making 
about the educational attainment of the average southerner, the over-riding message of the 
cartoon was that regardless of the advancements that this representative African American 
had made, his potential advancement in southern society would always be limited by barriers 
put in place by whites. 
Despite this new-found willingness to include African American actors in his 
cartoons, they still made only infrequent appearances. Between January 1956 and December 
1964, a period that saw Block produce a total of 246 cartoons related in some way to civil 
rights, only 32 cartoons included a black person in its frame. Furthermore, the common 
theme of these three cartoons was their depiction of African Americans in positions of 
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limited power, a framing that was the consistent scenario in which Block placed his African 
American actors. In this regard, Block was no different than the other white editors and 
reporters that surrounded him in the Post’s newsroom. As historian Martin A. Berger has 
persuasively argued, photographic representations of the Jim Crow south and the civil rights 
movement that appeared in northern newspapers typically placed “blacks in the timeworn 
positions of victim and supplicant … [and] allowed magnanimous and sympathetic whites to 
imagine themselves bestowing rights on blacks.”55 Block’s cartoons were no different in their 
participation in this enterprise as they tended to place African Americans in situations that 
portrayed them as passive objects without agency of their own. In cartoons such as April 28, 
1959’s “Poplarville, Mississippi, U.S.A, 1959,” which graphically depicts the murder of 
Mack Parker by a mob of masked men, August 14, 1960’s “Pray Keep Moving, Brother,” 
which shows a well-dressed father and son being denied entry to the “First Segregationist 
Church,” and January 11, 1961’s “It Must Be Fine To Have A College Education,” which 
imagines an elderly white couple watching news coverage of a mob of students hurling abuse 
at two African American students during the integration of the University of Georgia, Block 
consistently and consciously showed African Americans in positions of limited power while 
whites demonstrated and exercised their own power over them.56 
If African Americans in Block’s cartoons were stoic and innocent victims of racist 
laws and violence, then his stereotype of the white southerner as an uneducated, violent thug, 
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which he had been developing since the 1940s, became a regular component of these 
cartoons throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s. In their most benign form, white 
southerners were shown in cartoons such as May 15, 1963’s “You Don’t Understand, Boy—
You’re Supposed To Just Shuffle Along” to be simply trying to delay the enactment of civil 
rights legislation and reform.57 In other cartoons, including 1958’s “Nah, You Ain’t Got 
Enough Edjiccashun To Vote” and 1959’s “Oh Boy—Wait Till They Discover ‘Black 
Beauty,’” Block portrays white southerners, in his own words, as “acting through 
ignorance—and not surprisingly, since they were raised in ignorance.”58 But his most 
common treatment of whites was as angry bigots, shown to be either contemplating or 
enacting violence to preserve their racially-based way of life. In December 15, 1960’s “You 
Know What I’d Like To Do? I’d Like To Push This Right Down Over That Guy’s Ears,” for 
example, Block shows a group of white Christmas shoppers imagining the violence they 
would like to do to a man whose only crime was escorting a young girl to her newly 
desegregated school in New Orleans.59 Meanwhile, cartoons such as February 28, 1964’s 
“And, Over Here, The Enemy—People” and March 9, 1965’s “I Got One Of ‘Em Just As 
She Almost Made It Back To The Church,” which respectively show white police officers 
preparing to attack African American protestors and the satisfaction that they gained from 
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such actions, succinctly depicted not just the dangers that civil rights protestors faced in the 
South but also what Block understood to be the inherently violent nature of white southern 
society, especially when it was faced with any form of resistance to their hegemony.60 
Inevitably, Block’s depiction of the white south angered many of his readers, 
especially those who lived in that part of the country. A common refrain amongst letter 
writers was that Block was one-sided in his treatment of white southerners, leading these 
correspondents to suggest that he should draw cartoons showing the imagined barbarity and 
crimes of African Americans that, in their opinion, justified both the continued maintenance 
of the Jim Crow system and the legalized violence of that era. In response to Block’s 
“Poplarville, Mississippi, U.S.A, 1959,” and its depiction of the lynching of Mack Parker, 
who had been accused of abducting and raping a white woman, for example, a reader from 
Raleigh, North Carolina, wrote to request that Block provide a different side to the story by 
creating a drawing that shows “an innocent, pregnant mother crying and begging for mercy 
with an un-merciful, determined rapist in the ‘prelude.’”61 Similarly, an untitled cartoon, 
originally published on February 26, 1960, that depicted a cornered Senator James Eastland, 
labeled “Anti-Civil Rights” and holding a sign that reads “Be Nice to Minorities—In the 
Senate, That Is,” led to a reader from Atlanta predicting that, in time, Block might “become 
head man of the Washington chapter of the ‘Let’s rip the south association.’ … [Or] may be 
presented an award from the N.A.A.C.P. for helping in the destruction of the country.” 
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Echoing the remarks of the earlier writer from Raleigh, this correspondent went on to ask 
“Where is a cartoon of the rape beatings, and crime rate by negro citizens … [or] a nice witty 
cartoon of the vast amount of tax (of any kind) paid by the good negro citizens.”62  
Block’s depiction of white southerners served to emphasize not just their brutality 
but also what was portrayed as their separateness from the accepted norms of what he 
understood to be mainstream American values and society. This was seen, for example, in a 
cartoon drawn during the Little Rock Crisis that imagined a mob of white protestors holding 
a sign that read “Down With U.S. Interference in the U.S.”, and during the efforts to 
desegregate the city of Albany, Georgia when Block drew Laurie Pritchett, the city’s chief of 
police, looking up at an approaching helicopter only to declare “We Don’t Want ANY 
Outside Interference.”63 Block’s inspiration for the language in these cartoons may have 
come from the rhetoric of the white segregationists who led the protests and violence he was 
condemning, but his decision to make this assertion the principal motivating factor of the 
white actors in these cartoons underlines the extent to which he depicted the actions of 
southerners as fundamentally un-American. 
It was most explicitly stated, however, in a cartoon drawn during the summer of 
1961 following an attack on a group of Freedom Riders in Montgomery, Alabama. The 
cartoon, dated May 23, 1961, has a straightforward composition, simply depicting three 
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armed thugs, one a Ku Klux Klan member, leering threateningly at the viewer in front of a 
plain white background. The cartoon’s caption, paraphrased from the words of the city’s 
Police Commissioner, declares “We Don’t Want No Troublemakers From The United 
States” and makes explicit that, at least in Block’s mind, the South did not share the rest of 
the country’s values and system of justice.64 This cartoon inevitably stirred up controversy, 
with one reader feeling compelled to write to FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, accusing Block 
of trying to inject a “type of poison … into the blood stream of America” and of using his 
“evil work” to stir up “racial and religious hatred” across the country. The writer went on to 
assure Hoover that he himself was “willing to go down fighting to the death, if necessary, for 
his love and belief in the South and [its] way of life,” before concluding his letter with one 
last warning that Block was “transgressing the border line of the Southern States in his mad 
desire and intent of subversion of all States.”65 White southerners may have taken exception 
to their portrayal in these cartoons, but for Block and other liberals this representation of 
white southern values served as a perfect proxy for the violent reality of life for African 
Americans living in the Jim Crow South. Furthermore, by portraying white southerners 
essentially as residents of a foreign country, Block allowed his northern readers to imagine 
themselves as fundamentally different—both in terms of their belief system and the nature of 
their liberal politics—to the violent racists they saw depicted not only in his work but in 
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other visual imagery associated with the civil rights movement that was published by the 
same newspapers that syndicated and printed his cartoons. 
With Block only rarely including African Americans in his cartoons and, even then 
depicting them primarily as nonthreatening victims of white racism and violence, the leaders 
of the Civil Rights Movement are all but invisible in his cartoons. Whereas white 
southerners, such as South Carolina’s Strom Thurmond, Arkansas’ Orval Faubus, and 
Alabama’s George Wallace, became infamous in the liberal media for their white supremacist 
rhetoric and activities and made multiple appearances in Block’s work over extended periods 
of time, Martin Luther King appears in just two Herblock cartoons drawn between 1946 and 
1976: “Enemies of the Dream,” published in April 1968 three days after his assassination, 
and 1975’s “We Hadn’t Planned To Include This In The Tour, Senator,” which shows a 
portrait of King labeled “Hoover Enemy No. 1” hanging on the wall of a forgotten FBI 
office, surrounded by evidence of the agency’s historic illegal activities.66 Block does depict 
some of those students who helped desegregate the South’s educational institutions—
namely, Ruby Bridges, Charlayne Hunter, Hamilton Holmes, and James Meredith—in 
solitary cartoons, while Julian Bond, one of eleven African Americans elected to the Georgia 
legislature following the passage of the Voting Rights Act in 1965, appears in a cartoon 
condemning that body’s refusal to seat him after Bond refused to disavow the Student 
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Nonviolent Coordinating Committee’s opposition to the Vietnam War.67 Indeed, over this 
thirty year period, only two African Americans other than Martin Luther King were depicted 
more than once in a Herblock cartoon: two cartoons featured Gerald Ford’s Secretary of 
Transportation William T. Coleman, while the controversial Adam Clayton Powell, who 
represented Harlem in the United States House of Representatives between 1945 and 1971 
but was stripped of his chairmanship of the House Education and Labor Committee in 1967 
because of budget mismanagement, appeared in six separate cartoons.68 This is a striking 
divergence from the standard contemporary media representation of the civil rights 
movement, which tended to portray African American activism across the South as a 
monolithic movement led by a charismatic Martin Luther King who spoke as the nation’s 
voice of conscience in the face of racial injustice.69 
At some level, this de-emphasis of King and other prominent civil rights activists had 
the positive benefit of giving prominence to the importance of “ordinary” people in the 
struggle, even though the scenarios in which they were placed put them in opposition to 
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white antagonists and denied them active agency. By almost completely ignoring the actions 
and rhetoric of the rank-and-file members of the movement, which stood in marked contrast 
to how he usurped the language of white southerners, Block gave greater significance to the 
civil rights-related actions of national institutions that were controlled by white elites—
specifically, the Presidency, the Congress, and the Courts. In this framing, which is evident 
in Block’s cartoons throughout the Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations, civil rights 
ultimately came about because white presidents listened to the emotional appeal of moderate 
African Americans. Thus, it is no coincidence that, in his autobiography, Block introduces 
the subject of civil rights in the context of what he perceived to be Eisenhower’s “absence of 
leadership” in the area, writing that his “cartoons showed [the President] more interested in 
deliberateness than ‘all deliberate speed.’”70 As a result, many of his cartoons from this period 
depict the President’s disinterest in using his authority to apply federal power to end 
segregationist activities, drawing a contrast between his inaction and the broader interests of 
the country, which were frequently represented by Uncle Sam. On April 3, 1956, for 
example, Block depicts Eisenhower dressed as a fire chief observing homes burning down as a 
result of the “Civil Rights Crisis” and absent-mindedly telling a shocked Uncle Sam, “Tsk 
Tsk—Somebody Should Do Something About That.” Similarly, August 28, 1958’s “And All 
This Time I Was Hoping You’d Speak Up,” imagines Eisenhower as the Egyptian Sphinx, 
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holding a sign that reads “Let’s Go Slower” while Uncle Sam, who is holding a piece of paper 
marked “Desegregation Question,” reacts in disbelief.71 
If Block chose to depict the failure of civil rights reform in the late 1950s as, at least 
in part, a failure of moral leadership on the part of Dwight Eisenhower, he depicted his 
successor as a champion of those values. As early as the 1960 presidential campaign, Kennedy 
is depicted as a prize fighter, bravely wrestling against the brutish “Administration–Byrd 
Democrats Coalition” in defense of the Democratic Party’s support of civil rights reform 
within their platform.72 With the Kennedy Administration initially favoring a measured 
approach to civil rights, however, it would not be until June 13, 1963, two days after the 
President’s famous Civil Rights Address in which he declared civil rights a “moral issue … as 
old as the scriptures,” that Block again directly depicted Kennedy in a civil rights-related 
cartoon.73 In “Washington, D.C, June, 1963,” Block shows Kennedy standing on the White 
House’s roof while raising an American flag and a banner quoting from his nationally 
televised address that reads “The time has come for this nation to fulfill its promises.” This 
connection between Kennedy and patriotic iconography continued for the remainder of the 
administration, with, for example, Block’s November 6, 1963 cartoon “Cold War At 
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Home,” depicting Kennedy as a general being prevented from bringing his civil rights 
legislation to the Senate floor by a roadblock that is manned by the southern Democrats 
Richard B. Russell and Harry F. Byrd.74 Just as the belief that Eisenhower was, at best, 
uninterested in the pursuit of racial justice became a standard narrative for both historians 
and the general public, Block’s hyper-masculine and patriotic depictions of Kennedy 
anticipated the mythologizing of Kennedy’s commitment to civil rights reform that liberal 
commentators and historians engaged in following his death.75 
In the aftermath of Kennedy’s assassination, Block was skeptical that his successor 
had either the will or the desire to continue the civil rights progress that he imagined 
Kennedy to have fostered. As he later confessed in his autobiography, at the time that 
Johnson became President he “hardly seemed like a civil rights champion” and had not been 
“enthusiastic about him as a vice presidential candidate.”76 Block’s suspicion of Johnson’s 
civil rights record dated back to the Eisenhower Administration and can be seen in cartoons 
such as one published in November 1956 that depicted the then Senate Majority Leader 
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welcoming a Senate Liberal with proposals for new civil rights legislation into his office with 
the words “Come In, Friend—I Welcome Suggestions,” but indicated how insincere he 
considered Johnson’s support for these proposals to be by having him holding up a trash can 
and hiding a mallet behind his back. Six months later, Block reiterated this by imagining 
Johnson as a disinterested schoolboy living in a house of straw as a big bad wolf representing 
filibusters threatened to overwhelm the Senate’s unsubstantial civil rights initiatives.77 These 
cartoons demonstrated Block’s displeasure with Johnson’s efforts to build a bipartisan 
consensus amongst liberal northern and southern conservative Democrats that was shared by 
many other liberal commentators and senators, who believed Johnson was undermining their 
liberal ideology for political expediency and in benefit of the goals of the Eisenhower 
administration. But the cartoons also underestimated a genuine commitment to civil rights 
that had evolved during Johnson’s congressional career and that saw him usher important 
civil rights legislation through the Senate in both 1957 and 1960.78 
Johnson, of course, was ultimately to prove these liberal naysayers wrong, a fact that 
Block admitted in 1968’s The Herblock Gallery when he begrudgingly credited him with 
passing “three far-reaching civil-rights acts” during his administration despite having to 
overcome sustained congressional opposition in the process.79 Nevertheless, Block never 
depicted Johnson in his cartoons as a champion of civil rights as he had done with Kennedy. 
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Indeed, a physical depiction of the President is conspicuously absent from any of the sixty 
civil rights-related cartoons that Block drew between Johnson’s swearing-in on November 
23, 1963 and the signing of the Voting Rights Act on August 6, 1965.80 During this 
eighteen-month period, Block focused, just as he had in the late 1940s and early 1950s, 
primarily on the progress of civil rights legislation through Congress, most notably what 
became the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.81 Instead of 
elucidating the specific gains that these pieces of legislation would afford to African 
Americans across the country, however, they criticized the opposition and obstructionist 
tactics of southern senators such as South Carolina’s Strom Thurmond, Mississippi’s James 
Eastland, Virginia’s Howard Smith, and Georgia’s Richard Russell, Jr.82 In doing so, Block 
framed the issue in the same moralistic tones that he had used in the late 1940s and early 
1950s, portraying the conservative opposition to civil rights reform as a series of unsavory 
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and violent characters—ranging from Confederate officers to violent lynchers and from a 
spider spinning a web of technicalities and delaying tactics to Charles Dickens’ Ebenezer 
Scrooge taunting Uncle Sam as Block’s John Q. Public character hangs over a lit fire in 
which a civil rights bill is burning—who were ultimately willing to do anything in their 
power to prevent passage of the relevant bills. It was ironic then that it was on August 11, 
1965—the very day that Block drew a cartoon to celebrate both the passage of the Voting 
Rights Act and the success of the civil rights movement in transforming the lives of African 
Americans across the South—that violence erupted in the heavily segregated Watts 
neighborhood of Los Angeles.83 
The Watts riot, which began on August 11, 1965, was the first of a series of riots that 
tore through the urban centers of America between 1965 and 1968. There were 38 riots in 
1966, killing seven and injuring a further 400. The following year, however, witnessed an 
even higher number of urban riots. In the first nine months of 1967, there were some 164 
disorders, 33 of which required the intervention of state police, while 8 culminated in the 
National Guard being mobilized. The two biggest riots, in Newark and Detroit, each lasted 
for almost a week and resulted in 23 and 43 deaths respectively. Finally, 1968 witnessed an 
estimated 155 outbursts, resulting in 75 deaths. Responding to this wave of rioting, 
President Johnson established the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, better 
known as the Kerner Commission, in July 1967, which, seven months later, released its 
controversial conclusion that “white society is deeply implicated in the Ghetto. White 
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institutions created it, white institutions maintain it, and white society condones it.”84 Later 
that same year, Block gave his own interpretation of the causes of the rioting. Approvingly 
quoting long passages from the Kerner Report, he wrote that the “white racism which has 
bred ignorance and all its attendant consequences among many Negroes has been the result 
of ignorance on the part of many whites. They haven’t known what life in the ghettos is like. 
They haven’t acted to correct the situations that create impossible pressures, poverty, crime 
and violence. They haven’t been aware of ‘what’s happening’ except when those conditions 
erupt in disorders.”85 In other words, if only whites had been fully cognizant of the 
conditions faced by African Americans living in urban centers they would have acted to end 
those inequities and avoided the violence and deaths that had characterized the summers of 
1965, 1967, and 1968. 
Block, however, was writing with the benefit of three years worth of hindsight. In 
truth, his liberalism, with its conception of racial discrimination as a fundamentally moral 
issue that could be corrected through legislative reform, had left him wholly unprepared for 
the wave of rioting that swept through northern cities during the mid-1960s. As a result, the 
structural inequalities—such as unemployment, overcrowded schools, poor housing 
conditions, and higher rents—experienced by African Americans living in the industrial 
North’s inner-cities remained largely invisible in his cartoons. Although Block did explore all 
these subjects in his cartoons at various points throughout the postwar period, his treatment 
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of them was almost exclusively from the perspective of their impact on whites. For example, 
between 1955 and 1965, Block’s concern about the impact of inadequate school facilities on 
American society is dealt with a total of 36 times in cartoons such as January 31, 1955’s 
“Emergency Alarm” and January 8, 1961’s “It’s Too Small To Play House. Let’s Play 
School.”86 The issue is depicted in a variety of contexts, ranging from congressional inactivity 
to its importance to national security in the Cold War era and from its impact on families to 
being presented as a more preferable option to the construction of new jails in urban 
planner’s efforts to reduce delinquency rates, but the one constant is Block’s depiction of 
white children as those who are being disadvantaged by the poor standard of educational 
facilities available to them. This is not to say that African American children were wholly 
absent from these cartoons, but Block sharply distinguishes between the subjects that it was 
appropriate for each to appear in. Whereas white children are seen in cartoons with 
potentially universal significance—teacher shortages, overcrowding, out-dated facilities—
black children appear only in cartoons that commented on issues that specifically affected the 
African American community, namely cartoons focused on segregation and the reluctance of 
whites to follow through on the Supreme Court’s ruling in Brown v. Board of Education.87 
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By depicting African Americans only in one context and making white children the 
default for all other education-related subjects, as well as other subjects such as poverty, 
health care access, and poor housing conditions, Block coded segregation as a “black” issue 
and everything else as “white” issues. Although he may have believed, and intended, that his 
cartoons commenting on the lack of educational resources were speaking to all Americans, 
regardless of their race, his decision to codify educational issues along racial lines ultimately 
served to reinforce his readers’ ignorance of the realities of the discriminatory practices that 
existed across the country and did nothing to expose the daily hardships faced by African 
Americans living in the urban North. 
A rare exception to this appeared on December 20, 1962 in a cartoon that critiques 
the Kennedy Administration’s failure to follow through with a campaign promise of ending 
housing discrimination by issuing an Executive Order that prohibited such discrimination 
only in regard to properties owned by the federal government.88 This was followed, on May 
30, 1963, by a cartoon captioned “Faster! ... Here It Takes All The Running You Can Do, 
To Keep In The Same Place,” a slightly adapted quotation from Lewis Carroll’s Through the 
Looking-Glass. The cartoon imagines Carroll’s Alice, labeled “Civil Rights Progress” and the 
Queen of Clubs, labeled “Moves for Racial Equality,” flying over a chessboard together. In 
each of the board’s white spaces are perfect examples of suburbia: middle-class homes 
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surrounded by trees and open spaces. In the black spaces, however, almost invisible because 
of the dark shading that Block employs, are tenement buildings that are crowded into their 
squares and leaving little doubt as to the squalor they represent.89 Astute as these two 
cartoons were in their depiction of the harsh differences that existed between life in the 
suburbs and the inner-city, they nevertheless remained rare interventions on Block’s part that 
underestimated the extreme poverty and pent-up anger and alienation that existed within 
these highly segregated neighborhoods. 
On a handful of occasions, Block used his cartoons to show that he was conscious 
that the more overt problems of racism and discrimination were not limited solely in the 
former Confederacy and forced his northern readers to question the nature of their own 
prejudices. The most common subject that Block used to illustrate this was by imagining the 
continued efforts of many labor unions across the North to maintain segregated practices. As 
Thomas Sugrue argued in his important study of postwar Detroit, although the national 
leadership of unions such as the United Automobile Workers held a progressive stance on 
civil rights issues, white rank-and-file members “often abetted by local leaders, worked to 
protect the color line.” As a result, African Americans faced limited job advancement 
opportunities and their complaints about racial discrimination went unheard.90 Over the 
course of four cartoons drawn between March 1960 and June 1963, Block sought to draw 
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the attention of his readers to the segregated nature of many local union chapters across the 
North. His cartoon of March 12, 1963, for example, imagines a member of the “Northern 
Jim Crow Local” standing besides a sign that reads “No Negroes Need Apply” and, with a 
clearly bemused expression on his face, asking the reader “What’s The Matter? We Don’t Say 
‘Niggers’ Up Here.”91  
His most pointed and effective cartoon about the nature of northern prejudice was, 
however, unrelated to the working classes and instead targeted the very constituency most 
likely to be consumers of his cartoons: white-collar workers. This cartoon shows a group of 
white middle class morning commuters waiting at a train station that is marked “North 
Suburbia” so there could be no question as to the cartoon’s locale. To pass the time, they are 
reading a newspaper account of the then current events occurring Birmingham, Alabama 
where Bull Connor, the city’s commissioner of public safety, had authorized the use of high-
pressure water hoses and police attack dogs against peaceful protestors, including young 
children. In a caption that perfectly encapsulates the many contradictions of northern 
attitudes towards race, Block has one of his commuters indignantly ask his neighbor, “Those 
Alabama Stories Are Sickening. Why Can’t They Be Like Us And Find Some Nice, Refined 
Way To Keep The Negroes Out?”92  
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Block’s response to the rioting in Watts was therefore to focus, not on the underlying 
conditions and frustrations that had existed within the neighborhood and that had built up 
over time until they found an outlet in the riot, but on the white racism and the subsequent 
actions of city’s authorities. In this regard, he was repeating a model that he had developed in 
response to white racism and violence in places such as Birmingham and Selma. Thus, the 
first cartoon he drew after the rioting began—August 17, 1965’s “You Ugly Devil!”—shows 
a white man labeled “Stupid Injustices” and with the brutish physical characteristics that 
Block typically reserved for white southerners staring into a pool of water and seeing his own 
reflection, which is now labeled “Stupid Violence.” He revisited Watts five days later in the 
cartoon “How Could Anyone Think We Might Have Any Responsibility For What Goes 
On Here?” which depicted Sam Yorty and William H. Parker, Los Angeles’ mayor and chief 
of police respectively, incredulously denying that they bore any responsibility for the riots.93  
Although neither cartoon attempts to engage the reader with insights into the 
motivation of Watts’ residents, nor to depict either the rioting itself or its aftermath, they do 
stand in stark contrast to the dominant narratives that were presented by the national media 
as to the riot’s causes. The Post, like other newspapers, initially reported the rioting as a 
breakdown in law-and-order and used language that coded the rioters as violent criminals 
battling against the lawful representatives of government. In a front-page story printed on 
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August 15, for example, the paper breathlessly reported that “Negro hoodlums [had] waged a 
guerrilla war with 5000 National Guardsmen and law officers in battle-scarred south Los 
Angeles.” Elsewhere in that same issue, the Post printed a series of photographs depicting 
ruined streets that had become, in the words of their captions, a “hell for lawmen and 
property owners” in which “the rioters’ rage turned to destruction” and looters “pelted 
firemen [with bricks] and forced them to withdraw.” In this article, and others like it, the 
underlying narrative of the riot was framed as a minority of brazen criminals battling against 
heroic police officers and firemen who were trying to protect the broader, and law-abiding, 
community of Watts.94  
Even after Watts, Block’s cartoons continued to do little to analyze life in the urban 
north critically. July 17, 1966’s “The Built-In Bomb,” which imagines the “Slums” as a time-
bomb sitting in the heart of America’s cities and ready to explode at any moment, stands as 
the lone cartoon from this two-year period to make any sort of gesture in this direction.95 
Instead, Block once more focused on the importance of congressional action, connecting the 
poverty and violence that continued to be seen in America’s cities to the failure of Congress 
to pass Lyndon Johnson’s proposed 1966 Civil Rights Bill, which would have banned 
discrimination in the sale and renting of houses. In September 20, 1966’s “Open Housing,” 
for example, Block shows a member of the Senate nonchalantly lighting a cigar from a 
burning torch that had presumably been used only moments earlier to burn down the ruined 
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building he is standing in front of that represents the recently defeated civil rights 
legislation.96 In fact, it would not be until the summer of 1967 that Block began to make 
serious and explicit connections between the structural inequalities of inadequate housing, 
unemployment, poor schools, and white racism that were found in the inner-city and the 
danger of renewed rioting.97 
At the same time, however, Block continued to assert that the solution to these 
problems lay primarily in congressional action and sharply criticized what he saw as 
politicians’ misplaced priorities, especially the Republican Party’s focus on passing legislation 
aimed at preventing so-called “organized elements” and “outside agitators” from moving into 
urban communities with the express intent of provoking an otherwise contented group of 
residents to riot. Widespread claims that these agitators were actually acting out a communist 
plot to create instability in American society as a result of rising tensions between African 
Americans and whites gave this theory an even more sinister edge and were given a veneer of 
official credence by the white establishment.98 High-profile figures such as former President 
Eisenhower, for example, hinted at the existence of a conspiracy, while newspapers 
breathlessly reported on Soviet attempts to leverage the riots for propaganda purposes. A 
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grand jury blamed racial violence in Cleveland in 1966 on “a small group of professional 
radicals and Communists” and a major FBI investigation was launched specifically to 
determine if there had been any communist influence behind the rioting in Watts.99 Indeed, 
according to a 1965 Gallup Poll, 78% of whites believed that the Communist Party of 
America had played at least some role in inciting racial disturbances. So prevalent was this 
theory, and so strong this belief among politicians, that the 1968 Civil Rights Act included 
language that explicitly prohibited interstate travel by those intending to incite a riot.100 
Block’s outright dismissal of the notion that organized groups such as the 
Communist Party played a role in inciting the riots was most clearly seen in two cartoons 
drawn in July 1967. In “Keep A Sharp Lookout For Outside Agitators,” published on July 
13, a member of Congress is depicted sitting on top of a boiling over pressure cooker that 
represents “Slum Ghetto Condition,” while eagerly looking out for the seemingly ubiquitous 
“outside agitators” that city and state leaders insisted were responsible for inciting the riots. 
In his eagerness to spot communists, however, the congressman is oblivious to the white 
racist, labeled “anti-equal opportunity,” who is happily feeding the fire with the fuel of “slum 
schooling,” “slum housing,” and “unemployment.” Twelve days later, Block depicted 
Congress as the Roman Emperor Nero, obliviously playing the tune of an “Anti-Agitators 
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Bill” on his violin as America’s cities burn in the background.101 In both instances, the 
cartoons simultaneously reveal Block’s disdain for the notion that the riots were in any way 
influenced by these alleged outside agitators but also reaffirm his belief in the importance of 
strong congressional action to prevent future outbreaks of violence. 
Of far greater concern to Block than the supposed existence of a foreign or 
communist plot to incite violence, however, was the question of what impact the riots would 
have on future civil rights legislation. As such, he was reflecting the prevailing attitude of the 
white liberal establishment, which largely sought to rationalize the rioting by ignoring its 
underlying causes and instead condemned the African American community for sabotaging 
their prospects for future civil rights reform. The Boston Globe, for example, declared that the 
“Civil Rights Revolution [was being] Stalled by Extremists, White and Black” in an article 
that compared the rioting in Los Angeles to the murder of a civil rights workers in 
Hayneville, Alabama, while Time urged African Americans to practice “patience, to let the 
new laws work, to let elections bring about the change implicit in all the stress on voting 
rights, to let the courts strike at anyone who discriminates in housing or jobs.”102 Lyndon 
Johnson, meanwhile, publicly declared that “A rioter with a Molotov cocktail in his hands is 
not fighting for civil rights any more than a Klansman with a sheet on his back and a mask 
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on his face.”103 Privately, Johnson was even more explicit in expressing his concerns over the 
impact the rioting would have on future legislative reform when he told his domestic affairs 
advisor that “Negroes will end up pissing in the aisles of the Senate … [and] will once again 
take unwise actions out of frustration, impatience, and anger.”104 Although he was never as 
crude as Johnson, Block’s cartoons increasingly sought to reinforce these arguments in a 
visual form, reflecting both the President’s public comparison between African American 
activism and white supremacists and his private fear that their militancy would sabotage 
future reform. 
As early as 1964, Block had written about the rise of “demagogues among Negroes 
… who will seek to wrest control from responsible leaders,” a warning that clearly stated his 
belief that a more militant form of African American protest than was advocated by 
“responsible” leaders such as Martin Luther King would not be embraced by the liberal 
establishment.105 But, as the slogan “Black Power” rose to national prominence in the 
summer of 1966, prompting a so-called “white backlash” against civil rights reform, so too 
did the liberal media create a narrative that framed the black power movement as antithetical 
to the goals and achievements of the liberal-supported civil rights movement.106 In a July 
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1966 article titled “The New Racism” that began by celebrating the Supreme Court’s 1954 
ruling in Brown v. Board of Education to strike down the doctrine of “separate but equal,” for 
example, Time warned its readers against those “militant ideologues … impatient with what 
they consider the glacial pace of progress in civil rights” who now threatened to “perpetuate 
the very separatism against which Negroes have fought so successfully.”107  
Block’s cartoons from the era were, in their own way, as blunt in their condemnation 
of those African Americans who rejected integration and non-violent tactics in favor of black 
nationalism and armed self-defense. In both September 20, 1966’s “Open Housing” and 
September 30, 1966’s “That’s Showing Those Damned White Civil-Righters,” for example, 
Block depicts “Black Power Demagogues” working together with “White Power Bigots” to 
undermine the efforts of white liberals to enact meaningful legislative reform.108 In a similar 
vein, Block’s memorial to Martin Luther King is a cartoon that shows the civil rights leader 
as a ghostly figure cradling a book that contains his ideals and nonviolent philosophy. But 
King is shown being menaced by two arms, one white and one black that are holding a 
smoking gun and a burning torch respectively. The cartoon’s title, “Enemies Of The 
Dream,” connects the two sets of extremists—black and white—and makes them equally 
culpable for both King’s assassination and for preventing his vision of racial equality from 
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becoming a reality. Two days later, Block made the connection even more explicit, drawing a 
cartoon that showed the hands of a white man and an African American that are grasped in 
friendship and celebration of “The Work of Martin Luther King” being threatened with a 
brutal club labeled “Wallace-Carmichael Racism.” The cartoon references both Alabama’s 
staunchly segregationist Governor George Wallace and the African American activist Stokely 
Carmichael, who had previously been leader of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee and whose presence in Washington, DC the night of King’s assassination was 
blamed by the news media for inciting the ensuing riots that rocked the city.109  Cartoons 
such as these, with their direct connection between the violence of white supremacists and 
black nationalism, underscored Block’s belief that only acceptable form of African American 
protest against racial inequality was that endorsed by the white liberal establishment. 
In other cartoons, Block sought to draw a contrast between the violent rhetoric and 
actions of the black power movement and the more acceptable forms of non-violent protest 
supported by the liberal establishment. On July 7, 1966, for example, Block depicts an 
African American, casually dressed in light-colored clothing and representing the very 
definition of respectability, being menaced by the cartoon’s titular “Dangerous Genie” who 
is emerging from a container labeled “Black Power.” The genie’s muscular appearance, 
threatening arms, and fearsome expression combine in an unsubtle warning against what 
Block viewed as the potentially fatal appeal of militant action to future civil rights progress.110 
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The clearest example, however, is May 28, 1968’s “Race,” which depicts two African 
Americans—one labeled “Progress” the other “Violence”—engaged in a closely matched foot 
race. The cartoon is drawn to emphasize what Block saw as the moral stakes that were at risk 
from black nationalism. Where the figure representing Progress is depicted in a white polo 
shirt and with a determined but kindly expression, the character Violence is drawn in darker 
shades and is wearing a vest that emphasizes his poorer and less cultured background. But 
most notable are the character’s facial expressions that this figure has been given—an angry 
scowl, a set jaw, unkempt hair, and with the white of his eyes prominently visible—that 
together serve to reinforce which of these characters Block’s readers are expected to 
empathize with and to cheer on. Progress may be holding on to a slight lead in this race, 
raising hope for future reforms and gains in civil rights, but the unspoken assumption 
underlying this cartoon is that “Progress” is leading because it is playing by the rules laid out 
by the white establishment and that the tactics of black power that are represented by the 
“Violence” figure had no role to play in the national civil rights movement.111  
Block, like most other whites across the country, was ultimately unable to view the 
black power movement beyond the context of its apparently inflammatory rhetoric, which 
was widely condemned in the media as anti-white and a new form of racism. What is 
significant about his cartoons, however, is that victims of this “racism” are not shown to be 
the white population who so feared the emergence of black nationalism, but instead are 
presented as “respectable” members of the African American community. Indeed, his 
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representation of this community remained essentially unchanged from the halcyon days of 
his depiction of the civil rights movement in the late 1950s and early 1960s when he 
imagined them as the passive, law-abiding victims of white racism. Now, however, these 
essentially identical actors became the victims of black militancy. In his “Dangerous Genie” 
cartoon for example, the African American who has unleashed the titular genie has as little 
agency as Block had given the subjects of earlier cartoons such as “Somebody From Outside 
Must Have Influenced Them” and “Pray Keep Moving, Brother.” Agency has instead been 
given to representative members of the black power movement who are universally portrayed 
in a negative light and, significantly, are shown in opposition, not to the white society that 
their rhetoric was presented in the media as threatening but instead to the broader African 
American community and the hard-won gains of the civil rights movement itself. With this 
portrayal of “good” African American civil rights activists engaged in a struggle against the 
temptation and violent nature of the “bad” proponents of black power, Block anticipated a 
prevailing narrative of the 1960s that portrayed the failure of liberalism as the self-destructive 
result of over-zealous and over-reaching activists who alienated otherwise sympathetic whites 
and politicians to the detriment of their broader goals.112 Indeed, it is not hard to see 
cartoons such as “Dangerous Genie” and “Race” as prototypical examples of what historian 
Peniel E. Joseph has described as the consistent unwillingness of “historians and professional 
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scholars … to research the movement on its own terms, preferring instead to characterize 
Black Power as the ‘evil twin’ that wrecked civil rights.”113 
Block’s cartoons created a visual framework for interpreting the history of the civil 
rights movement that continues to resonate not just with scholars but the broader public as 
well. Although evidence of this can be seen across multiple forms of media, including novels 
and television documentaries, it can perhaps best be illustrated by looking at Hollywood 
films as disparate as 1988’s Mississippi Burning and 2013’s Lee Daniels’ The Butler.114 In its 
fictionalization of the 1964 murder of three civil rights workers in rural Mississippi, the 
Oscar-nominated Mississippi Burning follows many of the same tropes employed in Block’s 
cartoons: the reduction of victims of white violence to nameless bodies; the helplessness and 
lack of agency on the part of the local African American community; the invisibility of the 
NAACP and other black organizations including the Congress of Racial Equality; the almost 
uniform portrayal of southern whites as prejudiced, uneducated, and vicious thugs; and the 
depiction of the white establishment, personified here in the form of the investigating FBI 
agents, as the heroes of the civil rights movement.115 Meanwhile, the more recent Lee Daniels’ 
The Butler, presents a narrative of the civil rights movement that on its surface appears to 
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center its story on African Americans but nevertheless imagines that its successes were 
attributable to white presidents benevolently wielding the power of the federal government 
after having their hearts and minds turned in that direction by moderate, middle-class, and 
respectable blacks. At the same time, more direct forms of African American activism, 
personified by the Black Panthers, are condemned as the violent excesses of impatient youths 
mindlessly risking the hard fought gains of their parents.116 These interpretations of the civil 
rights movement are rooted in a liberal sensibility that found its earliest expression in Block’s 
work. 
As an advocate of liberal ideology, therefore, Block played a critical role in asserting 
the priorities of the liberal establishment as it challenged the country’s racial status quo and 
reveal the rhetorical devices that were employed to influence northern white public opinion. 
With his unquestioning belief in the ability of the federal government to regulate social and 
economic activity on behalf of broader society, Block assumed that the problems of 
discrimination and segregation could best be fixed through a combination of the passage of 
legislation designed to strike at the legal underpinnings of white hegemony across the South 
and the rousing of northern white outrage at the racism of white southerners. At the same 
time, the emphasis that he placed on the problem of racism in the Jim Crow South 
obfuscated significant forms of racial inequality that did not fit into his ideological 
framework, especially the impact of changing residential patterns in the North and the 
development of forms of African American activism that flatly rejected liberal racial politics. 
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As such, Block’s cartoons reveal the limits that were placed on African Americans by the 
white political establishment and depicted not what civil rights activists were doing but 
instead what white liberals such as Block believed they should be doing. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
“THAT SON-OF-A-BITCH HERBLOCK” 
 
In December 1972, Richard Nixon gave a rare interview with the Associated Press.1 
Coming just six weeks after his landslide victory in an election that saw the Democratic Party 
in complete disarray, a reader might have expected to learn about Nixon’s goals and agenda 
for his second term in office. The interview, however, had been granted upon condition that 
the President not be asked “substantive questions about public issues but would seek only to 
elicit his personality and mood.” As such, the resulting profile is an explicit effort on the part 
of the administration to recast Nixon’s public image, transforming him from a battle-
hardened campaigner into a strong, thoughtful, and experienced leader.2 
The early part of the article focused on Nixon’s health and exceptional ability to run 
the country. His doctor testified to his remarkable physical condition, revealing that Nixon’s 
weight and blood pressure rarely fluctuated and claiming that the President was the only 
man he had ever met who had never suffered a headache. According to this doctor, “aside 
from graying a little [Nixon] shows less change accelerated by his office than most of his 
predecessors … [and is] probably one of the healthiest Presidents we’ve ever had.” As the 
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Differ.” 
2 Saul Pett, “Nixon on Nixon: ‘Great Decisions Require Calm,’” The Washington Post (hereafter WP), January 
14, 1973, A14. 
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profile progresses, others vouch for his character. Aides especially lamented the dichotomy 
between Nixon’s public and private personas, speaking of a fierce intellect that is hidden 
from public view lest he alienate a general audience who can only be reached “through the 
lowest common denominator.” A quote from his daughter Julie makes the same basic point. 
But the most insistent testimony comes from Nixon himself, who recasts himself as a 
maturer, calmer, and more considered politician than he was earlier in his career. “Years ago, 
when I was a young congressman, things got under my skin,” he admitted. “Herblock (the 
cartoonist) got to me. … But now when I walk into this office I am cool and calm.”3 
This seemingly casual mention of the Washington Post’s editorial cartoonist was no 
accident. In an interview that had clearly been carefully stage-managed by Nixon’s aides, the 
reference to Block was calculated to address the concern that Nixon allowed himself to be 
emotionally affected by Block’s attacks. From May 1948, when Block first depicted Nixon in 
one of his cartoons, until Nixon’s death in April 1994, Block was amongst Nixon’s fiercest 
and most consistent critics and, by the time of his reelection, the perception that Nixon 
could not bear to look at the daily Herblock cartoon was one that was deeply ingrained in 
the public’s consciousness. Block’s portrait of Nixon, which accentuated his dark jowl, heavy 
eyebrows, and ever-constant five o’clock shadow, was so powerful, insistent and persuasive 
that it is the Herblockian Nixon that is frequently invoked when commentators seek to 
describe the former President’s physical characteristics.4 As Nixon biographer Herbert S. 
                                                   
3 Ibid. 
4 See, for example, Gary Wills, Nixon Agonistes: The Crisis of the Self-Made Man (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1970), 11-12. 
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Parmet wrote, Block’s cartoons made him appear to be “the devil incarnate,” going on to 
position Block as Nixon’s “principal nemesis, the cartoonist whose caricatures became 
engraved in the minds of a generation of liberals.”5 Ralph Nader, for one, once admitted that 
“I can’t think of Nixon without thinking of Herblock.”6 Inevitably, however, his depiction 
of Nixon also generated considerable controversy amongst his readers with one reader 
complaining in 1968 that Block’s “long-time malicious attacks on Richard Nixon are 
downright laughable to fair-minded people. A Herblock Nixon is always a black-bearded 
villain, while anyone who opposes him is protrayed [sic] with a ‘noble’ countenance.”7 
In public, members of the administration attempted to downplay the impact of 
Block’s cartoons. A February 1969 profile of the new President in Life magazine, for 
example, quoted an anonymous Cabinet member’s declaration that he had “never seen 
[Nixon] more relaxed. He doesn’t get upset about the things that used to bother him. … 
Herblock’s cartoons don’t irritate him.”8 Nixon himself, while swearing in Walter J. Hickel 
as his Secretary for the Interior, jokingly thanked his new cabinet member for having 
“rendered service far beyond the call of duty. In the first four days of this administration he, 
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rather than I, has been the subject of the Herblock cartoons. I am grateful for that.”9 Even 
so, the Nixon Administration’s true feelings towards Block’s cartoons were revealed in an 
August 1971 interview with Nixon’s Chief of Staff H. R. Haldeman, who was 
characteristically blunt when he dismissed political cartoons in general as “brutality for the 
sake of brutality,” before going on to claim that “Herblock wouldn’t exist if he didn’t have 
nasty cartoons of Nixon.”10 In January 1972, in an interview granted as part of Time’s 
coverage of him as their “Man of the Year,” Nixon declared,  “I wouldn't start [the morning] 
by looking at Herblock.”11 But, as with so many other topics he wished to keep out of the 
public eye, Nixon was most candid about his true feelings towards Block when speaking in 
what he believed was a private space. Thus, on April 29, 1971, Nixon was captured on the 
Oval Office’s recording system congratulating his Secretary of the Treasury John Connally 
for a speech he had given two days earlier at the Houston Chamber of Commerce. “The 
other thing that made me think you’d really come across is that son-of-a-bitch Herblock 
finally took notice of you,” he said. “Let me tell you this … Herblock took me on 23 years 
ago in the [Alger] Hiss case, and he’s been against me ever since. And when he took you on, I 
said, ‘By God, Connally’s my man.’”12 
                                                   
9 Richard Nixon, “Remarks at the Swearing In of Walter J. Hickel as Secretary of the Interior,” January 24, 
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As a man who has been described as “the dominant politician of the age of image-
consciousness,” it is no surprise that Nixon was so obsessed with his depiction in Block’s 
cartoons.13 Block took Nixon’s physical characteristics—his posture, his complexion, his 
hairline, his features—and, through the tools of his craft, transformed them into an 
indictment of a political system run amok, one where selfish politicians routinely engaged in 
corrupt and illegal activities and ignored the needs of their constituents. This chapter argues 
that through these cartoons, Block played a critical role in defining the American public’s 
perception of Richard Nixon. From the time Nixon first appeared on the Washington Post’s 
editorial page in a Herblock cartoon in May 1948 through his resignation of the presidency 
in August 1974, Block both created and reinforced an image of Nixon that focused readers’ 
attention on the most unsavory aspects of his character. His cartoons played a critical role in 
transforming a young congressman from California, who was admired by his supporters for 
both his good looks and his principled stance against Communism, into an archetype of 
corruption, a chameleon whose position on the issues of the day changed based solely on 
political expediency and whose features became synonymous for the abuse of power. 
For much of his career as a congressman, Nixon enjoyed a reputation in the media as 
a young, handsome, war hero who had unexpectedly beaten the popular five-term 
Democratic incumbent Jerry Voorhis to win California's 12th district in the 1946 
congressional election.14 In a profile published in the December 5, 1948 edition of the 
                                                   
13 David Greenberg, Nixon’s Shadow: The History of an Image (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2003), xxvi. 
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Washington Post, for example, the freshman congressman is described as “a bright young 
man, intensely earnest, serious, and sincere.” He was “strong-jawed,” “tall, dark, and—yes—
handsome” and “generally considered a restraining influence on the often-spectacular 
operations of the House Un-American Activities Commission.”15 Block’s earliest depictions 
of Nixon would have done little to challenge this view. The first Herblock cartoons to 
feature Nixon were drawn as a response to his sponsorship of the Subversive Activities 
Control Act of 1948, which was popularly known as the Mundt-Nixon Bill. This legislation 
required communist organizations and their members to register with the Justice 
Department; prohibited such individuals from applying for, renewing, or using American 
passports; and implemented steep penalties for any “subversive” activities.16 Published in the 
Post on May 16, 1948, “We Got to Burn the Evil Spirits Out of Her” remains a powerful 
indictment of the threat that Block felt this proposed legislation posed to basic American 
freedoms.17 The cartoon depicts Nixon and Representative Karl Mundt dressed as Puritans 
gathering wood under the direction of House Un-American Activities Commission (HUAC) 
Chairman J. Parnell Thomas as they build a pyre upon which they have tied the Statue of 
Liberty as though she were a witch. Despite the continued resonance of the imagery found in 
the cartoon, Nixon is the least important of its depicted figure. His back is to the viewer and 
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his face almost entirely obscured by the large Puritan-style hat that he is wearing, leaving 
only a small portion of his clean-shaven chin visible to the reader. Indeed, Nixon’s presence 
in the cartoon is primarily to make clear that the target of Block’s anger was the Mundt–
Nixon Bill.  
Nor did Nixon feature heavily in Block’s cartoons over the next several years. 
Between this first appearance and the summer of 1952, Nixon is directly depicted in only 
five cartoons and referenced in a further two.18 These cartoons show that Block was still 
experimenting with how to portray Nixon. In particular, although the infamous five o’clock 
shadow makes its first appearance in the second cartoon that Block drew to feature Nixon—
June 27, 1948’s “Anybody Got A Good Idea For A Summer Show?”—this was not yet a 
standard part of Block’s caricature of Nixon as the stubble was absent in Nixon’s next 
Herblock appearance in August 6, 1948’s “It’s Perfectly Fair — You Can Bite Him Right 
Back.”19 Any negative sentiment that Block’s readers would have felt towards Nixon would thus 
have come, not from his physical depiction, but from the circumstances in which he was placed. 
In the handful of cartoons that did feature him, however, Nixon is included as just 
one of several members of the House Un-American Activities Committee who are 
consistently shown to be desperately looking for new ways of ensuring that they remain in 
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the public spotlight.20 Surprisingly, Nixon is also completely absent from the small number 
of cartoons Block drew on either the Hiss case or the HUAC investigation of Whitaker 
Chambers. Furthermore, in The Herblock Book, written and published in 1952, Block makes 
no mention—specific or otherwise—of Nixon in his commentary, despite reproducing four 
cartoons in the collection that at least referenced the then vice-presidential candidate.21 
Contrary to his recollection of the origin of Block’s animosity towards him, then, it is clear 
that, although he drew cartoons critical of him and his public actions during this period, Block 
did not “take on” Nixon in a serious or sustained fashion during his congressional career. 
With his unexpected selection as Dwight Eisenhower’s running mate on the 
Republican ticket in the 1952 presidential election, however, Nixon returned both to public 
prominence and as a subject of Block’s cartoons. Although Block rarely drew cartoons 
focused on vice presidential nominees—he never drew a cartoon depicting John Sparkman, 
Adlai Stevenson’s 1952 running mate, for example—Nixon’s history as a member of HUAC 
and continued support of Joseph McCarthy’s activities in the Senate was always likely to 
garner his attention during this campaign. Indeed, Nixon’s return as a subject of Block’s pen, 
published on August 25, depicts two versions of Nixon walking down a street hand-in-hand 
while holding signs that read “Support of McCarthy” and “—Without Necessarily Indorsing 
McCarthy’s Views.”22 The cartoon’s title, “Middle of the Road,” is primarily a reference to 
                                                   
20 See, for example, Herbert Block, “Anybody Got a Good Idea for a Summer Show?” WP, June 27, 1948: B4; 
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21 Herbert Block, The Herblock Book (Boston: Beacon Press, 1952). 
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the Eisenhower campaign’s strategy of appealing primarily to moderate Republicans but also 
serves to underscore the contradictions that Block saw in a campaign that sought to appeal to 
traditional American values while refusing to condemn the excesses of McCarthyism.23 This 
cartoon also captures Block’s perception, which would not gain widespread traction within 
liberal circles until later that decade, that Nixon presented multiple versions of himself 
depending on the audience at hand. But this was still the future and instead it was a scandal 
that erupted the following month and threatened to end Nixon’s political career that came to 
define his image in the minds of conservatives and liberals alike, both for the duration of the 
1952 campaign for much of Nixon’s future political life. 
On September 18, 1952, the New York Post published a story revealing that Nixon 
had a private political “fund” containing $16,000 that had been donated to him by wealthy 
Californian supporters, ostensibly to reimburse him for political expenses. The report quoted 
Dana C. Smith, Nixon’s attorney, justifying the fund “because Dick Nixon is the best 
salesman against socialism … and governmental control of everything in the country.24 After 
the breaking of this story, Democrats, newspaper editorials, and even many Republicans 
called on the Eisenhower campaign to drop Nixon from the ticket. The Washington Post, 
which had previously endorsed Eisenhower’s candidacy, for example, printed an editorial on 
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September 20 that was bluntly titled “Nixon Should Withdraw.” It spoke of a “man of basic 
decency with laudable aspirations for public service,” but that there was no alternative to 
seeing this “promising career cut short” since Eisenhower’s ability to “clear the air in 
Washington of the poison of scandal and corruption” would be “gravely handicapped if his 
running mate exemplifies the unethical conduct that he is denouncing.”25 
That day’s Herblock cartoon, titled “Death of a Salesman,” also offered an opinion 
on Nixon’s political future. Clearly inspired by Smith’s description of Nixon as a salesman, 
Block recasts the disgraced candidate as Arthur Miller’s eponymous character Willie Logan.26 
But the figure that Block portrays in his cartoon is far from the essentially honest and decent 
man who made a tragic error of judgment that was described in the Post’s editorial comment. 
Instead, this Nixon is a defeated figure, shown with hunched shoulders and heavy stubble 
and carrying suitcases packed with brooms to symbolize Nixon’s past efforts to sweep up 
corruption and communism and the $16,000 that made up the contents of his secret fund.27 
This cartoon was followed three days later by one depicting the Republican elephant 
contemplating both Richard Nixon and the party’s campaign slogan from the 1946 election: 
“Time for a Change.”28 That same evening, Nixon went on national television to defend and 
justify the existence of this expense in an effort to garner public support in what popularly 
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became known as the “Checkers Speech,” named such after the cocker spaniel given to his 
family by a supporter that Nixon emotionally described to sway public sentiment in his 
favor. Nixon’s mea culpa ultimately saved his political career after the avalanche of supportive 
mail received by the Republican National Committee persuaded the party leadership to 
retain him as Eisenhower’s running mate, it did little to appease liberal detractors such as 
Block, whose response to the staged broadcast was to draw Nixon literally exiting stage left.29 
Nevertheless, the controversy and especially the Checkers Speech itself gave Block—
and many of Nixon’s other critics—plenty of ammunition with which to attack Nixon for 
the remainder of the campaign.30 Block’s original appropriation of Smith’s analogy was soon 
echoed by other liberal commentators who by the end of the decade were regularly 
describing Nixon as a salesman in an attempt to imply that his career was, at least partially, 
the result of his ability to sell the American public a bill of goods.31 Meanwhile, Block began 
to prominently feature the dog Checkers in several more of his cartoons as a representation 
of both the candidate’s corrupt activities and the questions that Block believed were left 
unanswered in Nixon’s speech. The October 13 cartoon “Sic ’Im, Checkers,” for example, 
showed Nixon hiding in the bushes, urging a small spaniel to attack a large bloodhound that 
was investigating the “Unanswered Questions about Nixon[’s] Finances,” while October 31’s 
“Here They Come Down The Stretch” features the same bloodhound chasing Nixon and his 
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spaniel down a racetrack.32 But Block’s more powerful—and controversial—anti-Nixon 
cartoons during the campaign were those that focused on his similarities to the activities of 
Joseph McCarthy. 
Throughout the campaign, Block had made no apologies for his opposition to the 
Republican ticket and his support for the Democratic candidate, Adlai Stevenson. Given the 
impeccable liberal credentials of Eisenhower’s opponent and the controversy that continued 
to swirl around the continued presence of Nixon on the ticket, this stance was unsurprising 
even though it was a position that proved something of an embarrassment to the 
Eisenhower-supporting Post.33 Yet for much of the campaign, his cartoons generally avoided 
making what could be perceived as personal attacks against the candidate, instead showing 
his support for Stevenson by depicting either bemused voters or the Democratic donkey and 
Republican elephant as surrogates for the candidates themselves. As the campaign reached its 
climax, however, Block’s cartoons increasingly focused their attention on the Republican vice 
presidential candidate. 
Of the final ten cartoons that Block drew prior to election day on November 4, 
Nixon is depicted in half.34 Checkers the dog is featured in two of these cartoons, but the 
most significant cartoons drawn during this final week of campaigning illustrated Block’s 
anger over Nixon’s support for McCarthy, which while not entirely endorsed by Eisenhower 
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was tacitly encouraged by the candidate’s silence on the subject.35 This had previously been 
seen in cartoons such as the one published October 8, in which Block depicted Eisenhower 
standing beside a swarthy-looking McCarthy who was covered in mud and holding a sign 
that read “Anything to Win,” while explaining to a shocked voter that “Our Differences 
Have Nothing To Do With The End Result That We Are Seeking.”36 But Block’s 
frustration at Eisenhower’s unwillingness to speak out against McCarthyism at this time is 
most clearly expressed in his October 29, 1952 cartoon “Naughty Naughty” in which he 
pictured Nixon and McCarthy as two smear artists with buckets and dripping paint brushes 
in hand. Eisenhower is shown standing over the two figures, gently chastising them for 
painting over a Stevenson campaign poster as though they were little more than errant 
children—indeed, both Nixon and McCarthy are drawn noticeably shorter than 
Eisenhower.37 
This cartoon, however, did not appear in the October 29 edition of the Washington 
Post. Although it had endorsed Eisenhower for President and consistently supported him in 
its editorials, the Post had to this point provided Block with the freedom to draw cartoons 
that clearly supported Stevenson. This arrangement was lauded by other newspapers around 
the country, such as Pennsylvania’s Beaver Valley Times, which pointed out that, although 
“most cartoonists for papers that have endorsed one candidate or other must make cartoons 
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coincide with the paper’s editorial policy,” the Post still allowed Block “complete freedom of 
choice in his subjects.”38 Yet internally, Block’s public defiance of the Post’s editorial stance 
was leaving Phil Graham, the paper’s publisher, “incensed.”39 The final straw came when he 
saw the “Naughty Naughty” cartoon, leading him to take the decision to stop printing 
Block’s cartoons altogether until after the election. Publicly, Block presented the decision as 
his, claiming in an interview that he had wanted time off to visit his family in Chicago and 
had simply drawn “a few ahead of time and turned them in” to his syndicate for publication. 
They did not appear in the Post because he simply “hadn’t offered them” to the Washington 
paper. But he hinted at the true reason for his cartoons’ non-appearance in the Post when he 
explained that he “didn’t submit them because I don’t think they would have fit in 
completely with the Post’s policy.”40 
The reaction to Block’s removal from the Post’s editorial page was swift and came 
from readers and other newspapers alike. Reginald Valles, for example, was no doubt looking 
to score political points in his capacity as Executive Secretary of the Americans for Democratic 
Action advocacy group when he wired the editorial page, curious as to why they were refusing 
“the week before [the] election, cartons [sic] by Herblock the man you hail as ‘America’s Best 
Cartoonist.’”41 The Washington Daily News, the Post’s major local rival, meanwhile, gleefully 
ran the headline, “Where’s Mr. Block? One of D.C.’s Top Draw-ers Is Missing.” The public 
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outrage was so strong that Block’s cartoons returned to their customary place on the Post’s 
editorial page on November 1. In the end, his cartoons were absent for only three days, but 
the initial decision to remove them created a controversy that re-affirmed Block’s status as 
one of the most important and influential liberal commentators of the day.42 
The 1952 presidential campaign had helped develop in Block’s mind a 
characterization of Nixon that he continued to build from and develop, but it was while 
Nixon was serving as Vice President that his representation fully developed into the form 
that is generally associated with Nixon by the general public. Although Nixon did not make 
an appearance in a Herblock cartoon during 1953, he became a regular subject of Block’s art 
as the midterm election cycle geared up in the spring of 1954. As Eisenhower increasingly 
deployed Nixon as his proxy in support of Republican congressional candidates, often 
besmirching their opponents with accusations of communist sympathies, so too did Block’s 
attacks against Nixon become increasingly vicious, almost personal in their ferocity. Block 
picked up on themes that he had first developed during the 1952 presidential election to 
portray Nixon as the new spokesman for McCarthyism, while Eisenhower’s refusal to 
condemn Nixon’s smear tactics was depicted as a tacit sign of approval and support.43 
Ultimately, Nixon had visited so many cities across the country, smearing Democratic 
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candidates with his false or over-charged accusations, that Block came to think that he was 
“figuratively criss-crossing the country by sewer,” a realization that he later claimed was the 
inspiration for one of the cartoons with which Nixon is most closely associated, and which is 
generally regarded as one of Block’s most biting and astute.44 
In truth, the catalyst for “Here He Comes Now,” which was first published on 
October 29, 1954, more likely lay in Democratic National Chairman Stephen A. Mitchell’s 
angry accusation of October 22 that Republicans, led by Nixon, were engaging in a 
“desperate, last-minute ‘gutter campaign.’”45 But even if this is the case, the cartoon 
demonstrates that Block’s work had the potential to have a far greater impact on the public’s 
imagination than the original accusation could ever have achieved. Nixon’s response to the 
cartoon, which depicts him climbing out of a sewer as a welcoming committee and band 
rushes to greet him, was to cancel his subscription to the Washington Post (Figure 5.1). 
Although he later claimed that he did this primarily to protect his daughters from seeing 
their father characterized as “the perennial bad guy of America politics,” the cartoon clearly 
left a lasting impact on Nixon. In his memoirs, he wrote about how much he “resented being 
portrayed … as the sewer-dwelling denizen of Herblock cartoons. … As the attacks became 
more personal, I sometimes wondered where party loyalty left off and masochism began.”46 
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Figure 5.1. Herbert Block, “Here He Comes Now,” Washington Post, October 29, 1954. A 1954 Herblock 
Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation 
 
For his part, Block had no regrets about drawing the cartoon and commented in one 
of his later books that from the summer of 1973, when the Watergate scandal was at its peak, 
he received a growing number of requests for copies or reprints of this cartoon because his 
readers felt it had once again become especially pertinent.47 Indeed, so potent was the 
cartoon that Block drew two “sequels” to it. The first appeared during Nixon’s 1962 
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campaign for the governorship of California and showed him and his long-term campaign 
strategist, Murray Chotiner, climbing out of a sewer beside a movie theater in Hollywood. 
The second appeared in 1970, when he had become President, and depicts Nixon showing 
his own Vice-President, Spiro T. Agnew, the route into the sewer.48 Had Block’s cartoon 
never been drawn, Mitchell’s original statement would likely have been quickly forgotten, 
dismissed as political partisanship and posturing during a contentious election cycle. But 
Block’s depiction of Nixon as a gutter politician gave the metaphor a life of its own that 
struck a chord amongst liberals and helped to popularize this negative image of the Vice 
President in the public consciousness.  
The impact that this sustained depiction of Nixon as a politician associated with smear 
tactics and the excesses of power had on Nixon’s public image is suggested by Figure 5.2, 
which visualizes the subjects with which Block associated Nixon between 1952 and 1959. 
The figure reveals that Nixon was most frequently depicted in conjunction with the 
Eisenhower Administration and, more generally, the Republican Party.49 Given Nixon’s 
position as Vice President and his corresponding importance within his party, the 
prominence of these associations is not unexpected. More significant, is the frequency with 
which Nixon was depicted in the context of “Smear Politics”—more than a quarter (19 of 
68) of the cartoons to reference Nixon during this period in some way associated him with  
                                                   
48 Herbert Block, “Back Again! Together Again! Chotiner and Nixon,” WP, September 25, 1962: A14; Herbert 
Block, “Now, When You Get to This City you Turn Right and Come Up at the Auditorium,” WP, October 
11, 1970: D6. 
49 Cartoons from 1960 are not included in this discussion because they skew heavily towards the 1960 
Presidential Election. These cartoons are instead analyzed below. 
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Figure 5.2. Visualization of subjects in Herblock cartoons associated with Richard Nixon, 1952–1959.  
Source: Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
 
dirty politics or mudslinging tactics. Other notable subjects, beyond the various election 
campaigns with which Nixon was a part, are references to Nixon’s Checkers Speech, Joseph 
McCarthy, Corruption, and Illegal Activities. Figure 5.3 visualizes how these concepts were 
linked together through Block’s cartoons.50 The yellow region towards the top of the graph 
represents those subjects most distinctively associated with Nixon and “Smear Politics.” Most 
prominent amongst these are the subjects Joseph McCarthy and McCarthyism, revealing the 
consistent effort that Block made to identify Nixon with the senator’s anti-communist rhetoric. 
                                                   
50 The size of each node indicates the relative number of cartoons in which that subject is depicted, while the 
size of the lines connecting the nodes, i.e. the edges, represents the number of times each subject is connected 
by their shared presence in a cartoon. Colors represent different communities within the graph, which are 
calculated statistically using Vincent D. Blondel et al, “Fast Unfolding of Communities in Large Networks,” 
Journal of Statistical Mechanics: Theory and Experiment 2008 (10). 
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Figure 5.3. Visualization of connections that exist between subjects depicted in Herblock cartoons associated 
with Richard Nixon, 1952–1959. Source: Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital 
database in possession of author. 
 
What is more revealing, however, are the strong connections that exist between 
“Smear Politics” and the “Eisenhower Administration” and “Republican Party” subjects, 
which together point towards an effort on Block’s part to associate these tactics more broadly 
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with Republicans and to imply that they were a standard piece of the party’s political 
playbook. We can see this in cartoons such as January 14, 1955’s “Sweetest Little Feller — 
Everybody Knows —,” which imagines Nixon as a baby who is lying in a pram and holding 
a hatchet and a bucket of tar while being sung a lullaby by Eisenhower and Leonard Hall, the 
Republican National Committee Chairman.51 Both of Nixon’s props in this cartoon are 
significant: the bucket of tar reflects Nixon’s traditional weapon of casting unfounded 
accusations at his enemies in the hope that something would stick, while the hatchet reflects 
Block’s growing assessment of Nixon as Eisenhower’s hatchet man, the person the President 
delegated his dirty work to lest it tarnish his carefully cultivated image of being above the 
political fray. Similarly, “Don’t Mind Dickie — He’s Just Getting In Practice For The 
Campaign,” published on July 10, 1956, shows a Republican reassuring Uncle Sam that 
Nixon’s activities are fundamentally harmless and just preparing him for that year’s 
presidential campaign, while in the background he is shown hurling a rock at India’s 
Jawaharial Nehru.52 Through these cartoons, and others like them, Block turned Eisenhower’s 
tactic of deploying Nixon around the country on its head, instead using Nixon as a proxy 
through which he could attack and reveal the hypocrisy of the Republican Party in general. 
It was during the mid-1950s that Block began regularly to characterize Nixon as 
being in constant need of a shave, harking back to his portrayal of McCarthy, whilst his dark 
                                                   
51 Herbert Block, “Sweetest Little Feller — Everybody Knows —” WP, January 14, 1955: 20. 
52 Herbert Block, “Don’t Mind Dickie — He’s Just Getting In Practice For The Campaign,” WP, July 10, 
1956: 12. The cartoon is referring to Nixon’s sharp criticism of India’s policy of accepting aid from the Soviet 
Union, which he claimed would lead to India becoming a “Red satellite economically, politically and 
militarily.” “Nixon Tells Asia Red Aid Can Enslave,” WP, July 10, 1956: 1. 
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jowls and heavy eyebrows served to suggest the very image of the sinister—the archetypal 
Herblockian Nixon. It was also around this time that Block began to give him different faces 
depending on Nixon’s political position of the day. In part, this was certainly an effort to 
highlight what Block viewed as Nixon’s hypocrisy. This had first been seen in August 25, 
1952’s “Middle of the Road,” with its depiction of two Nixons walking hand-in-hand down 
a street and offering two contradictory statements on Nixon’s support of Joseph McCarthy, 
but was more fully developed later that decade.53 In fact, the cartoon clearly anticipated 
liberal rhetoric from later that decade that sought to portray Nixon as a changeable cipher 
espousing whatever rhetoric was most politically expedient at the time.54 During the 1956 
presidential election, commentators began to talk about a “‘New’ Nixon”—a Nixon, in the 
words of the Christian Science Monitor, who while on the campaign trail now “eschewed sharp 
partisanship and kept his own address on the same high statesmanlike level as the President’s.”55 
Adlai Stevenson, however, was undoubtedly speaking for the liberal establishment 
when he declared that Nixon was simply wearing a “new face” and “you have to be awed by 
the lack of conviction which makes so swift a transformation possible.” He went on to 
declare that he knew “of no instance in which a man has so energetically tried to convince 
the electorate that everything he has said and done in past years bears no relation to himself, 
                                                   
53 A later example can be seen in October 11, 1960’s “Coalition” in which a Nixon is standing either side of the 
Mason-Dixon Line, shaking hands. One is holding a sheet saying “I’m a very liberal fellow,” the other reads 
“The Democratic Party ran out on you by adopting a liberal platform! Hurrah for the House Rules 
Committee!” Herbert Block, “Coalition,” WP, October 11, 1960: A18. 
54 Greenberg, Nixon’s Shadow, 63-64. 
55 Richard L. Strout, “President Takes High Line: Nixon Hailed,” Christian Science Monitor, August 24, 1956: 1. 
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and that, until further notice, he is a new man.”56 Block, however, had already passed 
judgment on Nixon’s continuing efforts to reinvent himself and cast aside the “old Nixon.” 
Cartoons such as February 15, 1956’s “Let’s See—What’ll I Wear Today?”—which depicts 
Nixon in his underwear choosing from a selection of outfits labeled “Dead-End Gang,” “All-
American Boy,” “Look, Folks—I’m a Salesman,” and “Political Pitchman”—suggested to 
readers the multiple characters that Nixon had played throughout his career. Similarly, 
October 26, 1956’s “Now You Kids Beat It” imagines Nixon trying to shoo away a group of 
trick-or-treater’s who are each carrying a bucket of paint and wearing a ghost costume that 
represents Nixon’s past electoral campaigns. The cartoon suggests both the frequency with 
which Nixon had changed his political persona and the lengths to which he would go to 
disavow himself from his early rhetoric. Together, these cartoons, and others like them from 
the period, made the case that Nixon had not changed at all. This notion was made explicit 
during the 1960 Presidential Election when Block began to draw Nixon wearing, for lack of 
a better description, a “Nixon Mask” to hide the dark jowls that were now a distinguishing 
characteristic of his caricature of the vice president and to indicate that the “old” Nixon was 
still there underneath the new façade.57 
Throughout the 1960 campaign, Block again made no effort to conceal his 
opposition to Nixon’s candidacy, first during the Republican Party’s nomination process and 
                                                   
56 Quoted in “Adlai Derides ‘New’ Nixon, Attacks Ike on Civil Rights,” Newsday, September 12, 1956: 2. 
57 Some of the clearest examples of the Nixon “mask” can be seen in cartoons such as Herbert Block, “Will the 
Real Richard Nixon Please Stand Up?” WP, June 9, 1960: A20; Herbert Block, “Great Debate,” WP, October 
2, 1960: A20; Herbert Block, “Which Face and What Opinions Will Dick Put On Next? Tune in Again …” 
WP, October 16, 1960: E4. 
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then as the GOP’s nominee against John F. Kennedy. The was set by his very first cartoon of 
that year, which also marked his return from a four-month absence from the Post’s editorial 
page that had been enforced by a minor heart attack he had suffered in September 1959. 
“Mirror, Mirror, on the Wall, Who’s the Fairest One of All?” depicts Nixon, replete with his 
by now obligatory five o’clock shadow, as a wicked witch lifted straight from the fairytale 
Snow White preparing a poisoned apple and speaking into a mirror framed by the Republican 
elephant.58 Such a brazenly provocative image inevitably caused a strong reaction. The Post’s 
owner Phil Graham, ever worried about unnecessarily exposing his newspaper to criticism, 
was concerned that the cartoon was too brazen in its declaration that “I have returned.”59 
Time magazine, meanwhile, commented that although “the liberal Democratic image of Vice 
President Richard M. Nixon as a jowly, blue-jawed villain with a ski-jump nose” had in 
recent years “receded in the light of his growing stature and achievements,” Block’s return 
from illness had resurrected this old image. Describing it as a “slashing assault on Nixon,” 
the magazine confidently predicted that the cartoon would “set the style for the liberal 
Democrats’ 1960 campaign.”60  
The response from Block’s readers was even more polarized. On the one hand, there 
were readers such as Tris Coffin from Maryland, who wrote to Block professing the 
“wonderful, irreverent, damning glory” that he felt upon realizing that his cartoons had 
returned to the Post’s editorial page. A feeling of joy that was only heightened as he imagined 
                                                   
58 Herbert Block, “Mirror, Mirror, on the Wall, Who’s the Fairest One of All?” WP, January 2, 1960: A8. 
59 Herbert Block, Herblock: A Cartoonist’s Life (New York: Macmillan, 1993), 175. 
60 “The Old Caricature,” Time, January 18, 1960, Vol. 75, Issue 3: 60. 
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“Richard’s face as he was properly putting it in order for the day, practicing that professional 
pall bearer’s smile,” when he saw that he was the subject of Block’s first cartoon of the year.61 
On the other hand, Robert S. Mendenhall, a reader from Evanston, Illinois, was compelled 
to write to the Chicago Sun-Times to express how “extremely offensive” he found the cartoon. 
Decrying his “pictorial mudslinging” and the depiction of Nixon as a “combination 
unshaven Joe McCarthy and Capone hood,” Mendenhall went on to wonder why Block 
found it “so necessary to make a bogieman out of Nixon in order to get his point across.”62 
Following his defeat in the presidential election, Nixon ran for Governor of 
California, losing by just 297,000 votes out of 6 million cast. The following morning, he 
held a disastrous news conference, in which he announced to the assembled press that “you 
won’t have Nixon to kick around any more. … Just think how much you’re going to be 
missing.”63 After this, many commentators wrote political obituaries, concluding that 
“Barring a miracle, Richard Nixon [could] never hope to be elected to any political office 
again.”64 As if anticipating that this was not the end of Nixon’s public career, however, Block 
made no comment on this apparent retirement. This indeed proved to be the case, as in 
1964 Nixon positioned himself as the unifier of the Republican party, and worked hard for 
the Republican cause throughout the campaign, even though he must have known the 
                                                   
61 Letter from Tris Coffin, January 2, 1960, Block Papers, Box 14, Folder 14. 
62 Robert S. Mendenhall, “Herblock’s Horror,” Letter to the Editor, Chicago Sun-Times, January 10, 1960, in 
Block Papers, Box 84, Folder 3. 
63 Quoted in Stephen E. Ambrose, Nixon: Volume Two – the Triumph of a Politician, 1962–1972 (New York: 
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futility of the Goldwater effort.65 Nixon’s reappearance on the national stage provided great 
potential for commentary from Block, an opportunity that the cartoonist did not fail to accept. 
Portraying Nixon alternatively as a vulture or, more frequently, as an undertaker, Block depicted 
Nixon maneuvering himself into a position whereby he could step into the gap if neither 
candidate for the Republican nomination proved acceptable at the 1964 party convention.66 
The portrayal of Nixon as an undertaker was one that Block continued into his 
successful 1968 campaign for the White House. In March 24’s “Everything’s Coming Up 
Roses,” for example, Nixon is seen in a graveyard overgrown with roses, beside the final 
resting place of the “Rockefeller Candidacy.”67 In fact, throughout this period Block 
continually drew cartoons that evoked memories of those he had drawn during Nixon’s 
earlier career. Thus, the September 18, 1968 cartoon “Come Out, Come Out, Whoever You 
Are!” finds seven different Nixons, all wearing the masks last seen in the 1960 campaign, 
hiding under a bed while holding the contradictory signs of Nixon’s political past. “The Apt 
Pupil,” which appeared on September 11, 1968, harks back to the old McCarthy-era 
cartoons in which Nixon was portrayed as a smear artist. Indeed, this cartoon is merely a 
reworking of the October 29, 1952 cartoon “Naughty Naughty,” except that in this new 
                                                   
65 Ambrose, Triumph of a Politician, 52-57. 
66 Examples of both of these types of representation of Nixon from this time can be seen in cartoons such as 
Herbert Block, “Gee, That Was a Tough Break,” WP, May 19, 1964: A14; Herbert Block, “California,” WP, 
May 29, 1964: A18. 
67 Herbert Block, “Everything’s Coming Up Roses,” WP, March 24, 1968: B6. Nixon also appeared dressed as 
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version it is Nixon’s running-mate, Spiro T. Agnew, who is the one covered in paint, while 
Nixon, far from mirroring the mildly reproachful look that the original had given to 
Eisenhower, looks on approvingly. Nor was there any reprieve in the physical characteristics 
with which Block portrayed Nixon. He was now given a slightly hunched back, the jowls 
hung lower, and the five o’clock shadow, if possible, was darker than ever. The overall effect 
was alternately to make Nixon even more sinister, especially when he was drawn as an 
undertaker, or else to make him appear especially tired, as though the effort of running his 
campaign was draining him of all energy.68 
The message of these cartoons was clear. If, in the words of columnist Walter 
Lippmann, the Nixon of 1968 was “a new Nixon, a maturer and mellower man who is no 
longer clawing his way to the top … who has outlived and outgrown the ruthless politics of 
his early days,” Block, through his cartoons, begged to differ.69 For him there was no doubt 
that the old Nixon was still there lurking under the surface of this newer version, biding his 
time for an opportunity to reappear. For Block’s readers, however, these cartoons only served 
to confirm their belief that not only was Block unfair in his treatment of Nixon, but that he 
was being deliberately provocative. Willie Howard, writing from Macon, Georgia, for 
example, looked at Block’s anti-Nixon stance during the campaign and accused him of 
having “made a revolting smear career out of vilifying Nixon.”70 An anonymous reader, who 
                                                   
68 Herbert Block, “Come Out, Come Out, Whoever You Are!” WP, September 18, 1968: A24; Herbert Block, 
“The Apt Pupil,” WP, September 11, 1968: A18. 
69 Quoted in Small, Presidency of Richard Nixon, 28. 
70 Letter from Willie Howard, October 11, 1968, Block Papers, Box 97, Folder 5. 
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accused Block of having “spent a lifetime engendering hate, mistrust and malice,” echoed 
these sentiments. Signing his note “A. Kruschev [sic],” the correspondent went on to urge 
Block to “Please continue your envenomed assault on this country, its presidents, … those 
rotten American traditions, laws, virtue in women, the profit and loss system—and 
carbohydrate metabolism.”71 “Your extreme bias toward Richard Nixon expressed in your 
scurrilous cartoons has convinced me that I should vote for Nixon. There must be lots of 
good in anyone you hate so much,” declared another reader. “But keep it up—you will 
promote more votes for Mr Nixon from others who will be sickened by your savage 
vindictiveness.”72 Even in victory, Nixon’s supporters were far from magnanimous. One reader 
from Quincy, Massachusetts, for example, wrote to Block the day after the election, wishing 
him her “very worst regards” and taunting him to “Sharpen your pencils, Buster. I’m sure 
you’ll find ample targets for smear over the next few years!”73 An anonymous correspondent 
informed Block that he had “Better start learning how to draw your favorite sewer rat as 
president!”74 Another simply wrote “Boo! You lost.”75 
It was not just Nixon’s supporters who had grown frustrated with Block’s depiction 
of the Republican candidate during the campaign. As he had focused ever more strongly on 
the darker aspects of Nixon’s character, newspapers across the country became increasingly 
                                                   
71 Although anonymous, the postcard was postmarked Northern Virginia. Postcard from “A. Kruschev,” 
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concerned that Block was abandoning any pretense at impartiality and was instead becoming 
too personal in his attacks leading them to refuse to print several of his cartoons. Coming 
under particular scrutiny was Block’s continued depiction of Nixon’s five o’clock shadow, 
which by this point in time had become synonymous with the candidate. This was clearly 
articulated by Meriden, Connecticut’s The Morning Record, which declined to publish several 
cartoons during the campaign explicitly because the stubble that Block gave to his portrait of 
Nixon was “offensive” and “prejudicially unfair,” making the candidate “look like a thug.”76 
These concerns were also expressed by Block’s correspondents. One Nixon supporter, for 
example, angrily described Block as a “sadist” for having picked the “most unflattering aspect 
of a person’s appearance and then play[ing] it up, as if it were something that person could 
help if he tried.”77 Another complained that “For years I have found your ‘sewer-hog-portrayal’ 
of Nixon pretty sickening, to the degree that I have assiduously avoided your editorial page 
altogether. But now that he is elected President of these United States,” she continued, “let us 
show a little more respect by shedding some of that psychopathic muck-raking.”78 
Concern over Block’s cartoons existed even amongst the Post’s management. Russ Wiggins, 
the paper’s former managing editor and Lyndon Johnson’s newly installed Ambassador to 
the United Nations, for example, pointedly sent Block a razor and poem during the 
campaign to suggest that it was time to change his portrayal of Nixon by giving him a 
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figurative shave.79 When the matter was raised at an editorial meeting, however, Block 
produced a photograph of Nixon, printed in that day’s edition of the Post, which clearly 
showed a heavy growth of beard to be one of Nixon’s most distinguishing characteristics. He 
went on to argue that the five o’clock shadow was as “fair game for a cartoonist” as any other 
feature would be.80 Following Nixon’s victory in the election, the Post, which had supported 
the Democratic candidate without actually formally endorsing him, wrote in an editorial that 
Nixon had earned from “those of us who have opposed him over the years—a tabula rosa, a 
fresh scorecard, you might say, or as Herblock would have it, a clean shave.”81 To accompany 
the editorial, Block imagined his own office as a barber’s shop replete with a sign on the wall 
that read: “This shop gives to every new President of the United States a free shave. H. 
Block, Proprietor” (Figure 5.4).82 When he showed a sketch of this cartoon to Katharine 
Graham, the Post’s owner, she perhaps revealed how much criticism her paper had been 
absorbing because of Block’s depiction of Nixon and the relief that she now felt by “let[ting] 
out a whoop and [throwing] her arms around” the cartoonist in delight.83 
Graham was not the only person excited and relieved by Block’s decision to give 
Nixon a shave. Meriden’s The Morning Record, for example, wrote an editorial to accompany 
their publication of the cartoon that noted their “pleasure” at Block’s change to his 
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80 Graham, Personal History, 410. 
81 “President-Elect Richard M. Nixon,” Editorial. WP, November 7, 1968: A20. 
82 Herbert Block, Untitled Cartoon, WP, November 7, 1968: A20. 
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Figure 5.4. Herbert Block, Untitled Cartoon, Washington Post, November 7, 1968. A 1968 Herblock Cartoon, 
© The Herb Block Foundation 
 
caricature.84 Other Nixon supporters, such as William Gullett, the Mayor of College Park in 
Maryland, wrote to Block to say that the cartoon “forces me to make a reappraisal” of the 
cartoonist’s work. “Perhaps he has expressed the them [sic] of ‘bring us together,’” he 
continued, “even more eloquently than the president-elect himself!”85 The Post printed 
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several letters they had received from readers congratulating Block for his “gesture of grace to 
Nixon.”86 Indeed, “If Herblock can agree to exhibit some degree of civility toward Richard 
Nixon,” wrote one of these correspondents, “everybody ought to be able to get along with 
one another.”87  
Despite these platitudes, however, the cartoon also served to reinforce the partisan 
anger that many Americans felt Block was at least partially responsible for fostering. “Please 
take the same razor,” wrote one anonymous reader from Arlington, Virginia, in a telegram to 
Block, “and cut your own throat and kooky Katherines [sic] too.”88 Another reader, this time 
from Bayonne, New Jersey, took the opportunity to gloat over the outcome of the election. 
“I did not know that Blockhead had the intelligence to be a barber,” he wrote below a 
clipping of the One Free Shave cartoon. “How did you like the socking the Hump got from 
Nixon? Without love and with lots of hisses.”89 Yet the very fact that a five o’clock shadow 
within a cartoon created such debate throughout the public is testimony to both the 
effectiveness and the pervasiveness of the Herblockian image of Nixon. Through these 
seemingly simple cartoons, Block created a depiction of Nixon that entered the public 
consciousness and became a frequent touch stone for Nixon’s detractors when discussing the 
fundamental flaws of his character. 
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Although the “one free shave” cartoon was first published in the Post on November 7, 
and syndicated across the country over the course of the next several days, readers did not see 
Block’s new depiction of Nixon until after the inauguration. The cartoonist instead teased 
his audience until then by drawing Nixon on only two occasions and even then in situations 
in which his chin was obscured.90 When Block did finally unveil the newly clean-shaven 
Nixon on January 21, it was deemed so important that the Post celebrated with an editorial 
on the subject, hyperbolically writing that the cartoon marked “an historic occasion and a 
watershed, a threshold as well as a turning point and a crossroads, though not, perhaps, a 
full-fledged rubicon.”91 It was also no coincidence that the cartoon in question, titled “Post-
Inaugural Parade,” depicts Nixon sitting at his new desk in the Oval Office contemplating a 
line of heavily stubbled men that represented four of the most pressing issues facing the 
President: domestic problems, the question of nuclear arms controls, the Middle East, and 
Vietnam.92 Nixon’s five o’clock shadow may be gone, Block was saying, but that did not 
mean that he would give the President a pass on his new responsibilities. Nor did it mean 
that he would not denounce any recurrence of Nixon’s old style of smear politics. Indeed, 
although Block had ultimately been prepared to make this change because he felt that “an 
incoming president, particularly at a time of national division and crisis, was entitled to his 
chance to lead,” he was also well aware that his readers would probably realize that Nixon’s 
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old face continued to lurk beneath the new façade.93 He did not have long to wait for the 
darker side of Nixon’s political character to reappear. 
Nixon’s inauguration saw not just the unveiling of Block’s newly shaved depiction of 
the President but also an unprecedented level of coverage of the new administration in 
Block’s cartoons. During Nixon’s first year in the White House, cartoons that were 
specifically centered around the policies and activities of the Nixon Administration were over 
4.5 times as common as the next most frequent subject (cartoons dealing primarily with 
Congressional activities). In 1971, meanwhile, just under one half (49.8%) of Block’s total 
output were similarly focused (Figure 5.5). Looked at in another way, during Lyndon 
Johnson’s only full term as President between January 20, 1964 and January 19, 1969, Block 
drew a total of 313 cartoons focused in some way on the activities of the administration. 
Over the course of Nixon’s first term (January 20, 1969 to January 19, 1973), he drew 594 
cartoons that similarly commented on the Nixon administration. Within this subset, the 
proportion of cartoons that in some way depicted or referred to Johnson or Nixon was fairly 
similar at 30.99% and 30.30% respectively, but in practical terms Nixon was depicted 
during his first administration over 1.75 times more frequently than Lyndon Johnson was 
during his only full term in the White House: 176 times versus 98. This is a significant 
difference in Block’s treatment of the two presidents and would have served to reinforce to 
his readers that Block was deliberately associating Nixon to the activities of his 
administration in a more substantial fashion than he did Johnson. To better understand the 
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Figure 5.5. Slopegraph Illustrating Percentage of Major Subjects Depicted in Herblock Cartoons, 1969–1972. 
Source: Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
 
potential impact of this more regular depiction of Nixon we can consider the subjects and 
activities with which Block imagined him to be engaged.  
Of the 242 cartoons drawn between January 20, 1969 and January 19, 1973 that 
depicted or referred to Nixon, 37 in some way associated the President with corrupt 
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activities.94 Although this does not immediately seem to be a significant focus of these 
cartoons, “Corruption” was in fact the fourth most common subject that Block dealt with in 
conjunction with Nixon, behind only the subjects “Nixon Administration,” “Presidential 
Election, 1972,” and “Vietnam War.” This is visualized in Figure 5.6, which illustrates the 
frequency with which subjects associated with Nixon appeared in Block’s cartoons during his 
first four years and suggests how the cartoonist continually sought to connect the President 
to corrupt and potentially illegal activities.95 Prominent within the visualization, and 
therefore regular subjects of Block’s pen at the time, are such themes as the “ITT Scandal,” 
“Money Laundering,” “Cover-Up,” “Milk Fund,” and “Illegal Activities”—all references to 
controversies and charges of corruption that arose during Nixon’s first term. 
Block regularly featured and commented upon this wave of scandals that arose 
during this period, frequently connecting them to each other to establish a pattern of 
corruption and illicit activities that, in Block’s view at least, lay at the heart of Nixon’s 
presidency. In November 25, 1971’s “Think Of Yourself As Contributing To ‘The New 
Prosperity,’” for example, Block depicts a Nixon campaign worker shaking down a federal  
                                                   
94 The count of 242 cartoons includes cartoons that not only directly depicted Nixon, but in some way 
explicitly referred to him within the frame, whether by the cartoon’s title, additional text within the cartoon, or 
by the specific context. For example, July 11, 1969’s “Ah, But Once He’s Paid His Debts To Thurmond, 
Dirksen, Tower, Goldwater …,” which shows two Republican operatives discussing the outcome of the 
previous year’s election, does not depict Nixon. But it is clear from both the context of both the caption and 
the text of several papers strewn across the floor (“Once he’s nominated he’ll be a new man,” “Now that he’s 
picked Agnew he’s satisfied the conservatives,” “After he’s elected, he’ll be President of all the people”) that “he” 
refers to Nixon. Herbert Block, “Ah, But Once He’s Paid His Debts To Thurmond, Dirksen, Tower, 
Goldwater …,” WP, July 11, 1969: A20. 
95 The figure does not include the subject “Nixon Administration” in the visualization as it appeared so much 
more frequently than other subjects (181 times, versus 49 for the next most frequent subject, “Presidential 
Election, 1972”) that it overwhelmed the visualization and obscured other, more significant, features. 
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Figure 5.6. Visualization of subjects in Herblock cartoons associated with Richard Nixon, 1969–1972. Source: 
Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
 
employee to force them to make a cash donation to the President’s reelection fund. April 13, 
1972’s “Isn’t There Some Simple Word For All That?” is even more explicit in its 
connection of the Nixon Administration to corrupt and illegal activities. Drawn at the height 
of public awareness of the ITT scandal, in which it was alleged that an antitrust case against 
the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation was settled on favorable terms in 
return for a $400,000 donation to support the 1972 Republican National Convention, the 
cartoon depicts John Q. Public confronting a Department of Justice official who is holding a 
sign that reads “We merely covered up ‘highly improper’ conduct to preserve an image” with 
the dictionary definition of corruption.96 
                                                   
96 Herbert Block, “Think Of Yourself As Contributing To ‘The New Prosperity,’” WP, November 25, 1971: 
A22; Herbert Block, “Isn’t There Some Simple Word For All That?” WP, April 13, 1972: A22. 
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In addition to connecting him to corrupt and potentially illegal activities, Block also 
sought to draw a connection between Nixon’s tactics as President and the “old” Nixon of the 
1950s who had first come to national prominence. This was clearly seen, for example, in his 
response to Nixon’s nomination of G. Harrold Carswell to replace the Lyndon Johnson-
appointed Abe Fortas on the Supreme Court. Carswell’s nomination was met with 
considerable resistance from liberals and Democrats, who objected to his record on both civil 
rights and women’s rights. Block’s earliest cartoon commenting on the nomination appeared 
on January 28, 1970, and highlighted the nominee’s record of support for racial segregation 
and white supremacist activities.97 For the next several months, Block routinely attacked 
Carswell for his civil rights record, depicting him as symptomatic of the Nixon’s 
administration cynical attitude towards equality and the hypocritical nature of its so-called 
“Southern Strategy.” 
But Block also used the Carswell nomination to remind his readers of Nixon’s 
history of attacking the country’s institutions and the character of his opponents. In cartoons 
such as March 24, 1970’s “The Trouble With Kids Today Is They Have No Respect For 
Our Institutions” and April 2, 1970’s “Second Front,” for example, Block depicted Nixon, 
together with his Attorney General John Mitchell, attacking the foundations of America’s 
political and legal system in support of their efforts to force Carswell’s confirmation in the 
                                                   
97 The cartoon features an exasperated John Mitchell urging a representative of the Senate who is considering 
Carswell’s record on civil rights to not be a strict constructionist. Herbert Block, “Don’t Be Such A Strict 
Constructionist,” WP, January 23, 1970: A22. 
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Senate.98 When, on April 8, the Senate rejected the nomination by a vote of 51 to 45, Block 
responded two days later by drawing a noticeably under-sized Nixon holding onto his old 
paintbrush and bucket of tar with which he has just smeared the doors to the Senate 
chamber. An onlooker gives the cartoon its title with his comment that “I thought he was 
supposed to grow in the job.”99 
The connection that Block was making between the Nixon administration—not to 
mention Nixon specifically—and these activities did not go unnoticed amongst his readers. 
As early as August 1969, the cartoonist began to receive requests from across the country to 
restore the five o’clock shadow to his depiction of Nixon. “I for one would be much happier 
to have the ‘old Nixon,’ stubble and all, to deride each morning,” was a typical sentiment. 
Reacting to the April 10, 1970 cartoon drawn in response to the Senate vote not to confirm 
Harrold Carswell to the Supreme Court, another correspondent wrote to “suggest that in the 
interests of all of us that we be rid of him on January 20, 1973 … you allow the famous five 
o’clock shadow to begin to show bit by bit until the vintage Nixon has reappeared in 
Herblock. Knowing his fondness for you,” the writer continued, “I am sure there is no surer 
way to diminish his enthusiasm for Washington and the job.”100 Block never did restore the 
                                                   
98 Herbert Block, “The Trouble With Kids Today Is They Have No Respect For Our Institutions,” WP, March 
24, 1970: A18; Herbert Block, “Second Front,” WP, April 2, 1970: A14. 
99 Herbert Block, “I Thought He Was Supposed To Grow In The Job,” WP, April 10, 1970: A18. Block’s first 
cartoon reacting to the vote appeared the previous day and celebrated the political courage of those who voted 
against Carswell’s nomination by depicting a newspaper headline announcing the result of the vote that was 
sitting on a desk next to a copy of John F. Kennedy’s book Profiles in Courage. Herbert Block, “1970 Chapter,” 
WP, April 9, 1970: A18. 
100 Letter from Donald Clancy, October 10, 1969, in Block Papers, Box 97, Folder 4; Letter from Alfred F. 
Dougherty, Jr, April 11, 1970, in Block Papers, Box 97, Folder 4. 
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stubble, but with the focus of his cartoons intent on associating Nixon to these scandals and 
the smear tactics of his past, he was predisposed to connect a seemingly random break-in at 
the headquarters of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) to the highest levels of the 
White House. 
The Washington Post greeted the news that arrests had been made following an 
attempted break-in at the Watergate complex early on Saturday morning, June 17, 1972, 
with the nonchalant headline, “5 Held in Plot to Bug Democrats’ Office Here.”101 There was 
little in the accompanying report, however, to suggest the ultimate significance of the story. 
With few facts in the case available by the time it went to press, the report’s focus was on a 
description of the arrests with an emphasis on the Cuban origins of three of the would-be 
burglars.102 At this early stage, of course, it was unlikely that anyone could have foreseen how 
this break-in could possibly be linked to the highest levels of government; as Nixon himself 
later wrote, the whole story “sounded preposterous.”103 Sensitive about the danger of leaving 
itself open to a charge of pursuing a vendetta against the administration, especially after 
White House Press Secretary Ron Ziegler’s pointed warning that “certain elements” would 
try “to stretch this beyond what it is,” the Post’s initial coverage of the break-in was careful to 
                                                   
101 Alfred E. Lewis, “5 Held in Plot to Bug Democrats’ Office Here,” WP, June 18, 1972: A1. Although the 
Post gave greater prominence to the story than other national papers—the New York Times, for example, 
relegated the story to page 30 of their edition—its greater exposure in the Post is explained because of its local 
interest. “5 Charged With Burglary at Democratic Quarters,” New York Times, June 18, 1972: 30; Roberts, The 
Washington Post, 432. 
102 Indeed, the story went out of its way to connect one of the burglars, Frank Sturgis, to the failed Bay of Pigs 
invasion and other anti-Castro activities in Cuba. This potential connection to anti-Castro activities was also 
highlighted by the Post’s local rival, the Washington Star, in its reporting of the break-in. Lewis, “5 Held in 
Plot,” A1, A22; Howard Bray, The Pillars of the Post: The Making of a News Empire in Washington (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Company, 1980), 124. 
103 Nixon, RN, 626. 
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report only on verifiable facts.104 From the outset, however, Block refused to dismiss the 
break-in as a “third-rate burglary” as Ziegler had tried to label it, instead maintaining an 
almost relentless assault on the Nixon administration and instinctively recognizing that the 
break-in was to have greater repercussions than anyone else immediately realized.105 As 
Chalmers M. Roberts, the Post’s official historian, later wrote, over the course of the ensuing 
scandal and investigation, Block was to rain “hammer blows at Nixon and his crew, drawing 
some of the most powerful cartoons of his career.”106 
With the initial arrests occurring on a Saturday morning, the first opportunity for 
Block to produce a cartoon commenting on the break-in published did not occur until 
Tuesday, June 20.107 Block did not hesitate to link Nixon directly to the crime. Captioned 
“Who Would Think of Doing Such a Thing?” the cartoon featured Nixon, holding a 
suitcase marked “Nixon Fund Violations of Corrupt Practices Act,” and his two Attorneys 
General, John Mitchell and Richard Kleindienst, standing outside the DNC Headquarters. 
As they attempt to look innocently on, one of the arrested burglars is led out of the DNC 
offices by a security guard (Figure 5.7). Given that Mitchell and Kleindienst are seen holding 
briefcases containing tape recorders, one of which is labeled “Unconstitutional Tapping & 
Bugging,” the question asked by the cartoon’s caption is clearly rhetorical and makes explicit 
                                                   
104 Ziegler quoted in “White House Consultant Tied to Bugging Figure,” WP, June 20, 1972: A1; Bray, Pillars 
of the Post, 121; Greenberg, Nixon’s Shadow, 103. 
105 Ziegler quoted in “White House Consultant Tied to Bugging Figure,” A1. 
106 Roberts, The Washington Post, 441-42. 
107 In 1972, Block’s cartoons were published five days a week—Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and 
Sundays—meaning that he typically worked only on weekdays, with the Sunday cartoon being drawn the 
previous Friday. 
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to Block’s readers his view that Nixon, together with his most intimate circle of advisors, 
sanctioned the break-in and attempt to bug the DNC headquarters.108 
The following day, Block went even further, drawing a cartoon that anticipated the 
White House’s efforts to cover up the scandal. Captioned “Remember, We Don’t Talk Till 
We Get a Lawyer,” the cartoon pictures the same three men featured in the previous day’s 
cartoon, all lawyers, holding a door in the White House closed while surrounded by 
newspaper headlines of the various lawsuits that the administration was facing at the time. 
The most famous of Block’s initial Watergate cartoons, however, appeared on June 23, 
1972, the same day that Nixon and his Chief of Staff Bob Haldeman conspired to have CIA 
Director Richard Helms inform Acting FBI Director Patrick Gray that the FBI’s 
investigation into the break-in impinged on a CIA operation. Block’s cartoon depicted two 
investigators examining footprints representing the Nixon fund scandals and the Watergate 
bugging, which led directly to the front door of the White House. The caption read, 
“Strange—They All Seem to Have Some Connection with This Place.”109 In this way, Block 
had within three days of the break-in already linked it to the highest level of government in 
the country, months before any news story had even suggested that Nixon might have been 
involved in any way. Furthermore, and in line with both the paper’s caution about over- 
                                                   
108 Herbert Block, “Who Would Think of Doing Such A Thing?” WP, June 20, 1972: A18. 
109 Herbert Block, “Strange—They All Seem to Have Some Connection with This Place,” WP, June 23, 1972: 
A18. In his autobiography, Block recalled sharing this cartoon with Katharine Graham, the Post’s owner and 
publisher, who laughed but asked if he was really going to print it. When he replied that he was in fact on his 
way to the engraver’s with it, she respected his editorial independence and said no more on the subject. Block, 
A Cartoonist’s Life, 235. 
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Figure 5.7. Herbert Block, “Who Would Think of Doing Such A Thing?” Washington Post, June 20, 1972. A 
1972 Herblock Cartoon, © The Herb Block Foundation 
 
aggressively reporting negative stories about the President and Block’s unique position of 
editorial freedom, this cartoon represents the first occasion that the Post’s editorial page 
featured any mention of the break-in. 
Block’s ability to immediately see and depict the underlying truth of the Watergate 
break-in is not surprising. After all, by the time these two cartoons were drawn James 
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McCord’s association with the Nixon administration’s Committee to Re-elect the President 
had already been made public. Given that the unlabeled burglar in the “Who Would Think 
of Doing Such a Thing?” cartoon has a sheet of paper in his coat pocket marked “$1200 A 
Month From G.O.P.”, we can assume that Block was responding at least partially to this 
news item and that his intent was to depict McCord in this cartoon. The Post’s June 20 story 
“White House Consultant Tied to Bugging Figure” had also suggested a tenuous connection 
between E. Howard Hunt, whose name was mentioned in a notebook seized from one of the 
burglars, to Charles Colson, a White House special counsel and one of Nixon’s inner circle 
of advisers.110 Furthermore, and as previously discussed, Block had been long outraged by the 
growing number of scandals emanating from the Nixon White House, dedicating a growing 
number of his cartoons to such issues as the ITT case and the so-called Nixon Milk Fund.  
Evidence pointing to some level of administration involvement in the break-in 
therefore clearly already existed by the time that Block drew his first cartoons on the subject. 
But no newspaper story or editorial had made the connection as explicit as Block’s cartoons 
did, while his concerns over the ethics of Nixon’s administration had yet to gain widespread 
credence from the public in general. For Block, the Watergate scandal was initially just one 
more example in an ongoing litany of illegal activities and throughout 1972–1974 he 
incorporated these earlier scandals and allegations of corruption into the cartoons he drew 
about the unfolding Watergate scandal. He had also associated Mitchell with government 
wiretaps since February 1971, when he was still Attorney General, and had suggested 
                                                   
110 “White House Consultant Tied to Bugging Figure,” WP, June 20, 1972: A1. 
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Nixon’s involvement in the cover-up of corrupt or illegal activities as recently as March and 
April 1972.111 In this context, it was logical for him to make an explicit link between the 
White House and Nixon to the break-in. By doing so, Block presented a position that went 
further than the Post’s headlines, its editorials, or the rest of the mainstream media's were 
prepared to go at this early stage of the story. Years later, Carl Bernstein, one of the two 
reporters that led the Post’s reporting of the unfolding scandal and who have become 
inextricably linked to the news media’s coverage of the scandal, admitted that Block had 
grasped the significance of the break-in far more quickly than anyone else in the Post’s 
newsroom, commenting that Block “had an understanding before the facts [came out] of 
where [the story] was going to go.”112 Similarly, Block’s instinctive response to the break-in 
led Katherine Graham to declare that his cartoons were “well ahead … of the news side of 
the paper[’s]” own understanding of the break-in’s ultimate significance.113 
After these three June 1972 cartoons, however, Block’s attention reverted to more 
pressing issues. During July and August, most of his cartoons were focused on the 1972 
election campaign and Vietnam, with only seven of the forty-four cartoons drawn over this 
two-month span having any relation to the scandal. Nevertheless, Block did attempt to 
ensure that his readers across the country remained familiar with the break-in by connecting 
                                                   
111 See, for example, Herbert Block, “The New Security,” WP, February 14, 1971: C6; Herbert Block, “It’s For 
Security—It Makes Us Feel More Secure,” WP, March 14, 1971: D6; Herbert Block, “Call Mrs. Beard’s 
Doctor—There’s Been a Terrible Accident,” WP, March 22, 1972: A22; Herbert Block, “Tangled Web,” WP, 
April 7, 1972: A26. 
112 Carl Bernstein interviewed in Herblock: The Black & The White, Dir. Michael Stevens. The Stevens 
Company. 2013. Film. 
113 Graham, Personal History, 463. 
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it to some of these other events. On July 14, for example, Block drew a cartoon that depicted 
a delegate to the Democratic National Convention leaving a hotel room that had very 
obviously had every item of furniture bugged by the Republicans.114 Block’s tendency at this 
time to focus primarily on other events was also seen five days later in a cartoon that clearly 
reacts to a news story that had been published on July 11 in the Post that reported on claims 
from the Nixon campaign that “‘Bug” Hearings Would Hurt [their] Campaign.” The 
cartoon is nonetheless prescient in a way that Block could not have possibly anticipated as its 
depiction of a campaign worker caught up in reams of tape while attempting to prevent a 
judge from accessing his recordings foreshadows Nixon’s own future battles with the courts 
for control of his Oval Office recording system.115  
Of the five Watergate-related cartoons drawn during August, two demonstrated 
Block’s uncanny ability to see straight to the heart of the matter. August 25’s “The Dark at 
the Top of the Stairs” shows Nixon stopping an attempt to investigate the break-in by 
physically assaulting a public investigator, while “Keep the Lid on Till After the Election,” 
first published four days later on August 29, instinctively recognizes the fear that existed 
within the administration that the scandals might begin to unravel and threaten Nixon’s 
reelection bid.116 What is significant about both of these cartoons is their explicit depiction of 
                                                   
114 Herbert Block, “And When You Fellows Hold Your Convention Here In August, We Hope You’ll Have A 
Good Time Too,” WP, July 14, 1972: A22. 
115 Bob Woodward and Paul Valentine, “GOP Says ‘Bug’ Hearings Would Hurt Campaign,” WP, July 11, 
1972: A1; Herbert Block, “Come Back After the Election—I’m Kind of Tied Up Right Now,” WP, July 19, 
1972: A22. 
116 Herbert Block, “The Dark At The Top Of The Stairs,” WP, August 25, 1972: A24; Herbert Block, “Keep 
The Lid On Till After The Election!” WP, August 29, 1972: A18. 
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Nixon’s active involvement in the administration’s efforts to block the initial investigations 
into Watergate. Although later revelations revealed the accuracy of this charge, it was a stance 
that few other commentators were yet willing to take in such a public forum. After August, 
Block began to give greater prominence to Watergate until the crisis came to dominate the 
subject matter of his cartoons. Although there are undoubtedly some cartoons which have 
greater relevance with knowledge of later developments, until Nixon’s resignation Block 
tended simply to follow the story rather than to anticipate it. Indeed, this is made explicit in 
some of the captions to his cartoons, including October 1’s “Latest Item Pulled Out of the 
Swamp,” which remarks on the revelation from two days earlier that former Attorney 
General John Mitchell had controlled a secret fund that was used to gather information 
about the Democrats. Although the cartoon’s vivid depiction of a safe labeled “Attorney 
General of the United States Secret Republican Fund for Political Espionage” being hauled 
out of the swamp of “Administration Corruption” graphically reminded his readers of the 
corruption that Block believed permeated every aspect of the Nixon administration, its 
caption serves to highlight the reactive nature of Block’s work.117  
At the time, however, there was little in the way of breaking news in the story for 
Block to comment upon—indeed, there were also relatively few front page stories about 
Watergate during this time—and when the headlines did begin to become more frequent, 
Block likewise began drawing more cartoons on the subject. As the election approached, 
however, his interest clearly lay in reminding the public about the general corruptness of the 
                                                   
117 Herbert Block, “Latest Item Pulled Out Of The Swamp,” WP, October 1, 1972: C6. 
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administration, rather than dealing with the latest Watergate revelations. In fact, throughout 
1972, Block’s Watergate cartoons tended to fall into one of three categories. Some of them 
dealt with specific incidents, which generally proved to be of little consequence in the 
context of Nixon’s overall corruption.118 Others depicted the administration attempting to 
prevent investigations into the various scandals.119 A very few showed Nixon intimately 
involved either in the wrong doings or in the attempted cover-ups.120 His success in painting 
a picture of an administration that would do anything to win the election, led one reader to 
credit him in a letter to the Post’s editors for “exposing the highly questionable dealings of 
the Nixon administration.”121 
In total, Block drew 139 cartoons between June 17 and December 31, 1972. Of 
these, twenty-seven—or almost one in five—commented upon the Watergate break-in in 
some fashion. In contrast, over the same set of dates, the Post wrote only 17 editorials on the 
topic, a significantly lower level of engagement and interest that illustrates the greater focus 
that Block placed on the scandal in the months immediately following the break-in.122 There 
was also no discernible pattern linking the cartoons to the editorials. Certainly in 1972, it 
                                                   
118 For example, the series of cartoons he drew concerning Nixon’s association with Mexican bank accounts. See 
Herbert Block, “It’s—Uh—Sort of a Good Neighbor Policy,” WP, August 31, 1972: A22; Herbert Block, 
“Stop the Music!” WP, September 3, 1972: C6. 
119 For example, Herbert Block, “And That’s Just the Rug to Cover the Wall-to-Wall Money,” WP, October 
10, 1972: A22; Herbert Block, “The Newspaper Stories are Despicable—And We Refuse to Answer Any 
Questions,” WP, October 18, 1972: A16. 
120 For example, Herbert Block, “All Quiet Along the Potomac,” WP, October 4, 1972: A22; Herbert Block, 
“Time to go Upstairs and do the President-Of-All-The-People Bit,” WP, October 22, 1972: B6. 
121 Rose Abrahamson, “No Republican Protest?” Letter to the Editor. WP, September 24, 1972: B7. 
122 The Post did, however, print 201 stories written by its own staff, as well as a further 14 columns, on the 
subject of subject of Watergate. Louis W. Liebovich, Richard Nixon, Watergate, and the Press (Westport, CT: 
Praeger Publishers, 2003), 132. 
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was more common that when the Post printed an editorial commenting on Watergate that 
Block’s daily cartoon would focus on, for example, the state of the economy or Vietnam, 
than for both editorial and cartoon to focus on the scandal. Even when cartoon and editorial 
were both commenting upon Watergate, it was frequently the case that they would look at 
different aspects of the same story. So, for example on November 13, 1973, the Post’s 
editorial commented upon Nixon’s promise to Judge Sirica that he would provide the court 
with his own handwritten notes on two of the subpoenaed tapes, which he insisted were 
never recorded, criticizing Nixon for “once again … [having] us believe he is undertaking 
something new and conclusive when, in truth, he is offering us no assurance that we are not 
going down the same old road.” Block’s cartoon, meanwhile, comments upon the reported 
poor quality of the recordings, suggesting that the cause is the high level of illegal activity 
that was going on in the background.123 
With the start of Nixon’s second term in January 1973, the pattern changed as Block 
increasingly gave more attention to the crisis. Not only did these cartoons become more 
powerful and outspoken against Nixon, they also clearly began to imply that it was only a 
matter of time before the scandal caught up with him and caused permanent damage to his 
presidency. March 25’s “How Can Anything Touch Us After Our Landslide?,” for example, 
which was drawn after the announcement of James McCord’s letter to Judge Sirica 
suggesting that “higher-ups” were involved in trying to cover-up the break-in, shows Nixon 
and his Chief of Staff Bob Haldeman blithely reading a newspaper story on the 
                                                   
123 “Watergate: Once More Into the Wallow,” Editorial, WP, November 13, 1973: A14; Herbert Block, 
“Background Noises,” WP, November 13, 1973: A14. 
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administration’s “methods” while oblivious to the rock landslide of Watergate-related 
disclosures that is about to bury them.124 “Somebody Has to Think About Tomorrow,” 
published on April 27, 1973, meanwhile depicts a Republican congressman frantically 
building an Ark that is designed to shelter two Republican elephants from the increasing 
floodwaters of the “Watergate Scandals” that is already beginning to overwhelm the White 
House.125 This cartoon, with its clear implication that rank-and-file Republicans were 
beginning to abandon the President to the inevitability of his fate was drawn in response to 
comments from RNC Chairman George Bush that Watergate was undermining the 
Republican Party that was reported on the front-page of that day’s Post.126 As Block 
increasingly responded to the Post’s own headlines, he also increasingly took advantage of his 
close proximity to the paper’s lead reporters on the scandal, Bob Woodward and Carl 
Bernstein, who helped him stay abreast of the story and ensured that his cartoons accurately 
reflected the latest developments in their reporting. This ranged from fact-checking details, 
such as “the correct amounts of the secret stash in the safe of Maurice Stans and John 
Mitchell,” to keeping him abreast of “which things were definite and which were not yet nailed 
down” so that Block could ensure that his cartoons reflected the most accurate and up-to-date 
                                                   
124 Herbert Block, “How Can Anything Touch Us After Our Landslide?” WP, March 25, 1973: C6. 
125 Herbert Block, “Somebody Has To Think About Tomorrow,” WP, April 27, 1973: A22. 
126 Lou Cannon and David S. Broder, “Bush Warns White House On Watergate Harm to GOP,” WP, April 
27, 1973: A1. 
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version of the story as possible. As Block wryly commented in his autobiography, “This was as 
close to the horse’s mouth as a person could get without lodging in its deep throat.”127 
As Block devoted more of his work to the unfolding crisis, he gave more attention to 
each stage of the revelations, frequently drawing sequences of cartoons on the same basic 
event that served to both highlight different aspects of the story and reinforce in his readers’ 
minds the points that he advocated. During February and March 1973, for example, he drew 
a series of cartoons commenting on Acting FBI Director L. Patrick Gray’s confirmation 
hearings in the Senate to make his appointment permanent. The first of these, titled 
“Shadowed,” appeared on February 27, 1973—a day before the hearings even opened—and 
depicts the integrity of the FBI compromised by Gray’s willingness to defer to the political 
ambitions of the Republican Party. As the confirmation hearings progressed and Gray’s early 
cooperation with John Dean in seeking to limit the scope of the investigation into the break-
in became more apparent to the general public, so too did Block’s cartoons more directly 
show Gray turning a blind eye to the obviously illegal activities of Nixon’s closest aides, a 
group that Block began to collectively refer to in his cartoons as the “White House Gang.”128 
                                                   
127 Block, A Cartoonist’s Life, 237. In contrast, in their famous account of their reporting of the Watergate story, 
All the President’s Men, Woodward and Bernstein only mention Block once—they reveal that it was Block, 
having heard the news on the radio, who informed Woodward about McCord’s letter to Judge Sirica on the 
morning of March 23, 1973. Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward, All the President’s Men (New York: Simon & 
Schuster, Inc, 1974), 275. This, however, is hardly surprising since Bernstein and Woodward have always 
sought to minimize the part played by others in uncovering the story. For an example of this, see their reaction 
to the news that the Pulitzer Prize in 1973 was awarded to the Post and not to themselves. Ben Bradlee, A Good 
Life: Newspapering and Other Adventures (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995), 368 69. 
128 Herbert Block, “Shadowed,” WP, February 27, 1973: A18. On March 4, for example, Block depicted Gray 
as a bumbling cop, who deferentially ignores the efforts of Haldeman and Mitchell to break into a a locked safe. 
This was followed on March 9 by a cartoon showing a blindfolded Gray being led by the hand by a member of 
Nixon’s White House Gang. Herbert Block, “Oops—Sorry—I Wouldn’t Intrude On Highly Placed 
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Similarly, he drew a series of cartoons focusing on the gaps in some of the released tapes, 
particularly ridiculing Rose Mary Woods’ explanation for the infamous 18½ minute gap.129 
Block also increasingly drew more general cartoons on the scandal, which represented 
Nixon’s ever more desperate efforts to find a way out of the crisis. “Obstacle Course,” 
published on February 19, 1974, for example, shows Nixon pushing over representations of 
executive privilege and national security concerns in an effort to impede a pursuing Lady 
Justice, while March 6, 1974’s “Streaking” depicts a naked Nixon running from the 
protection of one attempt to cover-up the scandals to another.130 Another frequently used 
motif was a portrayal of the scandals as rising flood waters threatening to engulf the 
administration. This imagery was first introduced in April 1973 in a cartoon that imagined 
water lapping at the door of the White House and was employed throughout the crisis, 
showing Nixon frantically holding on to his desk as it burst through into the Oval Office at 
the time of Dean’s testimony in June 1973 and again in March 1974 when seven of Nixon’s 
former aides were indicted, until finally Nixon was threatened to be swept away by the 
strength of the evidence against him in July 1974.131 By returning to and reinforcing his own 
iconography in this way, Block ensured that his readers were provided with familiar visual 
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cues that connected the illegal activities of the administration to the break-in and ensuing 
cover-up. 
A subtle change in Block’s depiction of the scandal occurred in May 1973. Whereas 
many of his earlier Watergate-themed cartoons had depicted Nixon, or one or more of his 
aides, trying to hide evidence from investigators, Block began to depict Nixon hiding himself 
from both investigators and the American public. This is first seen in a cartoon published in 
the Post on May 3. In it, Block imagines Nixon hiding behind his oval office desk while 
holding a sign in his right hand that reads “The man at the top must bear full responsibility. 
About a Special Prosecutor—See my next Attorney General.” With his left hand, Nixon is 
frantically gesturing away from himself, while on his desk is a nameplate that sardonically 
declares “The Buck Passes Here.”132 This change in emphasis is most vividly seen, however, 
in May 27’s “National-Security Blanket,” which depicts Nixon wrapping himself in the 
national flag while surrounded by the evidence of his political corruption, which includes 
piles of illegally acquired cash, wiretapping equipment, and stolen and forged documents.133 
The change is important because it indicated to Block’s readers the culpability of the 
President while rightly reflecting the shifting emphasis of the administration itself, which by 
this point was heavily focused on protecting Nixon from being implicated directly in the 
quickly escalating cover-up. 
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Block’s unwavering focus on exposing what he saw as Nixon’s inherent criminality 
inevitably provoked a strong reaction from readers of his cartoons. One reader, for example, 
wrote to the Middletown Times Herald Record in February 1973 demanding that the paper 
stop printing Block’s “vicious cartoons.” Arguing that Block “nurtures a personal hate ‘hang 
up’ against President Nixon,” the letter writer took solace in the notion that “Herblock is 
able to work off his frustrations and aggressions through his syndicated cartoons instead of 
resorting to writing poison pen letters or making obscene phone calls as an outlet for his 
neurotic behavior.” This letter clearly struck a chord with some of the Times Herald Review’s 
readership, compelling a different reader, who was clearly angry at Block’s willingness to use 
his platform to promote a political ideology that the letter writer did not share, to suggest 
that “Herblock devote one cartoon to a caricature of himself so that the readers may absorb 
his Holier Than Thou Image.” Demonstrating the fierce partisanship that Block’s cartoons 
engendered, however, another reader also wrote in to the paper to defend the cartoonist. “If 
Herblock’s penthrusts can provoke such anguished screams of affront from ‘red-blooded’ 
Americans who voted for Richard the Fist [sic],” this third correspondent wrote, “then he is 
doing his job and earning his keep. … He is a man whose feeling for liberty and honesty 
runs closer to the mainstream of American ideology than the overheated superpatriotism of 
some of your readers could ever dimly comprehend.”134 Even Block’s colleagues at the Post at 
times became angered by what they viewed as the blind partisanship of Block’s cartoons. At a 
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dinner hosted by W. Averell Harriman in April 1974, Block became embroiled in an 
argument with the Post’s syndicated columnist Joseph Alsop, who accused the cartoonist of 
having contributed to the hyper-partisan environment that surrounded the elections of 1968 
and 1972 and was therefore “one of those who had helped to elect [Nixon].” In a written 
apology to Block, Alsop expressed his anger at those critics of the President who in his 
opinion were “behaving like hyenas around a corpse” but nevertheless argued that no matter 
what his crimes, Nixon demanded respect because “After all, he is our President, son of a 
bitch ’though he may be.”135 
One of the most obvious characteristics of Block’s work was his deliberately 
unpresumptuous style, which had the effect of making his message easily accessible to all 
viewers. His cartoons were often tongue-in-cheek, for the most part taking a light-hearted 
approach to their theme and offering something for his readers to laugh at. Because of this, 
Block was able to pitch his cartoons at a broad audience that extended beyond readers of the 
Post’s editorial page. Closer examination, however, reveals that Block’s cartoons were more 
sophisticated than they initially appear and it takes effort and thought on the part of the 
reader to grasp fully their deeper meaning. Throughout the Watergate period, particularly as 
it approached its dénouement, Block created a visual arsenal of uncompromising cartoons, 
which clearly demonstrated his anger at the abuses of the Nixon administration. Arguably 
the most powerful of these was an ongoing series in which he portrayed the symbol of Equal 
Justice being victimized by Nixon and his aides.  
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The first of these appeared as early as November 1, 1972 in a cartoon that juxtaposes 
the landslide victory that polls were predicting in the presidential election later that week 
with the sight of Justice teetering on the verge of an abyss as the ground collapses around her 
due to the instability caused by the Nixon scandals and the administration’s efforts to cover-
up its involvement. A later appearance, on July 12, 1973, depicted John Mitchell standing 
bloody-handed over Justice’s dead body innocently telling the American public that “In 
Retrospect, Looking Back, and with Hindsight—,” and the following month, Block showed 
her being tied and gagged by Nixon and his close aides Bob Haldeman and John 
Ehrlichman. On October 23, 1973, as a response to Nixon’s dismissal of independent special 
prosecutor Archibald Cox, and the subsequent resignations of Attorney General Elliot 
Richardson and Deputy Attorney General William Ruckelshaus—an event that became 
known as the “Saturday Night Massacre”—Block depicted Nixon “Mugging” Justice. The 
final appearance of Lady Justice in a Watergate-themed cartoon occurred, on July 21, 1974, 
is as graphic: she is seen tied to a post awaiting the firing squad as Nixon stands ready to give 
the order. Meanwhile, an onlooker asks, “How Can They Say He Hasn’t Faithfully Executed 
the Laws?”136 For readers, the impact of these cartoons would have been clear and 
unequivocal. Richard Nixon, President of the United States, is seen to be metaphorically 
destroying a personification of one of America’s deepest values. 
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The cartoon that most successfully captured the moment of Watergate, however, was 
published on May 24, 1974. It depicts Nixon precariously hanging between two reels of tape 
on which the words “I am … a crook” appear. In Nixon’s mouth is a clipped piece of tape 
on which is written the single word not (Figure 5.8).137 In a single powerful graphic, Block 
managed to synthesize the most salient details of the events that led to the collapse of 
Nixon’s political career. During a news conference on November 17, 1973, Nixon had 
declared that “in all of my years in public life, I have never obstructed justice. … People have 
got to know whether or not their president is a crook. Well, I am not a crook.”138 The 
cartoon, which was drawn in the wake of Nixon’s decision to release only edited transcripts 
from the Oval Office’s taping system, turns this declaration of innocence on its head. Block 
had referenced this speech in three earlier cartoons—on two occasions showing the President 
holding a sign that declared “I Am Not A Crook” and once depicting two men listening to 
the White House tapes and imagining that they can hear him repeating the phrase over and 
over again like a mantra.139 But in this cartoon, Block transformed the assertion from a 
passive statement into an active act of illegality by Nixon that perfectly captured both the 
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Figure 5.8. Herbert Block, Untitled Cartoon, Washington Post, May 24, 1974. A 1974 Herblock Cartoon, © 
The Herb Block Foundation 
 
cover-up generally and the desperation that pervaded the administration as it made one final 
effort to avoid Nixon’s culpability from coming to light. 
From the very beginning, Block had grasped the importance of Watergate far sooner 
than the rest of the editorial team at the Washington Post and throughout the 26 month 
period that culminated in Nixon’s resignation, Block gave proportionately more space to it 
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than the editorial writers did. As a consequence of the complete editorial independence that 
he enjoyed with the Post at this point in his career, Block was able to concentrate his cartoons 
on those aspects of Watergate that he considered most important. This allowed him, earlier 
than the majority of other observers, to anticipate later developments, such as Nixon’s direct 
involvement in efforts to cover-up the scandals. September 17, 1972’s “There You Are, 
Boy—Nice Bone—” is an early example of Block’s effort to tie the President to the scandals 
and shows Nixon pointing to a small bone, representing the indictments of the burglars, in 
an effort to deflect an investigative bloodhound’s attention from a room overflowing with 
administration scandals.140 The cartoon clearly predicts Nixon’s tactic of making scapegoats 
out of his aides or offering compromises to the Ervin Committee in an effort to deflect 
blame from himself and satisfy the Committee’s enquiries. With his belief that political 
cartoons should act as an independent voice within the Post and that he had a responsibility 
to not simply illustrate that day’s editorial, Block picked his cartoons’ subjects and was able 
to focus his readers’ attention on issues that did not necessarily capture as much coverage in 
the national press as other developments in Watergate.141 He was very concerned, for 
example, about the controversy of Nixon’s home in San Clemente and his evasion of income 
taxes, issues that he regularly depicted in his cartoons long after any initial media attention 
on them had moved on to other concerns.142 
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Block’s early and sustained coverage of the unfolding drama ultimately made him as 
prominent a political and journalistic presence during the crisis as Bob Woodward and Carl 
Bernstein. This was recognized in May 1973 when the Post was awarded the Pulitzer Prize 
for distinguished public service for its coverage of Watergate. The accompanying citation 
praised the paper for how it “mobilized its total resources for a major investigation” and 
specifically named both the work of its “two first-rate investigative reporters … and [the] 
editorial cartoons drawn by the two-time Pulitzer Prize winner Herbert A. [sic] Block 
(Herblock).”143 In the heady days following Nixon’s resignation, accolades such as this led 
the news media claimed credit for their role in driving the process forward, a sentiment that 
has been echoed by journalists and the general public ever since.144 Indeed, the notion that 
Nixon’s resignation was the result of a “liberal witch-hunt” led by the press surfaced long 
before the scandal’s denouement and has since become a mantra within conservative 
circles.145 As early as June 1972, columnist David Wilson was able to allude to this notion 
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when asked his readers to imagine “a candidate supported by Herblock, Shirley MacLaine 
and the New York Review of Books, and suppose that candidate’s administration had 
[achieved what Nixon’s administration did during its term] … the Left would be hailing him 
as the savior of the country.”146 In the aftermath of Nixon’s resignation, several reviewers of 
Block’s 1974 cartoon anthology State of the Union even seemed to suggest that if only the 
rest of the press had been as willing as Block to fearlessly take on Nixon and reveal the 
corruption that lay at the heart of his character he would never have been elected President 
in the first place.147 Nixon himself certainly believed that he was ultimately a victim of media 
bias and increasingly saw his chances of surviving in the White House to the end of his 
second term as coming, in his words, “down to a race for public opinion: in other words, a 
campaign.”148 In truth, the media’s role in Watergate was not as important as these 
commentators believe.149 Yet the Post, and other newspapers and media outlets across the 
country, did influence the way in which the public and, to a lesser extent, politicians thought 
about and defined the basic facts of the case as they were revealed and reported. By doing so, 
they forged an underlying current of opinion that enabled the judicial and legislative 
branches of the Federal Government to move their case against Nixon forward. 
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Whatever role the press, and the Post especially, had in Nixon’s downfall, Block 
played an integral part in helping to influence and shape the public’s view of Watergate. He 
recognized earlier than anyone else that, as he later wrote, “Watergate was not just an isolated 
incident. It was the place where events and the law finally caught up with a group of 
criminals operating under a corrupt official at the very top of the government.”150 Block’s 
role in influencing public opinion was also magnified by the vast reach the syndication of his 
cartoons gave him. With his work regularly appearing in over 200 newspapers around the 
world, his cartoons were seen by a far larger audience than the approximately 530,000 who 
were regularly reading the Post at this time.151 Even the notion that Watergate played out as a 
political witch-hunt connects to Nixon’s earliest Herblock appearance in the cartoon “We 
Got to Burn the Evil Spirits Out of Her.”152 Katharine Graham, meanwhile, was certain that 
his cartoons had a more “immediate impact” than the Post on “the way people came to think 
about Watergate.”153 In a twenty-four page retrospective of Nixon’s career that made almost 
no mention of the media’s role in pursuing the Watergate story, the Post nevertheless 
dedicated a full page to Block’s long record of attacking Nixon in his cartoons. The cartoons 
were printed under the same words that Nixon had used just 30 months earlier to prove to 
the American people how he had grown as a politician and a man: “Years ago, when I was a 
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young congressman, things got under my skin. Herblock the cartoonist got to me. … But 
now when I walk into this office I am cool and calm.”154 
Ultimately, Block was able to get “under Nixon’s skin” so successfully because of his 
unerring ability to take seemingly off-the-cuff descriptions of Nixon that were first made by 
others—from the use of Checkers the dog to the depiction of Nixon emerging from a sewer 
and from Adlai Stevenson’s description of the then Vice President’s “new face” to the 
beleaguered President’s own defiant declaration “I am not a crook”—and repeat them in 
graphic form as the basis of, not just one cartoon, but multiple sequences of cartoons that 
created a narrative around the politician that became lodged in readers’ minds. As a result, 
Nixon became irrevocably identified across liberal circles with this Herblockian archetype. 
The “Herblock Nixon” became a visual and literary shorthand that could be invoked by 
liberal writers and others when they needed to conjure a particular image of Nixon that 
presented him as a sinister, untrustworthy criminal who cheated his way into power through 
his unabashed use of smear and gutter politics. It was, in short, a representation of the worst 
excesses of the Republican Party and, especially, of the so-called Imperial Presidency. It was 
not just liberals, however, who used Block’s caricature of Nixon for their own purposes. 
Conservatives also invoked the specter of the Herblock Nixon as a shorthand with which to 
rally their supporters. But in their hands, the imagery became a metaphor, not for the 
dangers of unfettered power, but of liberal hubris run wild. The sagging jowls, ski-jump 
nose, and heavy five o’clock shadow all became evidence of the lengths to which liberal 
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ideologues, and especially the liberal-controlled media, had been prepared go to in order to 
discredit and remove from power the President of the United States. 
Block’s depiction of Richard Nixon and, later, of his administration and the 
Watergate scandal had highlighted a deep partisan split that was becoming all too evident 
across the country. His cartoons were not the cause of this increasingly acrimonious and 
partisan atmosphere, but they provided an important rallying call for the agendas of both 
sides of the country’s political divide. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
When Richard Nixon resigned on August 9, 1974, Block was 64 years old and 
enjoying a renewed level of influence and popularity. Just six days later, the cartoonist took a 
month-long vacation from his duties at the Post to write the book that would help cement 
his reputation as one of the first and most powerful critics of Nixon’s life and career. A self-
celebratory account of his long antagonistic relationship with Nixon, Herblock Special Report, 
recounts how Nixon partisans, dating back to his tenure as Vice President, had liked to claim 
that critics, like Block, “who questioned Nixon’s fitness for public office had some 
mysterious quirk. The problem was not with him—it was with us.” The book repudiated 
that claim, outlining the litany of offenses that Nixon had committed against the American 
people and reveling in the irony that a man whose career had been launched because of his 
efforts to expel “subversive” elements from American government had himself been 
condemned for actions “subversive of constitutional government.”1 Reviewers lavished praise 
on Block and his cartoons, noting his prescience in opposing Nixon so early and declaring 
“It is the public’s good fortune that Herblock was where he was when he was and the 
public’s good fortune that he put together this record. Long after [the names of various 
Watergate actors] have receded behind the curtains of time, this book will be consulted by 
our descendants who will want to know what it was all about.”2 
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Block also found himself fielding a steady stream of invitations asking for interviews 
and personal appearances. Ever a proponent of the importance of having an engaged press 
that would stand up for what was right, in the few of these requests that he granted, he urged 
his fellow citizens and journalists to remain ever vigilant against the next threat to American 
democracy, whatever criticisms they faced from those whose corruption and misdeeds they 
were pursuing. “Every fight is a new fight,” he declared in a December 1975 speech delivered 
at a fundraiser for the liberal publications The Nation and The Progressive, “and each time the 
non-complacent part of the press is viewed with suspicion.” Later in the same speech, he 
decried the increasingly common trend of massive corporations purchasing local newspapers 
and replacing their news and editorial content with syndicated material that both served to 
commoditize the news and reflected the often conservative biases of those new owners. “In 
the United States today,” he complained, “there are many states in which there are no 
competing newspaper ownerships in any city. If you travel around the country, you come 
across newspapers which publish columns that run the gamut from pro-Reagan to pro-
Ford.”3 For a man who spent much of his career denying that he wore a partisan label, this 
was a remarkably candid statement of his own political prejudices and beliefs. 
His protests not withstanding, analysis of Block’s corpus of cartoons reveals a clear 
liberal and Democratic Party bias. Much of his career has been defined by a handful of key 
cartoons and events that have obscured the evolution of his own views. This study has 
offered a new way of analyzing the work of a visual artist such as Block. By providing a 
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model of how to use an entire corpus—rather than a sample of individual images—as the 
basis of analysis it has been possible to trace how the views expressed in his cartoons 
developed and changed over time. Block’s cartoons stand as powerful testaments to the 
priorities, concerns, and challenges of postwar liberalism. Yet one of the many ironies of 
Block’s career is that, although he considered himself a spokesperson for the average 
working-class American, he had a remarkably limited concept of what those Americans 
looked like and believed in.  
It is notable that the cartoons he drew between 1946 and 1976 rarely depicted 
women outside of very clearly defined gender roles in which they are granted no agency of 
their own, while African Americans, whose fight for equality occupied much of Block’s 
attention but make remarkably few appearances, are similarly depicted as props to be acted 
upon by either benevolent or hateful whites. Other minorities, such as Latinos and Native 
Americans are entirely absent from his cartoons, except on very rare occasions when Block 
used racial stereotypes as a visual shorthand to make a point to his readers. His stereotype of 
the white southerner as an uneducated, violent, racist, meanwhile, left little room for nuance 
or understanding of the poverty or hardships faced by many Americans living in the region 
in the postwar era. In fact, his conception of the “common man,” was essentially a portrait of 
himself and those who he imagined to be the primary readers of his cartoons at the 
Washington Post: educated, middle class, Caucasian males. 
In keeping with his belief that it was his primary responsibility as an editorial 
cartoonist to stand up against forces that would subjugate the rights of ordinary Americans 
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for their own benefit and self-interests, the primary focus of Block’s cartoons was America’s 
political and business elites. But the effect of this focus was to privilege the actions of the 
nation’s white establishment—the president, the legislature, the Supreme Court, and the 
governors—and to portray them as the men responsible for change in America. Like most 
historians of his generation, Block understood the primary makers and influencers of history 
to be political leaders and those in charge of the government’s institutions and bureaucracy, 
not the people themselves who agitated for changes and reforms to transform American 
society for the better. This is especially noticeable in his depiction of events such as the Civil 
Rights Movement, where he eschewed any engagement with the priorities of either local or 
national African American activists to instead focus on the actions of white politicians and 
southerners. 
Block’s liberalism was the defining characteristic of his career, making him a 
celebrated defender of Americans’ rights to those who shared his sensibilities and a hated and 
vindictive purveyor of lies to his detractors. Yet Block’s legacy is in some ways built on as 
shaky a platform as the one he depicted the followers of McCarthy dragging the Republican 
Party towards in March 1950. Indeed, perhaps his greatest professional claim was that he was 
the originator of the term McCarthyism. Yet it seems clear that the inspiration for the March 
1950 cartoon in which it first appeared likely came from the pages of the Christian Science 
Monitor. Similarly, many of his most significant depictions of Richard Nixon found earlier 
inspiration in the words of liberal politicians and commentators before being transformed 
into lasting visual metaphors for these politician’s abuses of power. Even so, these facts do 
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not take away from the impact that Block’s cartoons had on his imagined community of 
readers as his work was highly effective at creating visual images that helped shape and make 
liberal ideology. Indeed, his cartoons popularized liberalism by creating symbols and imagery 
that resonated with his readers to reinforce their own beliefs and prejudices. Even today, over 
a decade after his death from pneumonia at the age of 91, Block’s cartoons continue to raise 
partisan hackles. 
In June 2013, the American Film Institute hosted a gala reception in Washington, 
D.C. to mark the release of the documentary film Herblock: The Black & The White.4 
Interviewed in the film, and providing glowing commentary of Block’s cartoons, were such 
media figures as television journalists Bob Schieffer and Tom Brokaw, the Washington Post’s 
Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward, fellow cartoonist Jules Feiffer, and television satirists Jon 
Stewart and Lewis Black. Although reviewers were uncertain about a narrative device in 
which an actor portrayed Block in order to provide a linking narrative that was based 
primarily on extracts from Block’s autobiography, the film was generally well received by 
critics. Typical was Time’s David Von Drehle, who declared that “Block belongs on the short 
list of the greatest journalists of the 20th century, even though he rarely wrote more than a 
few words at a time and worked in a cluttered office far from distant battlefields.”5 Others, 
however, were less complimentary. Despite unintentionally highlighting the impact that his 
cartoons had by pointing out that Joseph McCarthy was considered “ruggedly handsome” 
                                                   
4 Herblock: The Black & The White, Dir. Michael Stevens. The Stevens Company. 2013. 
5 David Von Drehle, “The Man Who Made Presidents Cringe: HBO’s Herblock,” Time, January 27, 2014. 
Available online at http://entertainment.time.com/2014/01/27/hbo-documentary-herblock-profiles-cartoonist-
who-made-presidents-cringe/ 
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until Block began to portray him as “a perpetually sweaty ape-man,” the National Review, for 
example, deplored what it described as the efforts of the film-makers efforts to “deify” a man 
for whom “maliciousness was [at] the very heart and soul of his creativity.” The Weekly 
Standard, meanwhile, used its review of the film as an opportunity to dismiss Block as a 
talentless “court jester to a class of complacent and powerful people who pretended to value 
the outrageous, the irreverent, the fearless, … [whose] only genuine qualification was that he 
hated the right people.”6 
That his work is still able to generate such impassioned responses is testament to the 
enduring visual impact of Block’s cartoons. 
                                                   
6 Andrew Ferguson, “Washington’s Blockheads: The Perpetual Adulation of Herblock,” The Weekly Standard, 
February 10, 2014, Vol. 19, N. 21. Available online at http://www.weeklystandard.com/articles/washington-s-
blockheads_776014.html; Jeet Heer, “Herblock Was a Fine Political Cartoonist. Liberals Don't Need to Deify 
Him,” New Republic, January 26, 2014. Available online at http://www.newrepublic.com/article/116345/hbo-
documentary-herblock-deifies-liberal-cartoonist 
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APPENDIX A: 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Political cartoons are highly complicated documents into which are embedded 
multiple levels of context and meaning. Although it would be possible to analyze individual 
cartoons—or even a small sample of representative cartoons—by hand, it would be 
exceedingly hard to do so when working with a corpus of the size of the one used in this 
study. As a result, I have developed a methodology for cataloguing each of the 8,480 
cartoons drawn by Block between January 1, 1946 and December 31, 1976 that not only 
provides an opportunity to describe each cartoon’s content and context but also exposes the 
cartoons, and the corpus as a whole, to analysis by digital technologies. 
The basis of my work is the collection of cartoons made available in digital form in 
the 2009 publication Herblock: The Life and Work of the Great Political Cartoonist. 1 Edited 
by Haynes Johnson and Harry L. Katz, this work includes a DVD that contains the vast 
majority of Block’s published cartoons in PDF format. Unfortunately, this publication 
contains minor gaps and other errors in its coverage. For example, the publications omits 
cartoons such as January 29, 1946’s “I Got No Control Over Myself”; March 16, 1949’s 
“Fruits of Victory”; and even Block’s first published cartoon with the Washington Post, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Haynes Johnson and Harry L. Katz, eds. Herblock: The Life and Work of the Great Political Cartoonist. New 
York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2009. 
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January 3, 1946’s “Brother, I’ll Show You How To Split Something Big!”2 In other 
instances, cartoons were listed with incorrect publication dates or appear in the published 
PDF twice.3 To overcome these gaps and errors, and to ensure the accuracy of my corpus, 
the cartoons collected by Johnson and Katz have been meticulously checked against the daily 
edition of the Washington Post, resulting in the identification of an additional twenty 
cartoons that were omitted from Johnson and Katz’s collection. 
Once these cartoons were identified and the complete corpus assembled, they were 
imported into a Filemaker database and tagged based upon a series of characteristics.4 Basic 
information that was added to each cartoon included its date of original publication and the 
formal title Block gave the cartoon (cartoons without a title were indicated as “[Untitled]”). 
Next, cartoons were tagged with each of the characters—whether real or symbolic—depicted 
in them and assigned a “major subject” to highlight the main theme with which Block is 
engaging or commenting upon within the cartoon. Since a single cartoon might be 
embedded with multiple subjects and themes, each cartoon is also tagged with multiple 
“additional” subjects. Each of these tags draws upon a controlled vocabulary of characters 
and topics to ensure that similar themes are grouped together, while still allowing for nuance 
in the description of specific events that are depicted. For example, Block’s July 24, 1966 
cartoon “What Do You Think This Is, Some Kind Of Great Society Or Something?” 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Herbert Block, “I Got No Control Over Myself,” The Washington Post (hereafter WP), January 29, 1946: 6; 
Herbert Block, “Fruits of Victory,” WP, March 16, 1949: 16; Herbert Block, “Brother, I’ll Show You How To 
Split Something Big!” WP, January 3, 1946: 8. 
3 Examples of the latter occurrence include the cartoon “Snafu,” which is listed as having been published on 
both January 9, 1946 and February 10, 1946 (albeit with the alternative title “STUCK.”) 
4 Simon Appleford, Herblock Cartoon Database, 1946–1976. Digital database in possession of author. 
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juxtaposes Lyndon Johnson’s escalation of military spending in the Vietnam War with his 
unwillingness to endorse spending increases in support of urban and education programs. 
Consequently, this cartoon is tagged with a Major Subject of “Johnson Administration” 
because of its focus on the administration’s policies, but its list of Additional Subjects 
includes topics such as “Vietnam War,” “Great Society,” “Military Spending,” “Education,” 
“Urban Issues,” and “Johnson, Lyndon B.” In addition, cartoons were also tagged with 
information related to where the events being commented upon occurred, a brief description 
of the cartoon, a transcription of any text that is presented in the cartoon, a link (where 
available) to the Library of Congress record for the cartoon, and additional organizational 
tags that allow the cartoons to be searched based on whether or not they include depictions 
of women, African Americans, or Southerners. Additionally, each “real” person depicted in a 
cartoon was given additional metadata, describing personal characteristics such as dates of 
birth and death, place of birth, political affiliation, and race. In total, there are 2,301 subjects 
and 1,280 individual characters depicted across the corpus. A full list of the characters and 
subjects that appear in these cartoons is provided in Appendix B: List of Subjects and 
Appendix C: List of Characters, while the database layout that was used to catalog each 
cartoon during this process is illustrated in Figure A.1.5 
Once the cataloguing of each cartoon was completed, the data was exported from 
Filemaker into formats suitable for analysis with computational tools. Initially, data was 
exported into a plain .csv file, which was then converted into a JSON file. The metadata for  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 A full listing of each cartoon’s date of initial publication, the title, and the major subject is available for 
download from https://github.com/apl4d/offensive-weapons/tree/master/data 
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Figure A.1. Filemaker database layout that was used to tag and catalog each cartoon in the corpus. The data 
shown is for the July 24, 1966 cartoon “What Do You Think This Is, Some Kind Of Great Society Or 
Something?” 
 
the previously described “What Do You Think This Is, Some Kind Of Great Society Or 
Something?” cartoon of July 24, 1966 exported into JSON format is shown in Figure A.2. 
With the metadata exported in this way, it becomes possible to analyze and visualize 
the cartoons to reveal details that are otherwise hidden by the sheer scale of the corpus being 
explored. Appendix D and E provide details of two specific types of visualization that have 
been produced in support of this analysis, while all code and data generated for this project is 
available for download from https://github.com/apl4d/offensive-weapons. 
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{ 
  "cartoon_id": "1966-07-24", 
  "date": "Sun, 24 Jul, 1966", 
  "title": "What Do You Think This Is, Some Kind Of Great Society Or 
Something?", 
  "character": ["Lyndon B Johnson", "Congress"], 
  "maj_sub": "Johnson Administration", 
  "add_sub": ["Government Spending", "Great Society", "Education", 
"Urban Issues", "Congress", "Vietnam War", "Military Spending", "Great 
Society--Failure", "Johnson, Lyndon B."], 
  "theme": "Domestic Policy", 
  "location": "Washington, DC", 
  "description": "Political cartoon depicting Lyndon Johnson, who is 
clutching a giant book labeled “Military Spending,” reacting angrily to 
a modest proposal from Congress for increases in Urban and Education 
Programs.", 
  "add_text": "Proposed increases in Urban and Education Programs", 
  "loc": "http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2012637341/" 
}, 
Figure A.2. Example JSON file detailing the metadata attached to the July 24, 1966 cartoon “What Do You 
Think This Is, Some Kind Of Great Society Or Something?” 
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APPENDIX B: 
LIST OF SUBJECTS 
 
16th Street Baptist Church Bombing 
18-Minute Gap 
1954 Geneva Accords 
1956 Grand Canyon Mid-Air Collision 
1968 Chicago Convention Riots 
20-Year Plan 
25th Amendment 
38th Parallel 
Abadan Crisis 
Abdication 
ABM System 
Abortion 
Academy Awards 
Acheson, Dean G 
Adams, Sherman 
Adamson, Ernie 
Adenauer, Konrad 
Administration Appointments 
Administration Programs 
Adoula, Cyrille 
Advertising 
Afghanistan 
AFL-CIO 
Africa 
African Scholarship Students 
Afro-Asian Conference 
Agency for International Development 
Agnew, Spiro T 
Agricultural Policies 
Agricultural Subsidies 
Aiken, George 
Air Quality 
Air Travel 
Airports 
Al Capp 
al Saud, Saud bin Abdulaziz 
Alabama 
Alaska 
Albania 
Albany Movement 
Albert, Carl 
Alcohol 
Alcorn, Meade 
Alford, Dale 
Alfred E Neuman 
Algeria 
Algerian Revolution 
Algiers 
“Alice in Wonderland” 
Alien and Sedition Laws, 1798 
Aliens 
Alioto, Joseph 
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Allen, George 
Allen, James E 
Allen, Leo E 
Allende, Salvador 
Alliance for Progress 
Aluminum 
Ambassador 
American Bar Association 
American Bicentennial 
American Civil Liberties Union 
American Civil War 
American Embassy 
American Federation of Labor 
American Federation of Musicians 
American History 
American Legion 
American Medical Association 
American Poverty 
American Prestige Abroad 
American Revolution 
Americans for Democratic Action 
Ancien Regime 
Ancient Rome 
Anderson, Clinton P 
Anderson, Jack 
Anderson, Robert B 
Anderson, William 
Andrews, T Coleman 
Anglo-American Loan 
Angola 
“Animal Farm” 
Anti-Administration Protests 
Anti-American Sentiment 
Anti-Communism 
Anti-Party Group Affair 
Anti-Petrillo Bill 
Anti-Sedition Laws 
Anti-Semitism 
Anti-Trust Laws 
Anti-Union Legislation 
Antiaircraft Missiles 
Apartheid 
Apollo Program 
Appeasement 
Arafat, Yasser 
Argentina 
Arkansas 
Armed Forces Merger 
Arms Controls 
Arms Race 
Army Corps of Engineers 
Army-McCarthy Hearings 
Arnall, Ellis 
Ashland Oil 
Askey, E Vincent 
Aspinall, Wayne N 
Assassination 
Astin, Allen V 
Atlantic Coast International Penguin 
Class Regata 
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Atom Bomb 
Atomic Energy 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Atomic Weapons 
Attacks 
Attempted Assassination 
Attica Correctional Facility 
Attlee, Clement 
Attorney General 
Auchincloss, James C 
Austerity 
Austin, Warren R 
Austria 
Automation 
Automotive Industry 
Azerbaijan 
B-1 Bomber 
B-52 Bomber 
Babe Ruth 
Baghdad Pact, 1958 
Baker, Robert G 
Balk, Alfred 
Ball, George W 
Bangladesh 
Banking 
Barkley, Alben W 
Barkley, Jane Hadley 
Barnett, Ross 
Barrett, Robert J 
Baruch, Bernard 
Baseball 
Basketball 
Batista, Fulgencio 
Batman 
Bay of Pigs 
Beard, Dita D 
Beatniks 
Beck, Dave 
Belgium 
Belgrade Resolutions 
Bell, Alexander Graham 
Bell, Griffin B 
Ben-Gurion, David 
Bender, George H 
Benson, Ezra Taft 
Benton, William 
Bentsen, Lloyd 
Bergman, Ingrid 
Beriya, Lavrentiy 
Berlin 
Berlin Airlift 
Berlin Wall 
Bermuda Triangle 
Bernadotte, Folke 
Berryman, Clifford K 
Bevan, Aneurin 
Bevin, Ernest 
Biao, Lin 
Biblical Allusion 
Bidault, Georges 
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Biemiller, Andrew J 
Big 3 Conference, 1950 
Big 3 Conference, 1953 
Big 4 Conference, 1946 
Big 4 Conference, 1947 
Big 4 Conference, 1949 
Big 4 Conference, 1954 
Big Ben 
Big Government 
Bigotry 
Bilbo, Theodore G 
Bill of Rights 
Billboards 
Biological Weapons 
Bipartisanship 
Birmingham Campaign 
Birth 
“Black Beauty” 
Birth Control 
Black Panthers 
Black Power 
Black September 
Black, Hugo 
Blacklists 
Blackmun, Harry 
Blaik, Earl H 
Blakley, William A 
Block, Herbert 
Blockade 
Blount, Winton 
Bogan, Gerald F 
Boggs, Hale 
Bohlen, Charles E 
Bolivia 
Bolling, Richard 
Bomb 
Bombings 
“Bonanza” 
Bonaparte, Napoleon 
Bond, Julian 
Bonn Government 
Bonnie and Clyde 
Book Burning 
Book Deals 
Boren, Lyle 
Bosch, Juan D 
Boston Globe 
Boston Tea Party 
Boutwell, Albert 
Bowles, Chester 
Bowling 
Boxing 
Boycott 
Boyle, William M 
Br’er Rabbit 
Bradley, Omar 
Brandt, Willy 
Brannan Plan 
Brannan, Charles F 
Brazil 
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Break-In 
Brewster, Ralph Owen 
Brezhnev, Leonid 
Bribes 
Bricker Amendment 
Bricker, John W 
Bridges, Henry Styles 
Bridges, Ruby 
British Commonwealth 
British Steel Industry 
Broadway 
Browder v Gayle 
Brown v Board of Education 
Brown, George S 
Brown, Jerry 
Brown, Pat 
Brownell, Herbert 
Brownell, Samuel 
Buchanan, Frank 
Buchanon, James 
Buddhist Crisis 
Buffett, Howard H 
Building Costs 
Bulganin, Nikolai 
Bulgaria 
Bundy, McGeorge 
Burch, Dean 
Bureau of Standards 
Burger, Warren E 
Burton, Philip 
Bush, Vannevar 
Butler, Paul 
Butz, Earl 
Buzhardt, J Fred 
Byrd, Harry F 
Byrd, Harry F, Jr 
Byrd, Robert C 
Byrnes, James F 
C-5A 
Cabinet Nomination 
Cabinet Posts 
Caesar, Julius 
Cain, Harry P 
California 
Callaghan, James 
Calley, William 
Calloway, Howard 
Cambodia 
Campaign Contributions 
Campaign Finance 
Campaign Slogans 
Campaign Spending 
Canada 
Cancer Research 
Cannibalism 
Cannon, Clarence 
Cannon, Howard W 
Cape Canaveral 
Capehart, Homer E 
Capital Punishment 
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Capitalism 
Capitol Building 
Carlos, Juan 
Carmichael, Stokely 
Carney, Robert 
Carpenter, Malcolm Scott 
Carpetbagging 
Carr, Frank 
Carroll, John A 
Carswell, G. Harrold 
Carter Administration 
Carter, Jimmy 
Cartoon Tropes--”Smithsonovitch” 
Cartoon Tropes--Dame Rumor 
Cartoon Tropes--Mr. Atom 
Cartoon Tropes--Sewer 
Casablanca 
Case Anti-Labor Bill 
Case, Clifford P 
Case, Francis H 
Castro, Fidel 
Castro, Raul 
Casualties 
Catholicism 
Caudle, T Lamar 
Caveman 
CBS 
Cease-Fire Violations 
Ceausescu, Nicolae 
Celler, Emanuel 
Censorship 
Centennial 
Centralia Mine Disaster 
Ceylon 
Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Chamber of Commerce 
Chambers, Whittaker 
Channing, Carol 
Chapin, Dwight 
Chapman, Oscar L 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Checkers Speech 
Chemical Weapons 
Chess 
Chicago Seven 
Chile 
China Papers 
Chinese Aggression 
Chinese Civil War 
Chinese Communist Party 
Chotiner, Murray 
Christie, Agatha 
Christmas 
Chun, Chang 
Church, Frank 
Churches 
Churchill, Winston 
Chuyen, Thai Khac 
CIA 
Cinderella 
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Citizen’s Councils 
Civil Aeronautics Authority 
Civil Defense 
Civil Liberties 
Civil Rights 
Civil Rights Act of 1963 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 
Civil Rights Act of 1968 
Civil Rights Commission 
Civil Rights Legislation 
Civil Rights Movement 
Civil Service 
Civilian Casualties 
Civilian Production Administration 
Clapp, Gordon R 
Clark, James 
Clark, Joseph S 
Clark, Mark 
Clark, Ramsey 
Classified Materials 
Clay Shaw Trial 
Clay, Cassius 
Clay, Lucius D 
Cleaver, Eldridge 
Clemency 
Clemson University 
Clifford, Clark 
Climate Change 
Cloture 
Clowns 
Coal Industry 
Cohn, Roy 
Colby, William 
Cold War 
Cole, W Sterling 
Coleman, James P 
Coleman, William T 
College Tuition 
Colleges 
Collins, LeRoy 
Colmer, William M 
Colson, Charles F 
Colson, Charles W 
Columbia University 
Columbia Valley Authority 
Columbians, Inc. 
Columbus, Christopher 
Commandments 
Commission on Foreign Economic Policy 
Commission on Organization of the 
Executive Branch of the Government 
Committee of Three 
Committee on House Administration 
Commodity Credit Corporation 
Communism 
Communism Abroad 
Concorde 
Conditioned Reflex 
Condon, Edward U 
Confederacy 
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Confederate Flag 
Conference of American States 
Conference of Heads of State or 
Government of Non-Aligned 
Countries 
Confirmation Hearings 
Conflicts of Interest 
Congress 
Congress of Industrial Organizations 
Congress of Racial Equality 
Congressional Adjournment 
Congressional Elections, 1946 
Congressional Elections, 1948 
Congressional Elections, 1950 
Congressional Elections, 1952 
Congressional Elections, 1954 
Congressional Elections, 1956 
Congressional Elections, 1958 
Congressional Elections, 1960 
Congressional Elections, 1962 
Congressional Elections, 1964 
Congressional Elections, 1966 
Congressional Elections, 1968 
Congressional Elections, 1970 
Congressional Elections, 1972 
Congressional Elections, 1974 
Congressional Elections, 1976 
Congressional Ethics 
Congressional Investigations 
Congressional Oversight 
Congressional Reform 
Congressional Reorganization Act, 1946 
Congressional Salaries 
Congressional Seniority System 
Congressional Swearing-In 
Congressional Vacations 
Connally, John 
Connally, Thomas T 
Connelly, Matt 
Connole, William R 
Connor, Bull 
Conrad, Charles 
Conservative Coalition 
Conservatives 
Conspiracies 
Constitutional Amendment 
Construction Industry 
Consumer Credit 
Consumer Labels 
Consumer Prices 
Consumer Protections 
Consumerism 
Contempt 
Convictions 
Cooley, Harold 
Coolidge, Calvin 
Cooper-Church Amendment 
Cooper, John Sherman 
Cooper, L Gordon 
Coplon, Judith 
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Coronation 
Corrupt Practices Act 
Corruption 
Corsi, Edward J 
Costa Rica 
Costello, Frank 
Cotton Interests 
Council of Europe 
Court Martial 
Courts 
Cover-Up 
Covert Activities 
Cowboys 
Cox, Archibald 
Cranston, Alan 
Crawford, Fred L 
Credibility Gap 
Credit Cards 
Crime Control 
Cripps, Stafford 
Criticism of President 
Crockett, Davy 
Crop Shortages 
Cross, Hugh W 
Crump, Edward Hull 
Crusades 
Cuba 
Cuban Aggression 
Cuban Missile Crisis 
Cuban Revolution 
Cultural Revolution 
Culture 
Cyprus 
Czechoslovakia 
D-Day 
Dai, Bao 
Daily Worker 
Dalai Lama 
Daley, Richard J 
Daniel, Price 
Darwin, Charles 
Daughters of the American Revolution 
Davies, John Paton 
Davis, Angela 
Day, Albert M 
Day, J Edward 
Daylight Savings Time 
De Gasperi, Alcide 
de Gaulle, Charles 
De-Stalinization 
Dean, Howard 
Dean, John W 
Debates 
Debt 
Debt Ceiling 
Declaration of Independence 
Defections 
Defense Reorganization Act, 1958 
Defoe, Daniel 
Dekanozov, Vladimir 
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Democracy Abroad 
Democratic Candidate Nomination 
Process 
Democratic Convention 
Democratic Donkey 
Democratic Governors’ Conference 
Democratic National Committee 
Democratic Party 
Demographics 
Demonstrations 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Commerce 
Department of Defense 
Department of Education and Welfare 
Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development 
Department of Interior 
Department of Justice 
Department of Labor 
Department of Transportation 
Department of Urban Affairs 
Deportation 
DeSapio, Carmine 
Desegregation 
Detente 
Deterrent 
Devaluation 
Dewey, Thomas 
Dickens, Charles 
Dictatorship(s) 
Dilas, Milovan 
Dillon, C Douglas 
Dinosaurs 
Dirksen, Everett M 
DiSalle, Michael 
Disappearance 
Disarmament Talks 
Disclosures 
Discovery of America 
Disney Characters 
Displaced Persons Act, 1948 
Dixiecrats 
Dixon-Yates Contract 
Doctors’ Plot 
Dodd, Francis T 
Dodd, Thomas 
Dodge, Joseph 
Doerfer, John C 
Dole, Robert 
Domestic Programs 
Domestic Spying 
Dominican Republic 
Domino Theory 
“Don Quixote” 
Donaldson, Jesse M 
Donation 
Donegan, Thomas J 
Donne, John 
Douglas, Helen 
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Douglas, James H 
Douglas, Paul H 
Douglas, William O 
Dracula 
Draft Act 
Dressmakers 
Drinking Water 
Drug Addiction 
Drug Companies 
Drug Policy 
Dryden, Hugh 
Dubcek, Alexander 
Dulles, Allen 
Dulles, John F 
Durkin, Martin P 
Duvalier, Francois 
Dworshak, Henry 
Eagleton, Thomas 
East Germany 
Easter 
Eastern Europe 
Eastland, James 
Eaton, Cyrus 
Economic Cooperation Administration 
Economic Inequality 
Economic Policy 
Economic Stabilization Act 
Economic Stabilization Agency 
Economic Summit 
Economy 
Edelin, Kenneth C 
Eden, Anthony 
Education 
Education Bill, 1961 
Egypt 
Egyptian Mummy 
Egyptian Revolution, 1952 
Ehrlichman, John 
Einstein, Albert 
Eisenhower Administration 
Eisenhower-Benson Farm Policy 
Eisenhower, Dwight D 
Eisenhower, Milton S 
El Salvador 
Election Fraud 
Elections Abroad 
Electoral College 
Electoral Reform 
Electric Companies 
Ellender, Allen J 
Ellsberg, Daniel 
Ellsworth, Robert F 
Emancipation Proclamation 
Emergency Immigration Act, 1953 
Emmanuel, Victor 
Emperor’s New Clothes 
Employment 
Employment Act of 1946 
Endorsement 
Enemies List 
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Energy Crisis 
Energy Policy 
Enewetak Atoll 
Enlai, Zhou 
Environmental Concerns 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Equal Employment Opportunities 
Equal Rights 
Ericson, Leif 
Ervin, Sam 
Espionage 
Estes, Billie Sol 
Estonia 
Ethiopia 
Europe 
European Common Market 
European Currency Crisis 
European Defence Community 
European Economic Community 
European Economic Conference 
“Everything You Always Wanted To 
Know About Sex” 
Evidence 
Evolution 
Excise Taxes 
Executions 
Executive Order 
Executive Order 9835 - Loyalty Program 
Executive Power 
Executive Privilege 
Exile 
Extremism 
F-14 Program 
F1-11 Program 
Fair Deal 
Fair Employment Practices Commission 
Fair Housing 
Fairy Tale Allusion 
Fall of Saigon 
Fall, Albert B 
Family Values 
Famine 
Farley, James 
Fascism 
Fatalities 
Faubus, Orval 
Faulk, John Henry 
Faure, Edgar 
FBI 
Feathers 
February Revolution 
Federal Aid 
Federal Aid Highway Act, 1956 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Communications Commission 
Federal Energy Administration 
Federal Government 
Federal Law 
Federal Power Commission 
Federal Price Commission 
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Federal Reserve 
Federal Trade Commission 
Federation of Nations 
Feldman, Myer 
Ferguson, Homer S 
Filibusters 
Film Reference 
Financial Disclosures 
Finch, Robert 
Finland 
Fireside Chats 
Firings 
First Indochina War 
First World War 
Fitzsimmons, Frank 
Five Percenters Scandal 
Flanders, Ralph 
Flanigan, Peter M 
Flood Insurance 
Flu Outbreak 
Flying Saucers 
Food 
Food and Drug Administration 
Food and Organizational Conference 
Food Shortages 
Food Stamps 
Football 
Forbes, Malcolm 
Ford Administration 
Ford Motor Company 
Ford, Betty 
Ford, Gerald 
Ford, Henry 
Ford, Henry, II 
Foreign Aid 
Foreign Arms Sales 
Foreign Correspondent’s Association 
Foreign Exchange 
Foreign Invasion 
Foreign Policy 
Foreign Travel 
Forest Hills 
Forgery 
Former European Colonies 
Former Presidents 
Forrestal, James 
Fortas, Abe 
Fortune Tellers 
Four Power Paris Summit 
Fourth of July 
Fowler, Henry 
France 
Franco, Francisco 
Frankenstein 
Franklin, Benjamin 
Freedom of Speech 
Freedom Rides 
Freeman, Orville L 
French Aggression 
French and Indian War 
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French Army Revolt, 1958 
French Franc 
French National Assembly 
French Revolution 
Freud, Sigmund 
Fuel Efficiency 
Fulbright, J William 
Full Employment Bill 
Furness, Betty 
Gabrielson, Guy G 
Gaffes 
Gagarin, Yuri 
Gaillard, Felix 
Gaither Report 
Gaither, Horace R 
Gaitskell, Hugh 
Galileo 
Gambling 
Gandhi, Indira 
Gandhi, Mahatma 
Gangsters 
Gardner, Arthur 
Gardner, John W. 
Garrison, James 
Gas 
Gas Station 
Gates, Thomas S 
Gavin, James M 
Gemini Program 
General Electric 
General Motors 
Geneva Summit, 1955 
Geneva Summit, 1959 
Geneva Summit, 1961 
George III 
George VI 
George, Walter F 
Georgia 
Germ Warfare 
Germany 
Gettysburg Address 
Ghana 
Ghettos 
Gibraltor 
Gilbert and Sullivan 
Gillette-Hennings Committee 
Girl Scouts of America 
Gizenga, Antoine 
Glenn, John H 
Gluck, Maxwell H 
Goa 
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“The Towering Inferno” 
Thieu, Nguyen Van 
Third Party Politics 
Thomas, Charles S 
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Thomas, Elmer 
Thomas, John Parnell 
Thompson, Melvin E 
Three Governor’s Controversy 
Thurmond, Strom 
Tibet 
Times Film Corp. v. Chicago 
Timmerman, George Bell 
TIROS-1 
Tito, Josip Broz 
Tobacco Industry 
Tobey, Charles W 
Tobin, Maurice J 
Toure, Ahmed Sekou 
Tourism 
Tower, John 
Tractors for Freedom 
Trade War 
Trans World Airlines 
Transcripts 
Trash 
Trials 
Trieste 
Trojan Horse 
Troop Withdrawals 
Trucking Lobby 
Trudeau, Pierre 
Trujillo Molina, Rafael 
Truman Administration 
Truman, Harry S. 
Truth Squads 
Tse-Tung, Mao 
Tshombe, Moise 
Tsunami 
Tuck, William M 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
Turner, Carl C 
Tuskegee 
Tydings, Millard E 
U-2 Incident 
Udall, Morris 
Udall, Stewart 
Ulam, Stanislaw 
Ulbricht, Walter 
UN Building 
Uncle Sam 
Under Secretary of the Navy 
Undertaker 
Unemployment 
UNICEF 
Unification 
Unions 
United Arab Republic 
United Auto Workers 
United Mine Workers of America 
United Nations 
United Nations Bond Plan 
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation 
Administration 
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United Nations Security Council 
United States Armed Forces 
United States Army Provost Marshal 
General 
United States Assistant Secretary of State 
for Security and Consular Affairs 
United States Bonds 
United States Bureau of Reclamation 
United States Capitol Shooting, 1954 
United States Court of Appeals 
United States Draft 
United States Flag 
United States Foreign Information 
Program 
United States Housing Expediter 
United States Information Agency 
United States Military Academy 
United States Navy 
United States Postal Service 
United States Treasury 
United Steelworkers of America 
University of California 
University of Georgia 
University of Mississippi 
“Unsafe At Any Speed” 
Upper Classes 
Urban Disorders 
Urban Issues 
Urban Populations 
US Bases 
US Budget 
US Constitution 
US Customs 
US Dollar 
US Economy 
US Population 
US Visa 
US-Yugoslav Crisis, 1946 
Usery, William, Jr. 
USS Missouri 
USS Nautilus 
USS Pueblo 
Vail, Richard B 
Valachi, Joseph 
Valenti, Jack 
Vampires 
Van Fleet, James A 
Vance, Cyrus R 
Vandenberg, Hoyt S 
Vandenburg, Arthur H 
Vare, William S 
Vaughan, Harry H 
Velde, Harold H 
Venus 
Verwoerd, Hendrik 
Veterans 
Veterans Administration 
Vice Presidency 
Vietcong 
Vietnam 
Vietnam War 
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Vietnamization 
Vigilantism 
Vincent, John Carter 
Vinson, Carl 
Vinson, Frederick M 
Virginia 
Voice of America 
Volpe, John A 
Volunteers 
von Braun, Wernher 
Voodoo 
Vorster, John 
Voter Intimidation 
Voting Age 
Voting Rights 
Voting Rights Act, 1965 
Vulture 
Vyshinsky, Andrey 
Wafdist Party 
Wages 
Wagner, Robert F 
Walker, Edwin A 
Wallace, George 
Wallace, Henry A 
Walter, Francis E 
War 
War Crimes 
War Industry 
War on Poverty 
Warren Commission 
Warren Court 
Warren, Earl 
Warren, Gerald L 
Warsaw Talks 
Washington DC 
Washington Post 
Washington, George 
Washington, Walter 
Water Quality 
Water Resources 
Watergate 
Watergate Special Prosecutor 
Watkins, Arthur V 
Watts 
Ways and Means Committee 
Weather 
Weather Bureau 
Webb, James E 
Weddings 
Weeks, Sinclair 
Welch, Robert W 
Welfare Programs 
Welker, Herman 
Wenzell, Adolph E 
West Germany 
West Point Scandal 
Westwood, Jean 
Wheeler, Burton Kendall 
Wheeler, Earle G 
Wheeling Speech 
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Wherry, Kenneth S 
White Flight 
White House 
“White House Gang” 
White House Press Room 
White on Black Violence 
White Supremacy 
White, Harry Dexter 
Whitten, Leslie H 
Whittington, William 
Wickersham, Victor 
Wiley, Alexander 
William Tell 
Williams, John J 
Williams, Tennessee 
Willis, Edwin E 
Willoughby, Charles 
Wilson, Charles E 
Wilson, Harold 
Wilson, Woodrow 
Wiretapping 
Wirtz, W Willard 
Wisconsin 
Wolcott, Jesse P 
Wolfson, Louis E 
Woll, Matthew 
Women’s Strike for Peace 
Wood, John Stephens 
Woodcock, Leonard 
Woods, Rose Mary 
Woods, Tighe 
World Bank 
World Court of Human Rights 
World Economy 
World Festival of Youth and Students 
World Health Organization 
World Hunger 
World Population 
World Stability 
World Trade 
Wrestling 
Wright, Fielding Lewis 
Write-In Votes 
Wyatt, Wilson W. 
Xuan, Tran Le (Madame Nhu) 
Yablonski, Joseph 
Yalta 
Yalta Papers 
Yorty, Sam 
Young, Coleman 
Youngdahl, Luther 
Yugoslavia 
Zanzibar 
Zhukov, Georgy 
Ziegler, Ron 
Zorin, Valerian  
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APPENDIX C: 
LIST OF CHARACTERS 
 
 “Real” Characters Appearing in Herblock Cartoons, 1946–1976 
A Willis Robertson 
A. S. Mike Monroney 
Abba Schwartz 
Abe Fortas 
Abraham A Ribicoff 
Abraham Lincoln 
Adam Clayton Powell 
Adlai Stevenson 
Adolf Hitler 
Ahmed Sekou Toure 
Alan Shepard 
Alben W Barkley 
Albert Boutwell 
Albert E Jenner 
Albert Gore 
Albert M Day 
Alcide De Gasperi 
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 
Alexander Dubcek 
Alexander Graham Bell 
Alexander Haig 
Alexander Wiley 
Alexei Kosygin 
Alfredo Stroessner 
Alfried Krupp 
Allen J Ellender 
Anastas I Mikoyan 
Andrei Gromyko 
Andrei Sakharov 
Andrew F Schoeppel 
Andrew J Biemiller 
Andrew J May 
Andrey Vyshinsky 
Aneurin Bevan 
Angela Davis 
Anthony Eden 
Antoine Gizenga 
Antonio de Oliveira 
Salazar 
Anwar Sadat 
Archibald Cox 
Arthur E Summerfield 
Arthur Goldberg 
Arthur H Vandenberg 
Arthur Miller 
Arthur Vivian Watkins 
Arthur W Radford 
Ayub Khan 
B Everett Jordan 
B. Carroll Reece 
Bao Dai 
Barry Goldwater 
Benito Mussolini 
Benjamin Franklin 
Bernard Baruch 
Billie Sol Estes 
Boris Pasternak 
Bourke B Hickenlooper 
Brien McMahon 
Brooks Hays 
Bruno Kreisky 
Bull Connor 
Burton Kendall Wheeler 
C Douglas Dillon 
Calvin Benham Baldwin 
Carl Albert 
Carl Vinson 
Carlton R Sickles 
Carmine DeSapio 
Chang Chun 
Charlayne Hunter 
Charles Abraham Halleck 
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Charles Colson 
Charles Conrad 
Charles de Gaulle 
Charles E Bohlen 
Charles E Potter 
Charles E Wilson 
Charles F Brannan 
Charles H Percy 
Charles Rebozo 
Charles W Sawyer 
Charles W Tobey 
Che Guevara 
Chester Bowles 
Chester W Nimitz 
Chiang Kai-shek 
Christian A Herter 
Christopher Columbus 
Clare Wynn Ross 
Clarence Cannon 
Clarence M Kelley 
Clark Clifford 
Clark MacGregor 
Clement Attlee 
Clement Haynsworth 
Clinton P Anderson 
Coleman Young 
Curtis LeMay 
Cyrille Adoula 
Cyrus Eaton 
Cyrus R. Vance 
Dag Hammarskjold 
Dale Alford 
Daniel A Reed 
Daniel P Moynihan 
Dave Beck 
David Ben-Gurion 
David E Lilienthal 
David Packard 
Dean Acheson 
Dean Burch 
Dean Rusk 
Dmitri Shepilov 
Donald A Quarles 
Douglas MacArthur 
Douglas McKay 
Duong Van Minh 
Dwight D Eisenhower 
Earl Butz 
Earl Warren 
Earle G Wheeler 
Edgar Faure 
Edmund Muskie 
Edward Condon 
Edward Corsi 
Edward H Levi 
Edward H Rees 
Edward Heath 
Edward Hull Crump 
Edward J McCormack 
Edward M Kennedy 
Edward Teller 
Edwin C Johnson 
Edwin E Willis 
Edwin M Martin 
Edwin Pauley 
Egil Krogh 
Elliot Richardson 
Ellis Arnall 
Elmer Thomas 
Emanuel Celler 
Ernest Bevin 
Ernest McFarland 
Ernie Adamson 
Estes Kefauver 
Eugene McCarthy 
Eugene Meyer 
Eugene Talmadge 
Eva Peron 
Everett Dirksen 
Ezra Taft Benson 
F Edward Hebert 
Felix Gaillard 
Fidel Castro 
Fielding Lewis Wright 
Folke Bernadotte 
Frances Perkins 
Francis E Walter 
Francis H Case 
Francis P Carr 
Francis T Dodd 
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Francisco Franco 
Francois Duvalier 
Frank Buchanan 
Frank Costello 
Frank Fitzsimmons 
Frank Hague 
Frank Lausche 
Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, Jr. 
Fred H Ludwig 
Fred Korth 
Fred L Crawford 
Frederick C Smith 
Frederick M Vinson 
Fulgencio Batista 
G Gordon Liddy 
G. Harrold Carswell 
Galileo 
Gamal Abdel Nasser 
George A Smathers 
George Aiken 
George Bell Timmerman 
George C. Marshall 
George E Allen 
George H Bender 
George M Humphrey 
George McGovern 
George Meany 
George P Shultz 
George Romney 
George S Brown 
George W Malone 
George Wallace 
George Washington 
Georges Bidault 
Georges Pompidou 
Georgy Malenkov 
Georgy Zhukov 
Gerald F Bogan 
Gerald Ford 
Gerald L Warren 
Gerald Nye 
Goodwin Knight 
Griffin B Bell 
Guy Gabrielson 
Guy Mollet 
H Alexander Smith 
H R Haldeman 
Haile Selassie 
Hale Boggs 
Hamilton Holmes 
Harley O Staggers 
Harold Himmel Velde 
Harold Knutson 
Harold L Ickes 
Harold Macmillan 
Harold Stassen 
Harold Talbott 
Harold Wilson 
Harry F Byrd 
Harry F Byrd, Jr. 
Harry H Vaughan 
Harry Hopkins 
Harry P Cain 
Harry S Truman 
Heinrich Lubke 
Helen Douglas 
Henrik Shipstead 
Henry A Wallace 
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. 
Henry Dworshak 
Henry Ford, II 
Henry Fowler 
Henry J Taylor 
Henry Kissinger 
Henry M Jackson 
Henry S Ruth 
Henry Styles Bridges 
Herbert Block 
Herbert Brownell 
Herbert H Lehman 
Herbert Hoover 
Herbert Klein 
Herbert Morrison 
Herbert V Evatt 
Herman Talmadge 
Herman Welker 
Hermann J Muller 
Herschel V Johnson 
Ho Chi Minh 
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Homer E Capehart 
Homer S Ferguson 
Howard A Smith 
Howard H Buffett 
Howard Hughes 
Howard W Cannon 
Howard W Smith 
Hubert Humphrey 
Hugh Gaitskell 
Hugh Scott 
Ian Smith 
Imre Nagy 
Indira Gandhi 
Irving M Ives 
J Edgar Hoover 
J Edward Day 
J Fred Buzhardt 
J Howard McGrath 
J Robert Oppenheimer 
J William Fulbright 
Jack Valenti 
Jacob K Javits 
Jacqueline Kennedy 
Jacques Massu 
James A Kilian 
James A Van Fleet 
James C Auchincloss 
James Callaghan 
James D St Clair 
James Eastland 
James F Byrnes 
James Farley 
James H Douglas 
James Hoffa 
James L Almond 
James L Goddard 
James M Landis 
James Madison 
James Meredith 
James P McGranery 
James P Mitchell 
James R Schlesinger 
James V Forrestal 
James W McCord 
Jane Hadley Barkley 
Jawaharial Nehru 
Jean Westwood 
Jesse M Donaldson 
Jesse P Wolcott 
Jim Garrison 
Jimmy Carter 
John A Carroll 
John A Gronouski 
John A Volpe 
John B Hollister 
John C Sawhill 
John Chandler Gurney 
John Connally 
John E. Rankin 
John Ehrlichman 
John F Dulles 
John F Kennedy 
John Glenn 
John Henry Stelle 
John J McCloy 
John J Williams 
John L McClellan 
John L Sullivan 
John L. Lewis 
John Lindsay 
John Marshall Harlan, II 
John McDowell 
John Mitchell 
John P Sears 
John Parnell Thomas 
John Paton Davies, Jr 
John Patterson 
John Profumo 
John Sherman Cooper 
John Sirica 
John Stennis 
John Stephens Wood 
John Taber 
John Tower 
John W Bricker 
John Wesley Snyder 
John William 
McCormack 
Joseph C O’Mahoney 
Joseph Dodge 
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Joseph Kasa-Vubu 
Joseph Laniel 
Joseph McCarthy 
Joseph R Grundy 
Joseph Stalin 
Joseph T Meek 
Joseph W Martin 
Josip Broz Tito 
Juan Carlos 
Juan Peron 
Julian Bond 
Julien Sourwine 
Karl Earl Mundt 
Kenneth B Keating 
Kenneth D McKellar 
Kenneth S Wherry 
Kim Il-sung 
Konrad Adenauer 
Kwame Nkrumah 
L Gordon Cooper 
L Patrick Gray 
L. Mendel Rivers 
Lal Bahadur Shastri 
Laurance Rockefeller 
Laurie Pritchett 
Lawrence O’Brien 
Lazar Kaganovich 
Leif Ericson 
Leo E Allen 
Leo Rover 
Leon Jaworski 
Leonard W Hall 
Leonard Woodcock 
Leonid Brezhnev 
Leopold III 
LeRoy Collins 
Leslie H Whitten 
Lewis B Hershey 
Lewis B Schwellenbach 
Lewis Strauss 
Lin Biao 
Linus Pauling 
Liu Shaoqi 
Lloyd Bentsen 
Lon Nol 
Louis A Johnson 
Louis Wolfson 
Lucius D Clay 
Luther Youngdahl 
Lyndon B Johnson 
Mack Parker 
Mao Tse-tung 
Marcos Perez Jimenez 
Margaret Chase Smith 
Martin Luther King 
Matthew Connelly 
Matthew Woll 
Maurice J Tobin 
Maurice Stans 
McGeorge Bundy 
Melvin E Thompson 
Melvin R Laird 
Michael DiSalle 
Mike Mansfield 
Millard E Tydings 
Milton S Eisenhower 
Mobutu Sese Seko 
Mohammad Mosaddegh 
Mohammad Reza Shah 
Moise Tshombe 
Morris Udall 
Muhammad Naguib 
Murray M Chotiner 
Nagako Kuni 
Neil H McElroy 
Nelson Rockefeller 
Newbold Morris 
Newton N Minow 
Ngo Dinh Diem 
Nguyen Cao Ky 
Nguyen Khanh 
Nguyen Van Thieu 
Nicholas Katzenbach 
Nikita Khrushchev 
Nikolai Bulganin 
Nikolay Shvernik 
Nina Khrushcheva 
Olin Johnston 
Omar Bradley 
Oren Harris 
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Orval Faubus 
Orville L Freeman 
Oscar L Chapman 
Oveta Culp Hobby 
Pablo Picasso 
Pat McCarran 
Patrice Lumumba 
Paul A Porter 
Paul Butler 
Paul H Douglas 
Paul of Greece 
Paul W McCracken 
Peter W Rodino 
Philip Burton 
Philip Jessup 
Philip Murray 
Pierre Mendes-France 
Pierre Salinger 
Pierre Trudeau 
Price Daniel 
R.W. Scott McLeod 
Rafael Trujillo 
Rajendra Prasad 
Rajeshwar Dayal 
Ralph Flanders 
Ralph Nader 
Ralph Owen Brewster 
Ramsey Clark 
Raul Castro 
Raul Roa 
Ray H Jenkins 
Rene Mayer 
Ricardo Perez Godoy 
Richard B Russell 
Richard B Vail 
Richard G Kleindienst 
Richard Helms 
Richard J Daley 
Richard M Simpson 
Richard Nixon 
Robert A Taft 
Robert Allan Shivers 
Robert B Anderson 
Robert C Byrd 
Robert Dole 
Robert E Stripling 
Robert E. Hannegan 
Robert F Wagner 
Robert F. Kennedy 
Robert Finch 
Robert G Baker 
Robert J Barrett 
Robert M La Follette 
Robert McNamara 
Robert S Kerr 
Robert Schuman 
Robert T Stevens 
Robert Tripp Ross 
Robert W Welch 
Roger C Slaughter 
Rogers Morton 
Roman Hruska 
Ron Ziegler 
Ronald Reagan 
Rose Mary Woods 
Ross Barnett 
Roy Cohn 
Ruby Bridges 
Russell Long 
Sam Rayburn 
Sam Yorty 
Samuel Brownell 
Samuel H Kaufman 
Sargent Shriver 
Scott W Lucas 
Sergei Prokofiev 
Sherman Adams 
Sinclair Weeks 
Soong May-ling 
Spiro T Agnew 
Stafford Cripps 
Stanislaw Ulam 
Stewart Udall 
Strom Thurmond 
Stuart Symington 
Sukarno 
Syngman Rhee 
T John Lesinski 
T Lamar Caudle 
Terry Sanford 
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Theodore Gilmore Bilbo 
Thomas C Hennings 
Thomas C Mann 
Thomas E Dewey 
Thomas E Murray 
Thomas J Dodd 
Thomas J Donegan 
Thomas Jefferson 
Thomas Kuchel 
Thomas S Gates 
Thomas S Kleppe 
Thruston B Morton 
Tighe Woods 
Tom C Clark 
Tom Connally 
Tran Le Xuan 
Trygve Lie 
U Thant 
V K Krishna Menon 
Valerian Zorin 
Vannevar Bush 
Victor Emmanuel 
Vyacheslav Molotov 
W Sterling Cole 
W Willard Wirtz 
W. Averell Harriman 
Walter F George 
Walter Hickel 
Walter Reuther 
Walter Ulbricht 
Walter Washington 
Warren E Burger 
Warren R Austin 
Wayne Hays 
Wayne Morse 
Wayne N Aspinall 
Whittaker Chambers 
Wilbur D Mills 
Willard F Libby 
William A Blakley 
William B Saxbe 
William Benton 
William D Ruckelshaus 
William E Colby 
William E Jenner 
William E Simon 
William F Knowland 
William Green 
William H Parker 
William Langer 
William M Boyle 
William M Tuck 
William McChesney 
Martin 
William O Douglas 
William O Mills 
William O’Dwyer 
William P Rogers 
William R Connole 
William Rehnquist 
William T Coleman 
William Usery, Jr. 
William W Scranton 
William Whittington 
Willie Mae Rogers 
Wilson W. Wyatt 
Winston Churchill 
Winton Blount 
Wolf Ladejinsky 
Yakov Malik 
Yasser Arafat 
Yuri Gagarin 
Zhou Enlai 
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“Symbolic” Characters Appearing in Herblock Cartoons, 1946–1976 
ABM Program 
Abortion 
Accusations 
Actors 
Adjournment 
Administration 
Administration 
Spokesperson 
Advertising Lobby 
Aerospace Industry 
AFL-CIO 
Africa 
Aide(s) 
Air Force 
Alabama 
Alaska 
Albania 
Alfred E Neuman 
Algeria 
Alien(s) 
American Bar Association 
American Federation of 
Labor 
American Legion 
American Medical 
Association 
American Privacy 
American Rich 
Anonymous Sources 
Anti-Administration 
Anti-Civil Rights 
Anti-Communism 
Anti-Consumers Lobby 
Anti-Labor Sentiment 
Anti-Loan Agreement 
Anti-Poverty Programs 
Anti-Riot Proposals 
Apartheid 
Argentina 
Argentine Worker(s) 
Arms Control 
Arms Race 
Army Corps of Engineers 
Artist 
Asia 
Astronaut(s) 
AT&T Corp 
Atom 
Atomic Energy 
Commission 
Atomic Power 
Austerity 
Australia 
Automakers 
Automation 
Azerbaijan 
Banking Lobby 
Beatnik(s) 
Belgium 
Bell Telephone 
Berlin 
Big Powers 
Bigotry 
Birth Rates 
Black Market 
Black Power 
Blacklisters 
Bookie 
Boston Politics 
Boxing 
Brazil 
Bricker Amendment 
Britain 
British Conservative 
Party 
British Labour Party 
Broadcasting Industry 
Broker 
Buddhist(s) 
Budget 
Business 
California 
Cambodia 
Cambodians 
Campaign 
Campaign Contributors 
Campaign Finance 
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Campaign Law 
Campaign Spending 
Campaign Worker 
Campus Unrest 
Canada 
Canadian Conservative 
Party 
Candidate(s) 
Capital Punishment 
Carter Campaign 
Caveman 
Censorship 
Chamber of Commerce 
Chemical Companies 
Child(ren) 
Chile 
China 
CIA 
Cigarette Lobby 
Cities 
Civil Aeronautics 
Authority 
Civil Defense 
Civil Liberties 
Civil Rights 
Civilian Production 
Administration 
Civilians 
Civilization 
College Student(s) 
Columbia Valley 
Authority 
Columbians, Inc. 
Commission on CIA 
Activities 
Commission on Violence 
Communist(s) 
Confederacy 
Conference of American 
States 
Conflicts of Interest 
Congo 
Congress 
Congress of Industrial 
Organizations 
Congressional Coalition 
Congressional Districts 
Congressional Procedures 
Congressional 
Reorganization 
Conscience 
Construction Industry 
Consumer Protections 
Consumer Spending 
Consumer(s) 
Convention 
Corruption 
Cosmonauts 
Cotton Interests 
Courts 
Credibility 
Crime 
Crowds 
Cuba 
Currencies 
Czechoslovakia 
Dairy Lobby 
Dalai Lama 
Daughters of the 
American Revolution 
Death 
Debt 
Decay 
Defense Contractor(s) 
Defense Department 
Defense Programs 
Deflation 
Delegate(s) 
Demobilization Program 
Democracy 
Democrat(s) 
Department of 
Agriculture 
Department of 
Commerce 
Department of Health, 
Education, and 
Welfare 
Department of Interior 
Department of Justice 
Department of 
Transportation 
Despair 
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Dictatorship(s) 
Disarmament 
Disclosures 
Disease 
Displaced Persons Act 
Dissent 
District of Columbia 
Dixiecrat(s) 
Dixon-Yates 
Doctor(s) 
Domestic Crisis 
Domestic Needs 
Domestic Programs 
Dominican Republic 
Douglas Committee 
Draft Act 
Dressmakers 
Drug Firms 
Drug Use 
East Europe 
East Germany 
Easter 
Economists 
Economy 
Education 
Egypt 
Egyptian General(s) 
Eisenhower Campaign 
Eisenhower Internal 
Security Program 
Elderly 
Election(s) 
Electoral College 
Electoral Reform 
Electric Companies 
Employment 
Energy Crisis 
Environment 
Environmental 
Protection Agency 
Environmentalist(s) 
Equal Employment 
Equality 
Ethics 
Ethiopia 
Europe 
Evidence 
Executioner 
Executive Branch 
Extremism 
FAA 
Fair Employment 
Practices Commission 
Fanaticism 
Farm Bill 
Farm Surplus 
Farmer(s) 
Fascist(s) 
Fashion 
Father Christmas 
Father Time 
FBI 
FCC 
Fear 
Federal Communications 
Commission 
Federal Government 
Federal Law 
Federal Price 
Commission 
Federal Reserve 
Federal Revenue Sharing 
Federal Trade 
Commission 
Filibuster 
Financial Crisis 
Finland 
Flag Commission 
Flu 
Food and Drug 
Administration 
Food Industry 
Food Shortages 
Football Players 
Ford Campaign 
Ford Foundation 
Foreign Aid 
Foreign Communist(s) 
Foreign Crisis 
Foreign Information 
Program 
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Foreign Policy 
Foreign Service 
Foreign Trade 
Foreigners 
Forest Hills 
France 
Free World 
Freedom 
Freedom of Speech 
Gambler(s) 
Georgia 
Germany 
Glassboro, NJ 
GNP 
Goa 
Goldwater Campaign 
Government Employee(s) 
Government Secrecy 
Government Spending 
Government Spying 
Government Watchdog 
Graduates 
Grand Jury 
Great Society 
Greece 
Greek Dictatorship 
Guam 
Guatemala 
Guerilla Warfare 
Gun Dealer(s) 
Gun Lobby 
Haiti 
Hate 
Hawaii 
Health and Safety 
Hearsay 
Hell’s Canyon 
Hijacker(s) 
Hindus 
Historians 
Hollywood 
Hoover Commission 
House of Lords 
House Rules Committee 
House Un-American 
Activities Committee 
Humane Society 
Hungary 
Hunger 
Hush Money 
Hysteria 
Ignorance 
Illinois 
Immigrant(s) 
Immigration 
Impeachment 
Imperialist(s) 
Import Quotas 
Inadequate Housing 
Inadequate Job 
Opportunities 
Incumbents 
India 
India-Pakistan Conflict 
Indochina War 
Indonesia 
Industry 
Inflation 
Information 
Insurance 
Insurance Industry 
Intelligence Agency 
Interest Rates 
Internal Revenue Service 
International Conference 
Delegates 
International Control 
Commission 
International 
Cooperation 
International Law 
International Talks 
Investers 
Iran 
Iraq 
Ireland 
Isolationist(s) 
Israel 
IT&T 
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Italian Christian 
Democratic Party 
Italy 
Japan 
Jesus 
Jim Crow 
John Bull 
John Q Public 
Johnson Campaign 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Jordan 
Journalist(s) 
Judge(s) 
Judiciary 
Junk Mail 
Justice 
Kashmir 
Kennedy Campaign 
Kohler Company 
Korea 
Labor 
Labor Department 
Landowner(s) 
Laos 
Latin America 
Lawyer 
Lebanon 
Legislation 
Liberals 
Librarian 
Library of Congress 
Literacy Tests 
Living Costs 
Loans 
Local Governments 
Louisiana 
Loyalty Board 
Loyalty Oaths 
Mafia 
Mailman 
Major League Baseball 
Malaysia 
Management 
Mankind 
Marshall Plan 
Maryland 
Mayor(s) 
Meat Industry 
Medicare 
Memphis 
Mercury 
Mexican Bank Accounts 
Mexico 
Middle Class 
Middle East 
Migrant Farm Workers 
Military Authority 
Military Conduct 
Military Hawks 
Military Spending 
Military Spying 
Mine Owners 
Miner(s) 
Minimum Wage 
MIRV 
Model 
Moderates 
Monarchist(s) 
Morocco 
Mr. Atom 
Muslims 
NASA 
National Academy of 
Science 
National Association of 
Manufacturers 
National Guard 
National Liberation 
Front 
National Retail Dry 
Goods Association 
National Security 
National Traffic Safety 
Agency 
Nationalism 
NATO 
Natural Gas 
Navy 
Nazi(s) 
Nerve Gas 
New York City 
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New York State 
New York Yankees 
Nicaragua 
Nigeria 
Nixon Campaign 
Nixon Tapes 
Nobel Prize 
North Korea 
North Vietnam 
Norway 
NSA 
Nuclear Controls 
Nuclear Tests 
Nuclear Weapons 
Office of Economic 
Opportunity 
Office of Price 
Administration 
Oil Industry 
Old-Line Politics 
Olympics 
OPEC 
Other Countries 
Overconfidence 
Pakistan 
Palestine 
Panama 
Passports 
Patent Lobby 
Pay Raises 
Payments 
Peace 
Peace Corps 
Pensions 
Pentagon 
Perjury 
Pesticides 
Pestilence 
Philippines 
Plumber(s) 
Poland 
Polaris 
Policeman 
Political Commentators 
Political Opponents 
Politics 
Poll Tax 
Polls 
Pollution 
Pollution Control 
Popular Vote 
Pork Barrel Congressmen 
Portal Suits 
Portugal 
Postal Service 
Poverty 
Power Companies 
President’s Commission 
on Immigration and 
Naturalization 
Presidential Primaries 
Presidential Succession 
Press 
Price Controls 
Price Fixing 
Prices 
Prisoners of War 
Prisons 
Privacy 
Pro-Nixon Congressman 
Production 
Profiteers 
Progress 
Progressive Party 
Propaganda 
Prosecutor 
Protectionists 
Protesters 
Psychiatrist 
Public Health 
Public Officials 
Public Services 
Puerto Rico 
Racial Fears 
Racism 
Racist(s) 
Radical Left 
Railroad Industry 
Randall Commission 
Re-Enlistment Program 
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Reactionaries 
Reagan Campaign 
Real Estate Lobby 
Reapportionment 
Rearmament 
Recession 
Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation 
Recruits 
Redistricting 
Reform(s) 
Refugees 
Regulatory Agencies 
Religion 
Reparations 
Representative 
Government 
Republican(s) 
Retailers 
Retirees 
Revolution 
Rhodesia 
Rioters 
Road Lobby 
Rumania 
Rumors 
Rural Areas 
Russia 
Russian Intellectuals 
Russian People 
Russian Soldier(s) 
Saar 
Saigon 
Salaries 
Salesman 
SALT Talks 
San Francisco 
Saudi Arabia 
Savings 
Scandals 
School Districts 
Schools 
Scientists 
Secret Service 
Secretary 
Senate 
Senate Committee 
Senate Committee on 
Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce 
Senate Internal Security 
Subcommittee 
Senate Minority 
Senate Permanent 
Subcommittee on 
Investigations 
Seniority System 
Shipping Lobby 
Showgirl 
Skybolt 
Slums 
Smear Tactics 
Social Security 
Soldiers 
South Africa 
South Korea 
South Vietnam 
Southern Strategy 
Soviet General 
Soviet Spies 
Spain 
Special Interests 
Spending Cuts 
Spy Missions 
Spy Scare 
St Lawrence Seaway 
State Department 
State Governments 
State Rights 
Statehood 
Statisticians 
Statue of Liberty 
Steel Industry 
Stock Market 
Stockpiles 
Students 
Subversive Activities 
Control Board 
Suez 
Suffrage 
Sugar Lobby 
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Supply and Demand 
Supreme Court 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Syria 
Taft-Hartley Act 
Tailors 
Taiwan 
Tariff Lobby 
Tax Extension 
Tax Increases 
Tax Proposals 
Tax Reform 
Taxpayer(s) 
Teacher(s) 
Tennessee 
Terrorist(s) 
Texas 
Textile Industry 
Thailand 
The Devil 
The Netherlands 
The New Year 
The Ruhr 
The South 
The World 
Third Party 
Tibet 
Timber Lobby 
Trade Union 
Demonstrator 
Treasury 
Trial Lawyers Lobby 
Trieste 
Trucking Lobby 
Truth 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
TV Industry 
U.S.S.R. 
Uncle Sam 
Unemployment 
Union Leadership 
Unions 
United Mine Workers 
United Nations 
University Faculty 
Unused Capacity 
Urban Needs 
US Allies 
US Army 
US Diplomacy 
US Dollar 
US Draft 
US Embassy 
US Hotheads 
US Population 
US Prestige 
US Right Wingers 
US Space Program 
US Tourists 
US Trade 
USA 
Vatican 
Veterans 
Veto 
Vice Presidency 
Victory 
Vietnam 
Vietnam War 
Vietnamese Soldier 
Vigilantes 
Violence 
Virginia 
Voice of America 
Voter Intimidation 
Voter(s) 
Voting Record 
Voting Rights Act 
Wafdist Party 
Wages 
War 
War Crimes 
Watergate Burglar(s) 
Watergate Investigation 
Ways and Means 
Committee 
Wealth 
Weather Department 
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Welfare Reform 
West Germany 
Western Electric 
Western European 
Communists 
Western Leaders 
Western Union 
White House Gang 
White Supremacy 
Wholesalers 
Winter 
Wisconsin 
Witnesses 
Worker(s) 
World Court 
World Events 
World Leader(s) 
World Opinion 
World Population 
World Trade War 
Yugoslavia 
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APPENDIX D: 
SUBJECT CLOUD VISUALIZATIONS 
 
The figures in Appendix D visualize all of the subjects assigned to each cartoon in the 
corpus, broken down by year, as a series of word clouds. The larger, darker, and closer a 
subject appears in the cloud, the more frequently it was the primary subject of Block’s 
cartoons during that year. The size of the subject clouds also indicates the number of 
different topics that Block drew in any given year. These visualizations were created in the 
statistical analysis program R and the code used to generate them is available from 
https://github.com/apl4d/ offensive-weapons/tree/master/code. 
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APPENDIX E: 
SLOPEGRAPH VISUALIZATIONS 
 
The figures in Appendix E use slopegraphs to illustrate the major themes presented 
across the corpus of cartoons, grouping them into four-year cycles that correspond to 
presidential elections. As originally theorized by Edward Tufte, slopegraphs allow data to be 
represented across three dimensions.1 The vertical columns present a hierarchical list of the 
frequency with which major subjects were drawn in a specific year. Spacing along the vertical 
axis is proportionate and because each graph is plotted using the same scale, comparison of 
multiple graphs reveals the changing focus that Block gave to specific subjects. The 
horizontal axis provides temporal context, with the slope of each line revealing both how the 
representation of each subject changes over time, but also how they change in relation to the 
depiction of other subjects. Each chart only plots a specific subject if it is the major topic for 
at least 3% of Block’s output in one of the years visualized; other subjects are grouped 
together in the category “Other.” The inclusion of the “Other” category is important as it 
shows the variety of major subjects that Block’s cartoons dealt with each year, without 
adding additional clutter to the visualizations. These visualizations were created in the 
statistical analysis program R and the code used to generate them is available from 
https://github.com/apl4d/ offensive-weapons/tree/master/code. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Edward R. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press, 2001), 155-59. 
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1946–1948 
  
 30.18% Congress
 8.23% Truman Administration
 4.27% US Economy
 0.91% PRVWï6HFRQGWorld War World Order
 2.13% World Stability
 5.18% United Nations
 2.44% Senate
 1.22% Labor
 0.00% Congressional Elections, 1946
+RXVH8Qï$PHrican Activities Committee
 0.61% Republican Party
 19.82% Presidential Election, 1948
 8.23% Cold War
 11.90% Other
Congress 20.94% 
Truman Administration 18.18% 
US Economy 11.02% 
PRVWï6HFRQGWorld War World Order 9.92% 
World Stability 8.82% 
United Nations 8.54% 
Senate 4.96% 
Labor 4.68% 
Congressional Elections, 1946 3.58% 
+RXVH8Qï$PHrican Activities Committee 0.55% 
Republican Party 0.28% 
Presidential Election, 1948 0.00% 
Cold War 0.00% 
Other 8.53% 
1946 1947 1948
 50%50% 
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1949–1952 
  
 10.59% Congress
 7.79% Truman Administration
 9.97% Cold War
 4.36% Senate
 2.18% World Stability
 1.56% US Economy
 0.31% United Nations
 4.36% Korean War
 40.19% Presidential Election, 1952
 4.67% Eisenhower Administration
 0.93% Second Red Scare
 13.09% Other
Congress 27.13% 
Truman Administration 16.16% 
Cold War 9.76% 
Senate 8.23% 
World Stability 5.79% 
US Economy 2.44% 
United Nations 2.13% 
Korean War 0.00% 
Presidential Election, 1952 0.00% 
Eisenhower Administration 0.00% 
Second Red Scare 3.34% 
Other 25.02% 
1949 1950 1951 1952
 50%50% 
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1953–1956 
  
 23.93% Eisenhower Administration
 10.49% Congress
 5.57% Soviet Union
 6.23% Cold War
 0.00% Korean War
 6.89% Senate
 0.98% US Economy
 0.00% Congressional Elections, 1954
 3.28% World Stability
 20.66% Presidential Election, 1956
 1.65% Second Red Scare
 20.32% Other
Eisenhower Administration 36.49% 
Congress 21.40% 
Soviet Union 9.12% 
Cold War 6.67% 
Korean War 4.56% 
Senate 1.75% 
US Economy 1.05% 
Congressional Elections, 1954 0.70% 
World Stability 0.70% 
Presidential Election, 1956 0.00% 
Second Red Scare 7.37% 
Other 10.19% 
1953 1954 1955 1956
 50%50% 
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1957–1960 
  
 24.40% Eisenhower Administration
 4.80% Congress
 6.00% Cold War
 0.80% Senate
 3.60% Soviet Union
 0.00% Little Rock Crisis
 0.00% Middle East
 0.00% Labor
 0.00% World Stability
 0.00% Congressional Elections, 1958
 28.80% Presidential Election, 1960
 0.00% Taiwan Strait Crisis, 1958
 3.60% Kennedy Administration
 5.20% Civil Rights
 22.80% Other
Eisenhower Administration 42.57% 
Congress 14.19% 
Cold War 7.09% 
Senate 6.08% 
Soviet Union 5.07% 
Little Rock Crisis 3.72% 
Middle East 3.04% Labor 3.04% 
World Stability 1.35% 
Congressional Elections, 1958 0.34% 
Presidential Election, 1960 0.00% 
Taiwan Strait Crisis, 1958 0.00% 
Kennedy Administration 0.00% 
Civil Rights 1.36% 
Other 12.15% 
1957 1958 1959 1960
 50%50% 
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1961–1964 
  
 0.00% Kennedy Administration
 1.75% Cold War
 4.80% Soviet Union
 0.87% US Economy
 2.18% World Stability
 8.30% Congress
 6.99% Republican Party
 1.75% People's Republic of China
 4.37% Senate
 0.44% United Nations
 0.00% Congressional Elections, 1962 0.00% Cuba/Cuban Missile Crisis
 24.45% Presidential Election, 1964
 13.97% Johnson Administration
 0.87% Vietnam
 7.42% Civil Rights
 21.84% Other
Kennedy Administration 26.79% 
Cold War 13.96% 
Soviet Union 12.08% 
US Economy 4.53% 
World Stability 3.02% 
Congress 2.64% 
Republican Party 1.13% 
People's Republic of China 1.13% 
Senate 1.13% 
United Nations 0.75% 
Congressional Elections, 1962 0.38% 
Cuba/Cuban Missile Crisis 2.26% 
Presidential Election, 1964 0.00% 
Johnson Administration 0.00% 
Vietnam 0.75% 
Civil Rights 3.78% 
Other 25.67% 
1961 1962 1963 1964
 50%50% 
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1965–1968 
  
 14.10% Johnson Administration
 11.01% Vietnam War
 4.41% Congress
 2.64% Civil Rights
 0.00% Republican Party
 0.44% France
 1.76% Senate
 1.76% Space
 0.00% Racism
 0.00% People's Republic of China
 1.32% US Economy
 1.76% Gun Controls
 3.08% Soviet Union
 0.44% Automotive Industry
 37.00% Presidential Election, 1968
 0.00% Middle East
 0.00% Campaign Finance
 20.28% Other
Johnson Administration 25.82% 
Vietnam War 10.66% 
Congress 9.43% 
Civil Rights 6.15% 
Republican Party 3.28% 
France 3.28% 
Senate 2.87% 
Space 2.87% 
Racism 2.87% 
People's Republic of China 2.05% 
US Economy 2.05% 
Gun Controls 1.23% 
Soviet Union 1.23% 
Automotive Industry 0.41% 
Presidential Election, 1968 0.00% 
Middle East 0.00% 
Campaign Finance 0.00% 
Other 25.80% 
1965 1966 1967 1968
 50%50% 
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1969–1972 
  
 36.67% Nixon Administration
 0.48% Congress
 12.86% Vietnam War
 0.00% Middle East
 0.48% Supreme Court
 2.38% US Economy
 0.00% Urban Issues 0.00% World Stability 0.00% Protests
 0.48% Pollution
 0.00% Congressional Elections, 1970
 3.81% Nixon, Richard
 29.52% Presidential Election, 1972
 2.86% Watergate
 10.46% Other
Nixon Administration 36.13% 
Congress 7.56% 
Vietnam War 5.88% 
Middle East 4.62% 
Supreme Court 4.20% 
US Economy 4.20% 
Urban Issues 3.36% 
World Stability 2.94% 
Protests 2.94% 
Pollution 1.26% 
Congressional Elections, 1970 0.00% 
Nixon, Richard 0.00% 
Presidential Election, 1972 0.00% 
Watergate 0.00% 
Other 26.91% 
1969 1970 1971 1972
 50%50% 
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1973–1976 
 0.41% Watergate
 0.82% Nixon Administration
 4.08% US Economy
 0.41% Nixon, Richard
 0.00% Vietnam War
 6.94% Congress
 20.41% Ford Administration
 0.00% Congressional Elections, 1974
 4.90% Domestic Spying
 36.33% Presidential Election, 1976
 25.70% Other
Watergate 36.19% 
Nixon Administration 33.07% 
US Economy 8.95% 
Nixon, Richard 5.84% 
Vietnam War 4.28% 
Congress 1.17% 
Ford Administration 0.00% 
Congressional Elections, 1974 0.00% 
Domestic Spying 0.00% 
Presidential Election, 1976 0.00% 
Other 10.50% 
1973 1974 1975 1976
 50%50% 
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